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GARRISONED!

Father, fresh courage Thou dost give,
To mind, from pain, release;
Though life at times is hard to live,
In Thee we may have peace.
The knowledge of such all-wise power
Controlling should bring ease.

Father, the way with snares is rife
And faith gets tried and weak;
But words of spirit and of life
From out the Scriptures speak;
They urge the wavering spirit on
For greater spoil to seek.

Thou dost the spiteful ways behold,
No mischief hides from Thee;
Yet good from it must soon unfold.
For we Thy purpose see.
To know Thy grace will still uphold
Can strengthen mightily.

Though other lives seem better far,
More outwardly in line;
These ornamental garments are
A covering not divine;
The inner motive all may mar—
Faith-righteousness be mine.

---L. Cock
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EDITORIAL

Ever grateful to our gracious God, we begin another
volume of UnsearcKahle Riches with the words of the

beloved apostle Paul on our lips, thanking God for the
faith and the faithfulness of all His saints. ''Therefore,
I also, on hearing of this faith of yours in the Lord
Jesus, and that for all the saints, do not cease giving
thanks for you, making mention in my prayers that
the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory,
may be giving you a spirit of wisdom and revelation in
the realization of Him, the eyes of your heart having
been enlightened, for you to perceive what is the expec
tation of His calling, and what the riches of the glory
of the enjoyment of His allotment among the saints, and
what the transcendent greatness of His power for us
who are believing, in accord with the operation of the
might of His strength, which is operative in the Christ,
rousing Him from among the dead and seating Him at
His right hand among the celestials, up over every
sovereignty and authority and power and lordship and
every name that is named, not only in this eon, but also
in that which is impending: and subjects all under His
feet, and gives Him, as Head over all, to the ecclesia
which is His body, the complement by which all in all
is being completed." (Eph. 1:15-23).
How thankful we are for the measure of faith which

has been parted to each of you! Every expression and
evidence of this faith of yours is fraught with joy and
satisfaction for us, and we crave to hear of your faith—
it so encourages and consoles our hearts! In a ministn^



4  Let Us be Faithful

such as ours, we more often encounter the doubts and
the disbelief of our brethren, who write us of their
problems and perplexities.
Yet how stimulating to receive a report which is

filled with the blessed fruit of faith. Doubts are con
tagious, and they can spread like the plague. Yet faith
in God's declarations encourages those exposed to it.
It is instructive to note that Paul urged his beloved
child in the faith to become a model for the believers,
in word, in behavior, in love, in faith, and in purity
(1 Tim. 4:12). Models are made to be imitated. In his
second letter to Timothy, Paul repeated his entreaty,
saying ''Now you fully follow me in my teaching, mo
tive, purpose, FAITH, patience, love, endurance, persecu
tions, [and] suiferings... " (2 Tim. 3:10, 11). By
God's grace we would fully follow faithful Timothy.
Such a course will lead to persecution and suffering,

and those who would live devoutly in the current eon
can expect to be misunderstood and misjudged. Yet it
is, strange to say, called the path of "peace."
As we have said before, what a privilege is open to

us all! Angels could ask no greater boon than to suffer
for the truth of God. Our Lord could find joy that the
reproaches directed against God fell on Him. The con
sciousness of His smile will take away the sting from
the arrows of any human adversary who may, like Saul
of Tarsus, think he is zealously serving God by perse
cuting what he deems to be error.
We have often felt strengthened by the Word of God,

set forth by a man of faith. Yet "higher criticism",
shrouded in doubt and disbelief, can destroy and dis
courage and dishearten.

These are the "last days" and "perilous periods will
be present." We, too, must take to heart the sobering
words of Paul in his final epistle, where he entreats
Timothy, "You, then, child of mine, be invigorated by
the grace which is in Christ Jesus. And what things
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you hear from me through many witnesses, these commit

to faithful men, who shall be competent to teach others

also." (2 Tim. 2:1, 2).

Faith is reserved for those who have "ears to hear"

the evangel of their salvation, the word of truth. If we

would have more faith, then we must not only continu

ously expose ourselves to God's divine declarations, but

we must really harken to His words. Listening leads to

believing, and believing leads to realizing. But our

realization—our recognizing that these truly are God's

words—cannot come until we first exercise our faith.

And faith cometh by hearing, whether with our physical

ears, or by reading and meditating on the Scriptures.

First we must listen, then believe, and then we will

realize the truth (Col. 1:6, Eph. 1:13).

May our gracious God grant us faith to believe the

truths so clearly set forth in His Word—and love to

imitate Him Who is conciliated to the world, in giving

them out. d.e.k.

PLANS FOR 1962

With the thought "If the Lord should ever be willing,

and we shall be living..." (James 4:15) uppermost

in our minds, we shall attempt to describe our tentative

plans for the coming year.

In Unsearchable Riches we begin the series, "The

Mystery of the Resurrection" in the current issue, and

these articles will continue on into the next volume.

The current series' "Check your Panoply," by Brother

Herman Rocke, "The Secret of the Evangel," by A. E.

Knoch, and "Notes on Isaiah" by Brother E. H. Clayton

will all continue. Special articles for the young people

are being planned at the present time, and these will

form a series which will last throughout this volume.

The Children's Page will be continued.



6 Proposed New Edition

The Concordant Version of Isaiah should be issued

early this year. As this is written, the text is being

corrected prior to the final checking and proof-reading.

The Introduction and the Skeleton Index are already in

type. The two full page maps are being drawn and

checked carefully. A special "fly-leaf" page is being

designed which will incorporate a new and novel idea

which we hope will make it much more useful.

The long awaited new edition of " Scriptural Songs"

may become a reality this year. The careful scrutinizing

of the copyright information and other details has been

progressing for a number of years, and we hope to get

into the actual production stages of having the type set

and the plates made early this year.

The single volume binding of the International Edi

tion of the Concordant Version (which has sold for

$3.50) is now out of print and unavailable, except for

modest stocks in the hands of a few of our foreign

agents. There are still enough of the two volume style

of binding to last approximately two years, and the

official price will now be reduced from the former price

of $4.00 to $3.50, the same price as the one volume edi

tion sold for. The two volume style is now the only

style of binding available. Separate copies of either

volume, the Version or the Keyword Conocrdance, will

be available for $2.00 each.

Copy is now being carefully prepared so that work

can soon commence on the production of an entirely new

edition of the Concordant Version of the Greek Scrip

tures, or "New Testament." Present plans call for a

slightly larger and more readable typeface (about the

same size of type as used in this magazine), with only a

single column of type on each page, accompanied by a

narrow margin containing references and other valuable

information. The great majority of the features found

in the International Edition will be retained, but an en

deavor will be made to simplify the signs and symbols.
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so that they may be used more easily. In order that

this new edition (as yet unnamed) may be prepared and

published before our entire supply of the present

two-volume International Edition is exhausted, the new

edition will be issued initially without an accompanying

concordance (although one is contemplated). However,

users will be encouraged to supplement this new edition

with the present Keyword Concordance, which will still

be available.

We have been carefully studying various typefaces

and styles for several months, and hope to be able to

publish a sample page of this next edition as soon as a

final decision has been reached, and the type matrices

purchased.

A number of other very important decisions which

affect the future plans of the Concern have been on our

hearts for a number of months and we may have several

announcements of considerable significance in the next

few issues. In the meanwhile, we will appreciate your

continuing faithfulness to all of us in prayers and peti

tions that God's leading may be discerned, and that the

decisions made will be for the glory and honor of our

God and Father. d.e.k.

ADVANCE FELLOWSHIP NOTICE

We are announcing the date of the Baldwin (Michigan)

Fellowship early this year so that friends may have this

information while planning their summer vacations. God

willing, the Fellowship for 1962 will be held at Baldwin,

Michigan in the Grace and Truth Chapel. It will begin July

29 and conclude August 1.2. This will include three week
ends. Please join us in prayer that this Fellowship may be

for the glory of God and the upbuilding of the saints. d.m.j.

SERIES ON THE DAIS

One of our readers has suggested that we reprint our series

of articles on "The Dais" which appeared in Volumes 38 and

39 of Unsearchable Riches. We are unable to do this at the

present time, but for those of our readers who would like
to study this series, we will offer a set of ten issues which

contain the articles for only a dollar a set for a limited time.
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A REPORT ON A. B. KNOCH

We realize that many of our readers are most interested

to know of the welfare of the founder and editor emeritus

of Unsearchable Riches. During the holidays, many cards

and letters have come in extending best wishes and encourage

ment to the one who, for so many years, encouraged them

through his writings. We wish to thank you all for these

notes of affection and appreciation and trust that this report

will suffice both to acknowledge them and inform you of that

which we would tell you individually were it possible.

December 19th marked the eighty-seventh birthday of our

beloved teacher. The years and the strenuous labor of love

have taken their toll and for sometime now, he has been un

able to continue the work which was so precious to him.

His eyesight, as most of you know, is now nearly totally

impaired so that reading is impossible and even getting about

the house somewhat difficult. The "Father of pities", know

ing our needs, has provided that his wife, Sigrid, is amazingly

strong for her eighty-five years. Albert, the younger grandson,

is able to live with them nearly all the time, aiding in any

way that he can. We request your prayers for God's sus

taining grace to be apparent in all that occurs during these

last difficult trials. "A.E.K." is ever looking for the Lord to

come that the "mortal may be swallowed up by life." (2 Cor.

5:4). This forms his "happy expectation."

WILLIAM PECK

By his death on October 21, 1961 the Sheffield Concordant

Scripture Study Class sustained the loss of its oldest member.

He was four months past 86 years, and was with the class

almost till the end. He was one of three brothers, all of whom

attended the class for many years. In fact, their father was

a member of the class in its early days, which go back well

over half a century. Both surviving brothers are still with

the class, and with them we exemplify the faith inculcated

by our God and Father in the evangel of His Son, for with our

late brother, we will answer the call of our Lord to meet Him

in the air. e.h.c.

THOMAS A. BROOKES

The Sheffield Class has sustained a further depletion of its

number. Brother Thomas A. Brookes fell asleep on November

21, 1961. His end was peaceful, though his illness was much

extended. He was laid to rest three days later, to await the

call of his Lord which will rouse him and enable him to meet

Him in the air, together with all saints, whether living or

dead. This has been our brother's expectation for over half a

century. He was one of the original members of the class, and

though ill health has prevented his attendance latterly, yet

his joy and sympathy were with us, and all the saints, e.h.c.



Notes on Isaiah

LOADS OF THE NATIONS

AND ISRAEL'S BLESSINGS

The two central sections of the eight major divisions

(see skeleton in Unsearchable Riches, volume51, page60)

give us God's thoughts as to the nations, their loads and

woes, as these are related to Israel's blessings and Ieue 's

glories. His ultimate object is to bring the nations back

to Himself and this will be accomplished in the new

earth (Rev. 21:22). Here the prophet gives us a glimpse

into God's ways which will lead to that era, and then

forward to the ultimate reconciliation of all, at the con

summation which is to follow. Israel is the channel

through which He reaches the nations, other than in

the present secret administration of grace, which oper

ates while Israel itself is estranged. "When we see that

these loads and woes are preparatory experiences leading

to ultimate bliss, we will be better able to grasp their

deeper meaning and true import.

SKELETON OF ISAIAH 13:1 TO 27:13

13:1-14:32 Babylon and Phiiistia . Loads Zion and Tyre 22:1-27:13

15:1-16:14 Moab Loads Arabia 21:13-17

17:1 14 Damascus Loads Dume 21:13-17

18:1-7 Ethiopia Woe—Load ... Wildernesses 21 :l-10

19:1-4 Confusion ... Egypt—Assyria ... Captivity 20:1-6

19:5-10 Desolation .. Condition ... Healing 19:18-25

19:11 Fools 12 Cause Chiefs Fools 13-15 Cause 16-17

BABYLON, ISRAEL AND PHILISTIA (13:1 TO 14:32)

The load of Babylon begins with the mustering of the

battle host by which Babylon was to be established, but



10 The Babylonian Conquests

it also ends with a prediction of its future destruction in

the day of Ieue. It fills in with details concerning

Babylon's depopulating (13:21, 22) and the devastation

of the land of Israel (13:6, 7). In Isaiah's day, Babylon

was not yet prominent. It receives the first place here

because it was to be used for Judah's deportation.

Though Judah escaped when the Assyrian deported the

northern kingdom, yet they would fall later by the might

of Babylon. Hence these predictions have a special

interest for Judah.

ESTABLISHING BABYLON BEFORE (13:1-6)

THE BATTLE

13 FLOAD OF BABYLON
which was perceived by Isaiah, the son of Amoz:

2 On a mountain ridge lift up a Fbanner!
cRaise the voice high to them!

rDo not fear!0 Wave a hand!
And they shall enter the portals of the patrons.

3 I, I instructt0 My hallowed. rAnd I call them.0
Moreover, I call My masters, for My anger;

My joyous 7and° My proud.

4 The sound of a throng in the mountains, like many people!
The sound of tumult of kingdoms,
Of nations being gathered!

Ieue of hosts is Musterer of the battle host
5 Coming from a land afar, From the end of the Aheavens,

Ieue and the instruments of His menace,
To harm the entire earth.

6 Howl! For near is the May of Ieue!

As devastation from Him Who-Suffices shall it come.

The Babylonian conquests are graphically presented

as under the leadership of Ieue of hosts, for, in His hands,

the world powers are instruments of His menace to harm

the entire earth (5). Ieue of hosts takes personal charge

in order to sift out one nation into the van of the world-

kingdom. And He directs the course of Babylon in the

task assigned to it. By a triple means He calls them to

conquest (2). He engages their attention by means of

a banner on a ridge, where it can easily be seen at a

distance, then a loud shout when they are nearer, and
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then a beckoning hand. They are not to fear to enter

the gates of rich cities. Thus He instructs Babylon and

calls them, for He has '"'hallowed" or consecrated them

for this task.

This shows that the first world-kingdom was not

merely foretold, but actually dedicated by Ieue of hosts.

The kings before Nebuchadnezzar, they, like him, may

have consciously imagined that they themselves had done

things for their own glory, but here we see that it was

a load laid on them to carry out His purpose, especially

concerning Judah. This lesson was later taught to

Nebuchadnezzar personally, when he boasted as if he

had built great Babylon (Dan. 4). For a time Babylon

was taking Judah's place, in order to preserve and

prepare Ieue's people for its work in the future. In

these verses, Babylon's establishing is predicted.

ISRAEL DISCIPLINED

Ieue of hosts plans not only to use Israel to subdue and

bless the other nations, but He first uses the nations to

discipline and prepare Israel for their tasks. All hosts

are His. He controls the instruments of His menace (5)

with which He executes His anger against Judah. That

is why they are called His hallowed masters to execute

His anger, although during the operations they are joy

ous and proud (3). The mountains (4) may refer to

those north of Babylon, but, figuratively, mountains repre

sent elevations, the high ones of the earth, for Babylon

was on an extensive plain. Babylon first conquered

them, and then spread its conquests by means of the

armies of these nations. It was joyous and proud as a

result of its conquests, not knowing that it was only an

instrument in the hands of Ieue of hosts to execute His

menace, especially of His own nation.

Ieue has His "day" (6) whenever He deals with the

earth by means of physical forces. The conclusive day of

Ieue will come when He prepares the earth for the king-
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dom of Christ, in the future. It comes from the hand of

Shdi who-suffices, which is usually suggestive of welfare.

True satisfaction comes only in obedience to leue, and by

judgment of the disobedience against Him. Here He

brings devastation.

First we read of the nearness of Ieue's day (6), then

of its actual coming (9). This expression is used of the

past, of Ieue's judging of Babylon's devastating con

quests, which prefigure the great judgment era of the

end. Thus, the nearness spoken of (6) was relative to

the function of Ieue's operations amongst the nations

subsequent to the prophet Isaiah. Those activities looked

forward to the future, when the day of leue will come.

Then will commence the final crisis of this eon and man's

day will end. The entire earth will be thoroughly

purged as a preliminary for the kingdom.

INHABITANTS FEARFUL (13:7,8)

7 Therefore all "hands shall be slack,

* And every mortal's Fheart shall Fmelt 8and be flustered.

Throes and cramps shall take hold of 7them.°

As a bearing woman shall they travail.

A man *at his associate shall be amazed,

7And° as a facade of blazes are their faces.

When the seals of the Unveiling are being broken in

that future day, the terrors of that time will test the

limits of human endurance in order to show man his

helplessness, and his dependence on the Deity. Yet the

past period was also characterized by fearful and intimi

dating circumstances, both in Judah and the nations

around. Portrayed is the effect upon the inhabitants,

with hands slack and hearts melting. In verse 20, we

have the counterpart in respect to Babylon—that the

inhabitants no longer tabernacle there. The prophet

Jeremiah fills out much which indicates how stirring

were the times that witnessed the ascendency of this first

world kingdom—a picture of the future, in miniature.
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DAY OF IEUE, A CRUEL OPENING (13:9-1.2)

9 Behold! The May of Ieue has come, cruel,

aWith rage and Ahot anger,

To P*make the 'entire0 earth t0 a desolation,

And its sinners is He exterminating from it.

10 For the stars of the heavens 'are not appearing/

And their constellations are not irradiating their light.

Dark is the sun in its faring forth,

And the moon is not brightening with its light.

11 And I check over 7all° the habitance for its evil,

And on the wicked for their depravity.

And I eradicate the pomp of the arrogant,

And the pride of the terrifiers am I abasing.

!2 More precious am I cmaking the remaining0 mortal

/Than glittering gold,

And a human 'than certified fAfrican' gold.

Here the day of Ieue has arrived. Its objective is to

remove the evil circumstances which have come to pre

vail. The Alueim of Israel has, in effect, been escorted

from His earth. This necessitates that the day's opening

will be cruel with the rage and hot anger of Ieue. The

habitance is to be checked over for its evil. The mortals

who remain will be precious; they will, in figure, glitter.

The details of these verses really find their first reflec

tion in the days of the opening of the seals of the Un

veiling. The intimations of verse 9 seem to view the

persecution and inflictions on the faithful saint, calling

for the desolation and exterminating of sinners on the

earth. The next verse (10) goes on to intimate the

happenings in the heavens under the sixth seal (Rev.

.6:12).
ASSOCIATED WITH ADVENT

Our Lord referred to these events as occurring just

before His advent (Matt. 24:29-30). Leaving out the

present secret administration of God's grace to the na

tions, it would be about seven hundred years later than

announced by Isaiah. The main effect will be to eradi

cate the pride of mankind, in preparation for His benign

rule.
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DAY OF IEUE (13:1348)

RAGE CLEARS THE WAY TO KINGDOM

13 Therefore the heavens will I disturb,
And the earth shall quake from its place,

In the 'furious0 rage of Ieue of hosts,

And in the Aday of His Ahot anger.

14 And 'the =remainderr becomes as a gazelle 'running
away/

And as a flock 'straying0 with no one to get it together.

Each man toward his people shall face,

And each man to his land shall flee.

15 Everyone 'found shall be stabbed,
And everyone 'gathered up shall fall *by the sword.

16 And their children shall be dashed to pieces ^before
their eyes.

Their houses shall be rifled, and their wives ravished.

17 Behold Me rousing owagainst them Uhe Medes,
Who are not accounting silver.

And gold—they are not delighting in it.

18 And with bows they are dashing the youths to pieces,
And 'on0 the Ffruit of the belly they are not having com

passion.
7And0c over the sons their Neye is not commiserating.

The heavens will be disturbed and the earth will quake

in preparation for the coming of Christ, so that nothing

will remain but that which cannot be shaken (Heb. 12:

26, 27). Such features are the miracles in the heavens

above which make manifest Ieue's day in the sense that

it is really the great and advent day. Its moment is

here. Thus He will secure a solid foundation for His

kingdom administration.

As we proceed in our study of Isaiah, we will see

other references to the rectifying of the earth (24:19-

20) and the nations (34:1-4). Also of the protection of

His saints during the pouring out of the bowls (26:20-

21). There have been previews of this supreme tragedy,

but on a smaller scale, in connection with previous world

conquerors. The immediate application of these verses

(14-18) seems to be to the conquest of Babylon by the

Medes, who were very callous and cruel in their war

fare. They are represented as being utterly bent on

prosecuting their task to its ultimate.
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BABYLON: INHABITANTS WIPED OUT (13:19-20)

19 And it bcomes that Babylon, the stateliest of kingdoms,
The beauty, the pomp of the Chaldeans,

Shall be as the overturning of vSodom and ^Gomorrah by
the Alueim.

20 It shall not be indweltt0 permanently,
Nor shall anyone tabernacle there further,
For generation °after generation,

Nor shall the Arabian tent there,
Nor shepherds recline their flocks there.

Babylon, in the Scriptures, is looked upon as the world

capital in man's day, opposed to Jerusalem, the center of

earth's rule in Ieue's day. Babylon was the start of the

nations (Gen. 11) and was the first adjudication of Ieue

in this eon. The world conquerors, Nebuchadnezzar,

Cyrus, and even Alexander, made it their capital, and,

in the future, it will be the site of a kingdom over the

kings of the earth (Rev. 17:18). Yet it is most signifi

cant that it lies in ruins most of the time, a symbol of

the chaotic character of human government, and the

future displacement of man's government.

The stateliest of kingdoms: This seems to be true in

both periods of its dominance, past and future. Its past

decline ensued after its occupation by the two other

world-kingdoms, Medo-Persia and the Grecian. Never

has this city been overthrown in the same sense as was

Sodom and Gomorrah. Those cities perished suddenly

and by the hand of Alueim. This is what the future day

of Ieue holds for Babylon. Its calamities arrive in one

day; its judging is in one hour. Babylon is hurled down,

as illustrated by the millstone cast into the sea, and it

is found nevermore (see Unveiling [Rev.] 18).

It is thus evident that the prophecy was not fully

fulfilled in the past, for there was an ecclesia at Babylon

in Peter's day (1 Pet. 5:13). Nor has its destruction ever

been effective to the degree stated in the prophecy. Today

there is a considerable city on the site called Hillah.

The final destruction of Babylon will occur in the era

of the end which commences the day of Ieue.
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BABYLON : DEVASTATED (13 :21, 22)

AFTER BATTLE

21 «Yet the "animals0 of arid spaces will recline there,
And their houses will be full of 7their "uproar.0

And the dtr ostrich will tabernacle there.
And hairy creatures will dance there.

22 And falcons will respond in Mtheir citadels,8
And jackals in the delicate palaces.

And near to come is her era,

And her days shall not be protracted further.0

The above verses picture the devastation which gradu

ally overtook Babylon after the battle which removed

her from past dominance over the nations and Israel.

The two lines which close verse 20 really introduce and

move over to the forlorn state to which the city came,

and these lines are completed in verses 21, 22. Similar

desolation for Babylon is also intimated in the following

chapter of Isaiah (14:23). Jeremiah also records the

same overthrow, comparable to that of Sodom and Go

morrah. But we need to discriminate between the two

happenings to the city.

The deposing of Babylon in the past, this immediately

provided the position for token blessings to Israel, which

took them back to their land, and the literary form of

the prediction is controlled by this fact, for the future

will, in large measure, repeat Babylon's dominance and its

removal followed by Israel's fullest blessing in the land.

(To be continued)

CHARLOT BLEASDALE

On November 22 at 9 p.m. in the Lake Worth General
Hospital, Sister Chariot Bleasdale was put to repose. She

was taken to the hospital November 13, a very sick woman.

She came to Lake Worth about two years ago from Morris-
ville, Pennsylvania. She had been a reader and student of
the Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures since 1948.
Sister Bleasdale was 86 years old, and leaves five sons. She
had difficulty in walking due to an injured hip, but came to

two meetings each week through the kindness of Brother and

Sister Lind, who provided regular transportation. Her last

days were full of suffering, but now she quietly awaits that
glad day "When we shall see Him face to face, and laud the
glories of His grace." b.g.r.



The Secret of the Evangel

THE CONCILIATION OF THE WORLD
(PART II)

The law God gave to Israel only magnified their sin.

It could not make them just. Until the law came, sin was

done in darkness. The law's searching rays laid open

to view the hideous corruption of men's hearts. Sin,

spurred on by the law, produced in man all manner of

sin (Rom. 7:8).

SIN SWAYED EVEN BEFORE LAW'S ADVENT

But prior to Moses, Adam's posterity was not given

commandments, hence could not break His law. They

could not be called "transgressors." None the less, Sin

swayed over their hearts, urging them to do those things

which were displeasing to their Subjector. Enoch testi

fied to their ungodliness and warned of the coming judg

ment about to overtake those who had irreverently

spoken against Him (Jude 1:15). In God's absence they

did things they would not have dared to do had He been

present with them.

Dark indeed was this period, extending to Moses' day,

marked by the judgment of the flood, the dispersion of

Babel, the judgments of Egypt. Can such a dismal

scene mirror the glorious Conciliation ? Yes. So it does!

And the more we ponder it, the more we marvel at the

riches of the wisdom and knowledge of our God, Who

can clothe such dark outlines with such effulgent glory.

THE COMPARISON MADE

Let us meditate for a time upon the type as it is
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developed in this chapter. Even a fleeting glance will

show that sin's reach was universal; every human being

was affected by it. Is the Conciliation universal also?

As the best of our English versions mar the exquisite

poise and balance of this comparison as it stands in the

inspired original, we will call to our aid a concordant

translation, arranging the lines so as to show these

correspondencies clearly.

adam's act—Christ's act (Rom. 5:18)

consequently, then,

as it was thus also it is

through one offense through one just award

for all mankind for all mankind

for condemnation, for life's justifying.

Sin fixes its fangs firmly on every one of Adam's sons.

There is no escape for anyone. Sin is not evil theoreti

cal, but actual and practical. It is not presented as a

matter of choice. It is powerful and sovereign. The

grand proof of this is death. Death entered through sin

and claims every single son of Adam. These universal

results have come through a single offense.

life's justifying

For the present, at least, the acceptance of the Con

ciliation is not universal. But Adam's offense did not

merely make it possible for men to sin and merit con

demnation, it rather made it impossible for them to do

otherwise. And we dare not refuse to believe that the

work of Christ is "thus also." So that it is beyond

denial that Christ's one righteous act is the basis upon

which all humanity will yet be freed from every effect of

Adam's offense. Truly, God locks all up together in

stubbornness, that He should be merciful to all (Rom.

11:32). And we may well ask, upon what other grounds

could God justify the inclusion of all under sin? In

order that He may condemn them? Never! But in
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order that He might create conditions in which He can

reveal His love to them.

It is possible to conceive of the offense as the result of

several acts of disobedience. It is possible to conceive

of its taking effect in Adam's posterity only upon their

repetition of a like offense. But these suppositions are

not true. On the one hand it was a single act. On the

other it had a universal effect. Thus also with the work

of Christ on the cross! It was a single act, not His life

long service, but His death. And its effect is not based

upon a repetition of a like act by each participant, but

is as universal as in the type. Just as Adam's one offense

affected all mankind so all will share in the gracious

benefits which Christ's death provides. The difficulties

and objections to this truth will be considered later,

when dealing with the reconciliation of the universe.

It seems passing strange that men would wish to dis

count the work of Christ and stop His conquest before

the citadel of sin. But it is still more distressing to find

them branding as traitors to the "Word of truth those

who believe God's record concerning the perfection and

omnipotence of that work.

The teachings of interminable sin, of estrangement

irreconcilable between God and man, of endless torment,

of a vindictive God—all these, shuddering, flee before

these verities like foul vapors before the ascending sun.

Christ's work has no limits, either in power or extent!

It restores far more than sin has taken away! It vitally

affects all humanity who were mortally affected by

Adam's sin.

ADAM AND CHRIST (Rom. 5:19)

For even as, thus also,

through the disobedience through the obedience

of the one man, of the One,

the many the many

were constituted shall be constituted

sinners, just.
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This statement is the explanation of the previous one,

and accordingly, it is introduced by the logical con

junction, /or. Hitherto the emphasis has been upon the

single act of Adam and the resulting condemnation; and

on the single act of Christ and the resulting justification

of life as these affect all mankind. Now the contrast is

not between two acts, but between two single human

beings, Adam and Christ. One constitutes many sinners,

and the Other constitutes many just.

"the many"

The Greek, hoi polloi, is literally "the many." To

English ears this suggests the greater part, or the major

ity. But that this is not the thought conveyed by the

phrase in the Greek is evident from other occurrences.

It is used of the body (Rom. 12:5) and the bread (1

Cor. 10:17). It is not a majority of the members which

make up the body, but all the members. Yet it is "the

many" members which make up the one body. The

contrast is not between all the members and many, but

between "the many" and "one." Just so in the fifth

chapter of Romans. The contrast is not with the "all

mankind" of the previous verse. Just as the many

members means all the members, which make up the one

body, so here "the many" includes all of those men

tioned in the previous verse. The many are constituted

sinners through the disobedience of the one man. The

many will be constituted just through the obedience of

the One, Christ Jesus. The disobedience of the one con

stituted not only him a sinner, but it included many

others. Just so the obedience of One constitutes, not

only Him, but many others just.

HOW MANY?

We can easily test this conclusion. Adam's disobedi

ence constituted "the many" sinners. How many? Is

there any human being (except Jesus Christ) who is
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not included in "the many"! Are not all constituted

sinners? Is not this the clear testimony of the Scrip

tures? "Not one is just—not even one." (Ecc. 7:20,

Rom. 3:10). The contrast, then, is between one and

many.

One man was the cause of all our woe: and One Man

is the means of all our weal. A single act of disobedience

on Adam's part constituted many sinners. A single act

of obedience on the part of Christ will yet constitute

many just. Through Adam, sin reaches all. Through

Christ, righteousness will yet reach all.

THE DESTINY OF MANKIND IS ASSURED

The destiny of mankind does not depend upon the in

dividual conduct of each one. All are sinners. All

deserve to be sentenced. None deserve to be justified.

And all are absolutely helpless. All who acknowledge

descent from Adam must acknowledge also, that through

his disobedience, they are sinners. Stubborn facts crowd

in on every side to bear witness that cannot be gainsaid

—sorrow, sickness, death—and a heart that cannot cease

from sin.

But what of that ?

If Adam alone is to blame for this, then Christ alone

must be acclaimed for the future perfection. Just so.

What encouragement there is in this!

Thus, while, in its universal aspect, the antitype is

just as the type, and the work of Christ co-extensive with

the ruin wrought by Adam, in its vigor and virtue the

reconciliation overwhelms the estrangement, producing a

precious burden of fruit for all the toil and travail

attending the offense. Here is not restoration merely,

with no addition to the seed that was sown, but reconcili

ation—a hundredfold harvest.

THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONCILIATION

In its universal application, type and antitype balanced
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perfectly. We dealt with the reconciliation itself as the

effect of the death of God's Son. It is as far-reaching as

Adam's offense. We will now deal with the acceptance

of this favor on the part of humanity, and consider only

those who receive the Conciliation. The effect of such an

acceptance is not limited to the weak outlines of the

type. Let us consider the points in which it excels.

SUPERABOUNDING GRACE (Rom. 5:15)

But not as thus also

the offense, the grace.

For if, much rather

by the offense the grace of God
and the gratuity in grace,

of the one, which is of the One man,
Jesus Christ,

the many to the many

died, superabounds.

Let us suppose for a moment that the favor shown

corresponds exactly to the type. Then it would just

recover from the effects of the offense, and we would

have just what Adam had in innocence, with the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil untasted, its fruit pro

hibited and progress impossible. Righteousness we would

not have, for Adam stood under a prohibitory law; holi

ness we could not appreciate, for it cannot shine except

in the darkness of sin. And all the precious fruit of the

love of God, which provided for our justification at the

cost of the blood of Christ—all these would be lost.

But no! We have infinitely more than mere recovery

from the effects of the one offense. We are not under a

precept as was Adam, liable to transgress at the first

assault of the Adversary. Instead we are justified apart

from our own acts altogether. Whatever we have done

or may do does not affect our justification, for it is as

immutable as the One Who gave it to us. In fact, it is

His own righteousness (Rom. 3:22, Phil. 3:9). Indict
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those whom God has justified and the righteousness of

God Himself is called into question.

we know him!

But there are minor chords in this grand harmony.

Better than His gifts is the knowledge that we have Him.

We know God as Adam never could, even if he had

communed with Him in innocence through all the days

since then. God's offended heart demanded death, but

now that He is conciliated, His favor flows in such re

dundant measure that it takes us infinitely beyond what

ever we may have lost through Adam's one offense.

There is another count in which the gift far transcends

the sin.

ONE SIN = CONDEMNATION—MANY OFFENSES = JUST AWARD

(Eom. 5:16)

And not as through

one act of sinning, is the gratuity.

For, indeed, yet

the judgment the grace

is out of one is out of many offenses

into condemnation, into a just award.

A single offense on Adam's part sufficed to bring in

the sentence of condemnation. God did not wait to find

the average tenor of his life, or whether he would repeat

the offense. A single act—then judgment has its session.

God Himself is Judge, the guilty man confesses his sin

and the sentence is pronounced against him (Gen. 3:

8-19).

If such summary justice was served out for a single

sin, what must the multitude of man's flagrant offenses

call for? Is the gift of righteousness sufficient to re

cover from only one offense, and thus fulfill the type1?

Far be the thought! That would leave us in as bad a

case as ever, for we all offend in many things. The favor
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shown to us cares nothing for the number of offenses.

Nay, grace rather glories in their multitude and provides

a verdict of "not guilty" for everyone whose cause it

pleads (Eom. 5:20). Paul, the foremost of sinners, was

granted the high privilege of becoming the greatest ex

ponent and chief example of God's grace (1 Tim. 1:14-

16).

And still another consideration remains, in which the

favor shown throws the type completely in the shade.

DEATH AND LIFE (Rom. 5:17)

For if, much rather,

by the offense of the one, those obtaining the
superabundance of grace
and the gratuity

of righteousness,

death in life

reigns shall be reigning

through the one, through the One,

[Adam] Jesus Christ.

Death entered through the gates left open by Sin, and

usurped God's throne.

DYING MAN

Not death in the sense that it is known among men.

That could never reign. But, instead of the mild ac

quiescence to his Subjector which Adam had shown be

fore his offense, men now refused to obey Him alto

gether. Their conduct, instead of being based upon His

presence, in fear of His displeasure, was founded upon

His absence, taking advantage of the fact that He did

not come upon the scene of each offense and judge it on

the spot, as He had done in Adam's case, but set a

future day in which all would be judged at once. Thus

they were ruled by the fact that He was not present to

interfere, and gave full swing to the unbridled desires

of their own hearts. Death thus usurped the sceptre

God alone should hold.
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REIGNING IN LIFE

If we could set this right, then what would we have ?

Death must be dethroned. God must be enthroned. That

would satisfy the type. But we have more than this by

far. They were merely Death's subjects. But we are

not only subjects of our God, but are the objects of His

unstinted favor, the recipients of His best gifts, and

honored with a place in His dominions far above the

rank of subjects. We are called upon to reign (Rom.

5:17).

Such are the particulars in which the estrangement

falls short as a type of the Conciliation. The favor

shown infinitely surpasses the offense; the deliverance

is not merely from one sin, but from many offenses. It

does not turn us back to innocence, but grants us right

eousness. The reign of Death is but a dim counterpart

of the glorious reign of those who accept His transcend

ent grace.
TYPE AND ANTITYPE

To sum up: If type and antitype balanced perfectly,

the truth would be thus:

Many die = Many live

One sin into condemnation = Justification from one sin

Death reigns = Life reigns

But such is not the case. The type falls far short of

figuring the full truth. This may be shown thus:

Many die = God's grace and gratuity
superabound to many

One sin into condemnation = Many offenses into a just
award

Death reigns = The recipients of the super
abundance of grace and the
gratuity of righteousness

reign in life.

We repeat: In its universal aspect, the antitype is

just as the type, and the work of Christ co-extensive

with the rum wrought by Adam, yet in its vigor and
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virtue, the reconciliation overwhelms the estrangement,

producing a precious burden of fruit to God for all the

toil and travail attending the offense.

god's goal

And here we find ourselves at the very kernel of the

whole matter. Some of us may have been saturated with

the thought that Christ's death falls far short of even

restoring to God what He had lost; that the Divine ad

venture has been a losing venture! But, as we learn a

little of God's wisdom and power and love, and drink

more deeply of His Word, we may perhaps conclude

that, after all, He may restore all to pristine perfection.

But suppose He did? What reward is that for the cross

on Golgotha and the patient passion of the eons? Why

should we be crushed beneath His chariot wheel, only

to find ourselves restored ? Who would break down a

building only to restore it to its former state? Who

would go on a journey only that he may return to his

native land? Who, in health, would be tortured that

he may be healed? Yet the world has been wrecked,

Christ has journeyed from afar and has been bruised

beneath sin's burden.

Was all this for naught ?

No! A thousand times, no! The absence of sin and

transgression are negative blessings, which would not

even restore all as it was originally. But far, far more

delicious than this is the fruit of sin's travail—the joy

ous, the exultant reconciliation. The affectionate sweet

ness which can be tasted only after estrangement—this

is the nectar which will banish all the dregs which it has

been our lot to drink.

SIN PREPARES FOR GRACE

Death was but the delegate of Sin, whose sway was not

broken by the law's advent. But the law shed its light

upon the scene and what once was merely sin became a
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transgression and an offense. But this did not hinder

Sin in the least. It turned the law into an ally, and,

through its death-dealing commands, established itself

still more firmly upon the throne.

The law could not dethrone Sin, because it could not

banish Death.
THE REIGN OF GRACE

But a mighty Conqueror has come upon the scene, and

Sin has been vanquished! Death has been defeated!

And what is this Conqueror's name ?

Grace!

Sin is no longer on the throne! His despotism has

passed away!

Grace reigns now with undisputed sway.

Shall we still acknowledge the dethroned despot when

such a king adorns the throne?

GRACE ENDS ENMITY

As Sin robbed men of God's presence and blessing, so

Grace restores them to His smile. To enjoy His favor

and the gifts He gives is life—eonian life. The cherubim

and the flaming sword, which kept the way to the tree of

the living, no longer bar the way. The eons may come

and the eons may go, but no one can change His mind

towards those who are the objects of His unmingled

favor.

And all this bounty and blessing is as free to all as is

sin. Everyone will acknowledge that Adam's offense

has made it very simple to sin. It need not be laborious,

or expensive, or difficult. And it is not a whit more

difficult to profit by Christ's one just act.

FREE TO LIVE TO GOD

Grace reigns! What, then, shall we declare? That

we may be persisting in sin that grace should be increas

ing? (Eom. 6:1). Emancipation from the tyranny of

Sin by means of death to Sin and enslavement to God
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in resurrection is the answer. Sin has no jurisdiction

over us, for we are not subjects of Law, but subjects of

Grace (Rom. 6:14).

What then ? Should we be sinning, seeing that we are

not under law, but under grace? (Rom. 6:15). But

here we find ourselves beyond the Law's jurisdiction,

for the Law cannot reach beyond death into the resur

rection life we now enjoy.

THE LAW CONDEMNED

The law of Moses promised life to those who kept it.

But the "spirit's law7' emancipates all under the law of

sin and death by giving life in Christ Jesus (Rom. 8:2).

Sinai's law was the sword of Sin and Death. The

spirit's law of life in Christ Jesus is the only way in

which its just exactions may be met and Death defeated.

The law condemned. Grace conveys us beyond the

possibility of condemnation (Rom. 8:1). No such thing

as an adverse decision is possible in our case, for this is

precluded by the faith of Jesus Christ. There can be

no '' claims of Justice.''

NOW NOTHING SEPARATES

The law separated. But now that Grace reigns, we

are persuaded that neither death nor life, nor messen

gers, nor sovereignties, nor the present, nor what is

impending, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any

other creation, will be able to separate us from the love

of God in Christ Jesus, our Lord (Rom. 8:38, 39).

This is reconciliation: free, full and final!

PAMPHLETS IN UKRAINIAN

We have been requested to announce that the following

pamphets, written in the Ukrainian language, are available

from Mr. P. Bodnar, 14225 Montrose Road, Cleveland 11, Ohio:

"In Defense of Truth," "One Baptism/' and "All Secrets will

be Revealed."
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THE LARGE SHIELD OF FAITH

PART III

The term faith occurs 244 times in the whole "New

Testament," and 142 times in Paul's writings alone.

Even more striking is the fact that there are forty-

occurrences in Romans, exactly the same number as in

Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Acts together.

That which the apostle explains in the first half of

his epistle to the Romans, pertains to individual be

lievers. As we have seen earlier in this series, he does

not intend to comment on each one's individual faith;

for the faith of the Roman believers at that time was

well known in the whole world around the Mediter

ranean. But there were still deficiencies as to the range

of their faith which had to be adjusted. Hence, in the

first eight chapters of the letter to the Romans, Paul

deals exhaustively with individual justification, individ

ual conciliation, and God's sovereignty as it pertains to

the individual believer.

Then the same three topics, though in reverse order,

are taken up in the second half of the epistle, but now

the scope is national; here Israel and the nations as such

are in view. Out of the forty occurrences of the term

faith in Romans, only thirteen are found in chapters

9 through 16. We shall now discuss what kind of faith

is meant in Romans 10.

SALVATION BY INVOKING

Chapter 10 of Romans pertains to Israel, which, as a
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nation, will be saved when they see Him Whom they

pierced, and recognize Him as their Righteousness.

"For Christ is the consummation of the law for right

eousness to everyone who is believing" (10:4). In that

day, the declarations of Christ will be presented to them

for their belief. i' Consequently faith is out of tidings,

yet the tidings through a declaration of Christ" (10:

17). When divine vengeance sweeps the earth, the only

shelter will be the name of the Lord. In addition to

heart belief, oral confession will be mandatory in that

day. "Near you is the declaration, in your mouth and

in your heart, that is the declaration of faith which we

are heralding that, if you should ever be avowing with

your mouth the declaration that Jesus is Lord, and

should be believing in your heart that God rouses Him

from among the dead, you shall be saved. For with the

heart it is believed for righteousness, yet with the mouth

it is avowed for salvation" (Rom. 10:8-10). Then

everyone in Israel and elsewhere, whoever should be

invoking the name of the Lord, shall be saved. There

will be no distinction between Jew and gentile (or

Greek) ; everyone who is believing on Him, shall not be

disgraced; for the same One is Lord of all, being rich

for all who are invoking Him (verses 11-13).

JOEL IS QUOTED BY BOTH PETER AND PAUL

The short quotation from Joel in Romans 10:13 re

minds us of the longer one from the same prophet as

given by Peter in his Pentecostal proclamation (Acts

2:17-21). God had said through Joel (2:28-32) that

in the last days He will pour out from His spirit on all

flesh, there will be miracles in heaven above and signs

on the earth below, blood and fire and smoke, and the

sun will be dark and the moon like blood, ere the

coming of the day of the Lord, the great and advent

day. At that time "it shall be that everyone, whoever

should be invoking the name of the Lord, shall be saved."
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The elders of the group to which I belonged when I

was a teenager, believed that Eomans 10 pertains to us

today. Their idea of salvation amounted to the follow

ing: The requirement of faith is that if you confess

with your mouth that Jesus is your Lord Who died for

you at Calvary's cross, and believe this in your heart,

you shall be saved; if your faith is real, it will be evi

denced by oral confession. The elders also pointed to

2 Timothy 2:12 and Matthew 10:33 and claimed that

both passages meant the same, i.e. "If we deny Jesus

before men, He also will deny us before His Father

Who is in heaven."

I wanted to comply with the elders'wishes, so made it a

point to talk to at least one unbeliever every day, telling

him that I was saved, through the blood of Jesus which

He shed for me. Filling my daily quota became difficult

after some time when I was through with my teachers

and fellow students in school and others of my acquaint

ance. Then I tried hard to bring the message of

Calvary's cross to strangers, not individually, but giv

ing testimony at street corners, together with other

teenagers. This took less courage, even though more

people were reached. I even talked to youngsters at

revival meetings when I had an audience of a thousand

or more until I became hesitant to offer salvation freely

when it could apparently be revoked any time if the

believer failed to evidence his faith by regular oral

confession.

We did not see then that faith is a ceasing of self

effort, and remains calm even amid human failures.

Content in the light of God's goal, faith is always look

ing Godward, not manward, since it is based on His

Word alone. There are no conflicting passages if we

leave to Israel that which is written to Israel. What

our Lord Jesus said in Matthew 10:33, fits the situation

as described in Romans 10 where oral confession is

mandatory.
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DISOWNING THE DISPOSITION OF CHRIST JESUS

Paul does not talk of mouth avowal in 2 Timothy 2:

12. When the Authorized Version says, "If we deny

Him...", the word "Him" is printed in italics so as to

indicate that it is not in the Greek. Here the Con

cordant Version reads, "If we are disowning, He also

will be disowning us." This is not a matter of denying

our Lord Jesus before men, but rather of disowning the

disposition of Christ Jesus and of failing to show true

humility, i.e. deeming one another superior to one's

self, not each noting that which is his own, but that of

others also (Phil. 2:1-8). Any failure in imitating

Christ's disposition is bad practice and will be dealt

with in front of the dais (2 Cor. 5:10) as we shall see

later in our study.

The love of God which has been poured out into our

hearts is the only powerful stimulus we have to tell

others of the grace in which we stand. Failing to do so

will never jeopardize our salvation but will rather

curtail the present enjoyment of our status of grace,

whenever we keep it a secret.

THE RANGE OF FAITH ROUNDED OUT

We have gathered from Ephesians 6:14, 15 that our

full cooperation is needed in girding our loins with truth,

in putting on the cuirass of righteousness, and the san

dals of readiness for the evangel of peace. There can

be no doubt but that each of the three steps requires

individual faith in God and His Word. The knowledge

of the truth, the pursuit of righteousness, and the appro

priation of peace are empty phrases, apart from faith

which is not out of us, but rather out of God (Eph. 2:8).

Individual faith, as we have seen, is only one aspect

and concerns the functioning of faith in the believer's

heart and renewed mind. In order to widen this func

tion, Paul provided the ecclesia with one precious truth

after another as the Lord revealed it to him. While
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thus rounding out the range of faith, the apostle of the

nations presented the special faith of ours (in Ephesians),

i.e., the special truth for us today, who are members of

Christ's body. D.V., we shall go into more detail at a

later date. But first, let us make sure we understand

the distinguishing characteristics of Ephesians and

Colossians as they were discussed in Unsearchable Eiches,

volume 31, beginning with page 37.

HIS HONORS AND OUR BLESSINGS

"Christ and His highest honors come before us in

Colossians, even as the saints and their celestial bless

ings are the theme of Ephesians. In Ephesians the tran

scendent truths of the present secret administration are

set forth as they affect the believers among the nations,

who become peers of an election out of Israel in

spiritual, supernal dignities. In Colossians these tre

mendous truths are a halo on the brow of Christ. His

glories as the Messiah of Israel on the earth are mag

nified to universal dimensions. All is created in Him in

the beginning, and all is reconciled to Him at the con

summation (Col. 1:16-20). On earth, at the present,

He is not confined to Israel in flesh, but, in spirit, is

found among the nations. This is the basis of their

future bliss (1:27).

"Colossians and Ephesians are very similar, for they

teach the same truth, though from different standpoints.

To fully appreciate and enjoy these epistles, which are

two of the most precious portions of God's revelation for

us in this secret administration, it is necessary that we

clearly grasp the distinctive view presented in each.

Even as Philippians can only be understood in the light

of service, so Colossians can only be clear to those who

see that it deals with Christ's relation to the present,

even as Ephesians is especially concerned with the place

of the saints, especially the Uncircumcision.

"In reference to the body of Christ, the two epistles
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are complementary. In Ephesians, the emphasis is on the

members of the body, while Colossians presses Christ's

headship over the eeclesia. Ephesians elaborates the

relation of the members to God and to one another, as

well as to Christ Himself. Colossians is largely con

fined to our connection with Him alone.

''In Ephesians, the bulk of the epistle is concerned

with an orderly and positive presentation of the truth.

Colossians, however, devotes the corresponding space to

the correction of departures from it.

"Ephesians is general, with no local allusions. Colos

sians is concerned with a special situation, and a particu

lar eeclesia.

"In Ephesians, the secret consists of the joitii-enjoy-

ment of the allotment among the celestials, the joint-

membership in the body, and jomf-participation in the

promises by the saints among the nations. In Colossians

the same truth is expressed by putting Christ among the

nations, instead of in Israel, to whom He has hitherto

been confined (Col. 1:27).

i' The secret of Christ, that He is to head up the entire

universe (Eph. 1:10) had been partially made known

to the prophets of old, though not in its fullness, 'as it

was now revealed' (Eph. 3:5). That part of this secret

which they made known, His messiahship to Israel, is

used as a background in Colossians. His future kingdom

in the new earth is used to figure His present spiritual

dominion, 'the kingdom of the Son of His love' (Col.

1:14). The secret of Christ comprises the creation of all

in Him at the commencement, and the reconciliation of

all through Him at the consummation (Col. 1:14-20).

THE SPECIAL FAITH OF OURS

"In Colossians 1:4, we read of 'your faith in Christ

Jesus and the love which you have for all the saints,'

which is very simple and readily understood. Why

then, in Ephesians 1:15, should we find 'the according-to
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ye faith...also the [faith] for all the saints'? The

latter epistle is devoted to setting forth the special faith

which concerns us in this administration as distinct

from the truth for other times, and, besides, it seems to

have no bearing on any particular group of saints. If

all the saints in Christ Jesus are before us, and the

apostle refers to that body of faith which is especially

theirs, then this particular wording, 'the according-to ye

faith' is not only fitting but necessary to express this

thought. (What is in view here, is not the individual

faith of the believer, but rather the whole range of

faith for all the saints who have now a joint expectation

and hence one faith [Eph. 4:5]).

"In Ephesians 1:15, most manuscripts add the words

'the love.' Hence the Authorized Version translates:

'your faith in the Lord Jesus, and love unto all the

saints.' But the most ancient manuscripts, the three

used in compiling the Concordant Version, did not have

these words. They were added by a later editor in

Sinaiticus. On many occasions the additions of this

editor are of great value. But in Ephesians 1:15 he

seems to be recording the attempts of early expositors to

make this epistle understandable after its message was

lost and more than three centuries had passed since

Paul's days.

"The thought that we have a special faith is so foreign

to theology that this passage has caused much perplexity

to translators. The American Standard Version added

the words ye show, thus: 'the faith... which is among

you, and which [ye show] toward all the saints.' But

how can we show faith to the saints? If this were the

individual faith of the believers rather than that which

they believe, how could we have faith in the saints?

This passage can hardly be understood or translated as

long as the faith exercised by each one is in view. But

once we see that this rare and peculiar expression is

used to indicate the things to be believed by Paul's
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readers alone, just as the law was to be obeyed by Israel

alone, and in each case was in accord with their peculiar

place in God's purpose, all is clear.

"With this beginning of the apostle's prayer the

following petitions, for a spirit of wisdom and revela

tion, possess much more point. He prays, in fact, that

they may be enabled to comprehend what he writes to

them in this epistle. That this is most appropriate is

evidenced by the fact that, even if it was understood by

its first recipients, there is very little to show that it has

ever been apprehended since by any considerable num

ber of saints. It has seldom been accorded its proper

place by teachers of the Word. The apostasy from Paul

started in his lifetime and has continued ever since."

FAITH IN THE WORDS OF FAITH

Taking up the large shield of faith is an activity which

can be described as widening the function of our indi

vidual faith. This is done by appropriating the Pauline

truths that make up the whole range of faith for the

ecclesia which is His body. Thus our individual faith

is being nourished by means of the words of faith and

of the ideal teaching. Without regular and sufficient

spiritual nourishment as provided in the Pauline letters,

there would never have been an ideal servant (2 Tim.

4:6).

As a matter of fact, every believer is a servant, and

all of us are offering divine service in the spirit of God

and are glorying in Christ Jesus and have no confidence

in the flesh (Phil. 3:3). Hence we are willing to present

our bodies as a living and holy sacrifice, well pleasing to

God, which is our logical divine service (Rom. 12:1).

The ideal servant is one who does pursue faith in faith

obedience; this being a figure of speech in which the

obedience to God's law is displaced by faith in His

Word. The more our individual faith is being vivified

by means of divine declarations (which are words of
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faith), the better will we be able to please God and

earn His applause Whose mighty strength is operating

in us and Who, at the dais, will rectify our failings.

The following paragraphs on our logical divine ser

vice and the requital at the dais are taken from Un

searchable Eiches, volume 31, pages 205 and 208.

OBEDIENCE TO FAITH IS OUR DIVINE SERVICE

"Saints, though blessed of God, continue to live in the

world (1 Cor. 5:10); they are not exempt from the

ordinary relations and duties to other humans; in fact,

their faith really makes all their living a divine service.

Here we touch the aspect which is little appreciated,

for we have a distinct tendency to regard divine service

as applying only to those engaging specifically in the

labor of pastors, teachers and evangelists (Eph. 4:11).

Such are certainly rendering service to God and His

saints, yet it is special, being a distinct gift from God

(1 Cor. 9:17). In the initial consideration, divine ser

vice consists in our obedience to the faith; it is our

practical living of the evangel in regard to our fellow

saints, to our enemies, to humans in general, and to the

state.

GOD IS ABLE WHERE WE HAVE FAILED

1' Is it not our delight to understand that our God, in

Christ Jesus, has removed every possibility of condemna

tion from us? He has made our salvation sure and

secure, yet He arranged to set right all the acts of His

saints. For those acts in our accounts which are proper

in His sight, we shall have the compensation of our

allotment. But what is detrimental in our conduct, that

will be requited also (2 Cor. 4:10). And would we, as

His saints, have it otherwise? Surely the evangel brings

to us the spirit which leads us to desire and intend that

every thought, word and deed be in subjection to Him

as our Lord (2 Cor. 10:5). If we have in the slightest

degree failed to achieve that which corresponds to the
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righteousness of the new life, then we surely wish such

failings rectified, even though it may bring us loss. And,

for even this, we shall thank Him and rejoice that He is

able where we have failed.

"Let us welcome the fact that God has made provi

sions for any debits of our accounting to be discharged

by His righteousness and ability (1 Cor. 4:5). Only

thus may we properly and confidently look forward to

the applause of our great God and Saviour in regard to

our divine service. Meanwhile, may we make full use of

His enabling grace!" h.h.r.

{To he continued)

FERN S. JOHNSON

Our sister, Fern S. Johnson, for many years a faithful slave

of the Lord and loving servant for the Baldwin Ecclesia, has

been put to repose. All of us who were graced to know her

are left with an abiding testimony of faith, expectation, and

love. These three graces were most precious to her and were

reflected by her. Sister Johnson loved the writings of the

Apostle Paul and the truth of the reconciliation of all. She

shared and gave whatever she had so that others might know

the grace and peace she loved. Her labors for our annual

summer fellowships will be remembered by all who attended—

and her important contributions will be sorely missed.

Pastor B. A. Baker of Grand Rapids spoke at the funeral,
choosing 1 Corinthians 13 as his text. Christ living in her

produced a life of love. How well the words fit! "Love is

patient, is kind. Love is not jealous. Love is not bragging,
is not puffed up, is not indecent, is not self-seeking..."

Brothers Raymond Van Dyke of Grand Rapids, David Ander

son of Muskegon, and Dean Hough of Baldwin assisted at the

funeral. Seven children, seven grandchidren and one sister

survive Mrs. Johnson. Her husband preceded her in death in
1945, and her eldest son, Paul, was lost in the service of his
country in May, 1944. Mrs. Johnson died suddenly and un

expectedly November 21. We anticipate, as she did always,
that happy expectation, when we shall all be together with the

Lord. We know she will then receive, with Paul and all who

keep the faith and love His advent, that wreath of righteous
ness our Apostle spoke of to His beloved Timothy. May it be

soon! D.H.H.

If you would like a Summary of all your donations to the

Concordant Publishing Concern in the year 1961, kindly write

and ask for it.
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WHAT IS MANKIND?

God alone knows what mankind is. For, while humanity

is fitted with many means of sensing the world about it,

it has no eyes within. So to the Word of God we turn

to learn what He, Who formed the first human being,

has to say about His own handiwork.

As we are especially concerned with the constitution of

man himself, in order to view aright the subject of resur

rection, we will pass over the first account of man's

creation (Gen. 1:26, 27), which views him in relation to

God and to the creatures of his dominion, and pass on to

the detailed account of man's composite formation as

recorded in chapter two, verse seven. As this lies at the

root of all subsequent study, let us quote the Concordant

translation of this important passage and study each

word thoroughly before we proceed.

And forming is leue Alueim* the human of soil from

the ground, and He is blowing into his nostrils the breath

of the living, and becoming is the human a living soul.

(Genesis 2:7, Concordant Version)

THE SOUL—AN EFFECT

This brief, yet comprehensive account, falls naturally

into three distinct statements, which concern the body,

the spirit, and the soul: The "human"—formed from

the soil. The "breath"—the basis of the spirit. The

"soul"—the result of the union of body and breath. It

should be noted that these are not three distinct en-

*Ieue Alueim is a transliteration of the principal divine

name and title which is translated "Lord God" or "Jehovah
God" in other versions.
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titles. The soil was there before, the spirit, too, was

given by God (Ecc. 12:7), but the soul was not added to

these. It was simply the effect, like the light of a lamp,

of which the oil might figure the body and the oxygen

the breath. Indeed this word "becoming," in the exact

form which it takes in this passage, is first used in

Genesis 1:3 in the phrase "there was light." (Concor-

dantly rendered this reads: "And it is becoming

light."). Now we know that light is not a substance

existing apart from the agents by which it is manifested,

but is merely the effect of certain relations between

substances. The precise form of this word "become"

occurs six times in the first chapter (Gen. 1:7, 9, 11, 15,

24, and 30), in the phrase "and it was so (or, concor-

dantly, "And coming is it to be so."). In each of these

cases it is abundantly clear that it notes simply the

effect of the previous words and never gives the idea of

another and distinct addition to what has been said.

In fact, it is a question whether a single passage can be

found to show any such usage. This is most significant,

for the word occurs hundreds and hundreds of times,

so often, indeed, that ordinary concordances give only a

few specimens of its usage.

The first occurrence of this word is a notable example

of its force. Genesis 1:2 should read, "Yet the earth

became...", not was. From this we know that it was

not created "waste and void" or, rather, "a chaos and

vacant," but became so as the effect of some interference.

This is confirmed by the words of Isaiah:

For thus says Ieue, Creator of the heavens;

He is the Alueim, and Former of the earth, and its Maker;

And He, He established it. He did not create it a chaos.
He formed it to be indwelt. (Isaiah 45:18, C.V.)

Our point is that'l becomes'' registers the effect or result

of previous action and introduces no new element.

( This inspired record of the formation of man by the

One Who knows, ought to settle conclusively the fact

that man is of the soil, that his life is of the spirit, and
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that he becomes a living soul quite apart from the

addition of anything else. Withdraw the spirit and the

soul also goes, for it was the impartation of spirit which

occasioned its presence. The first two elements existed

before Adam was created. The body was made of the

soil. The spirit was God's gift. But this is not true of

the soul, for it is not an addition, but a, consequence.

But more will be said about this when we come to study

the soul itself.

SOLID—LIQUID—GASEOUS

Matter—so far as it can be apprehended by our hu

man sense—has three forms: solid, liquid, and gaseous.

We are well aware of the distinct qualities of each of

these, yet we may fail to grasp their significance/Every

thing that we sense is a parable: it is the stepping stone

from the known to the unknown. This has indelibly

impressed itself upon all language, for spirit is never

expressed in terms of solids or of liquids. It is always

associated with air. By the figure of implication it is

called by the same name as the wind. In Hebrew and

Greek and Chaldee, the languages of inspiration, the

same word is used for "wind" and "spirit." It is a

sad token and a parable of the degeneracy of our days

when the English language persistently speaks of

spiritual things as "psychical," which is, by interpre

tation, soulish. Too often, alas, the so-called "spiritual"

is soulish and is well named "psychic."

The soul is not figured by the gaseous forms of matter,

but by the liquid. It may be "poured out" (Job 30:

16). It is like a "watered" or "soaked" garden (Jer.

31:12). It is definitely stated to be represented in the

human body by the blood (Lev. 17:14, here mistrans

lated "life" in the Authorized Version).

The solid portion of the human body is matter in its

highest expression. Yet by itself, apart from its con

nection with the blood and breath, the human frame is

but so much soil, and it quickly returns to its native
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elements when it is deprived of either blood or breath.

The blood, according to scripture, is, that is, repre

sents, the soul. This will be discussed more fully and

clearly established when we deal with the subject of the

soul. In contrast with both breath and body, blood

is a fluid. Yet, at the same time it is the medium of

communication between the breath and the body. The

air is of no avail to the body except through the blood.

Neither is the soil of any use except through the blood.

The blood is the vehicle which joins the two together.

It is not composed of distinct materials but is the joint

product of the breath and body. This, also, will be

further developed later, in its proper place.

We are first struck with the manner in which God

made the man. He "forms" him. God is the great

Potter. The Hebrew word "forms" is not to be taken

here as a simple creative word of command, but portrays

the careful, loving molding of the creature which was to

satisfy His heart.

Hebrew is very rich in terms descriptive of humanity

—richer than Greek, and far richer than English. So,

in considering any passage in which the word "man"

occurs, it is important for us to inquire as to what

peculiar aspect is made prominent by the expression

used in the original.

The following list will be useful to anyone wishing to

pursue this interesting and profitable line of study:

adrn (Greek: anthropos) = human, ^man

in contrast to spirits and beasts (Gen. 6:7).

aish (Greek: aner) = man, husband

in contrast to ashe (Gen. 2:23) and gune

(John 4:16) woman, wife.

zkr (Greek: arsen) = male

in contrast to nqbe (Gen. 1:27) and thelu

(Matt. 19:4) female.
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gbr = master.

anush = mortal.

It is obvious that the last term, "mortal," cannot be

used of man before the entrance of sin, before death

entered. Nor is the descriptive appellation " master"

ever used in the book of "In a Beginning" which has

been misnamed "Genesis."

The first three words are all used in connection with

creation. One distinguishes the sexes, which indeed

seems to have been an innovation in God's creation.

Another views this distinction from the relationship of

husband and wife. The first term, adm, however,

brushes all these differences aside, includes both sexes,

and distinguishes the human race from the creatures

above as well as below.

We may rest assured, then, that in this passage we

have the beginning of mankind, as such, apart from any

divisions which came in later, such as the sexes, or

strength or weakness.

The important fact that mankind is a part of the

ground becomes apparent in the judgment scene which

followed Adam's offense, for there he is doomed to re

turn to the ground because he had been taken out of it

(Gen. 3:19). (To be continued) A.E.K.

W. B. SCREWS

It is with sadness that we announce the passing of our

beloved Brother, Elder W. B. Screws, at 8 a.m. on November

27, 1961. Brother Screws was a fearless advocate of the
Pauline gospel. He had taught the ultimate salvation of all
mankind since 1932. He was an outstanding preacher for the

Primitive Baptist sect for about twenty-seven years, when he

began to see the contrast between Paul's evangel and that

which had gone before. His later years were filled with joy,

as he envisioned the whole of Adam's race reconciled and

glorified at last. He was seventy-seven years old. Our little

group here in Augusta, Georgia will miss him so much. We

will say "Good Bye" until we meet again. w.d.t.

Editor's note: Beloved Brother Screws will be remembered

by many of our readers as the editor and publisher of "The

Pilgrim's Messenger" and the author of the excellent tract,

"Salvation for All."
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RELY ON THE LIVING GOD

The first week of the new year is scarcely ended before

New Year's resolutions are broken. At the beginning

of a new year, young believers often make resolutions or

goals they wish to achieve. Some will resolve to spend

more time in devotions. Others may purpose to curb a

tendency toward a quick temper or an otherwise unruly

tongue. Again, there may be resolutions concerning

endeavor in school work, as young people prepare them

selves for future vocations.

However, nothing is accomplished if the person fails

to keep the resolution. In fact, the defeat and frustra

tion he experiences can indeed be a real hindrance, and

he may fail to make proper aims for his life. Aims are

necessary, and especially the aims that lead toward God.

Did you make a resolution this year? And have you

found it difficult to fulfill your purpose? If so, do not

blame yourself too severely. Remember, human reforma

tion by itself is made of rather feeble stuff. Then where

can we find strength to reach the goals which are so

important to us? Our first reaction may be to "grit

our teeth" and arm ourselves with fresh determination

to accomplish. This determinaton to accomplish is good,

for it is often given to us by God (although we may

think that it is our own idea). But if we are to be

sure of success and victory, there is a more perfect way.

god's answer

God's Word, and our attitude toward His Word, is
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the answer to our problem. We must keep constantly

in mind that God's Word is inspired (that is, God-

breathed). Because it is God-breathed, it is living; it

imparts Life to the earnest reader. This life-giving

power seems a secret to most—it is unknown to men of

science and to the rulers of this world. The powers that

prevail throughout the world are not to be compared to

the tremendous power of the Scriptures.

STRENGTH FOR OUR LIFE

Consider this: When you and I need new strength for

the inner human, can that strength be found in the

realm of military power? Can it be found in the atom

bomb or in a space rocket? No, the God Who planned

all, knows that none of these powers can avail anything

for "completing holiness in the fear of God" as Paul

suggests (2 Cor. 7:1). God has provided the answer for

our needs in His precious Word, and we will not find it

elsewhere.
"but i don't have time"

Perhaps your time schedule is such that you cannot

spend a long period of time studying and meditating in

the Scriptures. If so, remember that God is able to

make a single verse bring life and release to you, if you

are open to its possibilities. For instance, take the

phrase, "we rely on the living God" (1 Tim. 4:9, 10).

You may have quoted it many times, but you will find

that you have not yet exhausted its strength. This

phrase could be shortened and looked at as a motto to

stimulate you thoughout the year—"Rely on the living

God." Is there any circumstance, or any purpose that

it would not fit ?

These five words are a jewel in a lovely setting. The

context reads, "Faithful is the saying and worthy of

all welcome (for for this are we toiling and being re

proached), that we rely on the living God, Who is the

Saviour of all mankind, especially of those who believe."
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Then Paul admonishes Timothy to "let no one despise

thy youth," and urges him to become a model for the

believers. If Paul, the apostle of the nations, learned to

put complete reliance upon God, He Who is a living

God—then we should also learn to rely upon Him, today.

TRULY RELIABLE

Meditate briefly on these five words. Upon whom or

what can we rely in this coming year ? Do you know of

anything around you that is truly reliable? Our fami

lies and friends, associates—we do rely upon them in

many ways. But these are human helps, and therefore

frail and subject to change; subject to error. Can we

depend upon governments and leaders of nations? These

are placed here for our benefit, yet we do not know what

changes may come tomorrow—changes that could greatly

alter our familiar way of life. Dare we lean upon money

or possessions ? Such things can be lost in a moment of

time. Are we strong enough that we can lean upon

ourselves, should losses and change and unknown diffi

culties come our way? Surely none of us feel strong

enough to face life and its changes all alone.

HE KNOWS—HE CARES

At your finger-tips lies a Book that can tell you about

the living God, the God Who knows all the changes that

are coming, Who knows every danger that might alarm

you. He not only knows, but He cares! He has over

whelming resources at His disposal and is absolutely

reliable—and, He loves you! Search His Word in

order to know more about His dependability, strength

and love. -—Contributed

out of print

As mentioned in the editorial of this issue, we wish to call

attention to the fact that the one volume edition of the Inter

national Edition of the Concordant Version is now out of

print. The two volume edition is still available, and is now
sold at a reduced price, $3.50 instead of $4.00,
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LOVE IS THE GREATEST

Have you learned the names of the books of the Bible ?

Can you find each book without help from an older

person ? There are many things about the Word of God

that you may learn while you are young. Also, there

are many chapters you will enjoy reading. If you find

verses that are hard to understand, just remember that

you are growing older every day; and as you grow older

you will understand more and more of what you read.

Ask our mother or father to help you with the hardest

words.

Let us look at First Corinthians, chapter thirteen. Do

you know who wrote this "book''? (It is really not a

"book" but a letter). Yes, it was the apostle Paul who

wrote it, as God inspired him to write. Chapter thir

teen is a wonderful chapter, one that everyone enjoys.

So, let us read it and find out what it says.

After you have read the chapter through, can you

tell what four-letter word is repeated many times ? Yes,

the word is love. Now, go through the chapter again.

This time count the times that the word "love" is used.

How many? In verses 4, 5, 6 and 7, the word "love" is

sometimes not used, even though its meaning is there.

For instance, in verse 4, "Love is patient, [love] is

kind." Can you find more places that are like this one?

You may wish to count them, too.

We are told in Eomans 5:5 that "the love of God has

been poured out in our hearts." This love, which God

puts into the hearts of His children, will cause them to
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love others. Because of His love in their hearts, they

are able to do what these beautiful verses say. By our

selves, we cannot truly be loving and kind; it is only

God's great love that can make us loving at all times.

Would you like to memorize some verses? Let us look

again at verses 4 and 5.

Verse 4: Love is patient,

[love] is kind.

Love is not jealous.

Love is not bragging,

[love] is not puffed up, (is not self-important)

Verse 5: [love] is not indecent (has no unkind thought

[love] is not self-seeking, or action)

[love] is not incensed, (not easily angered)

[love] is not taking account of evil (does not

keep a record of evil or "hold grudges")

The apostle Paul speaks of many things in this good

chapter. But in the last verse of the chapter, he lays

them all aside, and speaks only of three important

things—faith, expectation and love. Which of these

three does he say is the most important? Yes, the

greatest of these is love. f.s.

NOT IN VAIN

It was not in vain that you stood alone,

Your words derided by friends you own ;

But truth voiced gently by you was heard,

As messengers heeded the precious Word.

The effort you spent for another's good

Seemed ever so small, so misunderstood;

Though not seen by man—in realms high above,

Messengers' eyes saw the labor of love.

Often helpless and slow in our Christian life,

Our hearts long for freedom from pain and from strife.

Yet lessons are taught as we walk day by day,

For messengers learn, as they watch us obey. f.s.
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EDITORIAL

Elsewhere in this issue (on page 52) you will find the

report (as of February 15th) regarding the health of our

Editor Emeritus, A. E. Knoch, who, by God's grace,

has shown remarkable improvement in his health since

the report in our last issue. We thank God for the

continuing prayers of all our friends in the faith, and ask

that they now be converted to hymns of praise to Him

Who truly is able to do far above all that we may be

requesting or apprehending. We know not for how long

"A.E.K." has been spared to us, but we thank God for

this gracious favor, and leave the future most confidently

in His hands.
SNOWED UNDER

Although it is the usual thing at this time of year for

us to be "snowed under" with work, this was the first

year that we ever found ourselves snowed under with

snow. During a recent storm six to eight inches of snow

fell in Iron Canyon, where our office is located, and the

beautiful white mantle lasted for several days, com

pletely isolating those who live in this canyon from the

outside world for more than 24 hours.

It was only a few weeks later that the longest and

most severe rain storm in six years descended upon this

area, deluging us with more than 14 inches of rain over

a period of four days. The fire-denuded slopes of the

surrounding mountains had not yet had enough time

to develop sufficient ground cover to hold the run-off,

and as a result our usually dry wash became a raging
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torrent, several feet deep and about twenty feet wide.

We had just recently dismantled and removed our little

wooden bridge over this channel, since we felt that there

was a danger of it catching debris and causing the

stream to overflow onto the adjacent roadway. As a

result, without our bridge it became completely impos

sible to cross the stream, and it was several days before

anyone could get in or out in an automobile.

We do not usually write so much personal news in our

editorials, but we imagine that many of you have read

in your newspapers of the floods which have been

plaguing southern California during the past month,

and we thought you might appreciate a report on the

situation here where our business office is located.

NO SERIOUS DAMAGE

There has been no damage to any of our buildings

here, or to our stock of literature. Actually the only

real loss has been the considerable amount of time that

has been required to keep our road open into the office

and keep the streams flowing in their proper channels.

We do appreciate your tolerance with us if we are just

a little slower than usual in answering your letters and

filling your orders right now, as we have not had as

much time for office work as we would like.

THE CONCORDANT COMMENTARY

Work has commenced on a long-awaited addition to our

Concordant Library, the " Concordant Commentary."

Although it may be a number of years before the first

volume in this series can be issued, due to the vast

amount of preparatory groundwork which must be done,

we know you will be glad to learn that a group of

volunteers has tackled the project. They are busily

checking through each back volume of Unsearchable

Riches to glean the very best comments that have been

made on each verse or series of verses in the Greek

Scriptures.
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ISAIAH

Our friends will be glad to hear that work on the

Concordant Version of Isaiah is nearly completed. We

are now working through all of the proof sheets on the

last double check, and this should take about two more

months, but the other details are almost all ready for

publication. Our maps of the holy land and the sur

rounding area are finished and we feel that you will note

quite an improvement over those which were included

with Genesis.

SPECIAL FOLD-OUT FLYLEAF

The flyleaf, which will include all of the signs and

symbols used anywhere within the book, will be printed

on special heavier paper and will be bound inside the

front cover in such a way that it may be folded out to

the left of the book itself and can be seen even when

the book is open. It can therefore be referred to at

any time, eliminating the necessity of flipping the pages

back and forth between the flyleaf and the page you are

reading, whenever you want to look up any symbol to

determine what it means.

INTRODUCTION REVISED

A new Introduction has been written for inclusion

with Isaiah, which will contain a considerable amount

of information not found in the Introduction to Genesis.

We are also seeking to use an improved grade of paper

for this edition, which can be written on easily in pen

or pencil. We hope to be able to hold production costs

down enough to be able to keep the price of Isaiah at

50 cents per copy, the same as the price of Genesis.

It will simplify things for us if you will hold off send

ing in your order until the actual publication notice

appears in Unsearchable Riches, since we then shall

be able to ship your copy to you direct from stock,

rather than having to "book" you in advance to receive

a copy after the work is published. d.e.k.
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A.E.K. KECOVERY

"Now to Him Who is able to do superexcessively

above all that we are requesting or apprehending,

according to the power that is operating in us, to Him

be glory in the ecclesia and in Christ Jesus for all the

generations of the eon of the eons! Amen!"

—Ephesians 3:20, 21

At the time of the last issue of Unsearchable Riches,

the health of our beloved Editor Emeritus, A. E. Knoch,

was in an exceedingly precarious state. How happy we

are to send forth this issue with the glad tidings of his

steady improvement since that dark day. Like Epaphro-

ditus, our beloved senior editor was "infirm, also, very

nigh death, but God is merciful to him, yet not to him

only, but to us also, lest we should be having sorrow on

sorrow.'' The recovery, thus far, is, in the words of our

family physician, "A miracle."

While he must yet remain in bed all the time, his

appetite has returned and the alertness, which has al

ways characterized A.E.K., shines forth once more. The

areas of infection have healed and the road to a more

complete recovery seems open. Yet all this we thank

fully leave to our Father, Who has proved Himself

indeed, a "Father of pities and a God of all consolation."

His wife, Sigrid, is most able in the nursing chores

and happily hovers over him, watching for his every

need. We, here, are filled with thanksgiving to God.

And we wish you to join us in our joyous prayer of

praise to Him Who heard our cry and did above what

we asked or even thought possible. To Him, indeed, be

glory for the eon of the eons! Amen! a.p.k.

GERMAN UNSEARCHABLE RICHES

We have a considerable number of sample copies of "Un-

ausforschlicher Reichtum," the German Unsearchable Riches,

in stock at our Saugus office. If you speak German or have

friends that do, why not request several free issues? Un

fortunately, we cannot fill orders for specific issues, as our

stock is very limited.



THE NATIONS GRAFTED IN (ROMANS 11:1-24)

I am saying, then: Does not God thrust away His people?

May it not be coming to that! For I also am an Israelite, out

of Abraham's seed, Benjamin's tribe. God does not thrust

away His people whom He foreknew.

Or have you not perceived in Elijah what the scripture is

saying, as he is pleading with God against Israel? Lord, Thy

prophets they kill, Thine altars they dig down, and I was left

alone, and they are seeking my soul. But what is that which

apprises saying to him? I left for Myself seven thousand men

who do not bow the knee to the image of Baal. Thus, then, in

the current era also, there has come to be a remnant according

to the choice of grace. Now if it is in grace, it is no longer out

of works, else the grace is coming to be no longer grace. Now,

if it is out of works, it is no longer grace, else the work is no

longer work.

What then? What Israel is seeking for, this she did not

encounter, yet the chosen encountered it. Now the rest were

calloused, even as it is written, God gives them a spirit of

stupor, eyes not to be observing, and ears not to be hearing,

till this very day.

And David is saying,

Let their table become a trap and a mesh,

And a snare and a repayment to them:

Darkened be their eyes, not to be observing,

And their backs bow together continually.

I am saying, then, "Do they not trip that they should be

falling?" May it not be coming to that! But in their offense

is salvation to the nations, to provoke them to jealousy.



Now if their offense is the world's riches and their discom

fiture the nations' riches, how much rather that which fills

them! Now to you am I saying, to the nations, inasmuch as,

indeed, then, I am the apostle of the nations, I am glorifying

my dispensation, if somehow I should be provoking those of

my flesh to jealousy and should be saving some of them. For

if their casting away is the conciliation of the world, what will

the taking back be if not life from among the dead?

Now if the firstfruit is holy, the kneading is also; and if the
root is holy, the boughs are also. Now if some of the boughs

are broken out, yet you, being a wild olive, are grafted among

them, and became joint participant of the root and fatness of

the olive, be not vaunting over the boughs. Yet if you are

vaunting, you are not bearing the root, but the root you.

You will be declaring, then, "Boughs are broken out that I

may be grafted in." Ideally! By unbelief are they broken out,

yet you stand in faith. Be not haughty, but fear. For if God

spares not the natural boughs, neither will He be sparing you!

Perceive, then, the kindness and severity of God! On those,

indeed, who are falling, severity, yet on you, God's kindness,

if you should be persisting in the kindness: else you also will

be hewn out. Now they also, if they should not be persisting

in unbelief, will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in

again. For if you were hewn out of an olive wild by nature,

and, beside nature, are grafted into a cultivated olive tree, how

much rather shall these, who are in accord with nature, be

grafted into their own olive tree!



The Secret of the Evangel

THE NATIONS GRAFTED IN

In the divine summary of the Roman epistle there are

two controlling themes. These are called "my evangel"

and "a secret." The latter is enlarged upon, but the

former, "my evangel/' is merely mentioned (Rom. 16:

25-27).

If we recall how the Roman epistle opens, the reason

for this will become clear, for there Paul's special ser

vice, as it differed from that of "the twelve/' is set

forth at length (Rom. 1:1-7).

What difference is there between that "good-news/'

termed "the evangel of God/7 and this secret?

The "evangel of God" was promised before "through

His prophets in the holy scriptures." (Rom. 1:2). But

those writings will be searched in vain for any trace of

the secret, which God "hushed" during the eonian times

past, when those prophets had lived. Even Paul himself,

during the ministry then about completed (Acts 19:21;

Rom. 15:19, 25) had not proclaimed this secret by word

of mouth, for it is said to be "manifested now" through

his prophetic writings (scriptures) (Rom. 16:26). The

eonian God issued the injunction to herald it to all the

nations for the obedience of faith. This epistle itself

and the second epistle to the Corinthians, also written

at this juncture, are examples of Paul's "prophetic

scriptures.'' Here we have a two-fold key to unlock the

secret, and to distinguish it from the "evangel of God"

which Paul calls "my evangel."
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THE EVANGEL OF GOD

Soon after Paul was severed for his evangel he stood

up in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch and delivered

a sample sermon which may well stand as an index to

the doctrine which he made known during this, his

itinerant ministry (Acts 13:13-41). One most salient

point is justification by faith, for lawbreakers, includ

ing those of the nations as well as the Jews (verses 38,

39). Our Lord is presented as the Son of God (verse

33), but His relationship, by physical ties, to David is

also stressed (verses 34-37). This is also evident in

second Timothy 2:8 as well as Eomans 1:3.

This description of Paul's message given at Pisidian

Antioch will also suffice for the first four chapters of

the Eoman epistle. Justification by faith, apart from

the law, is the absorbing topic. Abraham's justification

before being circumcised opens the door of faith to the

nations. Nevertheless, our Lord is still the Seed of

David, and the Jew is still first (Rom. 1:3 and 1:16).

This clearly shows that the first four chapters do not

contain a secret, hitherto unrevealed.

THE SECRET OF THE CONCILIATION

But, beginning at chapter five, a change comes over the

face of the epistle.

We leave the court room and the Judge's righteous

bench and enter the presence of the Reconciler, seated

upon His throne of grace.

Abraham and Israel's narrow pale fade from view as

we go back and learn that Adam's one offense and its

awful consequences to the whole human race is the type,

in reverse, as it were, of that most marvelous grace—

The Conciliation.

"hushed" until "now"

Where, in all the sacred scrolls, could be found a hint

of such a thing? Whoever dreamed that so black a
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page could silhouette such wondrous glory? The type

was there, it is true, yet surely the secret was success

fully "hushed in times eonian."

In Isaiah's vision (Isaiah 6), a gleam of its glory

seemed to pierce the gloom of Israel's dark defection.

The prophet did not see the glory involved in the vision,

but wished the duration of his people's blindness to be

as short as possible. When the Lord was about to leave

His disciples, they asked Him, "Lord, art Thou at this

time restoring the kingdom to Israel?" To have an

swered their question directly would have involved the

disclosure of this secret. But He, in closest harmony

with His God, "hushed" all inquiries of this sort. So

He answers, "Not yours is it to know times or eras

which the Father placed in His own jurisdiction."

(Acts 1:6, 7).
PAUL AS "PRIEST"

The apostle Paul, during his early journeys, went

about in the character of a priest (Eom. 15:16). A

priest is appointed for men in divine affairs. He stands

between man and God. He enters God's presence for

them. But those who have access by virtue of the Con

ciliation need no priest, nor indeed, will they tolerate

anything between them and their God, with Whom

they are reconciled. Even Israel's priesthood will van

ish in the new earth when God once more tabernacles

with mankind (Eev. 21:22).

The evangel of God was heralded to the nations by

word of mouth. But the secret of the Conciliation was

unfolded by written communications; prophetic scrip

tures, corresponding with its spiritual character (Rom.

16:26). It takes the form of an "injunction of the

eonian God," and is heralded to all nations, by ambassa

dors of peace (2 Cor. 5:18-21).

CONCILIATION AND THE SECRET ADMINISTRATION

Before proceeding to consider the national aspect of

the Conciliation, as brought before us in the text which
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heads this chapter, let us define its relationship to the

present secret administration, disclosed in the third

chapter of Ephesians. The fact that this secret was

made public some years before the secret (that, "in

spirit, the nations are to be joint enjoyers [with believ

ing Jews] of an allotment, and a joint body, and joint

partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus") as revealed

in Ephesians 3:6, is enough to distinguish the two

secrets. But the Conciliation did not affect Israel's

prior place. It was still "to the Jew first." This is

parallel to the circumstances in the last eon, where the

nations on the new earth will be reconciled, God Him

self tabernacling with them (Eev. 21:3), yet Israel in

the holy city, the new Jerusalem, will remain the seat

of all earthly government. The nations will gladly

acknowledge her sway, even when her priestly offices are

no longer needed and no temple exists, for God Himself

will be their Temple (Eev. 21:22). But the secret ad

ministration ignores all such privileges. The nations are

placed on the same plane with Israel in that marvelous

celestial favor (Eph. 3:6). A celestial destiny is vital

in this secret administration, for, on the earth, Israel

can have no equal. This is why the celestial side of yet

another secret, the secret of Christ (Eph. 3:4), which is

to "head up all in the Christ" (Eph. 1:10), was not

made known before, for the heavens themselves would be

a dreary place with Christ limited to the earth.

The third item which characterizes this present secret

administration (that the nations should be "joint par

takers of the promise in Christ Jesus"), is founded

upon the Conciliation.

Let us go back, then, to the National aspect of this

wondrous truth, as revealed in the text which heads this

chapter.

THE NATIONAL ASPECT OF THE CONCILIATION

God is sovereign. Even the reign of Sin could not

subvert His purpose. If lawlessness itself must bend
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beneath His iron will, how much more will grace serve

willingly! The cross has made it possible and fitting

that He should pour out, unrestrained, the inexhaustible

treasures of His grace. Peace is proclaimed to all.

Provision has been made for all. The efforts and the

will of man are all opposed to God, and can only lead

him to his doom. But let our hearts delight in this,

that God is sovereign, and in His wisdom seasons all His

acts with grace.

All had been done to make us His long before we knew

Him. Nevertheless, many of His own spend years in the

service of Satan before He calls them to Himself. His

grace is not unbridled, but obeys His wise commands.

Every blessing God bestows is based on the death of

Christ, endured on Golgotha. By virtue of its power,

all mankind will yet join in singing Conciliation's song,

and new heavens as well as a new earth will display the

many-sided glories that, as yet, lie dormant in its folds.

Each blessing waits its proper season.

THE CONCILIATION CONCEALED

And so it was with the Conciliation. It was accom

plished on the cross when the Son of God laid down His

life, but it did not take immediate effect. First God will

magnify His grace to Israel. He proclaims to them

anew the Messiah they had rejected and crucified.

Full forty days Messiah lingers with His own, speak

ing of the things concerning the Kingdom of God. How

natural that they should ask the questions which Isaiah

and all the prophets entertained: "Till when?" "At

this time?" (Acts 1:6). They did not know that they

were trespassing upon God's secret things. The era

which they were about to enter must first run many

years before this question could be answered. Almost

all commentaries covering the book of Acts proceed to

explain it upon the assumption that this secret was well

known instead of being positively concealed. That an

era, in which the "complement of the nations" was to
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be gathered in, should intervene, was not only unknown

to them, but unknowable. God hid it from them. Even

when they asked the Lord point blank about it, He re

fused to divulge this secret. And the book of Acts can

never be properly understood apart from a recognition

of this ignorance.

The book of Acts knows nothing of the Conciliation.

Excuses and explanations abound whenever God, in

grace, reaches out beyond the narrow pale of Judaism.

It is not until after its various ministries have failed or

ceased that we read, "...to the nations was dispatched

this salvation of God, and they will hear." (Acts 28:28).

This gives rise to three important questions:

(1) Does not God thrust away His people?

(2) For how long will Israel be set aside?

(3) What special blessings have come to the other

nations through the Conciliation?

ISRAEL, AS A NATION, IS SET ASIDE

From what Paul had just finished stating in chapter

10 it would seem that God was through with His ancient

and beloved people and was thrusting them away. "May

it not be coming to that !" cries the apostle. The apostasy

of Israel is only in part, and its term is temporary. Yet

the Conciliation could not commence until Israel, as a

nation, was "cast away" (Rom. 11:15). God dealt with

Israel, as a nation, quite apart from any personal ties

which may have existed between Him and the chosen

remnant which He always kept for Himself (Rom. 11:

5). So also in His dealings with the other nations. As

nations, they are dealt with, quite apart from the true

believers in their midst (Rom. 11:16-24).

"till when?"

The question dealing with the duration of Israel's

callousness is fully answered by the little word "until."

Israel's callousness is limited to the period of the present
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ingathering of believers from among the nations (Eom.

11:25).

The last question concerning the blessings which have

come to the nations as a result of the Conciliation may

be best answered by considering the lesson of the trees.

(To be continued)

LOVE MOST TRUE

Sometime...

When all life's lessons have been learned—

The lessons we should not forget;

The things which, in weakness, we had spurned;

The things which, with weeping, we once met,

Will flash before us, from life's dark night

Like stars in deepest blue;

We'll see how all God's plans were right,

And how what seemed not kind

Was really love most true. —a.l.t.

HOW TO ANSWER YOUR FRIENDS' QUESTIONS

If your friends come to you with their questions about

the Scriptures (and we hope they do), there is an easy

way to get help, without even having to write us.

Simply make sure that you have a complete set of

Indexes to the Unsearchable Riches magazine (we will

send you your set free) and use the subject and Scrip

ture reference Indexes to locate the proper article on

the subject of the question. In this way you will have

more than fifty years of carefully researched Scriptural

answers at your disposal (providing, of course, you've

taken advantage of our offer to complete your set of

Unsearchable Riches volumes at this time). Where

else can you get such a wealth of thoughtful material for

such a small investment ?

SPECIAL OFFER—If you presently own a fairly complete set

of paper back numbers we will send you those numbers you

are missing (if we have them in stock) if you order them

this month, for only 10 cents each. A saving of 15 cents per copy.
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WOODWORKERS WANTED

We would be very glad to hear from any of yon who

would be interested in helping us build small wooden

literature racks to be placed in public locations. We will

mail you full details and free plans, as well as ideas as

to how to proceed. The idea, of course, is not original

with us, but it could prove to be an effective and ex

tremely inexpensive way of getting certain selected

pieces of our literature before the general public. If

you're "handy with a hammer" and would enjoy help

ing us in this way, kindly write to us at once. There is

no telling how much blessing could be brought to many

by means of a few hours of work, a few dollars worth of

materials, and an ample supply of carefully selected

samples of our literature. We'll supply the literature

free of charge to those who cooperate with us on this

project. Will you volunteer?

THE SPIRIT'S SEVEN-FOLD UNITY

(Ephesians 4:4-6)

(Even the structure of this passage illustrates the unity).

1. ONE BODY (Colossians 3:15)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ONE SPIRIT (1 Corinthians 12:13)

ONE EXPECTATION (Phil. 3:21)

ONE LORD (1 Corinthians 8:6)

ONE FAITH (Titus 1:4)

ONE BAPTISM (1 Corinthians 12:13)

7. ONE GOD AND FATHER (1 Cor. 8:6)
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WHAT IS MANKIND?

(PART II)

MAN IS SOILISH

It has often been debated as to what is essentially the

"man." We have the answer here, for, before the

spirit is imparted the form which leue Alueim made is

called "the human." This indicates that "the human"

is essentially soil. Such a thought is fully confirmed by

the apostle Paul, when he says :

... The first human, Adam, "became a living soul;" the
last Adam a vivifying Spirit. But not first the spiritual,
but the soulish, thereupon the spiritual. The first human
was out of the earth, soilish; the second Human is the
Lord out of heaven. Such as the soilish one is, such are
those also who are soilish, and such as the Celestial One,
such are those also who are celestials. And according as
we wear the image of the soilish, we should be wearing
the image also of the Celestial. (1 Cor. 15:45-49, C.V.)

The first man is not only soul-ish. but soil-ish, as ren

dered in the Concordant Version.

It is contrary to both scripture and fact to say that

man was formed of dust. The body is composed pri

marily of moisture. The Hebrew word gphr, here trans

lated "dust" in the Authorized Version, is also rendered

"mortar" (Lev. 14:42, 45) where water is absolutely

essential, it grows into hardness (Job 38:38), and clods

(Job 7:5), and it forms caves or tunnels (Isa. 2:19).

And when Elijah had poured twelve jars of water over

the offering it is not probable that there was any "dust"
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left for the fire to consume (1 Kings 18:38). The word

"dust" is evidently incorrect. This Hebrew word

(gphr) refers rather to a part of the ground; that moist,

fertile layer which covers the surface. Mankind, in

death, returns to it, for he was taken from it. We con

clude, then, that mankind, as the offspring of the first

man, is essentially soulish and soilish. Thus, it is the

prerogative of the second Man, Christ Jesus, to be

spiritual and celestial.

CONCORDANCE KEEPS CONNECTION

The Greek version of the Hebrew Scriptures, called

the Septuagint, uses the very word which the apostle

Paul applies to man in his Corinthian epistle. So that,

if we translate "soil" in the first instance, we ought to

translate "soilish" in the second, to preserve the con

nection. "Earthy," as in the Authorized Version, would

rather show man's relation to the earth; soilish shows his

derivation from the soil.

SOIL SUSTAINS HUMANITY

The statement that man was made of the soil of the

ground is amply evidenced by the fact that it is from the

same soil that humanity derives the food which sustains

the body. Whether it be vegetable or animal food, it

can all be traced back to that part of the ground which

will sustain plant life—which we call the soil. By means

of the process of life and death man is continually being

renewed and nowhere else can he find the necessary

elements except in the tillable surface of the earth. Out

of this he was originally formed; through this he main

tains his body; into this he must return. It may seem

needless to dwell upon this aspect of man's creation,

yet its very simplicity will furnish us with the key to an

understanding of the difficult subjects of spirit and soul.

WHAT CONSTITUTES CREATION

But some will protest, "Is not man distinctly said to
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be a creationV7 (Gen. 1:27; 5:1, 2; Deut. 4:32; Ps. 89:

47; Isa. 45:12). And, according to Hebrews 11:3,

is not creation the making of something out of that

which had no previous existence? If "through faith we

understand that the worlds were framed by the word of

God, so that things which are seen were not made of

things which do appear," how is it possible that Adam

was created out of materials at hand and not out of

nothing ?

CONCORDANCE ENDS CONFUSION

A consistent translation of this passage will soon show

that this scripture has no bearing on the matter we are

discussing at all. Nothing is said of the material''world"

for the word here is aidnas, eons. And the word for

"framed" is never so translated elsewhere, but "mend"

(Matt. 4:21; Mark 1:19) and "restore" (Gal. 6:1),

"fitted" (Bom. 9:22), being usually rendered by "per

fect" (Heb. 13:21; 1 Pet. 5:10). It is derived from

artios which means "equipped" (2 Tim. 3:17, A.V.:

"perfect"), and a study of each occurrence will satisfy

us that it refers to an adaptation or adjustment. It is

not probable that the fishermen would be "mending"

the nets in the boat, but rather that they were readjust

ing them so that they would be ready for another catch

(Matt. 4:21; Mark 1:19). These changes, together with

others of a minor nature, would give us a rendering as in

the Concordant Version:

Now faith is an assumption of what is being expected,
a conviction concerning matters which are not being ob
served; for in this the elders were testified to. By faith
we are apprehending the eons to readjust to a declara

tion of God, so that what is being observed has not come
out of what is appearing. (Heb. 11:1-3)

A FITTING INTERPRETATION

This puts the passage in perfect harmony with its

context. It is hard to see why the writer of Hebrews

should prefix his eulogy of faith by a reference to
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creation, but it is most apt and pertinent to explain why

the Hebrews should imitate the faithful of old. They

had heard and welcomed the proclamation of the King

dom. They were looking for its appearing. But the

Kingdom did not come. Not only so, but it seemed to

recede with each succeeding year. What is the matter?

The nation of Israel, as a whole, has rejected its message.

Paul's ministries, of which they could hear, but which

they could hardly understand, have followed Israel's

failure. Their dispensation would take much time. The

eon, which had threatened to end in judgment and the

speedy advent of the Kingdom, is now being adapted to

the new grace. This grace was not evolved out of the

previous revelations concerning the Kingdom. Eather

it came in spite of its rejection. It is a pure product of

the word of God: His declaration.

CREATION FROM PRE-EXISTING MATERIALS

As this passage is the only one which seems to teach

the philosophical theory of creation, we are now free to

examine all the passages which speak of creation to see

if any of them insist on creation out of nothingness; or

if, perchance, there are more which speak of creation as

it is in the case of Adam—out of pre-existing materials.

A patient search will reveal the fact that, while not a

single passage can be brought forth to support the

theory that creation refers to the substance of things

and not their form, there are many which refute it.

The Hebrew word H"D bra, is the only one translated

"create" and this is done quite consistently (Psa. 89:47;

Num. 16:30; and Ex. 34:10 are the principal exceptions)

so that the student can easily test this matter.

A very striking passage is found in Numbers 16:30.

Here it should read, "Yet if Ieue is creating a creation.97

But we look in vain for any new substance, for in this

case it has no reference to matter at all. It was without

precedent, and this seems to be one of the primary
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notions in the meaning of " creation." The mere fact

that the female was created as well as the male (Gen.

1:27; 5:2), when we know that the woman was taken

out of the man (Gen. 2:23), further confirms the truth

that creation is only a new mode of matter—an unpre

cedented organism into which it is formed.

Adam was formed (Gen. 2:7) and made and created

(Gen. 5:1). All of these are also predicted, in one

breath, of the restored of Israel in the day of her future

glory.

I will say to the north, "Give."
And to the south, "You must not detain."

Bring My sons from a land afar,
And My daughters from the ends of the earth,
Everyone being called by My name.

And for My glory I created him,
I formed him. Indeed, I made him.

(Isaiah 43:6, 7, C.V.)

Surely they will not be made out of nothing, but are the

physical seed of Israel.

During the thousand year reign of Christ on the earth,

not only are those called by His name termed His

"creation," but the physical marvels, done by the hand

of leue, will be a creation as well (Isa. 41:18-20).

CREATION IN THE GREEK SCRIPTURES

The Greek word for creation, ktisis, will tell the same

tale. We are being created in Christ Jesus (Eph. 2:10).

The new humanity is a creation (Eph. 2:15, A.V.:

"make"). Nowhere are we told of the creation of

either spirit or substance. Philosophy's bible would

open up with the creation of matter. But God always

presumes this and creates some new form of matter or

phase of spirit. It is not that matter was created in a

chaotic state and formed into the heavens and the earth,

but the arrangement or organization of matter into the

form of heavens and earth—this was the act which is

called " creation."
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OUR CONCLUSION

We conclude, then, that, just as the creatures which the

earth brought forth are called a creation, so mankind,

though formed of soil from the ground, is a creation too,

because the creature thus formed was the first of its

kind, new, strange and startling.

It is a notable fact that the body is not mentioned in

the description of man's creation and, as we shall see,

neither is the spirit. It is not the exact truth, then, to

say that man's body was formed from the soil of the

ground. The record is that the human himself was so

formed. Humanity is of the soil, soilish. It is soil.

Hence we are quite authorized to believe that, as to

humanity, the body is the essential and distinctive part.

Perhaps most of us have been taught that this is true of

the spirit, but this is not in accord with the record.

Even in the future glory there will be no disembodi

ment, but we shall have a spiritual body (1 Cor. 15 :44).

So that, when our present body is compared with a

"tent" (2 Cor. 5:1, C.V.: "tabernacle") it is only in

contrast to our permanent and heavenly body. Let us,

then, lay for a foundation this clear statement:

"And forming is Ieue Alueim the human of soil
from the ground..."

(To be continued) a.e.k.

Note: An article entitled "The Making of Humanity" was
published in the November 1952 Unsearchable Riches (Vol
ume 43) on page 267. This article would make a fine supple
ment to the article you have just read as it presents explana
tions of perplexing passages in the Genesis account. We can

supply single copies of this issue for twenty-five cents each.

Scripture verse stationery makes an ideal gift. You

may order three boxes for the price of two ($2.00) until

March 31st. Are you using it yourself ?



Notes on Isaiah

LOADS OF THE NATIONS

AND ISRAEL'S BLESSINGS

PART TWO

IETJE'S COMPASSION ON ISRAEL (14:1-3)

14 For Ieue will have compassion \>n Jacob,
And He chooses still in Israel,

And He leaves them on their own ground.
And the sojourners are obligated onto them,
And they are adherents onto the Ahouse of Jacob.

2 And 'many0 peoples take them,
And they bring them 'to their ground and0 to their place.

And the Ahouse of Israel allots them
On the ground of Ieue for servants and for maids.
And they come to be captors *of their captors,
And they sway 'over their exactors.

3 And this comes to be in the day Ieue cgivest0 you
Rest from your grief, and from your disturbance,

And from the hard 'service in which you served.

The kingdom belongs to Ieue's people, and to the house

of David. Through them and through David's greater

Son, Jesus Christ, the nations will be ruled and blessed.

His dealings with them have this in view. Therefore He

is compassionate with them in the evils He sends upon

them in order to prepare them for their mission. Their

sufferings are not a sign that He has forsaken them, but

rather indicate the opposite. To help them bear their

lot He foretells their blessings in advance.

IEUE STILL CHOOSES IN ISRAEL

By predicting the dominant affluence to which Babylon

was to attain, the implications regarding Israel take on

a most serious aspect. The disaster which was to over

take the city provides a convenient moment for the

prophet to enter verses which affirm Ieue's compassion on
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Israel. Ieue still chooses in them, and Israel's blessing

will quickly follow Babylon's downfall. Yet a twofold

view of that deposing is being outlined by Isaiah. The

mention of the Medes as a factor in bringing down Baby

lon really is an intimation that there is some complexity

amidst the predictions, for what follows for Israel results

from the sway of the Medes over Babylon. Later chap

ters will tend to impose items which separate this dual

view more definitely, and contemporary and later proph

ets will also amplify it. Thus details which in Isaiah

may seem to follow each other closely, are really far

apart, the one being the past history which, to some de

gree, foreshadows the future day of Ieue.

PARALLEL PASSAGES

These verses (1-3) are parallel with verses 24 to 27 in

the skeleton. The latter give the more immediate assur

ance to Israel. The Assyrian, who was still a threat,

was to be broken in Ieue's land. This must be, before

Babylon could emerge to eminence such as the past has

seen.

KING OF BABYLON: (14:4-8)

AN OPPRESSOR IS TO CEASE

4 And you Flift up 'this 'proverb^against the king of Babylon,

And say rin 'that day/ "How ceases the exactor!

Ceases the 'audacious00 city!"

5 Ieue has broken the Frod of the wicked,

The Fscepter of rulers.

0 Smitten are peoples in a rage,

A smiting barring withdrawal.

Swaying, in anger, over nations,

Pursuing, failing to keep back.

7 At rest, quiet, is the entire Aearth.

Crash do they into jubilation.

8 Moreover, the Ffirs rejoice for you, the Fcedars of Lebanon:

"Since you lie down, theFcutter is not coming up against us."

The past saw joy amidst the faithful of Israel at the

fall of Babylon, but the future will give greater reason
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for expressing their relief in a proverb concerning the

passing of Babylon's king. How delightfully real

prophecy appears when the joyous expressions of the

future are already put into the mouths of the people!

There is no better way of presenting the peace and pros

perity of those days than foretelling their jubilant out

bursts. Only Ieue could predict in this fashion.

In this heading there is foretold what would ensue in

the past of Babylon. The prophet moves to view those

days and says of them: Ieue has broken the rod of the

wicked, the scepter of the ruler who smote peoples in a

rage. That one's smiting was ruthless, swaying nations,

pursuing with no keeping back. Now the earth is quiet.

This silence crashes into jubilation, in which the trees

of Lebanon join, for no cutter comes against them. (4b-

8). The conquerors of old made free use of the precious

timber from the cedars of Lebanon, to build their palaces

and ships. This is part of the boast charged against

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, by the prophet Isaiah (37:

24). Of the large forest which once crowned the moun

tain only a few trees are now remaining.

TAUNT FROM THE UNSEEN (14 :9-ll)

CONCERNING BABYLON'S KING

9 pThe unseen, beneath, is disturbed for you,
To meet you at your coming.
It rouses for you 7alF the healers,
All the Fhe-goats of the earth.

It raises from their thrones all the kings of the nations,
10 All of them are answering and saying to you,

"Even you are ill as what we were!
To us are you comparable!"

11 Down to the unseen is cbrought your pomp,

The 'throngs of your exulters/
The maggot is berthing under you,
And the worm ris covering0 you.P

To give the fullest emphasis to that which was to over

take the king of Babylon, who headed theworld-kingdom,

the event of his death is spoken of from two angles. In

these verses (9:11) the reaction to his entry into the
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unseen is animated by personifying it. Yet in the par

allel verses (16-20) we have what those consider who see

his corpse when it is denied a tomb.

Truly earthly glory vanishes in the realm of the im

perceptible at death. In the unseen (sheol) the soul of

the most mighty monarch is on the same low level as all

the rest of mankind. Literally, the body is devoured by

maggots. Figuratively, the great ones of the earth boast

over the world ruler's end. In contrast with him, Ieue's

King humbled Himself before His death, and was glori

fied in resurrection (Phil. 2:5-ll).

AN OPPRESSOR HAS FALLEN (14:12-15)

12 *How have you fallen from the heavens!
Howl! Son of the dawn!

You are hacked down to the earth, defeater of 7alF nations!

13 «Yet you, you said, in your Fheart,
"To the heavens will I ascend!
/Above tothe stars of Al will I craise high my throne,

And I will sit in the mount of appointment,
In the flanks of the north.

14 I will ascend on the fane heights of a thick cloud;
I am likening myself to the Supreme!"

15 Yea, to the unseen shall you be cbrought down,
To the flanks of a crypt!

Continuing in the figurative strain, the world ruler is

said to be so ambitious that he would fain have un

seated the Supreme Himself, whether in the heavens, or

on Mount Zion or Moriah, or in the thick cloud about His

dwelling place. The fall of the oppressor was to be so

great that it is figured as a fall from the heavens. This

is in strict correspondence with the exalted boast, which

was true of the past king of Babylon, and will also be

the case with him who takes the greater role in the future,

denying to leue any rights in the earth He created.

Instead of raising himself to the heavens, this one will be

brought down to a place in a crypt. Those who attain

the highest heights in opposition to Alueim will be

accorded the lowest place in the end. The word "Luci

fer" (14:12) of the Authorized Version has little rela-
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tion to the Hebrew. It is not a noun, but rather a verb,

the Hiphil Imperative of ill, howl. The plural form

occurs at 13:6, where the Authorized Version renders it

"howl." The words which foUow ("Son of Dawn")

are a concession to his boast, yet are used by the figure

irony to introduce the warning of the next line.

TAUNT, BY THOSE SEEING, (14:16-20)

CONCERNING BABYLON *S KING

16 Those seeing you will peer *at you and considert0you:

"Is 'this the man who was rthe° disturber of the Aearth,
The0 quaker of kingdoms ?

17 He made 7all° the habitance as a wilderness,
And its cities he demolished,

For his prisoners he opened not a homeward way."

IS All kings of nations—all of them lie in state,
Each man in his own house,

19 aYet you were flung from your tomb as a scion abhorrent,
As rmany who0 were killed, spurred with a sword,

Who went down to the stones of the crypt
As a corpse being trampled.

20 You shall not unite Vith them in the tomb,

"For you ruined rMy* land, You killed 7My* people.

7You° shall not be proclaimed for the eon,
You Aseed of evil cdoers!>>p

The living peer at him, and express themselves at what

has befallen him. He quaked kingdoms and was relent

less and unmoved even to give his prisoners the home

ward way. Yet his weakness has been found by death,

and the tomb is refused him, for he came to be a

trampled corpse, in the melee of the capture of the city.

Yet lesser kings of the nations lie in state!

FLUNG FROM HIS TOMB

The trail of destruction of the conqueror is so inhuman

that he is not even accorded the usual burial of a king.

His dishonor begins right after his death. In contrast,

Ieue's King, after suffering the shameful cross, immedi

ately begins to be honored, for He was accorded a place

in a rich man's tomb (Isa. 53:9, Luke 23:50-53).
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slaughter for the sons (14:21-22)

of babylon's king

21 "Prepare a slaughter for his sons,
*For the depravity of their fathers.

They will fail to rise and tenant the earth,
And fill the surface of the habitance with cities.

22 And I rise ^against them," averring is Ieue of hosts.

"And I cut off ffrom Babylon the Aname and remnant,
And propagator and progeny/' averring is Ieue.

The concluding lines of the prior segment dwell on the

point that the king has rained Ieue's land and people.

This issue is matched by a call to the army invading

Babylon to prepare slaughter for his sons. They are

involved in the depravity of their father. From the

royal house of Nabopolassar came Nebuchadnezzar and

his sons. It was exterminated. There was no tenancy in

the earth any longer for it.

FOR BABYLON, DESOLATION (14:23)

23 "And 1^make 'Babylon desolate,0
For a tenancy of the hedgehog, awith watery marshes,

And I rmop it *with the rmop of extermination,"
Averring is Ieue of hosts.

Like the ruling house, so becomes its domain. Babylon

is for desolation, and to be subject to floods. A tenancy

for the hedgehog, a watery marsh, mopped by the mop

of extermination. Yet that end foreshadows a still

greater calamity, one which will consummate into God's

kingdom in Israel.

COUNSEL BY IEUE (14:24-27)

CONCERNING ASSYRIA

24 Sworn has Ieue of hosts,t0 saying,

"Should it not, as w I likened it, so come to be,
And as w I counseled it, he arising?

25 To pbreak the Assyrian in My land,

And on My mountains will I Ftrample him.

And he withdraws his Fyoke from upon them,

And his Fburden shall he withdraw from upon their
Ashoulderb.
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26 This is the counsel 'counseled 'by Ieue* over the entire
Aearth,

And this is the Ahand 'stretched out
Over all the nations rof the habitance.0

27 For Ieue of hosts has counseled, and °who will annul it?
And His Ahand is 'outstretched, and awho will reverse it?"

As the Babylonian empire was based on its conquest

of the Assyrian, and both of these were used in the de

portation of Ieue's people, both then future events, the

prophet reverts to the nearer invasion of Judah by

Assyria and their miraculous destruction by Ieue.

These verses should serve to encourage Judah since

they remind of the prior prophecy (10:27-34) that Ieue

conquers. Now the Assyrian is to be broken in Ieue's

land, on His mountains. This is the great counsel by

Ieue of hosts against them. Who shall annul or reverse

it ? He Who so easily overthrew the Assyrian army will,

with equal ease, deal with Babylon.

THE LOAD OF PHILISTIA (14:28-32)

28 ^LOAD OF PHILISTIA*

In the year of the death of 'King Ahaz 6came 'this Fload:

29 You must not rejoice, Philistia, any of you,
pThat the club of your smiter is broken/

pFor from the root of the serpent shall come forth a
yellow viper,

And its Ffruit, the burning flying serpent, p

30 And Fgraze do the firstlings of the poor,
And the needy shall trustingly Frecline.

°Yet I cput to death Vith famine, your proot,
And your remnant it will kill.

31 Howl, 0 Agate! Cry out, 0 ^ity! Dissolved is Philistia!
All of you, for Asmoke comes from the north.

And no one shall be solitary in his appointed places.
32 And what will7they° answer, the messengers of a nation?

That Ieue founds Zion,
And in it the humble of His people will find refuge.

The Philistines had taken several cities from Ahaz

(2 Chron. 28:18). But the death of Ahaz did not con

firm those cities to them, for Hezekiah, his successor, not

only took them back but smote them as far as Gaza
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(2 Kings 18:8). From the standpoint of the Philistines*

the Davidic kings were serpents. They thought that one

had been crushed, but the words, "from the root of the

serpent shall come forth a yellow viper," warned them

that others would rise.

This load further warns Philistia (verse 31) and speaks

of the smoke from the north, the signal of a hostile army.

No one shall be solitary! Yet the Assyrians came from

the north and they conquered all but Zion! Philistia

sent messengers to seek a report concerning the destruc

tion of the Assyrian army. They found the explanation

to be that Ieue founds Zion, and that He had made it a

refuge for the humble of His people. This would give no

comfort to Philistia, unless they discern from it that

Ieue, the Alueim of Judah, is over all. Philistia must

bear the load He imposes upon them. e.h.c.

ERROR IN ROMANS BOOKLET

We thank those who have called our attention to the error

in our current printing of "Paul's Inspired Letter to the

Romans." The bottom line of version text on page 26 (Rom.

13:11) has inadvertently dropped off. Verse eleven should

read: "This, also, do, being aware of the era, that it is already

the hour for us to be boused out of sleep for now is our

salvation nearer than when we believe." Those with stocks

on hand for distribution should correct their copies. d.e.k.

TRANSCENDENCE*

God revealed through Christ the transcendence of His

power, and the transcendent riches of His grace (Eph. 1:19;

2:7) to His greatest enemy, Saul of Tarsus, on the Damascus

road. Later, He snatched Paul away to the third heaven and

into paradise to view the transcendence of His revelations

(2 Cor. 12:7). Now, to His faithful ones He has laid out a

path suited to transcendence (1 Cor. 12:31). Today we enjoy

the transcendence of the grace of God (2 Cor. 9:14) and the
knowledge of the transcending love of Christ (Eph. 3:19)

because of the superabundance of grace and the gratuity of

righteousness. In the future we shall be reigning in life

through the One Jesus Christ, with a transcendently trans

cendent eonian burden of glory (2 Cor. 4:17).
—CHARLES LAMB

* Transcendence: literally, over-cast. Super-excessive, or

overly abundant.
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THE FATHER'S LOVE

Abraham loved his son, Isaac. This love was deep and

warm and strong. When Isaac was still a lad, we are

told, God tested Abraham's faith (Gen. 22). It was a

testing which pierced deeply into Abraham; it pene

trated into his heart; it "probed" his very being (Gen.

22:1). Abraham was to sacrifice his son, his only one

(22:2). Ten times the word son appears in this chapter,

and we should pause each time we read the word and

feel the love contained in it. God could not have

tested Abraham more severely, for surely this father

loved nothing on earth more than his son.

David, the king, also loved his son, Absalom. Despite

his rebellion against his own father, Absalom was the

object of David's strongest love. On hearing of the

young man's death, the king's sorrow, the father's

heart, cries out, "0 my son Absalom, my son, my son

Absalom! Would God I had died for thee, 0 Absalom,

my son, my son!" (2 Sam. 18:33). Is not the love of a

father for his son most intense and deeply special ?

But far greater than these two examples is the love of

God, the Father, toward His Son, Jesus Christ. "I

shall be to Him for a Father and He shall be to Me for

a Son" (Heb. 1:5). "The Father is loving the Son and

has given all into His hand'' (John 3:35). " This is My

Son, the Beloved, in Whom I delight" (Matt. 3:17).

Here is supreme love. Here is love most sublime. Our

Lord is truly "the Son of God's love" (Col. 1:13).

If, then, it is true that love superabounds from father
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to son and this is even more intimate and wonderful

when God is the Father, how our hearts should soar and

our selves should bow in thanksgiving and joy to learn

that God in love designated us, before the disruption of

the world, "for the place of a son for Him through

Christ Jesus." (Eph. 1:5). It is a love unto us far

greater than Abraham's to Isaac or David's to Absalom.

Indeed, it is as another has said, "a special blessing

accompanying the present superlative grace." We can

come to God crying "Abba Father!" (Rom. 8:15). As

sons we are enjoyers "also of God's allotment, through

Christ." (Gal. 4:7). And most marvelous of all, we are

objects of the Father's love. d.h.

THIS FAITH OF YOURS—PRESENT TRUTH

These two phrases, one by Paul (Eph. 1:15) and the

other by Peter (2 Pt. 1:12), seem to refer to much the

same thing, unless we carefully consider the context.

Paul, by saying "this faith of yours.. .and that for all

the saints" is considering two distinct and different

faiths, that for them, which he further expounds in the

epistle, which had been concealed from other saints

hitherto, and that which had been made known before.

This is fully developed in the first three chapters of

Ephesians. Its principal point is the spiritual unity of

the saints from Israel and the nations in the joint

celestial allotment, the joint body, and joint partakers

of the promise in Christ Jesus.

The "present truth" of which Peter reminds them in

his second epistle (1:12), is very different, indeed, as a

glance at its contents will show. It is a phase of "that

for all the saints,'' limited to the time present when

Peter wrote, including the "declarations which have

been declared before by the holy prophets, and of the

precepts of your apostles of the Lord and Saviour/'

(2 Pt. 3:2). In contrast to this, Paul's faith consisted

of secrets hidden from all of these. A.E.K.
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THEREALM OF FAITH IN EPHESIANS

PAET I

When Paul, in Ephesians 6:16, speaks of "the large

shield of faith," he uses a wonderful figure of speech

which, indeed, covers all the various aspects of faith he

has in mind. The apostle's command to take up this

large shield implies the necessity of exercising individual

faith, and of broadening the realm of faith in general.

God is the One Who provides both of them; we, however,

are supposed to cooperate wholeheartedly, in individual

faith obedience, as well as in recognition and realization

of the various divine truths which make up the whole

realm of faith, as we have shown earlier in this series.

YOUR FAITH IS FLOURISHING

The largeness of our shield is intended to emphasize

the fact that it is sufficient in size to offer ample pro

tection against enemy attacks. At the same time, how

ever, its very largeness is indicative of the wealth of

truths—of all the spiritual graces which Paul wants to

share with us in his epistles. His attempt to readjust the

deficiencies of the Thessalonians' realm of faith (1

Thess. 3:10) is continued in his second letter to them

which brings out the distinction between the rage of

man and the wrath of God. During this secret admin

istration of grace, believers need have no fear of the

terrible trial which will soon sweep over the earth.

Hence Paul can praise the Lord for our salvation out

of the coming indignation, when he writes: "Now we
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ought to be thanking God always concerning you, breth

ren, beloved by the Lord, seeing that God prefers you

from the beginning for salvation, in [individual] holi

ness of the spirit and [individual] faith in the truth"

(2 Thess. 2:13). The Circumcision believers expected

to experience the terrors of that day when only those

who endured to the consummation would be saved (Matt.

24:13). But when this occurs, we will have already

left this earth to meet the Lord in the air, for He is our

Rescuer out of the coming indignation (1 Thess. 1:10;

4:17).

The Thessalonians were undergoing such persecutions

and afflictions which they had mistaken for the afflictions

of the end time. And, ever since, such suffering has

been the lot of many members of the ecclesia. Severe

as these trials may be, they are inflicted by man; they

are definitely not a sign of God's wrath. When the

Thessalonians accepted this new truth, which is in accord

with His unadulterated grace, their realm of faith was

certainly broadening or flourishing (literally, over-

growing-up), as Paul says (2 Thess. 1:3). In addition,

the apostle can glory in their [individual] endurance

and [individual] faith in all persecutions and afflictions

(2 Thess. 1:3, 4). Such trials are easier to bear when we

console one another with the words of the Lord as

quoted by Paul in 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17. This ex

pectation of meeting the Lord in the air was the basic

truth which contributed to the flourishing of the Thessa

lonians' realm of faith. Salvation out of the coming

indignation was the complementary truth.

When we can believe Paul's message to the saints in

Thessalonica and appropriate the truths developed in

the two epistles to them, our attention will no longer be

focused on earthly events, but will rather be drawn to

that which is above. In the two letters to the Thessa

lonians, only the general direction is indicated, and that

is upwards, while the details of our future destiny are
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not yet revealed. For the next step, we have to turn to

Paul's first letter to the ecclesia in Corinth—the place

from which he had previously written the epistles to the

Thessalonians.

FIRST CORINTHIANS

The secret of a life well-pleasing to God lies in the

crucifixion of the flesh and resurrection by the power

of the spirit which Paul calls "walking in newness of

life" and "living together with Christ" or "living to

God in Christ Jesus, our Lord" (Eom. 6:4-11). The

Corinthians had failed to appropriate these truths

which put an end to all physical pretensions. Some of

them even claimed that there was no resurrection of the

dead, although the resurrection of Christ is fundamental

to the evangel and an absolute necessity to a walk well-

pleasing to God.

AN EVANGEL IN INSTALMENTS

Throughout his career as teacher of the nations, Paul

had dealt with deficiencies in the realm of faith such as

he encountered in Thessalonica and Corinth. A friend

once called our attention to a notable feature of those

unfoldings in the apostle's earlier epistles which reach

out to the present grace. They seem to have been written

in order to meet a difficulty, or explain a perplexity. It

seems almost as if these revelations were not due till the

time that Ephesians was written from Eome. Hence they

would have formed a part of Ephesians if the position

of the saints had not called for an earlier adjustment

of some of these deficiencies of theirs in the realm of

faith.

The fact seems to be that Paul's evangel to the na

tions was made known on the instalment plan, and that,

during this period, it was necessarily incomplete and

unfinished in itself. It left unsolved problems and im-

matured revelations. When the apostle said that it was

granted to him to complete the Word of God (Col. 1:
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25), this pertained to both the Sacred Scriptures in

general, and his own writings in particular. That the

truth, indeed, was given by instalments, may be gathered

from the following quotations from Unsearchable Eiches,

volume XXXI, beginning with page 212, and volume

XXVIII, page 21.

NO EXPECTATION IN THE FLESH

"In Thessalonica it was the death of some among them

which gave rise to serious thoughts as to their destiny.

It would seem that they naturally expected to live on

through the time of tribulation at the end, and enter the

earthly kingdom without dying. They were not prose

lytes, who, because of their circumcision, might expect

to be roused with the saints in Israel. They had no ex

pectation in flesh (Eph. 2:12). Neither are they given

one. They are not united to Israel by any physical

rite, in order to give them a future hope, or a title to

the former resurrection. Instead, the apostle gives them

a fresh revelation. The living, who are surviving to the

presence of the Lord, should by no means oustrip those

who have been put to repose, because both will be

snatched away together when the Lord descends from

heaven to the air, not to the earth.

"In Corinthians the questions were, How are the dead

roused, and with what body do they come? These

unquestionably arose from the Thessalonian revelation.

If there is to be a snatching away into the air it must

be preceded by a change in the constitution of our

bodies, for they could not endure such a 'rapture' as

they are at present. This opened up the way to new

truth. The body of our humiliation is to be altered.

This alteration is exactly what the celestial allotment

demands. Had it not been written before, the fifteenth

of first Corinthians would have been a necessary part

of Ephesians.

"Resurrection, in the prophets and the teaching of our
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Lord, is a return from death to life upon the earth.

There is no hint of a change in the constitution of even

those who will be vivified which would enable them to

live apart from the soil of the earth, or to overcome the

power of gravity which holds them bound to it. To them

such an announcement as is made at the forefront of

Ephesians, that their blessings are spiritual and among

the celestials, would produce amazement and consterna

tion, for there is no possibility that they could enjoy

them. They would be more at a loss than we would be

if we should inherit a mountain on the moon, for we

might at least get a glimpse of our allotment there. But

to the Jew or gentile who had cherished in his heart the

promise that he would be snatched away from the earth

to be always together with the Lord (1 Thess. 4:17) and

who expected his body changed when vivified from a

soulish to a spiritual and from a soilish to a celestial

frame (1 Cor. 15:44, 49)—to such a one the opening

strain of Ephesians is the welcome answer to yearnings

which have been implanted within him by Paul's

evangel.

"Moreover, the celestial allotment is distinctly said

to be for those who are sealed with the holy spirit (Eph.

1:13). This was never known among the sons of the

terrestrial kingdom. Paul alone speaks to those under

the power of his evangel, and tells them that God's seal

is upon them. They are His peculiar and private pos

session. Besides this they have the earnest of the spirit,

and this it is which is also an earnest of the celestial

allotment (2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:14; 4:30). From these

scriptures it should be abundantly evident that Ephe

sians can have no appeal or promise to anyone who has

not experienced the grace revealed in Paul's epistles,

written before the secret of Ephesians was made known.

But for those who had harbored Paul's message in their

hearts, there would be a tremendous attraction, for they

were not only ready, but eager for the final instalment,
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to cap the climax of the truth which they had already

accepted.

Christ's rule of the universe

"Our relationship to Christ, as His body, is first found

in Bphesians in connection with His headship over all

(Eph. 1:22, 23). We will have a part with Him in His

rule of the universe. Such a thought is entirely foreign

to the Circumcision evangel. In the kingdom, Israelites

will, indeed, rule; but even they would have no such

privilege among the celestials. Yet the saints from among

the nations, in the terrestrial kingdom, are to be ruled,

not to rule! Yet it was to these that Paul had already

written: 'And would that you surely reign, that we also

should be reigning with you!' (1 Cor. 4:8). From our

point of view it may not seem impossible that the

Corinthians should reign. But over whom, and where

could they exercise authority? On earth Israel has that

right exclusively. Their only answer is that which we

find in Ephesians—not on earth, but in the heavens.

And Paul's reigning with them is only another intima

tion of the joint body.

"To these same Corinthians Paul asks the question

(6:3) : 'Are you not aware that we shall be judging

messengers?' In this connection the messengers must

be celestial beings, so that here, again, we have an

intimation, most extraordinary for the time, which

reaches right on to the Ephesian unfolding. Even the

pronoun we, which joins Paul with the Corinthians in

celestial rule, is a clear indication of the grace which

was still in store for them, and which is revealed plainly,

or "face to face" in Ephesians.

JOINT FAITH

"Joint participation in the promise comes clearly

through the evangel Paul preached, for he it was who

broke the rule 'to Jews only9 (Acts 11:19) and brought

a salvation 'to everyone who is believing—to the Jew
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first and to the Greek as well9 (Rom. 1:16). This is the

road that leads from the kingdom evangel to the one

faith for both Circumcision and Uncircumcision in this

day of grace. Whenever Paul went to a city with a

synagogue, or even if they had their gatherings else

where, he went to the Jews first. At the close of his

address in Pisidian Antioch he said, 'to you first was it

necessary that the word of God be spoken. Yet, since

in fact you are thrusting it away, and are judging your

selves not worthy of eonian life, lo! we are turning to

the nations' (Acts 13:46). This is typical. The Jews

had the priority in time and rank, yet most of them were

made jealous (Deut. 32:21), so that many among the

nations were reached. In spirit both had access to the

Father, but the flesh still had a place, or, indeed, there

would have been no difference between Circumcision and

Uncircumcision. The flesh was continually losing ground

during Paul's service, but it was not until Ephesians was

written, that it forfeited all.

"Ephesians and its companion epistles are the ripened

fruit of Paul's previous revelation when he had written

to the nations in preparation for the coming grace. Thus

it was that he led the saints from glory to glory, until

the supreme unfoldings were reached in Ephesians,

Philippians and Colossians. And thus it is today. There

is no way to reach the highest peaks of revelation except

through Paul's previous epistles. They are the only

channel.

FAITH AND GRACE

"Paul's earlier epistles lay the broad foundation of

faith and grace on wluch the later are erected. As these

eliminate all that is of man, there is no limit to the

favor that God can bestow on those who are justified and

reconciled. Moreover, the Corinthians were expressly

told that God had made ready something far beyond the

perception of the eye and the ear and the heart of man,

for those who are loving Him (1 Cor. 2:9). Nothing
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could be more suggestive of the grace which came to

them in Paul's later letters.

WE ARE AWAITING A SAVIOUR

"Neither Thessalonians nor Corinthians took us into

the heavens or gave us a legal residence above. Thessa

lonians took us to the air and left us there. First Corin

thians hinted that there is a celestial body (15:40), and

foretold our change. In Ephesians we have the com

pletion of these unfinished unfoldings. We go to the air

because that is on the way to the heavens, where we have

our home. Our bodies will not only be changed to

immortality and incorruptibility, but will be transfigured

to accord with a celestial destiny. There is no single

point of contrast in these gracious glimpses of our fu

ture. One step leads to the next in perfect sequence and

accord. Each further unfolding included what had gone

before. As all else, our blessed expectation went from

glory to glory, each grander than before.

"The same Paul who could say, 'we, the living, who

are surviving to the presence of the Lord' (1 Thess. 4:

15), who could say, 'we all, indeed, shall not be put to

repose' (1 Cor. 15:51), he it is who says, in this, his

latest revelation, 'we are awaiting a Saviour also' (Phil.

3:20). It is in the character of Saviour that Christ is

coming to His celestial saints. Now we have bodies al

together unworthy of our heavenly destiny—weak, mor

tal, corruptible, earth-bound, humiliating. These we

cannot take to our celestial home as they are, so He will

transfigure them, as He alone can do, Who has the

ability to bring the whole universe beneath His benefi-

cient sway.

A NEW ADDITION TO THE REALM OF FAITH

"After expounding to us the universal headship of

Christ, the apostle begins a most marvelous prayer for

us who are of the nations (Eph. 1:15-23). This new

faith, which made the nations the peer of Israelites in an
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allotment unutterably higher than that which they will

have on the earth, called forth his thanks and the

special request that God, as the Father glorious, may be

giving us a spirit of wisdom and revelation in order to

make it known to us. Just as the first hint of present

truth came through the revelation of a new expectation,

so now the first part of the new faith for the nations

which the apostle would have us grasp is the future

which lies before us. Only in the light of this glory may

we be enabled to realize the grandeur of our calling, for

it is hidden now, and will be, until Christ appears.

"Incorruption, glory, power—such are the splendid

excellences of the resurrection body (1 Cor. 15:42, 43).

And here in Ephesians, where we find this supreme

revelation of our future fate, these are repeated and

magnified. Paul prays that we may realize the riches

of the glory, and the transcendent greatness of the power

which is for believers. Our bodies are sown in dishonor

and roused in glory. So also our present lot is one of

humiliation. But our future allotment will not simply

be glorious. That would not be too strong a term for

the allotment of Israel on the earth. Ours will by far

transcend it. We will have riches of glory. So also

with power. Great indeed will be the power of the

saints in the kingdom, but ours will not be merely great,

but surpassingly, transcendently great.

"It would be practically impossible to convey an

adequate idea of the power which is ours, apart from

the fact that Christ has already preceded us. His

exaltation is an exhibition of the strength which will

raise us to the celestial realm. It is impossible for the

human mind to imagine a display of power superior to

that which has operated in the Christ, rousing Him from

among the dead and seating Him at God's right hand.

Who could be weaker than the despised Nazarene,

crucified, forsaken, dead ? And who, in all the universe,

is so powerful as the Executive of the Deity? There can
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be elo greater sum than the difference between zero and

infinity, nor can there be any vaster difference in power

than that between the dead Saviour and our exalted

Lord. Yet such is the only example which adequately

conveys a conception of the power which God will use

to exalt the members of the body of His Christ.

"Let us not miss the marvelous fact that our degrada

tion and exaltation are both vital to the glory of our

God. The certainty and satisfaction which this imparts

will enable us to anticipate much of our future bliss.

God has thrust us down for His own sake, and will exalt

us for the same reason. He chose Israel, and cast them

off, and will glorify them for His own name's sake. But

how great is the wisdom He displayed in taking those

who were not members of the elect nation, who had no

prospects, no promises of their own, and giving them

the place supreme among the celestials! Not for naught

are we to be changed from earth-bound slaves of the

soil to free citizens of the celestial realm. We are the

greatest achievement of God's grace in order to be the

greatest display of His glory."

JOINT PARTAKERS OF THE PROMISE

All of the truth which we have hitherto considered,

in Thessalonians and Corinthians, is ours now on an

equal footing with the elect out of Israel. This is why

the apostle calls us joint partakers of the promise in

Christ Jesus (Eph. 3:6). The promise itself is not new,

as we have seen; but the equality in rank is. During

this secret administration of grace, there is but one faith

for believers, whether they are Jews or gentiles. Both

of them expect to meet the Lord in the air before He will

come down to Mount Olivet in order to set up the

earthly kingdom. The prior expectancy is the outstand

ing characteristic of the joint faith which Paul shares

with some of his Jewish brethren and those of the na

tions. This is apparent from the careful wording in
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Ephesians 1:12, 13, "... pre-expectant in the Christ—

in Whom you also ..."

FOR US WHO ARE BELIEVING

As we have pointed out before (volume LI, page

225), the transcendent greatness of God's power for us

who are believing, will not be confined to our literal

vivification in the resurrection. This power will do the

same thing for us now, in spirit, as it did literally for

the dead Jesus in the tomb, and as it will do literally for

us at the rapture. The transcendent greatness of divine

power enables us to enjoy our celestial status, in spirit,

even today while we are still in this body of our humili

ation. Hence we can join Paul in the laud of God's

glory, "Now to Him Who is able to do superexcessively

above all that we are requesting or apprehending, ac

cording to the power that is operating in us, to Him be

glory!" h.h.r.

(To be continued)

AUGUST F. OBERG

Brother Oberg has been a staunch supporter of the truths

dear to all of us since about 1928. Born in Sweden, he had

lived in Cromwell, Connecticut for about 70 years. He passed

away at his home there, at the age of 97, on January 13th.

His trust was in the Lord always, and his joy was to pro

claim His truth, with a verse of Scripture to prove his point.

He was alert until the last, and we understand that he was

able to attend meetings, although his eyesight had failed. He

founded the Main Street Department Store in Cromwell in

1891. Surviving are his daughter Nellie, who continues to

operate the store, and three sons, Werner, A. Herbert, and

David.

We never had the joy of meeting this dear brother in the

flesh, but we look forward to doing so in the future, in that

glad day when we shall all be together with the Lord, e.o.k.

ATTENTION: HEMET, CALIF. AND MONTREAL READERS

We have received remittances in renewal envelopes post

marked Hemet, California and Montreal, Canada, which do not

contain the name or the address of the sender. Will these

subscribers please notify us so that we can give proper credit?
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A. J. MESSER

After many months of patient suffering, Brother Messer

passed away on January 19th, at the age of 71. He and his

wife, who preceded him in death, had conducted the Township

Mission near Grand Rapids, Michigan, for some years* Through

Brother Raymond Van Dyke, they became interested in con

cordant truths. Brother Messer expressed a desire to serve the

saints in the capacity of teacher, and we were able to put him

in touch with the group in Baldwin, Michigan, where he

served as their pastor for two years.

Surviving are his daughter, Mrs. Earl Ten Eyk; three sons,

Paul, Fordyce and James; fourteen grandchildren; his sister,

Mrs. E. J. Gould; and two brothers, Elmo and Beverly.

Perhaps one of the best ways to illustrate some of the

thoughts which were in our Brother Messer*s heart, is to

reproduce here two of the choruses which he wrote and which

are used and enjoyed in Baldwin and at the Young People's

Fellowship meetings.

Accepted in the Beloved

"Accepted in the Beloved,

'Tis the riches of God's grace.

Accepted in the Beloved,

In Him we've a heavenly place.

Accepted in the Beloved,

Let us all this rich blessing embrace."

Let Us Rejoice

"Let us rejoice always in Christ, our Saviour,

Giving thanks for all His love and grace.

Praise Him for truth, revealing all His loving favor,

Helping us walk worthily before His face.

Be ye thankful, always rejoicing,

And again I will say: Rejoice!

Let us rejoice always in Christ, our Saviour,

Giving thanks for all His love and grace."

Although now reposing, Brother Messer will awake at that

glorious hour for which we all long. His physical weakness

will be a thing of the past, and he will be able to serve His

blessed Lord the better for the experiences which had seem
ingly hampered him in this life. e.o.k.

EACH RETURNED MAGAZINE COSTS US TEN CENTS

A new post office regulation increases the charge for second

class publications which are returned to the sender because of

incorrect address, to ten cents. This means that it is very

important that you keep us informed of your current address,

since the post office will no longer forward your magazine

to your new address as heretofore, but will merely return it

to us charged with ten cents postage due.
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SINGING IN THE RAIN

"Where the elm branches, by the rain are stirred,

Careless of the shower, sings a little bird."

The old song about the courageous little bird used to

be a favorite in some schoolrooms. We remember the

song as we again welcome the return of spring with its

wealth of flowers and birdsong, and its variable weather.

What a brave fellow he was, to spread cheer in such a

manner—when he could have been hiding in a dry place!

We imagine that he must have been wet and cold, and

that his little stomach was empty—for how could he

gather food in the pouring rain? In similar circum

stances, we humans might be tempted to sulk and feel

sorry for ourselves.

A SONG IN THE HEART

The apostle Paul has given us God's will concerning

a song in the heart—and the right attitude to maintain

when troubles "rain" down upon us. Not only has he

given us teaching along this line, but he himself has set

a fine example. Remember how he sang praises at mid

night in a dark, dingy prison? His feet fastened in

stocks, his body bruised, his back bleeding and smarting

with pain—yet the apostle and his companion began to

pray and sing. Just before this, ".. .the throng assailed

them, and the officers, tearing off their garments, ordered

them to be flogged with rods. Besides, placing on them

many blows, they cast them into jail, charging the

warden to keep them securely, who, getting such a charge,

casts them into the interior jail, and secures their feet
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in the stocks." (Acts 16:22-24) The song in their hearts

could not be drowned by pain and distress. "Now at

midnight Paul and Silas were praying and sang hymns

to God. Now the prisoners listened to them." (Acts 16:

25).
PAUL KNEW HIS GOD

Why was Paul able to overlook the terrible circum

stances to such an extent that he could even praise God

for the circumstances? Paul was not guided by feelings

—He knew the God he was serving, and he knew that

God was faithful. Knowing God as he did, he had

learned to rejoice in the sufferings for his Lord. As he

later wrote to Timothy, "I am aware Whom I have

believed, and I am persuaded that He is able to guard

what is committed to me, for that day." (2 Tim. 1:12).

I am aware Whom I have believed! Can you say this

from your heartf uIam aware Whom I have believed.''

Satan often attempts to " depress" our faith, and has

many methods of approach. If you are truly aware of

the One you are trusting, then a cloudy day cannot

seriously affect your outlook. (Many people are affected

by bad weather). Your associate—the one working next

to you—may be in a gloomy state of mind. But you

need not be influenced by his dreary thoughts, if you are

truly aware of God. Your own physical condition often

governs your attitude towards life. For instance, if you

are tired in body, problems you faced easily a few days

ago may suddenly look large and overwhelming. Yet,

an "awareness" of God can be greater than your feel

ings ; it will sustain us in weariness and illness.

DISTURBING INFLUENCES

Let us be aware that we can be influenced by condi

tions within and around us. But let us beware of

following any of our moods and feelings, for they cannot

be trusted. Like Paul, we must ignore the momentary

''feeling'' and seek to maintain a firm "stand" upon a

more permanent footing. If we are aware Whom we have
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believed, then His Word will be our strength. Remem

ber, the problems and the conditions—and all our feel

ings about them—will pass away; they are transient.

God's Word will never pass away.

As young believers, we long to become mature in

Christ. Maturity in Christ does not happen in one day,

but every experience in our lives is a stepping-stone

toward maturity. This is why we can rejoice in cir

cumstances that are downright miserable.

GOD IS WORKING ALL

"Now we are aware that God is working all (ALL!)

together for the good of those who are loving God, who

are called..." (Rom. 8:28). Are you aware that God

is working, and all of it for your good? If so, then you

can appreciate what Paul meant when he said, "... we

may be glorying also in afflictions, having perceived that

affliction is producing endurance, yet endurance tested-

ness, yet testedness expectation..." (Rom. 5:3, 4). The

progress we make in God is dependent upon His working

and that "working" is often through hardships and

afflictions. But if we trust Him, really trust His faith

fulness, then we can have a song in our hearts at all

times; we will not fear any circumstance.

"Let the word of Christ be making its home in you

richly, in all wisdom, teaching and admonishing your

selves ; in psalms, in hymns, in spiritual songs, singing,

with grace in your hearts, to God..." (Col. 3:16, 17).

"... be filled full with spirit, speaking to yourselves in

psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and play

ing music in your hearts to the Lord, giving thanks al

ways for all things,...." (Eph. 5:18-20).

—Contributed

Have you seen the new Concordant Introductory Litera

ture Assortment? You receive four pamphlets a week

for three weeks and the cost is only fifty cents. A des

cription of this special assortment is free upon request.
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HOW GOD'S WORD WAS WRITTEN

It would be wonderful to have lived long ago, and to

have known the men who were inspired by God to write

His Word. For instance, wouldn't it be exciting to hear

Peter tell how he left his boat and his fishing to follow

Jesus ? Or, to listen to the apostle John, who might tell

us how Jesus turned water into wine. And wouldn't

you enjoy hearing Paul tell how Christ appeared to him

on the way to Damascus? These are some of the men

whom God directed to write His wonderful Word.

Did you know that when they were writing, they did

not use a pencil such as you use? Pens which they used

may have been made from a large feather, and were

called "quills." (If you ask an older person to help

you, perhaps you could make a pen of this kind from the

wing-feather of a turkey).

THEY HAD NO PAPER

Pure white paper such as we use today was not known

in Bible times. The "scribes" or professional record

keepers, generally used animal skins which looked some

thing like leather, for their "paper" to write their

important records and documents on. Also, a kind of

"paper" was made from a plant found growing in

Egypt. Sheets of this paper were fastened together to

make a long roll, just as were the pieces of animal skin,

and after the letter was written, it was rolled up—this

made it very easy to carry, for the precious letters were

usually delivered by a friend or helper of the apostle.

These rolls were called "scrolls."
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LETTERS WERE PRECIOUS

There were no printing presses nor typewriters in

those days, so when a letter from Paul was read by a

group of believers, they carefully saved the letter and

often sent it on to another group who loved God, in

another city. It was the only copy they had, and how

precious it was to them! How happy they were to

receive the letter, for in each letter were words that

would comfort and help them.

Many of these people had thrown away their idols of

wood and stone, and accepted the Lord into their hearts.

Paul wanted to help them to continue to trust in God.

His letters were kept and they are a part of our " Bible"

today.
PAUL WROTE FROM PRISON

When you study your home-work, you have a nice

table and a good light to help you with your lessons.

But some of the most precious of the apostle Paul's

letters were written while he was chained to a Koman

soldier. Yet he did not complain, but called himself

a prisoner of Christ Jesus. He may have been cold in

the place where he was, for he asked Timothy to bring

his coat (called a "cloak"). But even though some of

his friends forsook him, he did not despair for he tells

Timothy that the Lord stood by him, and that's what

really counts.

LET US BE THANKFUL

So we thank God for the ones who faithfully wrote

God's Word as He directed them. We appreciate the

wonderful Scriptures even more as we remember how

they were written. Would you like to find some Scrip

ture verses in the "Bible" that tell about Paul in

prison? Here are a few:

Ephesians 3:1; 4:1; 6:20; Colossians 4:4, 18;

2 Timothy 4:13. F.s.

The Scriptures each day keeps the doubts away!
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REPORTS FROM THE FOREIGN MISSION FIELD

THE CHINESE WORK

Brother Abraham Heidal of Tacoma reports as follows: "We

are having some Chinese ships here and have had a very-

profitable time visiting with these Oriental sailors. I have

been to one ship three times and held services on board ship.

Also had a meeting in a home one evening. Fifteen men

including the Captain came to our home to see my wife

Lavinia."

"Since my wife has become bed ridden, I have had to give

up the radio work on Formosa. We think too that we can

probably do more good by concentrating on Chapel work. So

we are renting a Chapel in one of the suburbs of Taipei. Then

we like to continue to support native workers over there.

Since we have become acquainted with so many of the sailors

from Formosa, we are able to help some of them to know

more about the Gospel. We give them the address of the

workers in Taipei and they can go there to meetings. The

work started on Formosa is not connected with any denomina

tion, but is entirely undenominational."

Brother HeidaFs familiarity with the Chinese language,

acquired from many years service on the mission field there,

is very helpful, since these sailors feel at home with him.

Please keep his work in Tacoma, Washington, in your prayers.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Brother P. C. Carino reports that he suffered a heart attack

while en route to the southern part of the Islands, where he

had planned to meet with Brother Rodriguez, to plan the work

in the Islands. He was in a hospital in Ozamis City for five

days. He has now returned to his home in Pangasinan, and
is feeling better, but must go easy for some time. However,

he feels sure that the Lord has more work for him to do, and

he plans to purchase a needed sound system with some of the

funds which we were able to send. We know that our friends

will remember this faithful brother in their prayers.

Brother W. L. Rodriguez reports progress and opportunities

to witness in many localities in the southern Philippines. He

is well known there, and often invited to fill the pulpit of

churches of a number of different denominations.

SOUTH INDIA

Brother T. D. Iype continues to do much personal work, as

well as distributing hundreds of copies of Romans in India.

There are so many millions there who have never heard the

blessed evangel which we almost take for granted, that we

feel very thankful to be enabled, through this faithful brother,

to have some small part in this much needed endeavor. e.o.k.
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THE BREATH OF THE SPIRIT

OP THE LIVING

We have seen that the constitution of mankind is

essentially identical with the soil of the ground. "We

reached this conclusion from our study of the details

recorded in Genesis concerning the making of Adam.

This confirms 1 Corinthians 15:47 where it is written

that the ''first man was out of the earth, soilish/' and

thus, what the soilish one is, such are those who are

soilish.

We will pursue a similar course in order to help

us to come to an understanding of the spiritual part

of our make-up. Ruch, the Hebrew word for spirit may

also refer to the wind (Gen. 8:1; Ex. 10:13, 19; 14:21;

1 Kings 19:11; Ps. 1:4). Because the same word is

used for both wind and spirit, we are impressed with

the fact that the spirit is like the wind. And indeed, this

is just what our Lord told Nicodemus, in the third

chapter of John's Account.

The blast is blowing where it wills, and the sound of it

you are hearing, but you are not aware whence it is

coming and where it is going. Thus is everyone who is

begotten by the water and the spirit. (John 3:8)

Ordinarily, however, the Greek word pneuma, which

we have rendered "blast" in this verse, is a special term

for spirit, and a different form—pnoe—is used for blast

or breath.

Nothing is said in Genesis 2:7 about the man having

a spirit, just as nothing was said of his having a body.
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Breath is said to be forcibly injected into his nostrils.

Yet we know from other passages that God gave him a

spirit (Ecc. 12:7). How shall we account for this

omission here ? It is evident that the spirit was imparted,

and it seems most likely that this was done by means of

the breath. That this was the case is further evidenced

by the notable phrase, ''the breath of the spirit of the

living." (Gen. 7:22).

SPIRIT AND BREATH CLOSELY RELATED

In the description of the deluge, all the animals, as

well as mankind (except those in the ark)—all in whose

nostrils was "the breath of the spirit of the living"—

died. This remarkable phrase merits careful considera

tion. The word for breath is in the so-called " construct"

state. This signifies that the first word is attached to

the word which follows, and so the thought is completed.

In a sense, the two words, though expressing distinct

ideas of equal value, act together as one word, making

a complex matter. The nearest to this form that we can

approach in English is by affixing "of" and translating

"the breath of the spirit of the living." It is evident

that there is a close connection between breath and

spirit. What the relationship involves may be discovered

in another way.

The translators of the Septuagint (An early Greek

translation of the Hebrew Scriptures), when they turned

the Hebrew text into Greek, made use of the two Greek

forms already noted in translating the two distinct Heb

rew words for "breath" and "spirit." These two

words are pnoe, breath (Acts 17:25) and pneuma, spirit

(Luke 24:39 and in many other passages). If we can fix

the difference between these two Greek words, we will

have the key to the relation of "breath" to "spirit" in

Hebrew. It is apparent that the root of these two
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Greek words is the same—pit. They differ only in their

final letters.
SPIRIT IS AN EFFECT

Now the affix -ma in Greek words marks the effect or

result. For instance, krino is judge, while krima is the

sentence passed, or judgment (Rom. 2:2, 3). So that

the relation between breath and spirit is one of cause

and effect, pnoe, breath being the cause, while pneuma,

spirit, registers the effect. Genesis 2:7 records the

cause—the impartation of breath—other passages reg

ister the effect—the reception of the spirit.

The spirit, then, is not the man, but rather a gift to

the man from God (Ecc. 12:7), just as the breath was

given to the lifeless form of Adam. In this mankind

differs from spirits. While it is true that spirits, accord

ing to their resident power, may make themselves manifest

to mortal eyes, man is, primarily, the product of the soil,

and there can be no true human being without a body.

MANKIND IS SOILISH

The truth that mankind is not essentially spirit, but

soil, may be confirmed in many ways. When we expect

the Scriptures to mean the body, they speak of the man,

as in that notable passage concerning Christ's resurrec

tion:

For Thou wilt not be forsaking my soul in the unseen,

Nor wilt Thou be giving Thy Benign One to be acquainted

with decay. (Acts 2:27)

It is evident that "decay" refers to His bodily frame,

which, unlike David, or Lazarus and all other men, did

not decompose into its elements at death. Yet "Thy

Benign One" stands written to guide us to the truth

that the "man" is essentially linked with the body.

THE BREATH OF THE LIVING

The question remains; what is the function of the
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breath? It is called the "breath of the living" (Gen.

2:7). And it changes the man from a dead body to a

living soul. The body apart from the spirit is dead

(James 2:26). The absolute dependence of life upon

the spirit is well illustrated by the breath. A man may

fast for forty days and live forty years longer, yet he

cannot do without breath for even forty minutes. Breath

is a thousand times more indispensable to life than food.

Let us note closely, then, that life is associated with

the breath and spirit, just as sensation, as we shall see

later, is associated with the soul. Before the breath was

imparted, Adam had no life, but the moment that breath

ing commenced, the vital organs began to function. The

reviving of one who has drowned is doubtless a good

illustration of the effect of the breath upon his lifeless

form.
LIFE AND SENSATION ARE NOT THE SAME

Life or vitality should be sharply distinguished from

sensation. A paralytic may have no sensation, yet be

possessed of life. Sensation, moreover, requires both

soil and breath. Adam had no sensations before the

breath gave life. Neither did the breath feel before it

vivified the body. But when both were united, then Adam

became a living soul. Then he could see and hear and

feel.

The prevailing confusion which fails to distinguish

life from soul is accentuated by the persistence with

which many current versions translate soul by means of

"life.'7 But life is never synonymous with soul in the

Word of God and it is most misleading to interchange

the terms.

THE CONFUSION CLEARED AWAY

If the reader will check through and correct the fol

lowing passages in the translation he is using, it will

enable him to see the truth which we have set forth, and
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he will not be misled because his Bible seems to teach

otherwise.

In Genesis 1:20* "life" should read "soul," for the

beasts and birds and creeping things which have a soul,

or sensation, are put in contrast with the plants, which

are to be their food, and which have no soul or sensation.

Both plants and animals have life, but both do not have

sensation (soul). In Genesis 1:20, 21 and 24, the trans

lators were restrained from rendering "soul" by "life,"

because it was joined to the word "living." They could

hardly make it "living life." So they changed it to

"creature." It is exactly the same phrase which they

correctly translate "living soul" in Genesis 2:7. By

translating it "living creature" three times and sud

denly changing to "living soul" when man is spoken of,

the impression is given that man is different from the

other animals in regard to the soul. Yet the aim of the

divine Author is the exact opposite of this. By calling

man a "living soul" after He has thrice used this phrase

of animals which move, He emphasizes the fact that man

is like the animals in this respect. The American

revisers did give "Heb. a living soul" in the margin of

their original revision, but in the Revised Standard

Version, they omit any margin for these references, and

thus move a step backward and away from the truth.

Moreover at Genesis 2:7, the Revised Standard Version

confuses the issue further by its rendering, "a living

being," in place of "a living soul."

In Genesis 9:4, life is connected with the blood in all

*The Concordant Version of Genesis ("In a Beginning"),

which endeavors to render each Hebrew word by a single

English equivalent throughout and is far more consistent

in dealing with the verses herein discussed, is available from

the publishers for fifty cents.
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the common versions. This is most misleading. It is

the soul which is in the blood, not the life (Lev. 17:11,

12, 14; Deut. 12:23). Occasionally this is noted in the

margin, but more often it is not. Indeed, in the King

James Version, the Hebrew word for soul is rendered

"life" one hundred and seventeen times (nearly as

many as the real word for life). The Greek word for

soul is changed to "life" forty times and is rendered

correctly only fifty-eight times. How can a reader of

such a version possibly arrive at the truth? There

could hardly be better proof of the fact that the divine

distinction between life and soul has been lost. Instead,

however, of acknowledging this and seeking to adjust

ourselves to the facts of revelation, we have corrupted

revelation to conceal our ignorance. To enable our read

ers to correct this, we will include a complete concor

dance of the Hebrew and Greek words for soul in the

article in this series which deals with that subject.

LIFE DEPENDS ON SPIRIT

The spirit is the source of life. It is the spirit which

vivifies (John 6:63); the flesh is not benefiting anything.

A soul has life, but cannot impart it. Hence, "The

first human, Adam, 'became a living soul;' the last

Adam a vivifying Spirit." (1 Cor. 15:45). "The letter

is killing, yet the spirit is vivifying." (2 Cor. 3:6). "He

who is sowing for the spirit, from the spirit shall be reap

ing life eonian." (Gal. 6:8). As these quotations show,

life is always related to spirit.

Thus, the lesson which we learn in the beginning of

man's creation is reviewed again and again throughout

the Scriptures. Life, in all its phases, is dependent upon

breath or spirit. Spirit is not the "man", but is God's

gift to him, for "in Him [God] we are living and mov

ing and are." (Acts 17:28). "If He sets on him His
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heart, His spirit and His breath He will gather to

Himself. All flesh will expire together and humanity

to soil shall return." (Job 34:14, 15, tentative C.V.).

A PERPLEXING PASSAGE SOLVED

This understanding about humanity provides the basis

which will enable us to reach a true interpretation of

that much misunderstood passage, "My spirit shall not

always strive with man" (Gen. 6:3, A. V.). In order

to properly understand this passage, let us discuss a few

details as a preliminary, and then, applying the know

ledge we have gleaned of man and his spirit, we will be

in a position to arrive at a satisfactory solution. The

word, adm, (literally, LiKEst), has a number of usages,

all related, and each usage can be discerned from the

context in which we find it. The presence or absence of

the definite article with the word is not a criterion from

which a decision can be made. This may readily be seen

by examining the following references: Gen. 1:26, 27;

2:5, 7. The first and third are without the article, and

the second and fourth have the article. Yet all refer to

the same individual.

Adm may be a proper name (see Gen. 3:9, C.V.), or

it may be used as a common noun for the one human

alone (see Gen. 2:7, 4:1), or for the first man and his

wife, for it is "their" name (see Gen. 5:2). It may

denote humanity as to its start from this pair (see Gen.

6:1), and it is here used with a plural pronoun ("them/'

Gen. 6:1), so that the word has in view the human be

coming humanity, or rather that the first pair are be

coming '' multitudinous.''

These are some of the details which precede the pass

age, "My spirit shall not always strive with man."

They indicate that "the man," in this case, is the

human from whom the race started. We should also
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adjust the ward "always" to accord with the Hebrew,

which has, "for the eon."

But the word "strive" does not at all fit the context,

nor that which we have discovered regarding breath and

spirit as God's gift to the human. If God gathers His

spirit and His breath, then all flesh shall perish. This

is the point which is being pressed. The human is flesh,

as are his descendants, and his days are to be limited to

a further 120 years.

When we turn to the ancient versions of the Hebrew

Scriptures, we find that they do not support this word

"strive" as it now appears in the Hebrew text. All

agree that the ancient reading had a meaning akin to

"dwell." This suggests that the Hebrew has become

corrupted from TPT dur (see "dwell", Psa. 84:10) to

JVT dun which now appears in the Hebrew text. The

letters 1 and ] are very similar in appearance in the

ancient scrolls and could easily have been accidentally

interchanged. Thus the Concordant Version renders

Genesis 6:3 as follows: "Not 'abide0 shall My spirit in

the human for the eon..." The 7... ° indicates that the

Septuagint has the reading which we follow for that

word.

Thus we learn that the spirit which Ieue Alueim im

parted to Adam was not to abide in him for the entire

eon; his life was to be terminated, and this was made

known to him some 120 years before it actually occurred.

WORDS OF LIFE

Now let us consider the operation of the spirit in us,

who have become a new "creation" in Christ Jesus.

As in the old creation, so also in the new. The emis

sion of breath in the form of words is the basis of our

spiritual life. The words of God, like the breath of God

in the beginning, impart His spirit, which is life. Of
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Israel He said, "And a new spirit will I bestow within

them." (Ezek. 11:19). But not to them only is the

spirit given. God has poured out His love in our hearts

by means of the holy spirit which He gives us (Rom.

5:5). But the greatest of all examples of the vivifying

power of God's spirit is His Christ. Jesus was David's

seed according to the flesh but designated Son of God,

with power, according to the spirit of holiness (Rom.

1:3, 4). Not only was His life by the direct operation

of God's holy spirit (Matt. 1:18) but through that spirit

He was able to raise the dead (Matt. 9:25; 11:5; Luke

7:14; John 11:44). This it was which clearly demon

strated that He was the Son of God. And when He was

raised Himself, we are told that He was "vivified in

spirit." (1 Pet. 3:18).

LIFE THROUGH THE SON OF GOD

To understand resurrection aright, we will need to

bear these truths in our heads and hearts. It is as the

Son of God, the title which emphasizes His spiritual

relationship to His Father, that Christ raises the dead.

For, even as the Father, (being spirit), has life in Him

self, thus to the Son also He gives to have life in Himself

(John 5:26). He is the true Bread of life (John 6:35).

And when they misunderstood His figurative appeal, He

told them plainly:'' The spirit is that which is vivifying.

The flesh is not benefiting anything. The declarations

which I have spoken to you are spirit and are life."

(John 6:63).

So it will be in the various resurrections: Jesus prom

ised Israel that "The dead shall be hearing the voice of

the Son of God, and those who hear shall be living"

(John 5:25). We expect a great change,

For the Lord Himself will be descending from heaven

with a shout... and the dead in Christ shall be rising

first. Thereupon we, the living who are surviving, shall
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at the same time be snatched away together with them

in clouds, to meet the Lord in the air. And thus shall we

always be together with the Lord." (1 Thess. 4:16,17)

A.E.K.

{To be continued)

W. BAGGALEY

It was a sad day when Brother W. Baggaley was fatally

injured while returning home from work on hi® motorcycle,
and there was a large gathering at his funeral on February

17th. He and his dear wife have fellowshipped with the

Mansfield (England) Class for twenty years, and we, with her,

will miss him very much. Yet we thank the God of our expec

tation, for their joy and peace in believing, and with them we

shall look forward in anticipation of that glad day when our

Lord Himself shall call, and we with them and those reposing

shall together meet Him in the air. e.g.j.

PERCY K. PECK

The Sheffield Concordant Scripture Study Class has to report
the death of yet another of its faithful members. On February

4th last, Bro. Percy Peck fell asleep. He was 83 years of age

and was a brother to William Peck whose death was recently

reported in these pages. His fellowship with the class, around

God's Word, extends well beyond a half century, and we recall

with joy the many studies in God's Word in which he

participated. "Rightly dividing" the Word of Truth, and the

Concordant Version had long rejoiced his spirit, bringing the

realization of the glory of the God and Father of the Lord

Jesus Christ, his Saviour. Good night, dear brother! With

you we will be enabled to respond to His call to the air!

E.H.C.

A.E.K. IN A WHEEL CHAIR

Albert Knoch reports that A. E. Knoch's progress is now
much faster and smoother since he acquired wheels. He is
now able to ride about in a wheelchair. This allows him to
get outside in the fresh air and sunshine. He seems to enjoy

the movement and even helps by pushing on the wheels. If
he could only see, we'd let him "drive" himself. How good to
see the sunshine streaming onto his frail form. It's good

medicine. After more than three months inside, confined with
in one room, we're sure he likes it, too. So please continue

to pray for us and join us in thanksgiving for the continued

progress. At 87 years, we feel most thankful for the measure

of health he has been granted. He is looking for his Lord out
of heaven, awaiting with endurance (Romans 8:25).
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THE LOAD OF MOAB
(Isaiah 15 and 16)

Abraham 's brother's son, Lot (meaningWrap or stealth)

joined his uncle when he left Charan, and went with him

to the land of promise. Their cattle became so numerous

that they had to separate because the land would not

bear all their flocks. Lot chose the rich lowlands near

Sodom. He lost all he had when Sodom was destroyed,

and his wife was turned into a pillar of salt. He was

left with two daughters, who found no husbands for

themselves. So they intoxicated their father and had

children by him. The son of the elder daughter was

named Moab by his mother, that is, from-father. It

was from this one that the Moabites sprang, and they

are the subject of this Load. The son of the younger

daughter was named Ben-Ammi, (Son of my people)

from whom the Ammonites sprang (Gen. 19:30-38).

These two settled in the

country on both sides of the

Arnon river, Moab to the

south, bordering on the

southern half of the Dead

Sea, but Ammon to the

north and some distance

east of the sea.

Ieue places a load upon

Moab. The prediction opens

in a notable way, by first

Map of Moab in Isaiah's day (see page 113, paragraph 4).
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stating the strong element of surprise which would

accompany the devastation which was to overtake Moab.

Yet to the prophecy was attached a distinct time limit

for its occurrence. The prophecy appears to be uttered

in the first year of the reign of Hezekiah. Then the three

years of Isaiah 16:14 would call attention to the fourth

year of Hezekiah when this prophecy became history, as

Shalmanezer came against Israel (2 Kings 18:9). En

route on that expedition, the Assyrian apparently

covered his pathway by an invasion into Moab.

From the days in which Moab threw off the yoke of

Israel, and in so doing brought about a campaign against

themselves by Jehoram, king of Israel, in which Jehosha-

phat joined (2 Kings 3:5-7), Moab followed her own

course. The highly offensive act by the king of Moab,

at the height of the siege, when he made an ascent offer

ing of his eldest son, to his god, Chemosh, created such

disagreement amongst the allies, and consequent indig

nation against Israel, that the siege was raised (2 Kings

3:27). Later Moab appears to have taken some reprisal

against Edom, and reference is made to this in Amos

2:1 when the prophet spoke in the days of Uzziah, king

of Judah, and the days of Jeroboam II, king of Israel.

Isaiah, in his prophecy, would appear to incorporate the

threat by Amos into the load he now utters over Moab.

The references in Jeremiah 48, Ezekiel 25:8-12 and

Zephaniah 2:8 are related to the later campaigns of

Nebuchadnezzar.

SURPRISE DEVASTATION (15:1)

15 rLOAD OF MOAB

Seeing that, in a night, devastated is the 'city.0 Moab is
stilled!

Seeing that, in a night, devastated is the side wall, Moab is
stilled!

The prophet draws a picture of stillness ensuing from
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a blow which lays Moab low. The hostile invasion oc

curred in the night, a good time to effect surprise. This

situation provides the detail needed to predict the lam

entation to which Moab will give vent as they ascend to

the fane heights of Chemosh, their guardian god. The

element of surprise effectively introduces the outline of

their wounded pride. How they will pity themselves,

and this almost seems to grow into consternation that

such a thing could happen to them.

A CRY OF HOWLING (15:2-5)

2 It ascends the Bith and Dibon, the fane heights, for lamen
tation.

On Nebo and on Medeba is Moab howling.

*On all their heads is baldness,
°And° every beard is hacked.

3 In its streets they gird on sackcloth.

On top of its houses and in its squares everyone is
howling,

'And0 tears are descending *with lamentation.

4 And crying out is Heshbon and Elealeh,

Unto Jahaz their voice is heard.

Therefore those liberated for war in Moab are shouting.
Its soul is feeling evil to him.

5 rThe Fheart of Moab* is crying out 7in it.0
Its fugitives are unto Zoar,
As a heifer of the third year, for the ascent of 'Luhith.

It is ascending into it *with lamentation,
For the way is a =Ahot outcry with breaking rand quaking.0

The city, stilled and stunned during the dark, will be

very vociferous in the morning. They ascend the fane

heights, Bith and Dibon, to their places of sacrifice. The

place called "Bajith," in most versions, has never been

identified. As it has the article the (H) before it, it may

not be the name of a place, but simply the house, for that

is the meaning of "Bith" as rendered in the concordant

translation above.

There is lamentation. They are howling concerning

Nebo and Medeba where their idol was. Baldness is on
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their heads. Beards are hacked off as a mark of sorrow

and mortification, and sackcloth is girded on. On the

tops of their houses and in the squares howling is heard.

Tears flow freely in lamentation.

The circle of crying widens to Heshbon and Blealeh,

It can be heard as far as Jahaz. Those liberated for war

join in the shouting rather than face the enemy. The

blow has decended from the north, and they are forced

to flee southward with fugitives as far as to Zoar. The

crying is like that of a heifer in its third year, when its

voice is loudest and strength is at its zenith. The ascent

is smooth, allowing them considerable energy which they

expend in crying.

DRY GRASS (15:6-7)

6 For the changeable waters are becoming desolations,

For dry is the grass. Vanished is the verdure.
Nothing becomes green.

7 Therefore the rest is 7saved,f and their noted things;
They will bear them over the watercourse of the oleanders.

The enemy comes from the north, so Moab flees to the

south. The changeable (Nimrim) waters of their upper

border, usually producing much fertility, seem to have

changed and brought about desolation; all the vegetation

dries up. The verdure has disappeared. Nothing is

green any more. This accentuates the devastation due

to the invader. Therefore, the people of Moab gather

together their valuables and cross the wady which con-

stitues their southern border, and flee into the land of

Bdom. Their salvation is to some extent due to the

resources available to them at this watercourse of the

oleanders.

moab's outcry but a beginning (15:8-9)

8 For the outcry encompasses Uhe boundary of Moab.
Her howling is unto Eglaim,
And unto the well of Elim is her howling.

9 For the waters of 'Dibon0 are full of blood,
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For I will set on JDibon° still more:

A Flion lurks for the delivered of Moab,
And for the remnant of the Aground.

The outcry reaches to all Moab's borders, from one

corner to the other. The waters of Dibon are supposed

to cross near the middle, from the desert to the Dead Sea.

They are full of blood, contaminated with the many

slain of Moab, and the threat is made that on Dibon

there will be "still more" calamities. This hint is

carried still further in the next line, where we find a

lion lurking in ambush for the delivered of Moab, the

remnant of the ground. The lion envisaged is evidently

Nebuchadnezzar. Moab has shown a hostile spirit against

Ieue's people, Judah. To them it is now indicated that

it is they who are like the nations, for they must yet

submit to Judah and be blessed by Ieue through them.

FLIGHT OP REFUGEES (16 :l-2)

16 Send 'as by a stallion to' the land from the crag,
Toward the wilderness, to the mount of the Fdaughter of

Zion.

2 And it bcomes, as a flitting flyer being sent from the nest,
So the daughters of Moab are becoming at the crossings

*of Arnon.

The Authorized Version's rendering, "Send ye the

lamb to the ruler of the land from Sela," seems to be

altogether out of place, especially as the Septuagint

reads, "Despatch as reptiles on the land. Not a rock

desert is the mount Zion." It is evident that the Heb

rew has been questionable for a long time. Some words,

"send" and "land," in the first sentence, are evidently

genuine, but "the lamb to the ruler" disagree with the

context and the Septuagint, so investigation is needed.

The earlier version has the word "as", k (D) in the

Hebrew, and this is the first letter of the word for lamb,

so the word division of the present Hebrew text may well
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be wrong. We will change kr mushl (ftPlD ID) rendered

"lamb" and "ruler", to krmshl (5ffD"ID), that is,

"as mover to." So it can be read with the letters of the

present Hebrew text. But even this is not altogether

satisfactory.

In the East, contact was by means of swift horses, as

a rule. When Ahasuerus sent the scrolls of Mordecai

to all the Jews in his wide-spread realm, they used

runners, chariots, and stallions (Esther 8:10). The

latter were called, in Hebrew, rksh (tWl), a GETter.

This looks very much like the stem of rmsh (tB^DI) here.

So it may be best to substitute it temporarily, until a

better solution can be found. The phrase, "send as by

a stallion to," does not specify that animal itself, but

like the "flitting flier" of the next verse, a swift means

of communication is indicated.

The context calls for the establishment of a connection

between Moab and Zion, by some swift method. Zion

was free from attack, and, moreover, in the purpose of

Alueim, the throne of David is the proper place of

appeal for protection. Under David and Solomon, Moab

prospered, but it seems to be doomed to much evil until

the One greater than Solomon rules all nations in the

day of Ieue.

There is cause for urgency in connection with the flight

of the daughters of Moab at the Arnon crossings. To

whom are they fleeing ? Will they be received 1 This is

the situation which is met by the suggestion of sending

a stallion wildernessward to the daughter of Zion. This

is a move to invoke assistance from Judah.

Lot commenced his career with separation from Abra

ham, and settlement in Sodom, which was destroyed for

its fleshly excesses. He was saved for Abraham's sake,

but started the nation of Moab in drunkenness and in-
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cest. Notwithstanding such a background, they were

an intensely proud people, and this demanded the judg

ments they underwent, in order to reveal the righteous

ness of Alueim, and to prepare them for their future.

'' Sela'9 means crag. The Septuagint renders it'l rock,''

not treating it as a proper name of a place. The next

line has the word mount to balance it, so this seems to be

a better rendering, and thus, we adopt it. Moab would

head to the crag, which provided no prospect of assist

ance, rather than to the mount which might well afford

and extend blessing.

The Judean wilderness lay on the opposite side of

the Dead Sea, from Moab. Because of the southern

direction of their flight, this rough country lay between

the fugitives and mount Zion. Consequently a stallion,

despite its swiftness, would have to travel through the

wilderness, and this would hamper and impede. This

rough country typified Moab's spiritual separation, and

implied their remoteness from blessing. The fleshly ties

with Judah would give them no help, for they had long

since spurned such ties. The aid given by Abraham was

not likely to be repeated.

At times Moab seems to have extended its border above

the Arnon river, but this was its ancient boundary. The

operations of Tiglath-pileser (1 Chron. 5:26) may well

have opened to them the land north of the Arnon. Thus,

at this time, those who had settled north of the river are

likened to a bird forced to fly from its nest, and are

found at the fords on the Arnon, seeking transit to the

land of the crag, driven away from their nest by the

northern invasion.

ADVICE TO CONCEAL REFUGEES (16:3-5)

3 Bring counsel; make mediation.

Set, as night, your shadow amidst noons;
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Conceal those expelled. A flitter you must not expose.

4 Among you shall sojourn the expelled of Moab.
Be a "concealment for them from the Aface of the devas

tator.

For He limits the Fsqueezer; Finished is the devastator.
They come to an end of tramping from the land.

5 And prepared 'by kindness is a "throne,
And seated on it in truth, in the tent of David, is a judge.

And he inquires for judgment,

And swift is justice.

In support of the advice to the Moabites to appeal to

the daughter of Zion, the seat of government in Israel,

the prophet turns to Judah with his inspired advice for

them to bring counsel and make mediation, that they

might act as a haven of blessing on this occasion. In

figurative language, they are told to be a shade for them

in the hottest part of the day, or as the night after the

intense heat of noontide. Literally, they should con

ceal the expelled, and not expose those who flee. This

is confirmed by the parallel: allow them to sojourn in

Judah as a concealment from their devastating enemies.

The need for the urgency suggested by the means of

communication is thus carried forward by these words to

Judah.

The territory of Judah is set as a limit to the

"squeezer." He is not to be allowed to devastate it

or to tramp into Judah as he will do in Moab. As

intimated by this prophecy, the invader proceeded into

Samaria, giving immunity to Judah. This prediction

suggests why relief may be afforded to Moab.

The throne of David is now to take charge. One of

his sons acts as judge, who deals in kindness and justice.

He will deal with the pride of Moab, and bring it down

to the dust. This is the ideal to which all promise and

prophecy points. The interposing of such an ideal really

precludes immediate benefit for Moab, for Judah itself
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does not have the glories of its promise, but rather fol

lows the same pathway as other nations.

JUDAH *S REACTION TO PRIDE (16:6)

* We hear of the pomp of JMoab. Exceedingly proud is his
pride,

And his pomp and his rage. 'Wherefore0 his pretenses.

The prophet's words to Judah on behalf of Moab bring

forth from Judah the observation that they hear of the

pomp of Moab and they comment that Moab's pride is

exceedingly proud. There pride is, in fact, matched by

the intensity of their outcry (see Isaiah 15:8, 9). Says

Judah: "We hear of... his pomp and his rage." Such

knowledge and experience do not allow the possibility

of any conciliation on Moab's part, and any implication

of this being connected with the request of Moab, can be

but viewed by Judah as insincere.

THE FEEBLE VINE OF SIBMAH (16:7-8)

7 Wherefore, Moab shall howl for Moab.
All of it shall howl.

'Over the raisins of the side wall of Haresheth are you
soliloquizing.

* Yea, they are sore 8 "over the plantations of Heshbon.

Enfeebled is the vine of Sibmah.
The rswallowers9 of nations have hammered down its

Vines.'

They touched unto Jazer.
They have strayed into the wilderness.
Its runners are let go. They pass the sea.

Devastation has overtaken their vine culture! The

reference to pride (verse 6) is an interlude in the

prophet's words, and serves to state Judah's reaction,

as well as to make its character to be the natural and

expected thing. At the same time, Moab's outcry is

more easily heightened to that of howling, and, indeed,

to sorrow for itself, Moab for Moab.

That for which Moab was famous, the culture of the
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vine, has become enfeebled; the vine, an element in the

origin of this people, has been touched! Not only has

the greenness of the verdure vanished, but the raisins of

the sidewall and all the plantations give cause for

soliloquy. The nations have broken down its finest vines!

Here then is the reason for their lamentation; a chief

place of vine production, Sibmah, is spoiled. Its runners

have touched unto Jazer in the north, strayed into the

wilderness on the east, and passed the sea westward.

These figures express the stimulation of their pride.

They emphasize the spoiling that has occurred, and the

loud wailings speak of the distress and tell the depth of

their disturbed feelings. These they seek to soothe by

resort to their idols.

LAMENTATION DETAILED (16:9-11)

9 Therefore I will lament Vith the lamentation of Jazer,
For the vine of Sibmah.
I will soak you with my tears, Heshbon and Elealeh,

For, on your summer and on your harvest, "devastation0

falls.

*0 And gathered is rejoicing and exultation from the crop
land,

And in the vineyards is no jubilating, 'and® no shouting.

"Wine in the wine vats the treader is not treading.
The whooping I cause to cease.

^ Therefore my bowels are clamoring as a harp for Moab,
And my inwards ras a new0 lyre for the side wall.

It was usual that there be much shouting for joy in a

good harvest, but the context requires the opposite here,

for verse 10 definitely states that there is to be no shout

ing in the vineyard. So it is best to follow the Septua-

gint, and read that "devastation" falls, rather than

"the shouting for they summer fruits and for thy har

vest is fallen" (Authorized Version, verse 9).

The devastation of the vines is to be a leading cause

of Moab's lament, and the crop land will not escape.

Each line of these verses (9 and 10) builds up the
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picture of details which produce the lament, both for

towns and the treader in the wine vats. The prophet

speaks in the first person, and in this way he enters

into his message, for his utterance of it causes the

whooping to cease. His bowels clamor for Moab, as

does a harp, and for the sidewall as a new lyre. In the

couplet for verse 11, the harp has no corresponding

member in the last line, but the Septuagint adds "asa

DEVASTATION FORETOLD (16:12-14)

12 And it &comes, in case it Tears/ that Moab is tired on the
fane height,

And it comes to its sanctuary to pray, ayet shall not prevail.

*3 This is the word which Ieue spoke to Moab hitherto.
14 aYet now speaks Ieue,t0 saying,

"In three years, as the years of a hireling,

aThen slighted is the glory of Moab, in all the vast 'throng,
And the remnant is but a little bit, 7and° not abundant/'

The surprise occasioned by the disaster which over

takes Moab is in great contrast to the fact that it was

predicted, even as to the year of its occurrence. The

vainglorious pride of Moab will be abased in this way.

Though the pride of Moab will not allow the prophet's

words to be heeded, even so fear will come upon them,

and they will tire themselves on the fane heights, plead

ing with their gods to cause the devastation to be con

cluded, but their prayers in the sanctuary will be of no

avail. The slighting will overtake a vast throng, and the

remnant will be "but a little bit, and not abundant."

Ruth was the outstanding character from Moab. Apart

from her, the Moabites were always unfriendly towards

the sons of Israel. When enroute to Canaan, Israel was

given evidence of Moab's active hostility which con

tinued in the centuries to come. Ieue laid on Moab this

load of restraint when Samaria was to be exhausted by

the Assyrian and taken into captivity, yet they did not

learn their lesson. They joined the Chaldeans against
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Judah, in the days of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings 24:2).

Here Jeremiah takes up against Moab, repeating much

of Isaiah, yet also adding details to emphasize how in

tense was their pride and arrogance. They came under

the yoke of Babylon, for Moab's policy of hostility to

Judah did not afford them immunity from the domin

ance of that world-kingdom. e.h.c.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

We have received word from Brother Potenciano C. Carino,

that he has purchased the battery-transitorized sound system,

and placed it in use immediately. He was challenged to a

debate, which resulted in daily meetings by those interested

in the truths he was proclaiming in this town, for some time

after the debate was over. His health has improved, and he

is devoting full energy once again to proclaiming the Scrip

tures in various parts of the northern Philippines.

In the southern part of the Islands, Brother W. L. Rodri

guez has now nearly completed a new house in Alicia, Zam-

boanga del Sur. The old palm-frond roofed structure was no

longer serviceable. In the new building, he will have room for

meetings and for his mimeograph and a typewriter which he

hopes to get from Manila, to replace the one which was stolen.

He has ordered a large quantity of literature, to be used for

active Bible workers, and for translation into Bisayan. We

also sent special literature for a home missionary training

course which he plans to conduct for those who wish to have
Bible studies in their homes.

INDIA

We have the following report from Brother T. D. Iype in

Kerala, South India.

Dear Brothers and Sisters:

I thank you from the bottom of my heart for all you have

done for me. How graciously the Lord has led us during the

past year. Your prayers upheld me in troublous times. You

proved your love to me in kind deeds. My family and I greet

you in the precious name of the Lord. Great is the work here.

We shall renew our strength. Keep me in your prayers for His

work. He is coming soon! God bless us all!

Yours in Him and for Him, TJD.lype

THE PROTESTANT MARTYRS MEMORIAL CHURCH

This church, located in Liverpool, England, will henceforth

serve as a witness for Pauline truth. Brother (Rev.) W. G.

Anthony, in association with Bro. George Caton, will be

endeavoring to serve the members there, and extend an invita

tion to any who may be passing through Liverpool. See the

cover announcement for the address
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THE NATIONS GRAFTED IN
(PART II)

THE LESSON OF THE TREES

The Kingdom of God is " righteousness and peace and

joy in holy spirit." (Rom. 14:17). Though it does not

consist of food and drink, the very physical sustenance

of that day will form an index of its spiritual char

acteristics. In most exquisite symbolism it is known as

a day when the sons of Israel shall sit under their own

vine and their own fig tree (Mic. 4:4). This will doubt

less be true as to fact, but the fig tree will also be the

protection of a righteous government; the vine, the

spiritual cheer which Messiah brings.

the "vine"

In the eightieth Psalm we are told how God brought

a vine out of Egypt, and cast out the nations, and

planted it. The remainder of the Psalm describes its

growth and desolation. Ieue, through the prophet Jere

miah, laments, saying, "Yet I planted you a yellow

muscat, all of it a reliable seed, then how are you

turned to Me into a degenerate foreign vine?" (Jer. 2:

21).
Jotham, in his parable of the trees, which is most

interesting in this connection, tells us that the function

of the vine is to cheer both God (Alueim) and man

(Judg. 9:13). We know that God found but little joy

in Israel.

So, when the Messiah came, He could say: "I am the
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true Grapevine/' And of His disciples he could add,

"You are the branches." And of the others, "If any

one should not be remaining in Me, he was cast out as

a branch and is withered. And they are gathering them,

and into the fire are they casting them, and he is being

burned." (John 15:1, 5, 6). How true a prophecy of

that unbelieving nation!

The parable of the evil farmers shows how little return

Israel gave to Ieue for His bounty (Matt. 21:33-41).

But, from His own, our Lord gathered much joy in the

days of His earthly ministry. When He was about to

leave them He told them that He would not drink hence

forth of the product of the grape vine, till He drinks it

new in His Father's kingdom (Matt. 26:29).

In that day the regenerate nation will bring forth the

fruits of the vineyard. Then, at leue's marriage feast,

His law will be transformed into brimming cheer, just

as the water was in Cana of Galilee (John 2:6-10).

Some among the nations, not heeding the word which

Jesus spoke to His disciples, that He would abstain from

wine until that day, have thought themselves fit to take

Israel's place as the vine. But we are certain that He

has not tasted of the vintage which they offer Him.

the "fig tree"

Within the vineyard of Israel, God had planted a fig

tree. As we have already mentioned, the fig tree pic

tures the protection of a righteous government, and

political blessedness. But, when our Lord came, He

found no fruit on it. Three years He looked for the

sweetness and good produce Israel should have yielded

to their God (Luke 13:6-9). Instead of real righteous

ness, He found only leaves, the same covering Adam had

tried before God clothed him with the tunic of skin

(Gen. 3:7, 21).

Christ's final entry

How touching and sad are the scenes we find clustered
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around our Lord's final entry into Jerusalem! Each
step, each incident, pictures forth a moral truth. The
day was fast approaching when the remainder of
Daniel's prophecy concerning Messiah (Christ), the
Governor, must be fulfilled. The sixty-nine sevens had
been fulfilled just prior to Christ's birth. Pour hundred
and eighty-three years had elapsed since the word to
return and to build Jerusalem had gone forth (Dan.
9:25). That ''era" had been fulfilled (Mark 1:15).
Yet Daniel had further stated: "And after the sixty-two
sevens (plus the seven sevens for the rebuilding, equal
ling sixty-nine sevens), Christ shall be cut off, and there
is no adjudication for Him..." (Dan. 9:26). During
the interval between the sixty-ninth heptad (seven year
period) and the seventieth, Christ was to be "cut off,"
not receiving any of the earthly glories which belong to
Him as Israel's Messiah. It is just prior to His being
"cut off" that we find Him offering Himself for the last
time to the apostate nation as their King.

THE "wild fig"

A wild fig tree, Eome, ruled over Israel. Zaccheus, a
Jew, a chief tribute collector for the imperial Roman
government, desired to see Jesus. He climbed into a
"fig mulberry" or wild fig tree, thus harmonizing his
physical environment with his true moral condition. His
high station above his fellows was by means of the ofiSce
he held at the hands of the oppressors of his people.
And so the Lord's first words to him were, "Hurry!
Descend..." (Luke 19:4, 5). Office in a hostile king
dom ill suits the occasion when the true King comes.

THE CURSING OF THE FIG TREE

In those last days He comes to Bethphage, which, in
Hebrew, means "the home-of-the-green-fig." But unripe
figs are quite unpalatable and cannot satisfy His hunger.
He goes to Jerusalem and returns to Bethany ("home-
of-the-humble"). When He goes towards Jerusalem
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the next morning He is still unsatisfied, for He is yet
hungry. A fig tree hangs over the way. According to
the divine law, a tithe of its fruit was His. But, far
from claiming His due as the great Lawgiver, He takes
the place of the poor and alien, and gleans among its
branches.

But He found nothing except leaves! No fruit to
satisfy His hunger. And so He says, ''No longer, by
any means, may fruit be coming of you for the eon.''
And the fig tree withered instantly (Matt. 21:19).
In order to better appreciate the significance of this

event we must learn some of the characteristics of the
fig tree in Palestine. Generally speaking, the fruit of
the fig tree appears about the middle of February,
nearly a month before the leaves sprout. The fruit
shoots are without fiowers and, as we have said, are prior
to the leaf growth. This budding occurs during what
we might call spring, for when its leaves are sprouting
out, then summer is near (Matt. 24:32). However, these
dates all vary somewhat due to local conditions; the
climate, soil, and amount of shelter provided.
We only mention, in passing, the "firstfruit" of the

fig tree (Hos. 9:10), which is an early crop, few in
number, usually gathered around June. Also there is
the "green fig" (Song of Solomon 2:13) or unripened
fig, which remains throughout the winter. This, as noted
before, is included in the meaning of Bethphage (Home-
green-fig) .
The cursing of the fig tree occurred during the week

prior to the Passover. This sets the date somewhere at
the end of March or the beginning of April, a time of
year when it would be most unusual for a fig tree, near
Jerusalem, to be in leaf. Yet if the tree displays its
precociousness by having leaves so early, it would also
be expected to have fruit, although, admittedly, "it was
not the season of figs." (Mark 11:13). Some infiuence
had put the tree into leaf. Yet the appearance was
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false, for there was no fruit for the deleetation of the
Lord. He found nothing but leaves."
It is this false exhibition of leaves, indicating ripened

fruit, which is significant. The fig tree is a figure of
the government of the state; the protection of a right
eous ruling power; political blessedness. But Israel did
not rule itself; they were the subjects of Eome. There
was no ''fruit" for leue.

Despite this position, Israel endeavored to act as
though they did possess the edible fruit! They usurped
the place of authority and pressed their charges against
Jesus, binding Him and taking Him before Pilate.
Apart from the pressure of the leaders of Israel, Rome,
as represented by Pilate, would not have crucified the
Lord Jesus. Israel acted as though they ruled!
There was no fruit, only leaves, yet the false impress

ion which the leaves gave, pictured what had taken place
in Israel. Since the reality was lacking, the false ap
pearance must be eliminated.
And so the Lord's curse descends, and the fig tree is

withered from the roots, "for the eon." (Matt. 21:19).
Not "forever"! For, although Israel, as a nation, be
came withered and fruitless, yes, even without leaves
(for they could not cover their unrighteousness); though
they had no national standing left, the day seems not
far distant when leue will set up His righteous rule and
the fig tree of Israel will bear an abundant harvest.
The other nations, with all their talk of civic and

national righteousness, will never displace leue's fig tree,
Israel. They are wild and their fruit is so inferior as to
be worthless to leue.

If national righteousness and national joy are figured
by the fruit of the fig and the vine, what figures peace,
the remaining characteristic of God's kingdom?

THE "olive tree"

Peace is symbolized by the olive tree. Since the dove
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came back to Noah with an olive leaf, the olive branch
has been a symbol of judgment accomplished. Such is
the lesson of its leaves, bnt its fruit is far more precious
still. The oil of the olive is the source of divine illumina
tion. The only light by which lene's glories might be
seen in the tabernacle or the temple was furnished by
the oil of the olive berry. The oil is eminently the sym
bol of His spirit. It was used for anointing, and typified
the spirit which He poured upon those whom He
anointed and in unstinted measure upon His Anointed,
Jesus,the Messiah (Messiah means Anointed in Hebrew).
This gives the olive pre-eminence among the trees: in

deed it was their first choice for king (Judg. 9:8). The
righteousness of the fig tree is good and pleasant for
man, but what does it profit God if men are righteous?
As the true vine is the Messiah Himself, God and man
both may rejoice in Him. And God and man both are
glorified by the spirit of which olive oil is the symbol.
And that is the great issue in Romans chapter eleven—
God's glory. National righteousness and national joy
are not in view and are not attained. But, by the olive
tree, God's name has been greatly magnified among the
nations.

ISRAEL—THE OLIVE TREE

Before the Conciliation, the figure of the olive tree
was confined to Israel. And, even yet, they are the root
and trunk and some of the branches. All divine light
came through them. Our Lord could say to His disci
ples, ''You are the light of the world" (Matt. 5:14). To
the Jew was entrusted the oracles of God (Bom. 3:2).
The source and strength of divine revelation is the
sacred writings which were their special treasure.

THE "wild boughs" GRAFTED IN

The other nations can never be pictured by a culti
vated olive tree. They are "wild." The berries of the
wild olive, or oleaster, yield no light-giving oil. But
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God has grafted wild boughs into the cultivated olive

tree in place of some of the branches which were broken

out (Rom. 11:16-24).

To graft a branch from a wild fig tree into a good stem

would be ruinous to both. Our Lord expects nothing

from the wild fig tree. Neither can you graft a wild

grape into a good vine and obtain fine vintage. It is

equally impossible for the nations to take Israel's place

and produce grapes fit for pressing. But, strange to

say, God has been able to graft the wild olive boughs

into the cultivated olive tree and get berries bearing the

precious oil.

No patriarchs or prophets or apostles are raised up

from among the nations. The root and trunk of the

olive tree remain the same. But, while a few of the

branches remain, the great bulk are wild grafts. A few

of Israel's sons are enlightened by God's spirit and

publicly uphold His Word. But, apart from these few

notable exceptions, God is using other nations to spread

abroad the knowledge of Himself. All the philosophies

of Egypt and Greece and India cannot supply a single

ray of light. It is only as the nations leave their own

wild fancies and uphold the enlightening verities of that

Book which was once the exclusive boast of Israel, that

they can draw the true unction from the root of the

cultivated olive tree.

Thus we see that the righteous government of this

earth, as figured by the fig tree, was never transferred

to any other nation. Every new attempt at rule lands

mankind one step further from the benevolent despotism

which this earth will yet enjoy under the reign of Israel

and Israel's Messiah. Neither has the cheer of that

millennial day come true as yet. But one great boon has

come to the nations. God no longer treats them as His

enemies, but entrusts them with His most precious gift—

the divine oracles. The light has left Israel and dwells

with aliens. The nations are God's testimony in the earth.
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EARTH BLESSED THROUGH ISRAEL

Viewed from the standpoint of the individual who

believes God, this present day of grace immeasurably

surpasses the coming Kingdom on the earth. But this

is not the proper viewpoint in Eomans eleven. We are

considering nations, as such, not individuals. In this

light we can see that, if Israel's offense brought such

riches to the world as comes through the Conciliation,

how much greater shall be this earth's blessing when

Israel is blessed!

Earthly, physical blessing is given to, and through,

that nation. It is useless to look for such blessings apart

from them. The Conciliation leads to transcendent

spiritual blessings, but it does not promise temporal

terrestrial prosperity. It imparts a power to turn trials

into occasions of rejoicing, but does not avoid or remove

them from us. Israel will not exult in trials in that day,

for then trials will be a token of divine displeasure.

They may be a sign of His favor now.

So, then, we see that, though the Conciliation was

effected when God's Son entered death, it could not

become effective until Israel was set aside. We find that

it established peace between God and the nations, but

did not bring about the righteousness and joy of Mil

lennial days, which can come only through Israel. The

nations, viewed as a whole, are entrusted with His Word,

so long as they uphold that Word and shed its light

abroad.

THE NATIONS " STAND IN FAITH"

For a time Grace holds the scepter and the nations

sustain God's testimony in the earth.

"You stand in faith." (Rom. 11:20). If we desire to

know the position of the nations at the present time as

regards the Conciliation, all we need to investigate is

their attitude toward the Word of God. So long as they

believe God, all is well. But if they refuse to believe

Him, then they are about to be hewn out of the olive
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tree and lose the place of privilege which they have held

so long.
FAITH FALTERS

A cursory review of the course of Christendom will

show it to be but a series of apostasies, with a few feeble

returns to the truth. But never has there been such

complete apostasy as at the present time, even in the

very bodies which owe their rise to a return to God's

Word.

Sound teaching is no longer tolerated. Teachers seek

to please the crowds while the life-giving truths of God's

grace are covered and condemned. Men prefer myths to

God's marvelous message. We must, therefore, herald

the word, stand by it, opportunely, inopportunely, ex

pose, rebuke, entreat, with all patience and teaching (2

Tim. 4:2-4). We need always to be reminded that the

greatest danger to those who love God's Word lies, not

in the carping critic, not from those who live on their

emotions, for these do not exert nearly so great an in

fluence as those defenders of the faith who are honestly

endeavoring to oppose what they deem error.

GOD'S WORD—OUR ONLY GUIDE

Where, then, is there safety? Safety lies only in such

a recognition of the prevalent apostasy as will lead us

to pass by all human authority and supposition and

tradition and found all our faith upon the facts of the

Word.

Nor do we exclude ourselves from the list of those who

should not be followed. We are human as the rest.

But we hope that all who read these lines may be able to

grant us this one grace—the highest compliment that we

can crave—that the burden of our message is a return

to God's Word; and that the facts as they occur in the

original are truthfully and impartially presented for

the consideration of our readers. Apart from these

facts there is no possible return to His Word; no possi-
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ble escape from participation in the prevailing apostasy.

THE CLOSING DAYS OF THE CONCILIATION

To conclude, the main drift of the many diverse

movements of modern times has been away from the

Word of God. Movement after movement has been

made toward the recovery of the truth, but, like the

receding tide, the oncoming waves flow back faster than

they come, and leave the faith stranded and forsaken.

Christ was crucified in the midst of God's chosen peo

ple and the faith is being crucified in the midst of its

professed friends. The Conciliation has well-nigh run

its course. The time seems near for the faithless nations

to he cut out of the olive tree! a.e.k.

BIBLE SCHOOL

We would like to quote a few words from a letter received

recently from a brother who has been attending a Bible

school, as well as teaching the Scriptures as a pastor.

"The Version has caused quite a stir among some of the

students here in the school, and, luckily, I had been reading

your literature for some time, and could explain the good

points of the Version as compared with others...

"Some of the students have said they weren't interested in

studying other versions or finding the meanings of Greek

words ... and these are some of our future ministers, and

professing representatives of God .. .

"Many times I can see that most of the mistaken beliefs are

the result of our ignorance, and our refusal to be taught by

the Scriptures rather than teach our own doctrines by using

the Scriptures as 'proof'."

From the above quotations, we can see the trend of these

last days. It is no wonder that most people are ignorant of

the Scriptures, when even our ministers are apathetic about

them. Recently, the editor of this magazine was invited to

a local ministerial meeting, to tell about the Concordant Ver

sion. Armed with sample pages of the manuscripts and other

interesting material, he had hoped to set forth some of the

interesting features to these men. But, after a lengthy dis

cussion of the basketball schedule, the men, with one or two

exceptions, had appointments elsewhere!
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THE REALM OF FAITH

IN EPHESIANS

PART II

The first hint of present truth came through the

revelation of a new expectation in Thessalonians and

Corinthians, where God reveals the secret of the resur

rection—that the dead in Christ as well as we, the living,

shall at the same time be snatched away, together, to

meet the Lord in the air (1 Thess. 4:13-18), and that

not all of us shall be put to repose, yet that we all shall

change, in an instant, in the twinkle of an eye, at the

last trump (1 Cor. 15:51-53). In the preceding verses

Paul had hinted at a celestial glory which is different

from the terrestrial one, and intimated that we should

be wearing the image of the Celestial, the risen Christ,

since flesh and blood is not able to enjoy an allotment

in the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 15:35-50).

THE CELESTIAL ALLOTMENT

The readers of the Thessalonian epistles could not

realize the full meaning of the statement,'' And thus shall

we always be together with the Lord!'' They, as well as

the Corinthians, knew a little about Christ's terrestrial

glories; they were aware of just a fraction of the great

truth that God will head up the universe in Christ. They

did know that Messiah will be Head over all the earth

when Israel is redeemed.

Paul and his brethren according to the flesh were Israel

ites and would have had a place in this earthly kingdom of
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the future, when the other nations will be ruled from

Jerusalem. (In that day, however, no believer from

among the nations can be in the ruling class since it is

Israel's exclusive right to exercise authority on earth).

It was for Paul and a remnant chosen out of Israel that

God changed their allotment from earth to heaven. He

Who is operating all in accord with the counsel of His

will had designated them beforehand for celestial, in

stead of terrestrial, blessings and glory. Now we can

understand Paul when he writes, "Blessed is the God

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Who blesses us

with every spiritual blessing among the celestials, in

Christ." This celestial expectation, however, was not

limited to Paul and his Jewish brethren who had

accepted his teaching; there were still others associated

with the apostle, such as the Thessalonians and Corin

thians and other non-Jewish believers who were also

pre-expectant in Christ (Eph. 1:3, 12).

THE CELESTIAL EXPECTATION

The term "pre-expectant in Christ" was used in order

to include both the believing Jews and nan-Jews who had

received the early revelations of the Thessalonian and

Corinthian epistles; both groups of believers had a

prior expectation, as compared to the later expectation

of the earthly kingdom. Our Lord Jesus had prophesied

that His return to the earth with power and much glory

would be preceded by the great affliction, such as has not

occurred from the beginning of the world till now (Matt.

24:21, 30). But Paul received a special word from the

risen Lord that He will meet us in the air in order to

rescue us out of the coming indignation. "For God did

not appoint us to indignation, but to the procuring of

salvation [from it], through our Lord Jesus Christ, Who

died for our sakes that whether we may be watching or
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drowsing, we should be living at the same time together

with Him" (1 Thess. 1:10; 5:9, 10).

This is the expectation which we hold; it will be ful

filled at an earlier date than the expectation pertaining

to Christ's terrestrial reign in the kingdom. Between

these two events is the time of God's indignation and

the great affliction; it separates our prior expectation

from the later expectation which is for Israel only. When

Ephesians was written, our celestial expectation was the

portion of Paul and the believing Jews who were with

him, as can be gathered from the wording of the intro

ductory verses 3 through 12. But since, in the beginning

of verse 13, we of the nations are especially included

by the words, "in Whom you also...", the introduc

tory verses pertain to us as well. We, too, are pre-

expeetant in Christ and are sealed with the holy spirit

of promise which is an earnest, a sample and at the same

time an assurance, that we all (Jewish and non-Jewish

believers alike) will share the same allotment among the

celestials. This is the first item of the present secret

administration of God's grace, which we might call the

Godward aspect of the Ephesian secret, in order to

distinguish it from its Christward and manward aspects.

THE THREE ASPECTS OF THE EPHESIAN SECRET

The accompanying chart of Ephesians, chapters one

to three, is based on the Skeleton Index of this epistle,

as published in the Keyword Concordance to the Con

cordant Version, page 341. The Eoman figure I (on the

accompanying chart) indicates the Godward aspect, II

the Christward, and III the manward side of the

Ephesian secret. These three aspects are dealt with at

some length in the sections 1:3-14 (I), 1:20-2:10 (II),

and 2:11-22 (III). Section 3:1-13 brings a summary,

I plus II plus III, which is followed by the second
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THE THREE ASPECTS OF THE EPHESIAN SECRET

I

GODWARD

our lot cast
by God
1:3-14

expectation
of

God's
calling

1:18

joint enjoyers
of God's
allotment

3:6

II

CHRISTWARD

our union
with Christ

1:20-2:10

transcendent
greatness of God's
resurrection power

for Christ and for

us - 1:19

the joint
body of
Christ
3:6

III

MANWARD

our participation
with the saints

2:11-22

riches of glory
of the enjoyment

of God's allotment
among the saints

1:18

all the saints:
joint partakers
of the promise

3:6

Ephesian prayer, 3:14-21. We find the first Ephesian

prayer in section 1:15-19 where the sequel of the three

aspects is I, III, II. There are three insertions in the

first half of Ephesians, the first being a reference to

the secret of Christ "in brief," l:8b-10; the second a

reference to past experience in the realm of faith ("the

eyes of your heart having been enlightened"), 1:18a;

and the third insertion is another reference to the secret

of Christ, 3:3b-5.

These few verses (l:8b-10; 1:18a; 3:3b-5) are, of

course, essential parts of the original epistle. Only in

a survey or chart may we call them "insertions" in

order to indicate that they refer to other topics than

that of the Ephesian secret proper.

During the past half century, this magazine has re

peatedly published detailed material on the various

phases of this secret, as may be gathered from the
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Indexes to volumes I through L. The following quota

tions from volume XVIII, pages 18-19, and 70-73 will

serve to show the general trend of these commentaries.

EPHESIANS THREE SIX

4' In spirit the nations are to be

(I) joint enjoyers of an allotment

(II) a joint body

(III) joint partakers

"The analysis of the Ephesian epistle shows that 3:6

is not only a summary of the secret, but also of the

whole letter, which is an elaborate and extended exposi

tion of the secret, under these three divisions. The

joint allotment of the nations is set forth in the first

nineteen verses of the first chapter and ends with the

first Ephesian prayer. The joint body occupies the

next section. Joint participation is developed in the

latter part of the second chapter, from verse eleven on

ward. (The second part of the letter also takes up these

three subjects, but in reverse order).

"It will be seen that the bulk of the epistle is occupied

with an orderly exposition of the three aspects of the

secret. First we have its relation to God in the celestial

allotment, then its connection with Christ, as joint mem

bers of His body, then its bearing on other saints. Thus

the entire epistle is practically dedicated to the task

of enlightening all as to this secret economy.

"The Authorized Version rendering is 'that the gen

tiles should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and

partakers of His promise in Christ by the gospel.' This

loose paraphrase is most lamentable, for it is more apt

to hide the secret than to reveal it. The revisers of

1611 certainly did not apprehend the 'mystery' or they

would not have made such a lame translation. In the
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original the word together (or joint, Greek: sun) is

thrice repeated. They render it well once by fellow.

Yet it certainly does not mean same, as they have have

it before 'body.' They omit its third occurrence entirely.

"That the nations were to be heirs or rather allottees

(enjoyers of God's allotment) was no secret. Long

before this Paul had written to the Romans, 'For you

did not get slavery's spirit to fear again, but you got

the spirit of sonship, in which we are crying, Abba,

Father! The spirit itself is testifying together with our

spirit that we are children of God. Yet if children,

enjoyers also of an allotment, enjoyers, indeed, of God's

allotment' (Rom. 8:15-17). Similarly he expostulates

with the Galatians, 'Now, seeing that you are sons, God

delegates the spirit of His Son into our hearts, crying

Abba, Father! So that you are no longer a slave, but a

son. Now if a son, an enjoyer also of God's allotment,

through Christ' (Gal. 4:6, 7).

"That the saints among the nations were members of

the body of Christ was no secret, for it was written, 'For

even as, in one body, we have many members, yet all the

members have not the same function, thus we, who are

many, are one body in Christ, yet individually members

of one another' (Rom. 12:4, 5). And again to the

Corinthians, Paul repeats, 'For even as the body is one

and has many members, yet all the members of the one

body, being many, are one body, thus also is the Christ.

For in one spirit also we all are baptized into one body'

(1 Cor. 12:12, 13). At the time of Paul's Roman

imprisonment the 'one body' was well known.

"That the nations were partakers of His promise in

Christ Jesus through the gospel was made known early

in Paul's ministry. It is the burden of the latter half of

the book of Acts. Writing to the Roman saints, speaking
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of the contribution about to be taken for the Jerusalem

saints, Paul declares, 'If the nations participate in

their spiritual things, they ought to minister to them in

fleshly things' (Rom, 15:27).

THE EPHESIAN SECRET

"Since the Ephesian secret evidently did not consist

in being an 'heir' or allottee (enjoyer of God's allot

ment), or in membership in the body of Christ, or in

participation in the promise, wherein does it lie? Its

whole point and force is found in that thrice-repeated

word together, fellow, or, as we have rendered it,

joint. It lies in the fact that the nations no longer

enjoyed these three blessings subordinate to the Circum

cision. It puts them on the same footing, in the same

rank, with the favored nation. It makes them the peers

of that privileged people.

"The nations could not be joint allottees (joint enjoy-

ers of God's allotment) before, because the allotment

was at that time on the earth and Israel must have the

supreme position there. The nations must always be

alienated from the citizenship of Israel (Eph. 2:12).

Hitherto they could not be members of a joint body

because the members were of various rank, correspond

ing to our physical body (1 Cor. 12:21). As long as

the nations were to be blessed with Israel on the earth,

they could not be joint partakers. They could only be

guests (Eph. 2:12). At that time the Jew was still first

and the nations were Israel's debtors (Rom. 1:16; 2:9,

10; 15:27).

"The Ephesian secret reveals that the nations have

been accorded an allotment, a membership in a body, and

a partnership in the promise which Paul had preached,

all in equal measure, in as high degree, and in every way

the same as that given to the remnant of Israelites to
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whom they are united. This is the message of the small

but emphatic prefix joint.

"Each of the three unfoldings of the secret is con

cerned with a different relationship:

(I) The Godward side is seen in connection with the

celestial allotment. It is concerned with our

place in His predestination, His purpose, and

the counsel of His will.

(II) The Christward side comes before us in dealing

with the joint body, of which He is the Head.

(Ill) The manward side of the secret is developed in

dealing with our joint participation with the

saints.

(I) JOINT ENJOYERS OF GOD'S ALLOTMENT

"The Godward aspect of the secret comes before us

first (Eph. 1:3-14). It is divided into two larger

sections; in the first (1:3-12) the allotment of Paul and

the Israelites associated with him is transferred from

earth to heaven. Their blessedness is among the celes

tials. They reign, not on earth, but in the wider sphere

of the universe. In the second section (1:13,14) the

nations ('you also') are accorded the same allotment

because they have received the same spirit, and have the

same earnest. Hence they are joint enjoyers of these

celestial honors.

(II) THE JOINT BODY

"The Christward side of the secret is developed next

(Eph.l:20-2:10). First He, as the Head of the whole

universe, is given His place above all. Then His body

is introduced as the universal complement. Israel will

be His instrument in earth's redemption. The ecclesia

which is His body will reconcile the celestial realm.

Both Jew and Gentile are included when He
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vivifies us together (2:5),

rouses us together (2:6) and

seats us together

among the celestials, in Christ Jesus. Hence the mem

bers are all of equal rank. It is a joint body.

(Ill) JOINT PARTAKERS

'' The manward side of the secret is the last to be

elaborated (Eph. 2:11-22). The distinction between

Israel and the nations was a matter of flesh, summarized

in the rite of circumcision. This left them, even after

they believed the evangel, ineligible to the citizenship

of Israel, mere guests of the covenants, with no expecta

tion or God of their own, as far as flesh is concerned.

But now that they are joint allottees and members of

a joint body, and all their blessings are spiritual, the

fleshly disabilities vanish. As a result they are fellow-

citizens, and members of God's family and are built

together for God's dwelling place, in spirit (2:19-22)."

The second of the two accompanying charts serves to

show the aspects which are referred to by the various

keywords and phrases, whether they elaborate our rela

tion to God (I), to Christ (II), or to one another (III).

At this juncture we will omit the three short insertions

as well as the second Ephesian prayer which, D.V., we

may take up at a later date.

In the second chart, the section 1:3-14 is referred to

by the phrase our lot cast by God. This includes each and

everything which God does for us: He blesses us with

every spiritual blessing among the celestials, He chooses

us in Christ before the disruption of the world (before

sin was existent), He designates us beforehand for son-

ship, He graces us in His beloved Son, He lavishes the

riches of His grace on us, He operates all in accord with
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SURVEY ON FIRST HALF OF EPHESIANS

I. The Godward aspect of the Ephesian secret:

Our lot cast by God, 1:3-14

Insertion: The secret of Christ in brief,
"in all wisdom and prudence making known
to us the secret of His will... to head up
all in Christ... in the heavens and on the
earth," l:8b-10

First Ephesian Prayer, 1:15-19

I. The expectation of God's calling

III. The riches of the glory of the enjoyment of
God's allotment among the saints

II. The transcendent greatness of God's resur
rection power, operative in Christ and in us
while we are believing

Insertion: Reference to past experience in
our realm of faith: "the eyes of your heart
having been enlightened," 1:18a

II. The Christward aspect of the Ephesian secret:

Our joint vivification, rousing and seating in
Christ among the celestials, 1:20-2:10

III. The manward aspect of the Ephesian secret:

Both Jewish and non-Jewish believers re
conciled in one body to God through the
cross, both having access to the Father, both
jointly connected and built for God's dwelling
place, in spirit, 2:11-22

Summary of the Ephesian secret, 3:1-13

I. Joint enjoyers of an allotment

II. A joint body

HI. Joint partakers of the promise in Christ
Jesus through the evangel of which Paul

became the dispenser

Insertion: The secret of Christ, "according
as I write before, in brief... the secret of
Christ... now revealed to His holy apostles
and prophets," 3:3b-5

Second Ephesian Prayer, 3:14-21

Power for jointly grasping the dimensions of
the Ephesian secret
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the counsel of His will, with the aim in view that we

should be for the laud of His glory, we who have a prior

expectation in Christ.

It is this Godward aspect of the secret which Paul has

in mind when, in the first Ephesian prayer, he refers

to it with the words, "the expectation of His calling"

(1:18). Since it was God Who cast our lot, it is almost

redundant to say that it is God's allotment of which we

are joint enjoyers, as indicated in the summary (3:6).

The first Ephesian prayer ends with the Christward

aspect of the secret, namely, with a plea for recognizing

the transcendent greatness of God's resurrection power

for us (while we are believing) which is in accord with

God's mighty strength, operative in Christ (1:19). This

is immediately followed by section 1:20-2:10, pertaining

to our union with Christ. Thus the last plea of this

prayer leads right over to the exposition of the Christ-

ward aspect where we see Christ seated at God's right

hand among the celestials, up over every sovereignty

and authority and power and lordship, and every name

that is named.

Christ's exaltation is an intimation and an example

of God's power on behalf of those who are believing.

And He gives the risen Christ as Head over all to us,

the ecclesia which is His body. But if the Head of the

body is thus exalted, then the members must be likewise.

And so it is indeed: God's resurrection power vivifies

and rouses us jointly, in Christ, and seats us jointly

among the celestials, in quite the same way as Christ.

This is the fullest expression of God's rich mercy, the

supreme revelation of His vast love (1:20-23; 2:4-6).

All of this is in view when Paul uses the summarizing

term "joint body" in 3:6.

The manward aspect of the Ephesian secret is referred
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to in the second plea of the prayer and pertains to the

riches of the glory of the enjoyment of God's allotment

among the saints (1:18). The corresponding exposition

on our relations to one another is given in section 2:11-

22 for which we have used the key phrase, our participa

tion with the saints. It is based on the fact that now

both Jewish and non-Jewish believers are reconciled in

one body to God through the cross. All have now, in one

spirit, access to the Father. Hence they are " joint

partakers of the promise" (3:6).

We may take it that the recipients of the Ephesian

circular letter were neither immature nor unspiritual.

They were prepared for the message of this epistle, for

the eyes of their hearts had been sufficiently enlightened

by earlier revelations, the same way as God shines in

our hearts, with a view to the illumination of the

knowledge of His glory (Eph. 1:18a; 2 Cor. 4:6b). But

since there are so many deceiving spirits in the world,

Paul deemed it necessary to pray for his readers that

they may be given a special spirit of wisdom and revela

tion, so as to perceive the three aspects of the Ephesian

secret. All believers at all times have had a measure

of God's spirit; without this special spirit, however, the

rich revelations of the Ephesian letter and the two other

prison epistles cannot be apprehended. If anyone has

not yet realized the summit of divine knowledge, wisdom,

and love, it is because this special spirit is still lacking.

Hence we entreat our readers to join with Paul in pray

ing for a fuller understanding of the calling, the allot

ment, and the power of God for us who are believing.

Now to Him Who is able to do superexcessively above

all that we are requesting or apprehending, according

to the power that is (already) operating in us, to Him

be glory! h.h.r.
(To be Continued)
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CONFORMED TO HIS IMAGE

A most wonderful goal toward which our God is mov

ing us, day by day, is found in Romans 8:29. "We are

told that those who love God and are called according to

His purpose, whom He foreknew,'' He designates before

hand, also, to be conformed to the image of His Son..."

We are to be like our Lord, God's blessed Christ—con

formed to His image! Can we fathom all that these

wonderful words hold for us ? What a tremendous hour

that will be, when at last we share His glory! Yet, even

now, we are moving into that glory step by step, as God

shapes our lives. Let us meditate upon this glorious

purpose of God, and make it our purpose and goal, also,

in order that we may cooperate with Him.

A HOSTILE WORLD SYSTEM

We live in a world system that is hostile to God. Our

surroundings—circumstances, temptations and problems

—at times certainly do not seem to be glorious. Our

associates may not have the slightest idea of the glory

which we, in spirit, are already enjoying. This lack

of knowledge in others may cause us to feel a deep

loneliness, as if we were alone on a deserted island. But,

as we continue to look Godward throughout the days and

weeks, there come definite changes in our lives. In 2

Corinthians 3:18 we are told that we change as we look

at Him! "Now we all, with uncovered face, viewing

the Lord's glory as in a mirror, are being transformed
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into the same image, from glory to glory, even as from

the Lord, the spirit."

LOOKING AT HIM

Here is the secret! It is the looking at Him that

brings the glorious change in us! We are being trans

formed into His image, step by step, for as we look at

Him, we become like our Lord. Strangely enough, as we

keep our eyes on Him, we are moved less and less by

things around us. Circumstances that "bothered" us

cease to be so important and worth bothering about—we

even discard old ideas and plans, as a child discards a

toy that he has outgrown.

OUR LOGICAL DIVINE SERVICE

This was what the apostle Paul had in mind when he

pled with the believers in Rome to present their bodies

to God (Rom. 12:1), a "logical divine service, and not

to he configured to this eon, hut to he transformed hy the

renewing of your mind..." Paul knew that if they were

renewed by continually looking Godward, they would

not be " configured" to this present wicked eon. Like the

words of the song, he knew that "the things of this

world will grow strangely dim, in the light of His glory

and grace." Looking into the face of Christ, we find

that earthly values do fade, and in their place we per

ceive things that are permanent and worthwhile. Our

grasping hands relax their hold on earthly possessions,

as more and more we find security in God's faithfulness.

Among the common flowers in many gardens is one

called the Sunflower. In the early morning, the Sun

flower faces eastward to greet the rising sun. In the

late afternoon, the blossom strains westward, to catch

the sun's last rays. All day long, the Sunflower watches

the sun, moving with it as it moves; faithfully following
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the brilliant orb which is its source of life. Can we not

learn a lesson from this lowly flower? We are told only

that if we look at the Christ in all His beauty, loveli

ness and grace, then we shall become like Him—we shall

mirror His image. Glorious expectation, that we shall

be conformed to His image! —Contributed

The Children's Page

THE STOEY OF TBANSLATION

Did you know that the Scriptures were not written

in the language that we speak and write today? No,

God'sWord was written originally in Hebrew and Greek.

What is commonly called the "Old Testament" was

written in the Hebrew language; what is called the

"New Testament" was written in the Greek language.

The story of how God's Word has come to us in our own

language is a very, very interesting story.

Let's suppose you were living at the time Paul and

the other apostles were teaching and preaching about

the Lord Jesus Christ. You might be watching as they

unrolled the "scrolls" on which the Scriptures were

written. There you would see strange looking words

which you could not read nor understand. For instance,

when the apostle John wrote "God is love" (1 John4:16),

the letters looked like this:

You may wonder why God chose such a strange looking

language in which to write His great truths. But to

the Greek boy and girl who knew these words—think how
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strange our language would look to them! They would

not be able to read "GOD IS LOVE" as you can read it.

But, did you know that the Greek language was a more

perfect language than English? Our language, years

ago, was changed as words from other languages were

added to it—such as Latin and German, and others. This

made it a kind of mixture. To us who are used to speaking

English, it seems very fine. But the Greek language has

a number of advantages. Greek is much more of a pure

language than English. And God refined it even further

for His own use. He was much more consistent in His

usage of words than we are today.

Many men have sacrificed their time and energy, and

even their very lives, in order that you may have God's

Word. Some of the very first men who began to

translate the Scriptures into English were killed—they

were tied to a stake and burned to death by their enemies.

These enemies did not want the English-speaking people

to have a "Bible" in their own language.

But God knew that you, and many others like you,

would some day want to know, "What did God say?"

And how could you know what He said, if the words

were still in Hebrew or Greek? So God put it into the

hearts of men to continue to translate His Word, not

only into English, but into other languages as well, so

that people of all nationalities might read it. Down

through the years, this great work went on—new trans

lations and new versions—as men have tried to bring us

a more nearly correct "Bible."

Perhaps your parents have a copy of the Concordant

Version. As you open its smooth, white pages, remem

ber that hundreds and hundreds of hours of work were

needed to make its English words say exactly what was

written in the Greek language. Yet, how short a time

it takes to read a verse, and even memorize it! Aren't

you glad God has given us His Word in our own

language? f.s.
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With profound thanksgiving to our God and Father, we

are happy to announce that the Concordant Version of

Isaiah has been sent to the printer, and should, d.v., be

available about September first.

We shall endeavor to fill the orders for Isaiah already

on hand, just as soon as we receive our initial stock, but

there may be some delays and we ask all of those who

place their orders now to be patient. The "fold-out"

flyleaf and map which will be bound just inside the front

and back covers is in the nature of an experiment, and

there may be some difficulties and delays as our printer

adjusts his machinery to cope with these special problems.

Because of the extreme difficulties in typesetting and

printing, and cost increases, we regret that we must set

the price of this portion of the Concordant Version of the

Hebrew Scriptures at one dollar per copy. Discounts on

quantity orders (four for the price of three, etc.) apply.

As explained in the specially re-written Introduction

to Isaiah, this version is made public with the understand

ing that it is tentative, and will ever remain subject to

improvement and revision. Although we have taken every

precaution to eliminate typographical errors and other

mistakes, we are quite sure that some still remain. We

shall be most grateful to those who thoughtfully direct

our attention to any they may observe. d.e.k.
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THE LOAD OF DAMASCUS

AND ETHIOPIA'S WOE

(ISAIAH 17 AND 18)

The destruction of Damascus and the reason for its

ruin are set in this load. Beginning with Philistia (14:

28), Israel's neighbor to the west, then on to Moab on

the east (15:1)—both comparatively small powers—the

prophet's loads now turn to Damascus, the capital of

the Syrian empire on the north, for it often became

involved in the local wars. These three loads are not

arranged chronologically, in the order of any occurrence.

However, they all seem to have an immediate value, that

is, in their relationship to the fall of Samaria. The

intrigue between Damascus and Ephraim ultimately

leads to the removal of the ten tribes, and this, in turn,

fosters the arrogance and boast of the Assyrian con-

querers. Thus it is that the eventual Assyrian downfall

becomes associated with the load carried by Damascus.

This is intimated in verses 13 and 14 (chapter 17) where

the "many peoples" which composed the invading

Assyrian army are said to "flee far off" in great haste.

Editor's note: As announced elsewhere in this issue, the

Concordant Version of Isaiah is now being printed and will be

available shortly ($1.00 each). The quotations from this version

will henceforth appear in Unsearchable Riches in simplified

form, to hasten the typesetting and reduce the cost. Those

who wish to have the benefits of the special signs and symbols

and various type faces are advised to obtain a copy of the
complete translation of this prophecy from the publishers.
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CITIES DESTROYED (17:1-3)

17 LOAD OF DAMASCUS

"Behold! Damascus is being taken away from being a city,

And becomes a fallen rubbish heap.

2 Forsaken are the cities in the future.

For droves shall they become.

And they recline, And there is no trembling.

3 And the fortress for Ephraim to flee to, has ceased,

And no longer shall there be a kingdom in Damascus,

And the dignity of Syria shall perish.

They shall become as the glory of the sons of Israel,

Averring is Ieue of hosts.

Tiglath-pileser, king of Assyria, took Damascus, made

captives of its inhabitants, and killed Rezin, its king (2

Kings 16:9). This action was predicted by Isaiah, speak

ing to Ahaz, King of Judah (Isa. 7:7, 8). Shalmanezer,

a later king of Assyria, effectually dealt with Samaria

(2 Kings 18:9), and, en route on this campaign, evidently

delivered the infliction upon Moab described in chapters

15 and 16. The former prediction made to Ahaz is now

made the starting point of the load for Damascus. De

tails are added concerning Syria's departing glory, and

these broaden out to include all of Ephraim and Samaria.

The name "Aroer," as found in the Authorized

Version, does not seem to indicate any district with

cities in Syria, and, as there is nothing to correspond

with this name in the next line, we follow the lead of

the Septuagint, and make it "in the future," which is

spelled much the same in Hebrew. The once warlike

cities become a site for droves of animals, a safe reclining

place, for there are no human inhabitants to frighten

them away. Gone are the fortresses from Ephraim and

dominion from Damascus; the two who conspired against

Judah. The dignity of Syria will then have utterly

perished.

SCANTY HARVEST GLEANINGS (17:4-6)

4 "And it comes in that day,

That the gJory of Jacob shall be impoverished,
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And the stoutness of his flesh shall be lean.
5 And it comes to be as in gathering the harvest of raised grain,

And with his arm, he is reaping the spikes.

Then it comes as the gleaning of spikes in the healers' vale.
6 Yet there remain some clean-gleanings in it.

As at the after-gleaning of an olive,

Two, three fixed fast berries are in the tip top,
Four, five, in its fruitful forks,"

Averring is Ieue, the Alueim of Israel.

Simultaneously with Syria's impoverishing, Israel also

will be greatly diminished. This ip pictured by the figure

of an emaciated man doing the reaping; stoutness of

flesh has become leanness. The gleanings of the grain

and the olives are so meager that the after-gleanings

are practically non-existent. What a vivid portrait of

the doom of Samaria!

THE HUMAN HEEDS HIS MAKER (17:7-8)

7 In that day the human will heed his Maker,

And his eyes shall see the Holy One of Israel.

8 And he will not heed the altars, the make of his hands,

And that made by his fingers he shall not see,

Even the fetishes of happiness,

And the warmed horn-altars.

The sufferings inflicted by the invader and the dismal

harvest will bear beneficial spiritual fruit. The afflicted

will turn from the idols their hands have made, to their

Maker, and their eyes will see the Holy One of Israel.

This effect is not confined to Samaria alone, but Judah

shall also intensify her heed of Ieue, due to the threat

surrounding her borders.

STRONGHOLD CITIES FORSAKEN (17 :9-10-)

9 In that day his stronghold cities shall become as forsaken

As the plowland and the mountain tip

Which the Amorite and the Hivite forsake

In view of the sons of Israel,
And there comes to be desolation.

10 For you have forgotten the Alueim of your salvation,

And Ieue, the Rock, your Stronghold, you do not remember.

The people will become so few that their cities are as
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forsaken as desolate plowland or the barren mountain

top. The forsaking shall be like that of the Amorite

when he forsook these very same places in view of the

coming and presence of the sons of Israel under the

leadership of Joshua. Israel has forgotten their Alueim

Who rescued them out of Egypt, and does not remember

Ieue, their real Stronghold. The situation has reversed

upon them, for Ephraim's stronghold cities will no

longer afford them safety but rather will become ruins.

FAILURE IN HARVEST (17:-10-ll)

Therefore you will plant pleasant plants,

And with pruned slips of the alien will you sow.

11 In a day you will force your plant to grow rank,

And in a morning you will cause your seed to bud.

Yet the harvest will flit in a day of illness,

And mortal pain will be allotted you for your sons.

Failure in harvest illustrates the state to which the

northern kingdom will come. They seek satisfaction

from foreign sources. This is the point of the parable

of the plants and set slips which have been pruned by

aliens. Growth will be rank, even of the budded seed.

Promising prospects will flit away, like a harvest in a

day of illness, that is, the harvest cannot be gathered.

They may be gratified for the moment, but it will not

be permanent.

PEOPLES FLEE FROM IEUE (17 :12-14)

12 Woe! A clamor of many peoples!

As the clamor of seas are they clamoring.

And the tumult of many folkstems!

As the tumult of abundant waters are they tumulting.

13 The folkstems shall be tumulted

As the tumult of many waters,

Yet He rebukes them, and they flee far off,

And they will be pursued

As the trash of the winnowers before the wind,

And as a tumbleweed before a sweeping whirlwind.

14 At eventide comes mourning. Ere morning, there is no one.

This is the portion of our robbers,

And the lot of our plunderers.
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Gleams of expectation for Zion are scattered through

out these loads (see 14:31, 16:4, and 17:7, 8). Here is

another such intimation set amidst the load of Damascus,

and introduced as a "woe." But this "woe" is not for

Damascus, but, instead, is upon a "clamor of many

peoples" who, when rebuked by Ieue, flee afar off from

Him.

The heeding of Ieue by those being assaulted (verses

7 and 8) is matched here by the fleeing from Ieue by the

erstwhile invader. This invader is regarded as a tumult

of folkstems whom Ieue rebukes in His land. The situa

tion for those in Judah's capital looked desperate at

"eventide" and many mourned, but by morning the

invaders were either dead or departed (Isa. 37:36). The

robbers and plunderers of His people received their just

portion from His hand. The Assyrian army will be

swept away as with a whirlwind, and in a single night.

While this load is concise, it is also comprehensive,

covering many events which really are interwoven. The

chapter encompasses the trouble commencing with Syria

and Samaria against Judah, in the days of King Ahaz,

and continues unto the overthrow of the Assyrian army

before the walls of Jerusalem, in the days of King Heze-

kiah. Assyria boasted of its prowess and ability to

enslave Judah, as it had done the other nations, but

Judah's defiance and escape from the Assyrian threat

not only encouraged the empires of Ethiopia and Egypt

(also rivals of Assyria), but directed their attention to

the Alueim of Israel Who is mighty to save. This is the

climax to which all history will ultimately lead.

Ethiopia's woe (isaiah eighteen)

The woe addressed to Ethiopia bears the distinction

of threatening no doom upon them; rather does it regard

their existing situation. This people has suffered seri-
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ously from Assyrian aggression. In fact, some of them,

as well as some from Egypt, were, at the time of this

prophecy, away in captivity, as a result of the activities

of Sargon (Isaiah 20). Sennacherib is also engaged on

an expedition against Egypt.

Ethiopia's attention is now directed to what will

overtake the Assyrian army when it advances into Judah

and stands before Jerusalem. There is an atmosphere

of urgency sketched in this prophecy. The agents of

the land of Ethiopia appear to be nearby, close to the

source of the announcement, possibly in Jerusalem. They

are described as fleet messengers who are to convey the

news of what is predicted to happen to the host of

Sennacherib. Ethiopia's own policy has contributed

the woe for them. Ieue now hints that He may pre

serve Ethiopia, and the style of the prediction intimates

just how unnecessary is their suspense and trepidation.

Ieue has the party which is threatening them fully

estimated. Ethiopia will thus benefit from the protec

tion Ieue will afford His own people, Judah, and the

word proceeds to show that because of this fact an

indemnity will be fetched for Ieue of hosts.

The messengers will report a respite from the threat

of Assyria. So fully are matters in the hands of Ieue

that He will lift high a banner on the mountain tops

and all the dwellers of the habitance shall see and hear.

This may be the attraction which causes the Assyrian

host to gather against Judah. It is the starting point

of their march into Judah, according to the details out

lined in Isaiah 10:28-32, which grew out of Isaiah's

warnings and ministry to King Ahaz.

To induce the Ethiopian invader to be confident, Ieue

announces His own attitude. Ieue, fully aware of His

plans, will withdraw and be quiet, looking in on His
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site. This He will do even though the conditions pre

ceding ''harvest'7 appear most favorable. But Ieue will

prune prematurely, and will cast aside what He lops.

The figures of the parable transpose; Ieue acts against

the enemies on the mountains. The verse proceeds to

tell the result. They are forsaken to the bird of prey

and the beast of the earth. The bird will summer on

them and the beast will winter on them. In such terms

is figured the effectiveness of Ieue's own operation

against Assyria, as well as the benefits which will ensue

to others as a result of Assyria's defeat.

SPOILING GIVES PASSAGE TO VESSELS (18 :l-2)

18 Woe! Land of a craft with wings,

Which have a passage to the streams of Ethiopia,
2 Sending its agents by sea,

And in papyrus vessels over the surface of the waters.

"Go, fleet messengers, to a nation in suspense and trepidation,

To a people fearful, from its boundary and beyond,

A nation at the confluences of waters and eroding,

From which the streams plunder its land."

Many translations have been suggested for the word

" craft" (verse 1), but they are not in line with the

parallel, "vessels of papyrus." The Septuagint has

"ships," and a very small change in the Hebrew would

agree with this. Instead of tzltzl (W2) we would need

tzitzi OJTW), that is, "boat-boat," which may well

suggest a double boat. This agrees with the two "wings"

which follow. The word "craft" leaves the form open,

until we have more evidence.

The words "in suspense" literally mean "being made

drawn" and correspond with the term "fearful" in the

next line. English uses the idea of suspending where

Hebrew uses drawing or protracting. At the time of

the prophecy the conquests of Assyria were causing

much suspense in the outlying lands.

For the Authorized Version's "peeled," the Septua-
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gint has " strange." The Hebrew has murt (tfiTID),

burnish. But this word may also come from the stem

irt (1ST), which means trepidate or with the m (D)

prefixed, trepidation. This coresponds so well with

"suspense," in the same line, and with ''fearful," in

the next, that there seems to be little doubt of its correct

ness. The rivalry between Ethiopia and Egypt, and

the eastern nations, Syria and Assyria, was a continual

source of suspense and trepidation which was finally

resolved by the conquests of Babylon under Nebuchad

nezzar. The continual successes of Assyria brought it

up to their very border. Humanly speaking, Ethiopia

would have been overrun at that time if the Alueim had

not slaughtered the Assyrian host while it besieged

Jerusalem.

The second line of the last parallelism (verse 2)

plunder and stream, calls for "trampling" (eroding)

and "water" in the first line. Ethiopia is best located

by the confluence of the White and Blue Nile, which

erode the land and carry the silt down to Egypt. There

it fertilized the fields each year by its overflow, and has

virtually built up the delta.

Woe faces Ethiopia. They are within the circle of

military threat which has fallen across Syria and

Samaria. The load placed upon Damascus emerges into

a rebuke (17:12-14) which will be administered to the

power which is to overthrow that city. Under Assyrian

control, folkstems will tumult in Judah. Ethiopia has

immense interest in the destruction which is predicted

to overtake this invader of Judah, and news of it will

be most welcome indeed.

Ethiopia's craft with wings, and the passage for

them to the streams of that land, will come to be of good

service. The plundering of their land by the eroding
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waters is shown to have much worth amidst the menace

which exists for them. By means of this waterway,

Ethiopia's fleet messengers, apparently from Jerusalem,

are able to shorten and even remove the suspense and

trepidation of their nation by bringing to them early

news of the calamity which overtakes the common enemy,

Assyria.

AN ENSIGN UPLIFTED (18:3)

3 All dwellers of the habitance,

And tabernaclers of the earth:

As the lifting of a banner on the mountains, you shall see,

And as the blowing of a trumpet, you shall hear.

Ieue calls on all of earth's denizens to look and listen

for His sign to them as to His dealings with the con

quering nation, Assyria. The reference is to the sudden

destruction of their great army in Judea, under the com

mand of Sennacherib. All dwellers of the habitance

are to be made aware of this event. They are to see as

though Ieue employed a banner as His agent, lifting it

up on the mountains, and so calling together the

Assyrian clamor of many peoples. They are also to hear

as though the agency was the blowing of a trumpet,

summoning the battle host.

IEUE WITHDRAWS (18:4)

4 For thus says Ieue to me, "I will be quiet,

And I will look in My site.

As a glossy warmth over the light,

As a dense haze of night mist in the day of harvest."

Ieue Himself sets these events in motion. He inten

tionally withdraws, yet looks in on His site, Judah. The

Assyrian offensive proceeds under favorable conditions,

until it approaches the limit Ieue has set. Then He

interposes a drastic judgment. Success seems to be

assured to the invaders; the glossy warmth during light,

with a dense haze of night mist, are features which
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usually precede the day of harvest. They are a figure

of the good prospects before the invaders.

ieue's action (18:5-6)

5 For before the harvest, as the bud is spent,

And the unripe grape is weaning, the flower is coming.

Then he cuts off the shoots with pruners,

And the abandoned twigs he takes away when he lops.

6 They will be forsaken together to the bird of prey of the

mountains,

And to the beast of the earth.

And summer on them will the bird of prey,

And every beast of the earth will winter on them.

The figure of the ripening vineyard, destroyed just

before the harvest, depicts the course of Assyria, which

prospers right up to its sudden fall. In this is seen the

powerful hand of Ieue. Ieue's quietness lured Assyria

on, yet the quietness was to give way, at the critical

moment, to devastating action, which, until it fell, was

as unseen as the previous inaction.

Under a parable drawn from harvest, the pruner is

made to cut off the shoots, and these abandoned twigs,

when lopped, are taken away. The figure forsakes them

to the bird of prey on the mountain and the beast of the

earth. The bird summers on them and the beast winters

on them. Thus, the figure of the premature harvest and

its details intimate the immensity of Ieue's stroke on

the Assyrian invader.

A PRESENT TO MOUNT ZION (18:7)

7 In that era, an indemnity shall be fetched to Ieue of hosts

From the people in suspense and trepidation,

And from a people fearful, from its boundary and beyond,

A nation at the confluences of waters and eroding,

From which the streams plunder its land,

To the place of the Name of Ieue of hosts, called mount Zion.

The action of Ieue will bring in the era when an

indemnity to Ieue of hosts will be sent from the people

who have been in suspense and trepidation. Ethiopia's
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relief is shown in this way. They sent, not merely to

the mountains of Judea, but rather to mount Zion.

Thus did they acknowledge Ieue, the Alueim of Israel.

These matters were also anticipatory of the future, for

not only is there the general record in 2 Chronicles 32:

23, but the psalmist has delighted to speak of such things

in a particular sense (see Psa. 68:29, 31).

Does not this woe concerning Ethiopia remind us of

the occasion when Philip was directed by the spirit to

go to meet an Ethiopian eunuch who was descending

from Jerusalem to Gaza (Acts 8:26-40) ? He had been

up to Jerusalem to worship the true and living God,

and as he returned he was reading Isaiah fifty-three.

Most surely this notable one of Ethiopia would also have

read this eighteenth chapter of the same prophet. That

chapter he would understand! e.h.c.

PLAN TO ATTEND THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S FELLOWSHIP

It is still not too late to make your plans to attend all, or at

least a part of the annual Young People's Fellowship to be held

from July 29 through August 12 in Baldwin, Michigan, which is

about 80 miles north of Grand Rapids on Highway 37. It also

can be reached easily from the northwest by crossing Lake
Michigan on the auto ferry from Milwaukee, Wisconsin to

Ludington, Michigan.

This is one of the most worth-while vacation trips that you

(and your family) could take, and we know that everyone who

goes will receive a rich blessing from the spiritual feast around

the Word of God and the warm fellowship with His saints.
Accomodations can be arranged for you and meals will be

provided. All expenses will be paid from free-will offerings

made by those attending.

This year the theme will be Ephesians chapter five. If
possible, you are encouraged to study it daily beforehand, so
that you will have something to share with the others in the

daily dicussions.

Those who will be in charge of the fellowship extend a warm

and cordial invitation to "young" people "of all ages" to attend.

They ask your prayers that this year's fellowship may be a time
of rejoicing and growth for the saints, bringing much glory to

our great God and Father, the God and Father, of our Lord

Jesus Christ.
Further details can be obtained from Miss Dorothy Johnson,

Route 1, Box 470, Baldwin, Michigan.
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EXTINGUISH ALL THE

FIERY ARROWS!

"Stand, then... with all taking up the large shield of

faith, by which you will be able to extinguish all the fiery

arrows of the wicked one!" (Ephesians 6:14, 16)

The only protection against the fiery arrows of Ephe

sians 6:16 is the large shield of faith. This means that

we should take refuge behind that which is ours in

Christ, while walking wisely in the Lord, for we are

engaged with the second half of Ephesians, which deals

with our deportment. This is why this series runs under

the imperative headline: "Check your Panoply!7' In

the preceding articles under this title, we have attempted

to demonstrate the important scriptural substructure

which is climaxed by the prison epistles. In addition

we have tried to show that our active cooperation is

needed on many points. We are reminded of this

necessity by a string of imperatives in Ephesians 6:10-

20. At this juncture we will mention only the first three:

Put on the panoply of God!

Take up the panoply of God!

Stand... with all taking up the large shield of faith!

Here we have three very definite orders which we should

always obey if we truly want to enjoy, in spirit, our

celestial status at the present time. Surely we know

that the celestial allotment is ours, for God has said so.

After having been called above to meet our Lord in the

air, we will receive that part of the allotment for which
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the Father has made us competent (Col. 1:12). But

right now we need to cooperate, so we may stand and

withstand by faith.

It is certainly true that our relationship to Christ is

as close as can be imagined; this is why it is depicted by

the figure of a body and its members (not by branches

which could be cut off the grapevine). In our relation

ship with Him we have no work to do, for He has com

pleted it all Himself (Col. 2:10). Even though Christ,

as the head of the entire body, sees to it that the members

receive their spiritual sustenance in order to grow, we

are, nevertheless, exhorted to exercise true love in mak

ing all grow into Him (Eph. 4:15).

It seems certain that, even with our renewed minds,

we will never be able to fathom all the riches of the glory

of the enjoyment of God's allotment among the saints.

However, in order to enjoy some of these riches now, in

spirit, we need to be invigorated with God's mighty

strength, and to put on His protective panoply (Eph.

6:10,14-16).

A LIFELONG EXPERIENCE

The meaning of panoply is complete armor (every-

instrument) ; and so far we have dealt with the first four

pieces of it, the girdle of truth, the cuirass of righteous

ness, the sandals of peace, and the large shield of faith.

In each case God is the Giver, but we are supposed to

appropriate the gift if we really want to enjoy it fully.

This definitely cannot be accomplished by an occasional

reading of Ephesians 6:10-20, or even all of Ephesians.

A thorough knowledge of all of Paul's writings and

activities is required, in addition to our knowledge of the

rest of the New Testament, and portions of the Old.

Due to the frailties of the human mind, we have to

set aside a certain amount of time regularly, in order to
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come to a good understanding of God's Word. This will

certainly take more than a year, more than ten or twenty

or even fifty years.

Putting on the complete armor of God will prove to

be a lifelong experience and will provide a lifelong

celestial blessing to those unashamed workers who en

deavor to present themselves to God qualified, correctly

cutting the word of truth, and nourishing themselves

regularly and sufficiently with the words of faith and the

ideal teaching of Paul (1 Tim. 4:6; 2 Tim. 2:15). This

is the way by which we may vitalize and energize our

spirits.

We are always in danger of confusing our secure

position in Christ with our efforts in the Lord, and the

operation of the might of God's strength with our coop

eration with Him. We are also in danger of overempha

sizing one side of the truth, and ignoring or minimizing

some other aspect which may be just as important. We

may be boasting that we are no longer under law, and

at the same time forgetting to exercise love which is the

complement of law (Rom. 13:10). We may be glad that

Paul does not prescribe tithing, yet not be aware of the

fact that gracious giving, as practiced by Paul and his

helpers, would amount to far more than just a tenth of a

believer's income or time, or even both.

God is not so much interested in the actual amount of

a gift, as He is in its comparative size, and the extent to

which it involves the giver, as we see in the case of the

poor widow (Mark 12:43). The same rule applies to

the amount of time we set aside for studying His Word

and sharing it with others. It is our privilege not only

to explore the dimensions of God's grace in His Word,

but also to practice it in our lives and in our service for

Him. Few of us are able to spread the truth by speak-
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ing, but almost all of us can use the printed word. Let

us endeavor to get acquainted with the pamphlets and

tracts and brochures listed on the inside front and back

covers of this magazine before we give them to others.

Let us not miss this wonderful opportunity of exercising

our office as an ambassador of peace, an evangelist, or a

teacher, as the case may be, or the occasion may require.

Every one is called to a certain kind of service, or of

what use are the sandals of peace? And every one, in

the course of time, will specialize in a certain type of

service and will accept it in the Lord so as to fulfill it

(Col. 4:17). Otherwise, what good is our acquaintance

with the Word of Truth, our appropriation of righteous

ness, or the readjustment received in the deficiencies of

our realm of faith? If we want to fully enjoy these

spiritual graces, we need to be sharing them with others

(Rom. 1:11). By doing so, we may be assured that

grace will multiply the value of our service as well as

our gifts, even though our efforts in the Lord may be

feeble.

GOOD PRACTICES

Although the panoply as provided by God is primarily

intended to afford protection against any sinister attacks

by spiritual forces (Eph. 6:11, 12), our recent study

of the first four parts of this spiritual suit of armor has

revealed the fact that our whole life as a believer is in

volved, together with all our experiences in the realm of

faith, beginning at Calvary's Cross and reaching a climax

in our effort to stand, in spirit, on the celestial allotment,

and thus to be enabled to enjoy our present celestial

status. Hence we cannot sever Ephesians 6:10-20 from

the preceding chapters of this epistle, nor from Paul's

other writings and activities, nor from the rest of God's

Word. There is always a relationship between doctrine
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and deportment, judging our fellow men and judging

celestial messengers (1 Cor. 6:2-9), unwise walking in

general and yielding to pressure exercised by the world-

mights of this darkness (Eph. 5:15; 6:10-12).

We are apt to forget the wide range of pertinent

information available to Paul during his lifetime (1 Cor.

15:3-10; 2 Tim. 4:136). Even when the period of his

dissolution was imminent and he had finished his career,

his interest in all of the Scriptures (as available in his

day) was not slackening, for he asked for both "the

books'' (which were papyrus scrolls), and the vellums

or parchments, (probably his own annotated copies of

some Old Testament books). The papyri might have

contained (among other things) copies of his own

epistles as well as accounts of our Lord's ministries.

Even if we do not know for certain about these details,

there can be no doubt about it that, up to the end of his

career, he was interested in a number of papyri and in

a number of parchments. In Paul's days, papyrus was

the common material used for writing, while parchment

was used for preserving the text of very important

documents. It is not difficult to reach a conclusion as

to what the aged apostle was thinking about when he was

facing death in a Eoman prison and was asking for his

"books" or scrolls, and especially his vellums or parch

ments. What kind of reading material would we ask

for if we were in a similar situation?

Another question: Who would not want to set aside

a certain amount of time for studying Isaiah after hav

ing been impressed, for example, by the way the divine

logic in Eomans is backed by quotations from this and

from other prophets? Thus a thorough study of one

special part of the Scriptures necessitates that we

familiarize ourselves with another part, and so forth;
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"for all Scripture is inspired by God, and is beneficial

for teaching, for exposure, for correction, for discipline in

righteousness, that the man of God may be equipped,

fitted out for every good act" (2 Tim. 3:16, 17).

As we have said before, for the same reason that we

would not want to sever Paul's prison epistles from the

rest of God's Word, we could not sever deportment from

doctrine, especially because bad practices are incompati

ble with celestial service. In order to stress our point

we wish to quote from Unsearchable Riches, volume

39, beginning with pages 50 and 59 respectively:

BALANCED BELIEFS

"The transcendent truths which overwhelm our hearts

and surcharge our spirits are too wonderful for mortal

minds to master. They may easily lead us to extreme

views and eccentric ideas/because humanity is not accus

tomed to such high altitudes of thought. Like an engine

without a governor, it may whirl wildly, or a watch

without a balance wheel, it may run erratically, because

it lacks control. I have sometimes had to check myself

from shooting off at a tangent when probing the depths

and soaring into the heights of God's latest revelations.

"But God has not left us without trustworthy checks

for this condition. His truth is always balanced. This

is most marvelously exhibited in Paul's latest epistles,

especially Ephesians. If our heads are floating in

heaven in the first three chapters, yet our feet are firmly

fixed upon the earth in the last three. If we are seated

among the celestials by faith at the beginning, we are

standing in sandals among terrestrials in fact, at the

end. Our blessings are above, but our warfare is below.

One does not contradict the other. Both are true. One

must not be divorced from the other. Let us worship

God for the first and walk before men in the last.
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"I once supposed no one could possibly go so far as to

insist that we are actually, literally seated in the

heavens, yet I have been severely criticised for my

unbelief, because I insisted that our feet are on the earth.

But there is a tendency in all of us to 'believe' one pass

age of Scripture so passionately that we bring it into

collision with another. Those who most appreciate the

fact that we were chosen in Christ before the disruption,

are tempted to lay less stress upon prayer for those who

are seeking to make known the secret of the evangel to

unbelievers. I was saved from this only because I had

such an overpowering desire to make the evangel known

after I had rediscovered what it really was.

" Incredible as it seems, the insistence on the grand and

glorious truths which come to us through Paul may

actually subvert the faith. We have just read of such a

case. The writer insists that fleshly believers cannot see

that we are actually resurrected with Christ. This, he

says, is a fact, hence we will never be raised and should

not look for the Lord's coming, for we are already seated

with Him in heaven! The very same teaching disturbed

the saints in Paul's day. He condemned it unsparingly:

'Yet from profane prattlings stand aloof, for they will

be progressing to more irreverence, and their word will

spread as gangrene... who swerve as to truth, saying

that the resurrection has already occurred, and are sub

verting the faith of some' (2 Tim. 2:16-18). May the

Lord preserve us from confusing figures with facts. In

spirit we are already with Him, but not in flesh. And

this does not make us fleshly, but spiritual.

"May each one of us test our teaching by the rest of

revelation. The deportment of the second half of Ephe-

sians is the best balance for the doctrine of the first.

The tendency to be puffed up by the transcendence of
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the revelations can be largely corrected by our failure to

walk worthily as judged by the corresponding exhorta

tion. The temptation to think that we are superior to

other saints and are a distinct body, is checked by the

exhortation to meekness and humility, endeavoring to

keep the unity of the spirit with the tie of peace. When

I was among the Brethren (some sixty years ago) we

considered ourselves high above all other saints, a select

company because of our knowledge; yet now, as I look

back, how little we really knew! We certainly did not

realize God's grace. May none who read these lines lose

their balance as we did!

BAD PRACTICES

"Our relationship to God and that to our fellow men

should be kept entirely distinct in our minds when con

sidering the dais. There is nothing between us and God

to require such a session, but there is much between us

and our fellows that needs to be settled by the illumina

tion of that day. Not only must our false and fleeting

doctrines face the fire, but our good and bad or evil

practices, as regards our fellows, must be requited (2

Cor. 5:10).

"Although neither sin nor sins are mentioned in

connection with the dais, it is difficult for us to avoid

injecting these. Indeed, is it not logical to reasoii that

had 'practices must be sins? And if we shall give account

concerning ourselves, would this not involve many mis

takes? Such reasoning, even though it seems to be logi

cal, is not wise, because it is not of faith. Faith would

rather deduce that, since the word sin, or sins, is not

employed of the dais, the character of our acts as viewed

there must be different, and accord with the terms that

are used. If this is so, then there is no such thing as the

adjudication of sins at the dais. We will not be sinners
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in this sense at the dais, because, at that time, we will

be immortal and will have no inclination to sin. The

body which we will then possess will be an incorruptible,

powerful, glorious, spiritual body (1 Cor. 15:42-44).

"We have been justified before God by the work of

Christ, but we are not justified among men by our own

works. One was settled long ago and is everlasting.

The other cannot be determined until our course is run

and we are presented at the dais. We are to judge

nothing before the time because the spring of human

actions and its complexities are hid from us and are

beyond our adjudication. Besides, no judge is compe

tent to sit on a bench where he himself is brought to

trial. Let us not judge now, but wait for the day of

requital, when all will be rewarded in the light of per

fect knowledge, and without the least danger of sin or

mistake.

"When we treat one another badly, or are injured

ourselves, this injustice still remains, so far as we are

concerned, notwithstanding our relationship to God and

Christ. Good or bad, the lack of full faith, due to the

activity of the flesh or to the wiles of the Adversary on

one hand, and faithfulness and the leading of God's

spirit on the other, have caused unnumbered debts and

deserts to be entered to the account of God's saints and

servants, that have never been paid. All of these must

be balanced, and the books closed at the dais, for there

will be no evil or bad acts to enter, and the good will be

rewarded without delay, for God no longer needs to hurt

and humble us, for we will be able to please Him and

serve Him without hindrance."

THE LARGE SHIELD OF FAITH

Any discussion of individual faith (from the time

when we first believed up to our presentation at the dais)
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and of the whole range of faith (what we believe) would

be incomplete without mentioning the special task of the

large shield of faith in Ephesians 6:16 by which we will

be able to extinguish all the fiery arrows of the wicked

one. While the large shield is certainly much more than

just Ephesian truth (as we have tried to show in this

series of articles), the fiery arrows, however, are in

tended to dislodge us from our celestial allotment. This

is their only purpose: to distract our attention from the

enjoyment of our celestial status as described in Un

searchable Riches, volume 51, page 225.

During his career, Paul went through all kinds of

persecutions, afflictions and turbulences which he des

cribes in some detail in his second letter to the Corinthi

ans (6:4-10; 11:23-33; 12:7-10). To the best of our

knowledge, however, none of these sufferings ever di

verted his eyes from the spiritual truths about his

celestial status, so as to become fully absorbed by the

anguish of his soul and the outcome of his own affairs.

From his celestial vantage point, the apostle was able to

view earthly things in the right perspective.

Years ago he had written to the Romans, "What shall

be separating us from the love of God in Christ Jesus?

Affliction, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or

nakedness, or danger, or sword ?... For I am persuaded

that neither death nor life, nor messengers, nor sover

eignties, nor the present, nor what is impending, nor

powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creation,

will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ

Jesus, our Lord" (8:35, 38, 39).

In Paul's case, such afflictions, persecutions, and suf

ferings certainly were not fiery arrows in the sense of

Ephesians 6:16. But there were attempts in his day (as

there are now), intended to hinder the progress of the
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evangel, though to the inexperienced eye they looked

like genuine efforts with a view to helping the proclama

tion of the word of truth, perhaps by different methods.

There were brethren who announced Christ out of

faction and not out of a pure heart in order to rouse

affliction in Paul's bonds. There were others who

apparently circulated epistles under his name which he

had never written. Others were subverting the faith of

innocent believers (Rom. 16:17, 18; Gal. 3:1; Phil. 1:17;

Col. 2:16-23; 2 Thess. 2:2; 1 Tim. 6:20; 2 Tim. 2:18).

There were showers of burning arrows when the lonely

apostle learned, while facing death, that riot one, not two,

not three, but all his ecclesias in the province of Asia had

abandoned the special truths he had been teaching them

over the past years. Such news would have been a

fiery torture to Paul but for the large shield of faith,

with which he was able to extinguish these fiery arrows.

Otherwise they would have caused him untold mental

suffering and agony of spirit. Due to his personal faith

and his knowledge of the truth (range of faith) he was

able to realize that his real antagonists were not those

defecting brethren in Asia Minor and elsewhere, but

rather the unseen spirit forces behind them. At the end

of his career, Paul recognized that his former friends in

Ephesus, Laodicea, Colosse (where his prison epistles

had circulated) and in Derbe, Lystra and Iconium (who

had been called "stable in the faith/' Acts 16:5) had

been used by the spiritual forces of wickedness among

the celestials as tools to hinder the Lord's work.

When the apostle, the prisoner in the Lord, wrote the

closing sentences of Ephesians he was perhaps not fully

aware of the extent of the future apostasy among the

recipients of this circular letter, although he had proph

esied some faith subverting activity in Ephesus (Acts
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20:28-32). We may rest assured, however, that Paul

already had a vast experience with fiery arrows when he

wrote the lines about the panoply.

Ephesians 6:10-20 will serve as a reminder in many

ways, since it seems to cover the whole territory of

individual faith and the range of faith as well. Every

brother or sister will be able to recognize his or her own

deficiencies, when the checking of the panoply is made a

part of our regular reading and prayer habits. This

will never be an easy task if it is done in a proper way

day after day, month after month, year after year. Now

to Him Who alone is able to do superexcessively above

all that we are requesting or apprehending, according to

the power that is already operating in us, to Him be

glory! h.h.r.

{To he continued)

UNITED GATHERINGS

At the United Gathering at East Kirkby, Notts., England,

some 70 friends gathered in fellowship and meditation on Sun

day, April 8th. The theme for the day was set by Brother E. H.

Clayton in the prayer of the Philippian Epistle; Philippians

1:9-11. His thoughts in connection with the word "sensibility"

as it relates to discrimination in the things of consequence,

set a standard that was carried on by Brother M. Struthers in

his message on "Straying and Staying," while Brother T. Harris

reminded those present of the things "Given by God" in Ephe

sians one.

On Sunday, June 13th, a good company gathered at Man

chester (England), for fellowship and praise. It was a joy

to have Brother L. A. Bynoe of "Grace and Truth" magazine

(of New York City) speak to us for a brief period about their

objects and labours and the "Epistles of Paul." In addition,

Brother E. H. Clayton gripped our attention with his message

on the "Prayer of the Colossian Epistle," while Brother D.

Bradford warmed our hearts with his witness to his growing

realization of the truths of God. In the evening Brother E. G.

Jones spoke to us of "The Chosen of God"—not because of what

many were but because He would use them according to His

purpose and glory.

Those who attended these two gatherings will long remem

ber them, looking forward to further United Gatherings during

the remainder of the year. e.g.j.
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WHAT IS THE SOUL?

PART ONE

"For the word of God is living and operative, and

keen above any two-edged sword, and penetrating up

to the parting of aoul and spirit..." (Heb. 4:12).

The lack of vitality and penetration in human litera

ture and conversation is most clearly evidenced by the

utter failure to distinguish between soul and spirit.

It is almost universally the case that when the soul is

spoken of, the spirit is intended. The English words

which have been derived from psuche, the Greek word

for soul, all, erroneously, refer to various aspects of spirit.

For instance, psychology has to do with the mind, not the

soulish sensations. Psychic, instead of bearing its true

meaning, soulish or sensual, denotes pneumatic, or spirit

ual. These are not mere curiosities of philology, but the

sure indexes of the present day confusion which we must

detect and avoid if we wish to get the truth on the sub

ject of the soul.

A NEED FOR DILIGENCE

To get a firm grasp of the true and proper idea con

veyed by the term "soul" is not the work of an instant.

It can only come by a careful consideration of the con

texts in which it occurs. These form an infallible index

of its force. Yet here the English reader is at a great

disadvantage because the version to which he may be

accustomed often translates the same words in the orig

inal by a variety of terms in the English, thus concealing
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their true force. Psuche, soul, is so often translated by

the term "life" that the distinction between soul and

life as well as between soul and spirit (the source of all

life) is almost obliterated.

THE "AUTHORIZED" RENDERINGS OF THE HEBREW

With two exceptions the word soul, as found in the

Authorized Version, always represents the Hebrew word

ffflj, nphsh. Job 30:15 and Isaiah 57:16 have no refer

ence to the soul. The latter should be rendered " breath."

Apart from these, every occurrence of "soul" in the

accepted version may be depended upon to be correct.

But in a multitude of instances nphsh has been trans

lated by other English expressions. We give a list of

these passages so that the student may correct them in

his King James Bible. In all, there are about forty-four

variations. These are grouped together where the mean

ing is allied.

THE TRANSLATIONS OF t^JDi (nphsh)

IN THE AUTHORIZED VERSION

(except where rendered "soul")

any, Lev. 2:1, 24:17; Num. 19:11; Deut. 24:7.

appetite, Prov. 23:2; Eccl. 6:7.

beast, Lev. 24:18, 18, 18.

body, Lev. 21:11; Num. 6:6, 19:13; Hag. 2:13.

breath, Job 41:21.

creature, Gen. 1:20, 21, 24, 2:19, 9:10, 12, 15, 16; Lev. 11:46,
46.

dead, Lev. 19:28, 21:1, 22:4; Num. 5:2, 6:11.

dead body, Num. 9:6, 7, 10.

deadly, Psa. 17:9.

desire, Eccl. 6:9; Jer. 22:27, 44:14; Mic. 7:3; Hab. 2:5.

fish, Isa. 19:10.

ghost, Job 11:20; Jer. 15:9.

heart, Exo. 23:9; Lev. 26:16; Deut. 24:15; 1 Sam. 2:33;
2 Sam. 3:21; Psa. 10:3; Prov. 23:7, 28:25, 31:6; Jer. 42:20;
Lam. 3:51; Ezek. 25:6, 15, 27:31; Hos. 4:8.
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hearty, Prov. 27:9.

him, Prov. 6:16.

life, Gen. 1:30, 9:4, 5, 5, 19:17, 19, 32:30, 44:30, 30; Exo.
4:19, 21:23, 23, 30; Lev. 17:11, 14, 14, 14; Num. 35:31;
Deut. 12:23, 23, 19:21, 21, 24:6; Josh. 2:13, 14, 9:24; Judg.

5:18, 9:17, 12:3, 18:25, 25; Ruth 4:15; 1 Sam. 19:5, 11,
20:1, 22:23, 23, 23:15, 26:24, 24, 28:9, 21; 2 Sam. 1:9, 4:8,
14:7, 16:11, 18:13, 19:5, 5, 5, 5, 23:17; 1 Kings 1:12, 12,
2:23, 3:11, 19:2, 2, 3, 4, 10, 14, 20:31, 39, 39, 42, 42; 2 Kings

1:13, 13, 14, 7:7, 10:24, 24; 1 Chron. 11:19, 19; 2 Chron.
1:11; Esth. 7:3, 7, 8:11, 9:16; Job 2:4, 6, 6:11, 13:14, 31:
39; Psa. 31:13, 38:12; Prov. 1:18, 19, 6:26, 7:23, 12:10,

13:3, 8; Isa. 15:4, 43:4; Jer. 4:30, 11:21, 19:7, 9, 21:7, *9,

22:25, 34:20, 21, 38:2, 16, 39:18, 44:30, 30, 45:5, 46:26,
48:6, 49:37; Lam. 2:19, 5:9; Ezek. 32:10; Jonah 1:14,

4:3.

lust, Exo. 15:9; Psa. 78:18.

man, Exo. 12:16; 2 Kings 12:4; 1 Chron. 5:21; Isa. 49:7.

me, Num. 23:10; Judg. 16:30; 1 Kings 20:32.

mvnd, Gen. 23:8; Deut. 18:6, 28:65; 1 Sam. 2:35; 2 Sam. 17:
8; 2 King® 9:15; 1 Chron. 28:9; Jer. 15:1; Ezek. 23:17, 18,

18,22,28,24:25,36:5.

mortally, Deut. 19:11.

one, Lev. 4:27.

person, Gen. 14:21, 36:6; Exo. 16:16; Lev. 27:2; Num. 5:6,

19:18, 31:19, 35, 40, 40, 46, 35:11, 15, 30, 30; Deut. 10:22,

27:25; Josh. 20:3, 9; 1 Sam. 22:22; 2 Sam. 14:14; Prov. 28:

17; Jer. 43:6, 52:29, 30, 30; Ezek. 16:5, 17:17, 27:13, 33:6.

pleasure, at, Deut. 23:24; Psa. 105:22; Jer. 34:16.

self, Lev. 11:43, 44; Deut. 4:15; Josh. 23:11; 1 Kings 19:4;

Esth. 4:13, 9:31; Job 18:4, 32:2; Psa. 131:2; Isa. 5:14,

46:2, 47:14; Jer. 3:11, 17:21, 37:9, 51:14; Amos 2:14, 15,

6:8; Jonah 4:8.

they, Job 36:14.

thing, Lev. 11:10; Ezek. 47:9.

whither will, Deut. 21:14.

will, Psa. 27:12, 41:2; Ezek. 16:27.

woyild have, Psa. 35:25.

[omitted entirely, Gen. 37:21; Lev. 24:17, 18; Num. 31:35;

Deut. 19:6, 22:26; Judg. 18:25; 1 Sam. 22:2; 1 Chron. 5:

21; Isa. 3:20, 56:11; Jer. 2:24, 40:14, 15].

By combining this list with the occurrences of "soul"

the student will have at his command every context

which the Hebrew Scriptures afford for the study of this

very important term.
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A HELPFUL CONCORDANCE OF THE GREEK

The following list of the occurrences of psucM, the

Greek word for soul, will enable those who have no con

cordance of the original to check all the divine contexts.

Every reference is given, segregated into groups accord

ing to the grammatical relation which the word sustains

to its context. Thus '' soul'' is in one line while *' souls,''

in the plural, is in another line. The genitive of the

Greek is found following "of soul" and "of souls."

The dative follows "in soul" and "in souls." The

accusative, our English objective, is not distinguished

in form from the nominative, but rather by its place in

the list, toward the bottom. The vocative is indicated

by an exclamation point, thus, "soul!" In each case

those references which have no article ("the") are given

first, then those which have it, prefixed by "the soul" for

the singular, or "the souls" for the plural. A helpful

definition is also included.

ALL THE OCCURRENCES OF pSUCM, SOUL,

IN THE GREEK SCRIPTURES

The result of imparting breath to the human, Gen. 2:7; in
the blood, Lev. 17:14; limited to moving creatures, Gen. 1:
20; distinguished from life, Gen. 2:7; from spirit and body,
1 Thess. 5:23—a sentient being. Figuratively, the person as

viewed from the standpoint of his sensations or experiences,
Rev. 6:9.

soul, Acts 3:23; Rom. 13:1; Rev. 16:3. the soul, Matt. 6:25,
12:18, 26:38; Mark 14:34; Luke 1:46, 12:23; John 12:27;
Acts 4:32, 20:10; 1 Thess. 5:23; Heb. 10:38; 3 John 1:2.

souls, Acts 2:41; 1 Pet. 3:20. the souls, Acts 27:37.

of soul, Acts 27:22; Eph. 6:6; Col. 3:23; Heb. 4:12, 10:39.

of the soul, Matt. 16:26; Mark 8:37, 12:30, 33; Luke 10:
27; Rom. 16:4; Heb. 6:19; 1 Pet. 2:11; Rev. 18:14.

of souls, 1 Pet. 1:9. of the souls, Acts 27:10; 2 Cor. 12:15;

Heb. 13:17; 1 Pet. 2:25.

in soul, Matt. 6:25; Acts 2:43. in the soul, Matt. 22:37;

Luke 12:19, 22; Phil. 2:30.

in souls, Acts 7:14. in the souls, Matt. 11:29; Heb. 12:3.

soul, Matt. 10:28; Mark 3:4; Luke 6:9; Rom. 2:9; 1 Cor.
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15:45; Jas. 5:20; 2 Pet. 2:8. the soul, Matt 2:20, 10:28,
39,39,16:25, 25, 26,20:28; Mark 8:35, 35, 36,10:45; Luke 2:
35, 9:24, 24, 12:20, 14:26, 17:33; John 10:11, 15, 17, 24,
12:25, 25, 13:37, 38, 15:13; Acts 2:27, 20:24; Rom. 11:3;

2 Cor. 1:23; 1 John 3:16; Rev. 12:11.

souls, 2 Pet. 2:14; Rev. 8:9, 18:13. the souls, Luke 21:19;
Acts 14:2, 22, 15:24, 26; 1 Thess. 2:8; Jas. 1:21; 1 Pet. 1:

22, 4:19; 1 John 3:16; Rev. 6:"9, 20:4.

soul! Luke 12:19.

A PLEA FOR CONSISTENCY

We suggest that these passages be translated uni

formly. It is no crime to cross out mere human devia

tions and insert divine verities in their place. If soul

meant "life," as our translators so often suggest, why-

was it not written with the Greek word for "life" in the

original instead of the word for soul? We have already-

convinced ourselves of the fact that soul and life are

utterly distinct by the phrase "living soul." (Gen. 2:7).

If we translate the word nphsh in that phrase as it is so

often translated, we come to the absurd conclusion that,

as the result of the impartation of the breath of the liv

ing, man became a "living life." Could Job have said,

"My life is weary of my life"? (Job 10:1).

SOUL AND SPIRIT SEPARATE

The distinction between soul and spirit is no less

pronounced. Besides the passage in Hebrews 4:12, which

gives the Word of God the monopoly on this distinction,

we have the list " spirit and soul and body" (1 Thess.

5:23). It is needless to say that this does not enter into

the relation of the soul to the spirit and body at all, but

only to its blameless preservation unto the presence of

our Lord. The fact that the soul is the effect of the

union of spirit with body is neither taught nor refuted

by this text. It is thoroughly in harmony with the two

fold constitution of man. For, while the soul is not one

of the units of which man is constituted, its condition in
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view of His coming has a place quite as important as the

body and spirit. And the preservation of the entire man

involves the soul just as much as the two units on which

it is based.

Now, instead of the soul and spirit being the same,

they are put in striking contrast in the discussion of the

differences between the first man, Adam, and the last

Adam, Christ Jesus. The first became a living soul, the

last a vivifying, or life-giving Spirit. This same con

trast is even more apparent in the adjectives "spiritual7*

and'' soulish.'' In the second chapter of the first epistle

to the Corinthians this distinction is obscured by the

rendering "natural." Not the "natural," but the soul

ish man is not receiving those things which are of the

spirit of God (1 Cor. 2:14). Such perception is reserved

for the spiritual man (vs. 12). So, too, in the fifteenth

chapter. The body is there called a soulish, not a

"natural" body, in contrast to the spiritual body of the

coming resurrection (1 Cor. 15:44, 45, 46).

THE SOUL SPEAKS OF SENSATIONS

The truth that the soul refers to sensation or conscious

experience is really acknowledged by the translators

themselves, though they have concealed it from their

readers by their renderings. Many who think of the

soul as the seat of our highest spiritual faculties would be

surprised to know that it finds its fitting place between

such words as "terrestrial" and "demoniacal."

In James 3:15 we have "terrestrial, soulish, demoni

acal." The translators rendered it: "earthly, sensual,

devilish." Here, however, if we take the word sensual

in its present day acceptation, they have overshot the

mark. But in their days it probably meant very nearly

what soulish means—one who is swayed by physical

sensation. The crowning proof of its antipathy to spirit
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lies in its last occurrence. There we read of those who

are "soulish, not having the spirit/' (Jude 19). Here

again the translators rendered it "sensual."

THE SOUL IN GENESIS

Having noted that there is a distinction between life

and spirit and soul, we are now ready to inquire more

closely into the characteristics which define the latter.

The first few occurrences in Genesis will supply us with

the information which we need at this point. There we

find developed the broad distinctions between flora and

fauna, plants and animals.

It is most instructive to note the contrast between the

introduction of plants on the third day of God's work of

restoring the earth and the creation of living souls on

the fifth and sixth days. Plants are, indeed, living

organisms quite as much as animals, yet they differ from

animals in a number of important particulars which are

duly emphasized. Plants do not roam. But the first

mention of living souls brings out this characteristic.

"Roam shall the water with the roaming, living soul."

(Gen. 1:20, C.V.). This rendering may, perhaps, best

convey to our minds the fact that the words "bring

forth abundantly" and "moving" of the common text

are but different grammatical forms of one expression in

the Hebrew. To breed may be involved but it is not so

stated. Roam expresses the idea of motion, which is

further developed in the next occurrence of the word

"soul."

Plants cannot move. They are rooted in their place.

But not so with animals. This is brought out in the

second statement; "And creating is God (the Alueim)

... every living moving soul.'' (Gen. 1:21).

Plants are never called souls, yet, like the animals,

they derive their nourishment from the soil and carbon
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from the air. But in them this combination causes no

sensation or consciousness, which is the chief character

istic of soul. Generally speaking, soul is spoken of only

in those forms of life which can move from place to

place, which possess the further function of sensing the

outward world, of being conscious of their own existence.

Now when, a few verses later, man is brought upon the

scene, we are informed that he, too, becomes a "living

soul." (Gen. 2:7). What shall this convey to our minds?

Simply that he, too, like the animals, would be able to

move from place to place, would have the power of

sensing the world around him and a conscious realization

of his own existence. He is not a plant, but an animal,

and possesses these endowments in common with other

animals.

Instead of this phrase marking a difference between

the man and the previously created animals, it shows his

similarity to them. In fact, until we study and appre

ciate what has already been said of living souls, we are

at a distinct loss to realize what is meant when the man

is said to "become a living soul."

A striking recognition of man's distinctly human

attributes is found in the apostle Paul's address at

Athens (Acts 17:28). The spirit is recognized in the

statement that "In Him we are living." Thie soul is

implied in the word'i moving,'' and the body in the third

item, which is the usual word for "are," for the identi

fication of the man with his material structure is con

sistently confirmed throughout the scriptures. "In Him

we are living and moving and are" is a clear indication

of the apostle's analysis of mankind. And that he con

sidered it most elementary is shown by the fact that he

does not hesitate to proclaim it to unbelieving idolators.

(To be continued)



The Secret of the Evangel

THE PREVIOUS COMMISSIONS

PAET ONE

A country may best be recognized by describing the

surrounding territory. So also the administration of the

Conciliation may best be grasped by first defining the

administrations which come before and after it. To do

this we will consider the various commissions given

before and after the Conciliation was made known, both

by our Lord to His disciples while here on the earth, and

to Paul from His heavenly glory. First we will ponder

the commissions given by our Lord while still on the

earth.

THE FIRST KINGDOM COMMISSION

Jesus, the Messiah, began His earthly ministry alone.

Right after John the baptist was imprisoned, He began

to herald, saying, "Repent! for near is the kingdom of

the heavens!'' (Matt. 4:12,17). This evangel or '' good-

news" concerning the kingdom was accompanied by His

teaching in the synagogues and the curing of every

disease and debility among the people. Even those

obsessed by demons and mentally deranged were re

stored (Matt. 4:23-25).

Having acquired a great following, Jesus ascends into

the mountain and delivers the Code of the Kingdom, or

the laws which are to form its constitution (the so-called

'l Sermon on the Mount,'' Matt. 5 :l-7:29).
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HARVEST WORKERS

Again Jesus continues His ministry alone. But when He

perceives the throngs, they arouse His pity for they were

bothered and tossed like shepherdless sheep. Then He

said to His disciples, "The harvest, indeed, is vast, yet

the workers are few. Beseech, then, the Lord of the

harvest, so that He would be ejecting workers into His

harvest." (Matt. 9:37, 38). Then He calls His twelve

disciples to Him and gives them authority over unclean

spirits so as to be casting them out and to be curing

every disease and every debility. The twelve disciples of

verse one become the twelve apostles (commissioned-ones)

of verse two (Matt. 10:1, 2).

THE COMMISSION GIVEN

These twelve Jesus commissions, charging them, saying,

"Into a road of the nations you should not pass forth, and

into a city of the Samaritans you should not be entering.

Yet be going rather to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel. Now, going, herald, saying that 'Near is the king

dom of the heavens!' The infirm be curing, the dead be

rousing, lepers be cleansing, demons be casting out. Gra

tuitously you got: gratuitously be giving." (Matt. 10:5-8).

ITS ADMINISTRATION

Concerning the administration of the First Kingdom

Commission, the twelve apostles were told:

"Now before governors and kings also shall you be led on

My account, for a testimony to them and to the nations.

... And you shall be hated by all because of My name.

Now he who endures to the consummation, he shall be

saved. Now, whenever they may be persecuting you in

this city, flee into a different one, for, verily, I am saying

to you, Under no circumstances should you be finishing the

cities of Israel till the Son of Mankind may be coming.

... You should not be inferring that I came to be casting

peace on the earth. I did not come to be casting peace,

but a sword... He who is receiving you is receiving Me..."

(Matt. 10:18, 22, 23, 34, 40)

Here we have the First Kingdom Commission and its

administration. As an answer to the prayer for workers
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in the harvest field, the twelve disciples are commissioned

and sent forth to reap. The straying sheep of Israel's

fold are the exclusive objects of this evangel. Later on

we read that this evangel of the kingdom shall also be

heralded in the whole inhabited earth for a testimony

to all the nations (not as "good-news,"but as a warning,

as we read in the second psalm) and then shall its con

summation be seen in the lightning flash of the presence

of the Sod of Mankind (Matt. 10:18; 24:14, 27).

THE GLORY THRONE JUDGMENT

Sitting upon the throne of His glory the Son of Man

kind will judge the other nations according to their

treatment of His heralds, who had warned them of His

iron rod. The surest way to obtain eonian life in that

day will be to shield and help His brethren, the faithful

of Israel (Matt. 25:31-46).

THE COMMISSION NOT COMPLETED

Although the entire range of the kingdom proclama

tion is thus set forth, it does not run the uninterrupted

course which the text may seem to suggest. The nation

of Israel rejected the heralding, they thought the King

was merely John the baptist revived, or one of the

prophets (Matt. 16:14), and so He shut the door lead

ing into the kingdom and locked it. As He was to be absent

when its proclamation was renewed, He gave the keys to

Peter. Then He cautions the disciples that they may be

saying to no one that He is the Christ (Matt. 16:20).

Even though a glimpse of the kingdom was given to

Peter and James and his brother John on the mount of

transformation, He directed them saying, tell no one

of the vision till the Son of Mankind may be roused from

among the dead (Matt. 17:9).

♦Authorized Version mistranslates this "transfiguration."
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PETER AT PENTECOST

This is the first interruption in the heralding of the

kingdom of the heavens. Its cause lies in the rejection of

Messiah's personal ministry. It extended from His

transformation on the mount until Pentecost. Then

Peter stands up and unlocks the closed door with the

keys committed to him. Not many days later he tells

them:

"Repent, then, and turn about for the erasure of your

sins, so that seasons of refreshing should be coming from

the face of the Lord, and He should dispatch the One fixed

upon before for you, Christ Jesus, Whom heaven must

indeed receive until the times of restoration of all which

God speaks through the mouth of His holy prophets who

are from the eon." (Acts 3:19-21)

But, as a nation, they did not repent. The entire

assembly of their chief representatives murdered Steph

en, saying as the Lord had foretold in His parable, "We

do not want this man to reign over us." (Luke 19:14;

Acts 7:1-60).

THE CALL OF SAUL

This was followed by the call of Saul, through whom

the message was carried to the Jews dispersed among the

other nations and, in conjunction with Luke's commis

sion and his own special message, to the nations them

selves. Peter himself was taught through a vision that

all in every nation who are fearing God and acting

righteously are acceptable to Him (Acts 10:34, 35). He

carried the evangel to the God-fearing proselytes of the

nations who lived in the land of Israel. The course of

the twelve apostles continued to be based on this com

mission. In the midst of all their persecution they

maintained their session in Jerusalem, the city of the

great King. Here they were sustained by divine power.

Peter, though imprisoned, was delivered by a miracle

(Acts 12:1-17).
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THE JEWS IN THE DISPERSION

Meanwhile, Saul, who is also Paul, was completing the

heralding to the Jews among the nations outside of the

land. It became clear that Israel, as a nation, was

apostate. Like father, like son. Their ancestors came

to Kadesh Barnea, an eleven days' journey, but they

did not enter the land because of unbelief. They were

thrust back into the wilderness for forty long years,

that they might learn the evil of their own hearts. Just

so had Israel been on the very borders of the kingdom—

they tasted of its fruit, the powers of the coming eon—

but they did not enter because of unbelief, and again

spent forty years, until the destruction of Jerusalem by

Roman legions in 70 A.p., in fruitless wilderness wander

ings.

Peter, writing to them in their dispersion, assures

them that the kingdom, as foreshown on the mount of

transformation, was no myth, but exhorts them to con

firm their calling and choice for thus an entrance into

the kingdom will be richly supplied (2 Pet. 1:11, 16-19).

THE COMMISSION FULLY CARRIED OUT

During the time of Jacob's trouble under the fifth

seal, we find that the Lord's words concerning the

affliction of His witnesses, spoken centuries before, will

indeed be true. They are to be hated and hounded to

death and their blood will cry for vengeance (Rev. 6:9,

10). By means of the one hundred and forty-four

thousand, an innumerable multitude will come safely

through the great affliction (Eev. 7:4, 9,14).

And when the seventh messenger trumpets, the con

summation of which the Lord had spoken is reached: for

the heavens declare, "The kingdom of this world became

our Lord's and His Christ's and He shall be reigning

for the eons of the eons." (Rev. 11:15). It breaks in
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pieces and consumes all of the kingdoms of the earth.

In this way the kingdom of the heavens, foretold by

Daniel the prophet, will be set up (Dan. 2:44). The

First Kingdom Commission given to the twelve apostles

will be thus finally fulfilled.

THE SECOND KINGDOM COMMISSION

"Now the eleven disciples went into Galilee, into the moun

tain where Jesus arranges with them. And, perceiving

Him, they worship Him, yet they hesitate. And, approach

ing, Jesus speaks to them saying, "Given to Me was all

authority in heaven and on the earth. Going, then, dis

ciple all the nations, baptizing them into the name of the

Father and of the Son and of the holy spirit, teaching

them to be keeping all, whatever I direct you. And lo!

I am with you all the days till the conclusion of the eon!

Amen!" (Matt. 28:16-20).

Some have affirmed that Matthew's account was

originally written in Hebrew. Be that as it may, we

must acknowledge that the idiom is more strongly

Semitic than any other of the Greek originals except,

perhaps, the book of the Unveiling (Eevelation). We

must not consider the language from our Anglo-Saxon

viewpoint, but understand it as though we, too, were

Jews, like the eleven disciples to whom this commission

was given.

Perhaps the most striking difference between Hebrew

and modern languages lies in the expression of time.

To us this is vital and clearly defined. However, the

Hebrew verb really distinguishes between completeness

and incompleteness, rather than time. The future work

of Ieue (which literally means Will-be-ing-was) is no

problem for the future to solve; it is already as true as

any fact. He calls what is not as if it were (Rom. 4:18).

This is why we read: "Given to Me was all authority,"

although it is not until the seventh messenger trumpets

that the kingdom of the world becomes our Lord's and

His Christ's (Eev. 11:15).
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Examples of this exquisite method of expressing the

stability of God's counsels abound in the Hebrew proph

ets. Familiar to nearly everyone are the passages:

"Surely He hath borne our griefs" or, more accurately

translated, "Surely our illnesses has He borne'' (Isa.

53:4) and "Fallen is Babylon!" (Isa. 21:9). How

much more vivid than the mere assertion "He will bear"

or "Fall shall Babylon"! Feeling is truer than fact in

these matters.

This same disregard of English grammar is seen later

on. We would have said *11 will be with you,'' where we

read "I am with you." (Matt. 28:20).

ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS

But is there any test of these conclusions ? How can

we know whether they understood our Lord to mean the

future day of His power, or, as Christendom has

assumed, the present period of His absence? The ans

wer to this important question lies in the actions of the

apostles. Did they heed this commission in their min

istry which followed? We find no hint in the book of

Acts or the epistles of Peter, James or John that they

ever fulfilled or intended to fulfill this commission at

that time. They did not go to the nations as such. They

did not baptize in the name of the Father aild of the

Son and of the holy spirit. They seem to have given

no heed to this commission whatsoever.

But did not the apostles "preach the gospel"? They

surely did. Yet the commission we are considering has

not a single word about any evangel in it. There is

nothing about salvation, repentance, faith, resurrection,

or ascension. The reason for this will appear later.

We often miss much by not heeding the setting of

God's precious gems. Let us notice, then, the circum

stances in which this commission was given. First of
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all, it is found at the close of Matthew's account, which

is concerned primarily with the King and the kingdom

of which Daniel spoke, which shall destroy the world

powers and rule over all the nations. The King's lineage

is traced from David and Abraham (Matt. 1:1-16).

Soon after the Lord commences His ministry He lays

down the laws of the kingdom in His first sermon on the

mount (Matt. 5:1-7:29). This is the code which will be

in force when the kingdom is set up.

As this Second Kingdom Commission is given on a

mountain, let us note the significance of such a setting in

other passages. The first time it occurs is most helpful

in grasping its force. In chapter four, verse eight, we

read "Again the Adversary takes Him along into a

very high mountain, and is showing Him all the king

doms of the world and their glory. And he said to Him,

'I will be giving all these to you, if ever, falling down,

you should be worshiping me.' "

Here we see the enemy actually offering Him the very

position which was rightfully His, from God, as is clear

from the commission we are considering. Both scenes

are laid on a mountain, an eminence on the earth. Thus

in Matthew physical elevation pictures royal exaltation.

This thought is carried out consistently throughout the

entire narrative. The laws of the kingdom were not

promulgated in the lowly plain, but on the mountain top

(Matt. 5:1). It is not the teaching of the despised

Nazarene, but the powerful pronouncements of the great

King. The transformation, in which a foreglimpse of

this coming kingdom is given, is seen on a high mountain

(Matt. 17:1). Faith, as tiny as a kernel of mustard,

would have moved mountains, that is, would have rid

them of Rome's sovereignty (Matt. 17:20). Towards the

end of His ministry He comes to them as Daniel and
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Zechariah had foretold, presenting Himself to them as

their King. After they refuse Him He speaks of Israel,

God's ruling nation, under the figure of a mountain.

Not only is the fig tree, which figured their national

polity, withered away, but the nation of Israel is to be

scattered among the other nations as if a mountain were

cast into the sea (Matt. 21:18-21). Its commanding

eminence is completely submerged in that condition. Is

not this a true picture of Israel until its recent im-

mergence? The second sermon on the mount is also

concerned with His kingdom and with its final triumph

(Matt. 24:3). Once again we find Him on the mount of

Olives, and He makes the appointment to meet His disci

ples on the mountain in Galilee, where the Second King

dom Commission was given. His death and resurrection

intervene. Surely from all this it is clear that here we

have another picture of that coming kingdom.

(To be continued)

MRS. GEORGE C. GARMAN

Miss Nellie May Archer was born the tenth day of September,

1893, in the small town of Harvey, Illinois, not far from Chicago.

At an early age her home was broken up and she suffered the

hardships of an orphan child for a number of years. When

about eight or nine years of age, while attending one of the

Moody meetings in Chicago, she realized that the Lord Jesus

Christ was her Lord and Saviour and consecrated her life to

Him, to which consecration she faithfully adhered during the

remainder of her life. The vicissitudes of life led her for a
time to the state of Michigan, and from there to Bellevue, a

suburb of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

When she was old enough she became bookkeeper for Demm-

ler Brothers Company, a mercantile firm in Pittsburgh, whom

she faithfully served for thirty-five years until she resigned on
the twenty-fifth of June, 1952, to become the loving wife of Dr.

George C. Garman, of Pittsburgh. During the last four years

she was afflicted with severe pains of the face and head. A very

patient sufferer all this time, she suddenly departed this life

early in the morning on March ninth, 1962.

Now she is at rest. She is free from her pain, and awaits the

call of the blessed Saviour she served during her life here
below. We shall meet her in the morning over there! g.c.g.
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LAVINIA HEIDAL

April 14,1962, marked the death of Hilma Lavinia, the loving

wife and faithful helpmeet of our missionary among the Chinese

people, Abraham Heldal. She had been bed ridden for a period

of nineteen months, and suffered considerable pain during most

of that period. Now her suffering is over, and she will awaken

in that bright resurrection morning with a body free from pain!

Born in Varmland, Sweden, December 29, 1891, she came to

the United States in 1909. During her thirty years as a mission

ary in China, she met Abraham Heidal, and they were married

August 31, 1915. In 1941 they were made prisoners of war by

the Japanese, and later repatriated to Canada. In 1944 they

came to Tacoma, Washington, and have been directing mission

work in Formosa, through their adopted son, David K. F. Wang,

whom they met, befriended, and led to the Lord in Kao-Yi,

China, when he was eight years old. They have also been con

ducting an evangelistic program in Tacoma for sailors on

Chinese ships from Formosa.

Here is a quotation from a circular letter written by Sister

Heidal on the occasion of her twenty-fifth year in China (1936).

"We have tried to understand the Chinese, and have shared

their joys and sorrows ...

"We have visited hundreds of villages in this large district

and have distributed thousands of Bibles and Scripture portions

... and God has caused the seed to grow.

"I dedicate myself anew to the Master's service for the years

that may still be given me, and pray that I may be of better

service to my Lord than before...

Now the work of "Nai Nai" is completed, but her husband

plans to carry on. Here is part of a letter he received recently

from Formosa.

"Dear Mr. Heidal:

"Being anxiety waiting for your kind reply after writing

to you some what one month ago, I was informed by Mr. T.

W. Wang that you have been bereaved of your missis on

last fourteenth and it has been reported in newspaper that

how you and Mrs. Heidal helped the distressful people on

the main land of China who were struggling at the death's

door and how warmheart you are to treat the Chinese crew

members in present years...

"Mr. T. W. Wang, Mrs. Wang as well as his father in law

want to mail you a jet plane ticket in the coming June or

July for inviting you to come to Taiwan. Can you agree to

this? I hope you to place it under your consideration and

a prompt prepare be made, because many of your friends

want to see you soon. .., Yours truly, Captain C. H. Tsuei"

Thus we see that the Lord has arranged, through this

Chinese Captain, for Bro. Heidal to visit Formosa and be united

once more with some of his old friends who have been carrying

on the work there, as well as to meet many new faces. Pray for

him! e.o.k.
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YOU ARE A KEY PERSON

There are "key" men in the business and political

world—men whose qualifications fit them for leadership

and responsbility. Such men are hard to replace. In

fact, there are "key" people in every level and phase of

our civilization, important people who may or may not

be well known. These people daily bear the burden of

progress in their particular field. In time of war, the

general in charge of the armed forces is an indispensable

man. But along with the general's responsibility, we

think also of the humble foreman in a small, unknown

factory which turns out defense products. Each is

needed; each is a "key" man.

God has always had His "key" persons. There was

a Moses just when a deliverer was needed; a John the

Baptist when a herald was needed to announce the

Christ. Then, let us not lose sight of a barefooted lad

with a lunch of bread and fish—which lunch fed five

thousand people when blessed and dispensed by the Lord

Jesus Christ (John 6:8-11). Eemember, too, the young

man whose word of warning kept his uncle, the apostle

Paul, from possible death (Acts 23:16-22). God's key

persons were not always well known, nor especially wise

or noble (We are told in 1 Corithians 1:26 that not many

of this type are chosen by God). Kather, it seems that

average people like you and me were chosen; they were

placed in important situations, and then were given
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grace and ability to act according to the will of God.

Today, each of us who believe has been placed precise

ly where God wants us. Each of us has been called to

fulfill a part of His great plan. In our own sphere of

influence—home, friends, associates—we are to be "key"

persons as God leads us. Our part in His plan may seem

small, but can anything that is planned by God ever be

really small? In Ephesians 1:11 and 12 we are spoken

of as being "designated beforehand according to the

purpose of the One Who is operating all in accord with

the counsel of His will..." Is it not a tremendous

thought that God chose us for His glory? How it should

humble us and give us a desire to be faithful in all

situations! Let us take our responsibilities seriously,

that we may truly be "key" persons for our God!

—Contributed

HAVE YOU A SUGGESTION?

Do you have a suggestion which you would like to share

with other young people? Perhaps something which has

been helpful to you or to your group ? Let us hear from

you!

One reader has been keeping a personal notebook in

connection with study and meditation of the Scriptures.

Notes taken in class study; favorite portions clipped

from tracts; thoughts from personal study that might

help a friend who is interested in the truth, etc. She

suggests saving the messages from the Newsletter sent

out by the Concordant Publishing Concern, to be

included in the notebook.
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DEMAS, THE DESERTER

What kind of person was Demas? We know from

Philemon 24 that he was a fellow worker with the apostle

Paul; and 2 Timothy 4:10 tells us that Demas deserted

the aged apostle who was in prison. When Paul was

most in need of help in dispensing the evangel, his young

companion abandoned him and journeyed to another

city. In Christian circles, Demas will always be re

membered as a "quitter/' a picture of faithlessness.

Paul's explanation of the circumstance is eloquent and

simple: "Demas loved the current eon.7' Demas may

have testified to a love for God, to a love for the advent

[appearing] of the Lord Jesus Christ (2 Tim. 4:8). Yet

his decision to leave the work of the Lord is indicative of

a heart condition that had existed for some time—a

divided heart, a divided love. Without a wholehearted

love for God, Demas began to wish he could sidestep the

unpopularity, the suffering, and the stigma of belonging

to the little group that centered around Paul. And after

a while, the "heart condition" culminated in a decision

to leave, to turn away from the glorious calling which he

had received.

Love for the current eon made a spiritual coward

of Demas, although he had been a leader. Instead of

being challenged by the hardships, he let the hardships

become an excuse for leaving. Thus Demas has become

an illustration and a warning to young believers: to

watch the heart's condition; to be aware of the danger

of loving this present evil eon. —Contributed
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THE CONCORDANT NEWSLETTER

The Concordant Newsletter was commenced to save

time. Since it contains most of the general news, we can

confine our replies to your letters to those specific points

which are not covered by the Newsletter. But, if we must

maintain a special mailing list of those who wish to

receive the Newsletter regularly, without writing in, this

defeats our original purpose. The project will consume

more time than it will save.

Therefore, if you would like to receive the Newsletter

regularly—write regularly. We want to hear from you.

Whether you send a letter, an order, or a donation, you'll

automatically receive the current Newsletter together

with our reply. This simplifies things for us, and it serves

the added purpose of stimulating you to keep in touch.

We want to hear from you !

SOME WRITINGS OF H. L. CARVER

Although Brother Carver (author of our tract, "The Old Time

Religion") passed away some years ago, we still have a con

siderable stock of some of the things he published in the 1930's.

We will be happy to make this material available to individuals

and classes as long as our supply lasts. As most of the material

is mimeographed and rather heavy, a donation towards shipping

costs will be appreciated. Included will be some numbers of

"Our Faith," "The Investigator," and pamphlets such as "The

Four Secrets in Ephesians," "Bible Truths for Christian Work

ers," "After the Rapture," etc. There are more of some items

than of others, so those who order first will receive the greatest

variety. Will you help us see that this material is put to good

use? d.e.k.

A PAMPHLET BOX HAS BEEN PLACED

Our first pamphlet box has been built and placed in the town

of Morrilton, Arkansas by a faithful brother. All responses

from this box will come to us in envelopes marked "0001" in the

corner. Thus we can tell just which boxes are producing the

most fruit. If you would like to build one or more of these

small wooden boxes for your community, would you write us

for particulars? We will supply the literature if you will pro

vide the materials, labor, and select and arrange for placement

in an appropriate location. d.e.k.
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MATTHEW'S STORY OF JESUS

You have heard the story of the Baby Jesus many

times. It is a beautiful story! You have also heard of

the many wonderful things that Jesus did after He grew

to be a man—how He healed sick people, how He blessed

the children, and how He taught His disciples about

God, His Father. Then Jesus died for our sins, on the

cross. But what a wonderful day it was when God

raised Him up from the dead!

If someone asked you where to find these precious

stories of the Lord Jesus Christ, what would you ans

wer? Could you find the four books in God's Word

which tell us about Jesus when He was here on earth?

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John—these four men were

selected by God to write about Jesus. Each writer has

told us something special about Jesus that the others did

not tell; so we need to read all four books to learn as

much as we can about Jesus' earthly life. Where do you

find these four books ? Yes, they are the first four books

in the Greek Scriptures (called the "New Testament"

by many people).

Would you like to read some of Matthew's Account?

Matthew tells us that Jesus is a King, the great Messiah

for Whom the Jewish people had been looking for many

years. The wise men from the east who came bringing

gifts knew that Jesus was a King, although He was still

just a baby.
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Turn to chapter two, and you will find this story of

the wise men. Only Matthew tells us this interesting

account of the ones who came to worship the King^ of the

Jews. In this chapter, too, you will find how God

protected the little King from being killed.

Don't you love to read about Jesus? Take a little

time every day to read some verses from God's Word.

Discover for yourself what wonderful things our Lord

Jesus Christ said and did, when He was here on earth.

F.S.

ARE YOU A STAMP COLLECTOR?

Many boys and girls enjoy collecting brightly-colored

and unusual stamps as a hobby. If this is your favorite

hobby, then you probably have "extras" or "dupli

cates"—more than one of a kind that you have saved.

Did you know that these "extra" stamps can be used

to buy free Scriptures and literature for missionaries?

Yes, the Concordant Publishing Concern sells these

stamps, and uses the money to print and send out this

helpful literature.

If you would like to help, cut around each stamp

carefully, leaving a strip of paper around the stamp to

protect it. (If you have already soaked off the stamp

from the envelope, it may be sent in that way also).

Do not send any one cent, two cent, three cent or four

cent stamps of the common small size, nor the common

seven cent airmail stamp. Choose only the unusual kinds

that you would want in your own collection. If you

would also like to buy one of the stamp "mixtures"

made up of stamps sent in by other readers, you can

purchase a whole manila envelope full of them (about

four ounces) for a dollar from the Concern. Thus you

can have a part in sending God's Word to people who

have not yet heard about our wonderful heavenly Father.
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EDITORIAL

"THE GLEEFUL GIVER IS LOVED BY GOD"

What God loves tells us much about Himself. If we

learn that He loves righteousness, we can easily antici

pate that He, Himself, is righteous. If we discover that

He loves one who gives gleefully, we can expect that He

is just such a Giver and we will not be disappointed.

There is never that inconsistency in God which is in all

men. We often say one thing and do another. Not

so with God. He is perfect in all His ways. We can see

this clearly in Christ Jesus, Who is the Image of the

invisible God, revealing His Father to the creatures He

has made. Jesus not only spoke the truth, He WAS the

Truth! (John 14:6). This must mean that what He

said was perfectly matched by what He did. Thus we

can rest assured that God, Who delights in the gleeful

giver, is, Himself, the greatest Giver of all.

Many scriptures which show this clearly could be

quoted. Well just pick out two or three. Do you re

member the place where Jesus tells his worried follow

ers: " Do not fear, little flocklet, for it delights your

Father to give you the kingdom.'' f (Luke 12:32). Jesus

wanted them to see how delighted God was to give them

the kingdom, so that they would not fear their present

circumstances, and worry about "things".

He had told them to be "seeking the kingdom of God

and all these things will be added to you.'' (vs. 31 C.V.).

They were worried about " possessions■", about their
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"souls'', what they were to eat, and about their bodies,

what they were to wear. Jesus points out to them that it

delights the Father to give them the kingdom. Surely

He, then, is aware of their daily requirements. Thus

we see that the God who loves the gleeful giver is Him

self delighted to give.

If this is true of His chosen "flocklet", the called of

Israel, how much more should it be evident with us,

God's chosen recipients of His grand celestial favor!

Thus, when we glance at the first chapter of Ephesians

we read that the spiritual blessings which are ours

among the celestials, and especially the "place of a son"

(sonship) which is His gracious gift to us, is given in

"accord with the delight of His will." (Eph. 1:5).

Can we not see how God is, indeed, a "gleeful giver"?

rYet the greatest gift by far is the gift of His Son,

Jesus Christ. It is this gift which "commands" His

love to our hearts (Bom. 5:6-11). In this gift we see

both sorrow and delight in the heart of the great Giver.

No event could pain Him so much as to see His beloved

Son scoffed at, scorned, beaten and crucified, at tEe

hands of ignorant and wicked men. Yet, at the same

time, it was His will that Jesus should die. And it must

have brought great satisfaction to His heart as he looked

down the eons and saw the infinite good that would

flow from that horrible deed. Thus, amazing as it seems

to us, we read: "Yet Ieue (A.V. "Jehovah") desires

to crush Him (Jesus), He causes Him to be wounded."

%(Isa. 53:10 C.V.).

^jove is the great prompter for God's gifts. For
thus God loves the world, so that He gives His only

begotten Son..." And it is love which will make each

one of us a "gleeful giver." And it is the gleeful giver

that is loved by God. You'll enjoy a prayerful reading
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of 2 Corinthians 8:1 through 9:15; it will give you God's

thoughts on this important aspect of our present portion

as "slaves of one another" (Gal. 5:13).

Let's not "sow sparingly" for such must, by the very

nature of the case, "reap sparingly." Let us sow

"bountifully", not merely that we might so reap but

rather that our service might "superabound" through

"much thanksgiving to God." (2 Cor. 9:12). Will not

God then say to us, "this, too, is a beloved son, in whom

I delight?" "For the gleeful giver is loved by God."

(2 Cor. 9:7). a.p.k.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS FROM OUR MISSIONARIES

Brother W. L. Rodriguez: "I am still sickly, but I thank God,
that while I have been confined on my bed, my memory has
remained in me very clear [enabling me to] soundly study the

truths from the Word of God, being stirred to search the truths
by the booklets and pamphlets you sent to me. .. . Out of the
Concordant literature I am going to compile a series of Bible
lectures for our active lay members for home missionary work.
I am going to translate them for distribution to our common
people who cannot read English. ... I must tell you that now

the people in these southern islands of the Philippines are in
the midst of a great famine, due to unusual storms in this rainy
season. Our corn and rice (palay) failed to yield good crops."

Brother P. C. Carino: "Christian greetings from the Philip

pines. Your most welcome letter with the bank draft enclosed

was received four days ago. Thank you and all those kind

brothers and sisters who have contributed their money for the

furtherance of the Lord's work in this part of the world. ... Be

cause we can't go to the southern part of the country now, I

told Brother Cabida to go with me to the northern part of the

island again, to continue to give more Bible studies to those

interested ones we met during our recent trip there. ... Please

pray for us as we pray for all of you."

T. D. Iype: "From the middle of June to this time I am put

into so many trials [his sister had typhoid fever, his wife and

mother both were ill, and he suffered an eye ailment]. .. . God

weighs the mountains of our grief in scales, and the hills of our

tribulations in balances. .. . May I cheer you to pray for me

more and more. We find a wrestling Jacob, a Daniel who prayed

three times a day, and a David who with all his heart called

upon his God. On the mountains we see Ellas, in the dungeon

Paul and Silas. So deep are our necessities, that until we are

in heaven we must not cease to pray."
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E. J. WHITING

A long and faithful life of service to his Lord came to an end

on July 17th last, with the death of our agent for the eastern

part of Australia, Brother E. J. Whiting of Sydney. We would

like to quote a portion of a letter received from his son, Arthur,

who survives.

•'He had been slowly fading for nearly twelve months, and was

in great pain with arthritis in his legs. He however continued

to address Bible study groups up till about a month before his
death. ... He was confined to his bed for three weeks and

during that time he had many visitors to whom he explained the

Scriptures. During the last few days he was desperately weak,

but if asked a question on the Word of God he seemed to be

temporarily renewed in strength long enough to expound on the

Word.

"A very beautiful service was conducted by the rector of the

local Church of England. ... It is perhaps surprising that the

Rector spoke from the text 2 Timothy 2:15—a text so often

stressed by my father. The Rector said he had never known

anyone who had such a wonderful knowledge of the Word of

God as Mr. Whiting/'

We extend sympathy to the three sons, one daughter, and wife

who survive. We know that they are fully aware of the blessed

expectation which will one day (may it be soon!) bring us all

together again, free of the suffering and pain which hampered

us during our sojourn here in this terrestrial sphere. e.o.k.

MRS. EMMA CUDD

Services were conducted for Sister Cudd, who passed away

on June 5,1962, by Brother Charles Lamb, at West Palm Beach,

Florida, on June 8. Sister Cudd was born in England in 1878.

For many years, she was associated with the I. B. S. A., but over

twenty years ago she became interested in a concordant study

of the Scriptures, and had been an ardent champion of the

truths she loved ever since. Surviving is her husband, James,

and a sister, Mrs. Edith Clendening.

Although we do not grieve as those who have no expectation,

yet death is an enemy notwithstanding. What joy will be ours

when this last enemy shall have been abolished, and our blessed

God shall be All in all. e.o.k.

ISAIAH—CONCORDANTLY RENDERED

There is so much of Messiah in the final chapters of Isaiah's

prophecy, that all those who serve and love the risen Christ

should rejoice that they now may obtain this stirring portion of

God's Word, carefully, consistently, and Concordantly rendered.

All that is based on the Dead Sea Scrolls has been plainly

marked. There are full page maps and many marginal notes.

All is arranged to strikingly illustrate the inherent structure of

the original. A new, simplified Introduction tells how to use

each unique feature. One dollar each, or four for three dollars.
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THE LOAD OF EGYPT

(Isaiah 19 and 20)

Since the Egyptian bondage, the nation of Israel has

been in close contact with the Egyptians, and this nation

performs an important function in Ieue's revelation to

the favored people, for Egypt and Assyria, who were

the chief enemies of Israel, will be the chief beneficiaries

of the blessing which Israel will, in the next eon, channel

to all the nations of the earth (Isa. 19:25).

Thus the load of Egypt covers a very extended range

of time, and during much of it, the nation has been

almost dormant, yet it is even now showing some signs of

awakening in preparation for its significant role in the

drama of the end time. While these two chapters pre

view certain events which were to transpire shortly after

the publishing of this load, they also point forward to

the fourth eon when its details will be completed. Be

cause Israel was so prone to look to Egypt for protection,

instead of Ieue, He reveals His dealings with that

nation to them through this load. This was also behind

Jeremiah's ministry of warnings and urgings to the

Jews, especially following Nebuchadnezzar's first cam

paign.

Ieue operates against Egypt. Sargon's campaign

(chapter 20) is near at hand, a part of the great stroke

which Ieue was to inflict upon them (19:22). Ieue is

producing changes in Egypt: Its ancient glory will

depart. This glory will be further eroded by a period
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of anarchy, which will make Egypt ready for subjection

by Nebuchadnezzar, as well as domination by Medo-

Persia, and later by Greece. All of this rule would be

centered in one significant city—Babylon.

CONFUSION IN EGYPT (19:1-4)

19 LOAD OF EGYPT

"Behold leue riding on a thick cloud!
It is fleet, and He comes to Egypt.

And the forbidden idols of Egypt are swayed by His presence,
And the heart of Egypt is melting within it.

2 And I tangle Egypt with Egypt,

And they will fight, each man against his brother,
And each man against his associate.

And city shall rouse against city, kingdom against kingdom.
3 And void is the spirit of Egypt within it,

And I will swallow up its counsel.

And they inquire of the forbidden idols,
And of the ventriloquists,

And of the mediums and of the wizards.

4 And I hold the Egyptians in check

By the hand of obstinate lords,

And a strong king shall rule among them,"

Averring is the Lord, leue of hosts.

A thick storm cloud moves fleetly southward until it

overshadows Egypt. It brings a downpour of judgment.

Its impotent idols are the first to be disconcerted by

Ieue's ominous presence. He hovers over the nation in

judgment, and still operates against their gods as in the

days which preceded the Exodus. No permanent good

can come to that nation until they learn Who leue is.

Alueim, the Subjector, can judge them without even

bringing a foreign foe against them. He has done this

before, but they were in haste to be rid of His people

and their Alueim. Here leue need only start a civil

war among them, and they lose their place in the sun.

Egypt's many provinces are caused to tangle with one

another, and this deteriorates into city striving with city,

and finally culminates in each man fighting his associate.

In verse 2 in the Hebrew text the first verb is sk-sk,
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overshadow. But overshadow does not seem to agree

with the strife of the verse. Various translators have

rendered it excite, join, stirring, rousing, etc. The

Septuagint has rousing up, and this makes good sense

and agrees with the next line. The only Hebrew word

we have been able to find which resembles the one in the

text, and might fit, is sbk, tangle. This word expresses

very well the chaotic condition of internecine warfare,

so we adopt it for the version.

WISDOM DEPARTS

The Egyptians were noted for their wisdom. But

wisdom leaves them, in their strife, and they turn for

help to mediums and wizards of the the wicked spirit

world. This only serves to intensify the tangle which

Ieue promoted in Egypt's spirit. Decisions and appoint

ments are quite awry. They find no solution or relief.

In desperation, they will set obstinate lords over them

selves, but these are used by Ieue to hold them in check,

and the whole situation is aggravated by a despotic ruler.

DESOLATION IN THE WATERWAYS (19:5-7)

5 And absorbed are the waters from the upper sea,

And the stream shall be drained and be dry.

6 And the streams evaporate, and are impoverished,

And the waterways of lower Egypt drain.

The reeds and the weeds are withered.

7 Naked places are on the waterway,

At the mouth of the waterway,

And all that sown by the waterway is drying,

And it is whisked away, and is not.

Egypt has very little rain, so depends almost entirely

on the Nile for moisture. The word "sea" in Hebrew,

as in some modern languages, has a very wide usage.

Solomon's sea (2 Chr. 4:2) in the temple court, was very

small. The Nile seems to be the sea here, which the soil

drank, or absorbed. At times the waterway is very

wide. It is a great calamity when it dries up. The
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evil does not start in Egypt, but at the source of the

waterway. It becomes intensified by evaporation along

the route of the watercourse, so that naked places appear

at the mouth; reeds and weeds are withered. When the

water level sinks, much ground is exposed; the vege

tation dries out and is blown away.

WORKERS AFFECTED (19:8-10)

8 And the fishers complain,

And mourn do all flingers of fishhooks into the waterway,

And the spreaders of a dragnet on the surface of the waters

are enfeebled.

9 And ashamed are the cultivators of yellow flax,
And the weavers of pale cotton.

10 And its settlers become crushed.

All workers for hire are marshy of soul.

Thecfrying tip of the Nile is made an emblem suggest

ing the course of national decay. Every avenue of life

is affected by such an occurrence. In these verses, the

workers complain. Much food came from the fish of the

waterways, which abound in lower Egypt. The fish

disappear with the water. The cultivators of flax are

ashamed since they have failed to produce a satisfactory

crop. The weavers have no materials to work with. All

other hirelings are dejected because of the lack of water.

FOOLISH CHIEFS (19:11-12)

11 Yea! Foolish are the chiefs of Zoan,

The wise counselors of Pharaoh give brutish counsel.

How will you say to Pharaoh, "I am a son of the wise,

A son of former kings"?

12 Whereat, indeed, are your wise?

And, pray, will they tell to you,

And will they know what Ieue of hosts counsels over Egypt?

The decay in industrial pursuits is also reflected in

political decay, for the heads of the state act unwisely,

lacking the special wisdom needed to cope with the

situation and its problems. Isaiah asks the chiefs how

they will assure Pharaoh of their wisdom. Will they,

indeed, be able to tell the cause of their lack of wisdom!
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They do not understand Ieue's dealings with them, and

this knowledge is the real basis of all wisdom.

CHIEFS LEAD ASTRAY (19:13-15)

13 Foolish are the chiefs of Zoan!

Lured away are the chiefs of Noph!

They lead Egypt astray, the corner stone of its tribes,

14 leue blends within it a depraved spirit.

They lead Elgypt astray in its every deed,

As a drunkard strays in his vomit.

15 And not coming to Egypt is work,

Which head or tail, frond or rush shall do.

The wisdom of Egypt, and especially of these two

cultural centers, has departed. The very leaders who

should have led their countrymen out of the dilemma,

will instead lead them astray, because leue depraves

Egypt's spirit. The chiefs do nothing that could help.

This is the judgment of an idolatrous land.

the cause (19:16,17)

16 In that day Egypt shall become as wives, and tremble,

And be afraid, in view of the wave of the hand of leue of

hosts, which He will wave over it.

17 And it comes that the ground of Judah is to Egypt for

giddiness.

Everyone to whom they shall mention it will be afraid,

In view of the counsel of leue of hosts,

Which He shall counsel against them.

The premonitions of disaster will impress the Egyp

tians so tremendously, that they will view the future

with fear and trembling. They foreview leue of hosts

waving His hand for a foe to cross the ground of Judah.

So intense is this fear, that the very thought of that land

is enough to produce giddiness. Every reminder of it

is accompanied by fear, for from that direction they

foresee probable calamity. leue of hosts counsels against

Egypt.

CITIES BECOME SUBJECT (19:18)

18 In that day, five cities in the land of Egypt shall come

To speak the lip of Canaan, and to swear to leue of hosts.

"A devoted city," will be said of one.
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Ieue brings a great stroke upon Egypt (19:22). Their

fear has not been without cause, for it stems from the

fact that Ieue has counseled against them. They did

not know directly, except by the sign which Isaiah him

self enacted (20:2, 3). The prediction goes on to speak

of the sequel which Ieue will bring to the land of Egypt.

He will heal them and they will turn to Him; a prelude

of the future reaction amongst the nations. Theii* fear

and trembling will be turned into a display of evidence

of a measure of subjection to Ieue. Certain cities will

be first to manifest the healing. Five will turn to Ieue,

changing their speech to the "lip of Canaan" and swear

ing fealty to Him. Some lack of understanding remains,

though, for they will regard one city as doomed, saying

of it, "A city devoted [to destruction]." They did not,

in the past, really become free from their oppressors

(19:20).

A SIGN AND TESTIMONY (19 :19-22)

19 In that day there shall be an altar to Ieue

In the midst of the land of Egypt,

And a monument beside its boundary to Ieue.

20 And it comes to be for a sign for the eon,

And for a testimony to Ieue of hosts in the land of Egypt.

In case they will cry to Ieue in view of their oppressors,

Then He will send them a saviour,

And He will descend, and rescue them.

21 Then Ieue shall be known to Egypt,

And Egypt shall know Ieue in that day,
And they serve with sacrifice and approach present,

And vow a vow to Ieue and pay it.

22 And Ieue struck Egypt with a great stroke,

Yet, heal, yea He will heal them.

And they return unto Ieue.

And He is entreated for them and heals them.

Alongside the minor measure of past response in

Egypt, the prophecy places the fuller note of future

healing. Then there will be the altar in the midst of

Egypt and the monument at its boundary. Here will be

a sign "for the eon" and a testimony to Ieue in that
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day. Ieue is known and they respond to Him, serving

with sacrifice and approach present, making a vow to

Him and paying it.

This passage passes over the era which immediately

followed the making of the prediction, speaking instead

of "that day" in the then far distant future when Egypt

will be rescued and healed. The more immediate "that

day" (verse 18) in which Egypt seeks relief, in but a

rather half-hearted way, becomes a basis from which to

unfold a revelation of fuller blessing coming to them

from the hand of Ieue at a later date.

The great pyramid, near Cairo, is sometimes suggested

as the altar or monument here alluded to. But it is not

constructed at all like an altar acceptable to Ieue, either

as to location or shape. It was probably built long

before this prediction was made, for use as a tomb.

The monument is to be left as a sign and a testimony,

that, when they cry to Him, He will rescue them. Thus

Ieue becomes known in the land of Egypt, and they will

serve and worship Him. When Ieue strikes, it is to heal

and to bring those He is dealing with back to Him

self.

A HIGHWAY FOR SERVICE (19 :23)

23 In that day a highway will come from Egypt to Assyria,

And Assyria comes into Egypt,

And Egypt goes into Assyria.

And Egypt serves with Assyria.

The time will come when the two great enemies, Egypt

and Assyria, will be reconciled, and, along with Israel,

will be a blessing in the earth instead of a curse. Once

the fiercest of foes, they will one day become bound in

a common tie. Other prophecy makes similar references

to these nations (see Isaiah 18:7, 27:13). How dis

tinctly different is this from the prophecies of Babylon.

That city is devoted (to destruction).
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blessing (19:24,25)

24 In that day Israel shall become third to Egypt and to Assyria.

They shall be a blessing within the earth,

25 Who are blessed by Ieue of hosts, who says,

"Blest be My people, Egypt,

And the making of My hands, Assyria,

And My allotment, Israel."

The descriptive expressions which Ieue applies else

where exclusively to Israel, are here seen to be shared

with others, even their erstwhile enemies. Ieue has

predicted this through His prophet, and Isaiah has

obediently recorded: "My people Egypt/' "The Making

of My hands, Assyria," "My allotment Israel." Thus

we find Egypt and Assyria, with Israel a third.

The names mentioned in these verses; Israel, Egypt,

and Assyria; show a width of blessing covering the

descendants of the three sons of Noah by which the

earth was repopulated after the deluge. These nations

cover Shem, Ham and Japhejbh. Is this a mere coinci

dence? In any case it is at least a strong reminder that

Al made all the nations and that He still knows their

divisions and their identity. In each division, there is

that which is His glory, and which will be a feature

in the future earthly rule of Messiah.

THE CAPTIVITY OF EGYPT AND ETHIOPIA

Whatever trust Philistia may have in Egypt, Sargon's

attack on Ashdod warns them and any other nations of

the folly of looking to Egypt for support or assistance.

It is also a hint to Egypt and Ethiopia of what the

future may hold for them. This is further confirmed by

Ieue's words to Isaiah—he is to become a sign and a mira

cle illustrating their deportation by the king of Assyria.

SARGON FIGHTS ASHDOD (20:1)

20 In the year the Tartan came to Ashdod,
When he was sent by Sargon, king of Assyria,

Then he is fighting against Ashdod and seizing it.
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Tartan seems to have been the title of the commander

of the Assyrian army under King Sennacherib (2 Kings

18:13, 17) whose father probably was Sargon. The fall

of Ashdod opened the way to Egypt for an expedition

which inflicted disgrace and captivity upon Egypt and

Ethiopia, creating an outlook for them of anxiety and

foreboding as to the future.

ISAIAH THE SIGN (20 :2, 3)

2 In that era Ieue speaks by the hand of Isaiah,

Son of Amoz, saying,

"Go and unloose the sackcloth off your waist,

And your sandals shall you pull off your feet.

And he is doing so, to go naked and barefoot.

3 And saying is Ieue,

"As My servant Isaiah goes naked and barefoot,

A three year sign and miracle

Representing Egypt and Ethiopia,

Instead of merely announcing the shame of Egypt,

their shame is also to be impressed upon the hearts of

Israel by an exhibition of the indignity which the Egyp

tians and Ethiopians would suffer at the hands of the

Assyrians when they would be driven along the coast

into captivity. The sign was to be acted out by Isaiah,

but the period of three years refers to the length of time

the prediction would be effective. This exhibition and

its fulfillment should have taught Israel how little they

could expect from Egypt and Ethiopia. Isaiah's garb

consisted simply of sack cloth. The addition of the

word "barefoot" gives definition to the word "naked"

for it did not describe nudity but rather undress.

ASSYRIA L,EADS INTO CAPTIVITY (20:4-6)

4 So shall the king of Assyria lead the captives of Egypt,

And the deportation of Ethiopia,

Youths and elders, naked and barefoot,

With bared buttock, the nakedness of Egypt.

5 And they are dismayed and ashamed because of Ethiopia,

their trust,

And because of Egypt, their beauty.
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6 And the dwellers of this coastland say in that day,

'Behold! Thus is our trust, where we fled for help,

To be rescued from the face of the king of Assyria,
And how shall we escape?'"

Assyria will lead captives from Egypt and deport

people from Ethiopia. This may have been accomplished

through a series of campaigns over a period of three

years, and apparently Philistia saw the application of

this sign to themselves, and wondered how they could

escape. Since they were a small state, they had trusted

in Egypt to rescue them from the king of Assyria.

This load, laid upon Egypt by Ieue, actually served

to be a common warning to all the northward coastland,

even Tyre. The prestige of Egypt, established when it

had been the oppressor, could not be relied upon. Had

the nations really been able to discern, they would havte

seen the fact that only in Ieue, the Alueim of Israel, was

true safety. Yet even Judah, with great temerity,

acted otherwise, and could not be deterred from their

own ill-chosen pathway, which led them ultimately to

disgrace and deportation from their homeland by the

mighty world-kingdom, Babylon. e.h.c.

JOHNBETLEY

Our representative for Minneapolis, and a faithful member of

the ecclesia there, as well as a staunch supporter of Concordant

truths for many years, Brother Betley died as the result of a fire

in his room on June 5,1*962, at the age of 33.

He is survived by his wife, five sons, seven daughters, one

brother, one sister, twenty-one grandchildren and twenty-one

great-grandchildren. He was separated from his wife many

years ago, when he left the Roman Catholic Church.

Funeral services were conducted, at Brother Betley's request,

by Brother Gustav Nybeck of Minneapolis, who set out from the

Scriptures, many of the truths which he felt Brother Betley

would want the nearly all Roman Catholic audience to know.

Surely it will not be long before we shall meet this dear

brother again, when we shall all gather in the air at His

appearing! e.o,k.
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RECEIVE THE EPHESIAN

HELMET OF SALVATION

We are all familiar with the Isaiah quotation which

Paul uses in Romans 11:26 in order to prove the future

salvation of all Israel:

"Arriving out of Zion shall be the Rescuer.

He will be turning away irreverence from Jacob."

(Isaiah 59:20)

The section in Isaiah from which this verse is taken

deals with "Salvation, Ieue's Work" (as the Skeleton

Index shows) and is split up into smaller units, with

two of them under the subheading Ieue Removes Evil.

For the time being, we are interested only in verse 20

(as quoted above), and in verses 16 to 18, since they form

the balancing couplets under the same heading as well

as subheading. One of the center couplets (17a) reads:

"And He will put on righteousness as a coat of mail

And the helmet of salvation on His head."

In two beautiful figures of speech, divine righteous

ness is likened to a coat of mail, and divine salvation to

a helmet. Thus this section of Isaiah reminds us of the

fact that any salvation is God's work which He performs

by removing evil.

Paul, who so often makes reference to Isaiah, has used

the same figures of speech in Ephesians 6:14 and 17.

The context is, of course, different, for the panoply of

God is given to us that we may enjoy a present salva

tion from the assaults of the spiritual forces of wicked-
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ness among the celestials, and from the stratagems of

the Adversary. The basic idea, however, is the same:

Salvation by removing evil.

PUTTING ON THE THESSALONIAN HELMET

While our celestial status is the underlying thought

in Ephesians 6, the general theme in First Thessalonians

is our meeting with the Lord in the air. This tryst will

bring us a salvation out of the coming indignation which

will sweep over the earth when Israel goes through the

days of the great affliction. No member of the body of

Christ, however, will be left behind when the Lord comes

to call us up into the air. Should we even be drowsing

instead of watching, since we are under grace, God will

not turn against us, for He has not appointed us to

suffer His indignation, but rather to participate in the

rapture.

We are reminded here of Eomans 5:8-10: "God is

commending this love of His to us, seeing that, while we

are still sinners, Christ died for our sakes. Much rather,

then, being now justified in His blood, we shall be saved

from indignation, through Him. For if, being enemies,

we were conciliated to God through the death of His

Son, much rather, being conciliated, we shall be saved in

His life."

God's indignation is not meant for His former enemies

who are now conciliated to Him and living together with

Christ, in spirit (while walking in newness of life) on

earth, and who will in fact, after the rapture be living

together with Him in the celestial realm. Being con

stantly aware of this truth will protect our renewed

minds (like a helmet), against any disturbing thoughts,

that anything could ever jeopardize our salvation. This

is forcefully expressed by Paul's figure of speech in

First Thessalonians 5:8-10. "Putting on...the helmet,
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the expectation of salvation... through our Lord Jesus

Christ, Who died for our sakes, that, whether we may be

watching or drowsing, we should be living at the same

time together with Him."

There is a point of similarity between the Thessalonian

and Ephesian helmets. Both are intended to protect

the believer's mind from enervating ideas that do not

originate from God's Word for today. Other than this,

we note only points of difference; the most notable being

the fact that the Thessalonian helmet is to be put on,

while the Ephesian one is to be received. In other words,

we have to cooperate with the Lord while appropriating

the truth dealt with in 1 Thessalonians 4:13-5:10; we

have to familiarize ourselves with this truth and keep it

in mind. There is, however, nothing like that to be done

in Ephesians 6:17a; here we cannot take the helmet in

order to put it on our head. We have to wait until we

receive it from the hands of our Lord, Who has promised

it to us.

UNDER MILITARY CUSTODY

Even if our understanding of the Ephesian letter is

rather limited, we will have to admit that it is the grand

est of all the Pauline epistles, since nowhere else in

God's Word is the light and power of divine truth more

concentrated than it is there. These facts are even more

impressive when we remember the circumstances under

which Ephesians was written.

Paul was a prisoner under military custody at that

time. Luke reports (Acts 28:16, 30, 31) that the apostle

was permitted to remain by himself together with the

soldier who guarded him. From this it seems that he

was not confined to the walls of the Praetorian barrack

for a period of two years since the account says that he

lived in his own hired house and was permitted to wel-
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come visitors and herald the kingdom of God without

any restrictions. Most expositors believe that Paul was

chained to the soldier who kept guard over him since

they take it for granted that he wrote Ephesians and

Philippians during those two years (Eph. 6:20; Phil.

1:13).

However, since Luke does not mention his bonds, it

might be that the Apostle was under a lighter form of

military custody, with a soldier accompanying him day

and night, but not chained to him. No such indulgence,

however, was granted to Paul at the time when he com

posed his prison epistles, for he refers to himself as

"conducting an embassy in a chain," meaning that his

right arm was handcuffed to the soldier's left, twenty*

four hours a day (though the imperial guards used to

relieve one another in this duty). It is possible, of course,

that Luke had this stricter form of military custody in

mind, even though he did not mention the chain in his

account at the close of the book of Acts.

Such were the circumstances when Ephesians was

written; there was not only the constant clanking of iron

links which accentuated every restricted movement of

the apostle's fettered hand, there was also the permanent

presence of a Pretorian soldier which meant the complete

loss of privacy. We are not told how much Paul had to

suffer from the coarseness and capriciousness of his

guards; but we know that the symbols of military

custody dominated the scene when he described the ways

and means leading to a present enjoyment of the celestial

status, in spirit.

Outwardly, the apostle's life was filled with military

sights and sounds—it is no wonder that he compared

the believer in his celestial strife to a soldier with a belt

girded about his loins, for the belt made it apparent, at
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a glance, that the guard was on duty. And so Paul

went on to describe the various parts of the panoply

along the lines suggested by the Eoman style of equip

ment with which he had become so familiar. The close

fitting helmet was quite different from the one used

today by military and other personnel. Under ordinary

circumstances the soldier would put it on himself (as

suggested in 1 Thessalonians 5:8), especially if he be

longed to the rank and file.

In order to emphasize the fact that the Ephesian

helmet is not to be taken, but to be received, we ask the

indulgence of our readers for introducing a parable

taken from modern times.

THE DEEP SEA DIVING HELMET

Man is created to live on the land and breathe the

air in the lower atmosphere; he is in no way fitted for

staying permanently in its higher layers or in the

depths of the sea. No man in his right mind would

think of going in either direction without sufficient

protection against the dangers surrounding him in a

hostile element, be it the higher gaseous spheres and

the empty spaces beyond, or into the darkness far below

the surface of the sea.

When speaking of diving today, one may suppose that

a "frogman's" outfit is all a person needs for this

purpose. However the face mask and the aqualung are

only suitable for minor diving jobs. "When dives are

made to a few hundred feet, shallow water diving equip

ment is no longer suitable. Diving operations of any

magnitude, such as salvage work and the like, require

deep sea equipment, consisting essentially of a complete

waterproof covering, including a pair of weighted boots,

a flexible diving suit with a metal ring at the neck into

which a copper helmet is screwed, secured by a safety lock.
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There are even a few armor-plated diving suits in use

today which are lowered and raised by means of a

cable and allow the diver to observe and make limited

movements. Putting on such a suit would be impossible

without the diver's full cooperation. He certainly has

to do something in order to get into it. But when this

is done, he has to receive the helmet from the helping

hands of other crew members. They will put it on his

head and be fully responsible for screwing and locking

it safely and tightly to his metal breastplate. Then they

will check jointly to see if the air supply and communi

cations system at the back of the helmet is in working

order. All of this is important because of the combined

water and atmospheric pressure the diver will meet when

going below the surface to a considerable depth.

It would be an extremely dangerous undertaking for

even the most experienced "frogman" to work at a

depth where the pressure is higher than the unprotected

human body can stand. And an incomplete deep sea

outfit would be just as dangerous as none at all. No diver

would ever try to go down a few hundred feet with the

helmet as his only protection and forget about the rest

of his equipment. The helmet is of no use if it cannot

be fastened to the breastplate which is an integral part

of the diving suit. If he had no boots with lead soles,

no heavy sheets of metal, one over his chest and another

over his back, he would not even be able to preserve his

balance and to go down to such a depth as necessary.

From this we see the importance of complete diving

equipment, including a helmet which the diver will

receive from his crew members provided he has already

put on his diving suit.

THE EPHESIAN HELMET

Believers today who are disposed to that which is
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above, will find themselves in strange surroundings on

this earth. Whenever they try to enjoy their celestial

status now, while still in this lower realm, they will

experience the hostility of the chief who has jurisdiction

down here, and seeks to cut off their supply of spiritual

vitality from above, where Christ is, sitting at the right

hand of God. Such spiritual strength is as important

to us as is the air supply and communications system to

the deep sea diver; if he has received his helmet, a con

tinuous flow of air will be furnished to him, and he can

communicate with his crew members. In a similar way,

a continuous flow of spiritual vitality together with a

constant enjoyment of our celestial status will be given

to us when we receive the helmet after having put on the

other parts of God's panoply.

A CELESTIAL PROMISE FOR TODAY

In an earlier article of this series, we have tried to

show that three different operations are necessary in

order to make the Lord's strength available to us:

(a) our cooperation

(b) the Lord's operation

(c) prayer and petition

We have found that our cooperation is mandatory on

four points:

(1) appropriation of the Word of truth

(2) appropriation of righteousness

(3) readiness of the evangel of peace

(4) taking up the large shield of faith

These four items of our cooperation are the prerequi

sites of our Lord's operation in the following two points:

(1) giving us the helmet of salvation

(2) giving us the sword of the spirit
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Is this not a wonderful divine promise? As far as

the last two points are concerned, no effort whatsoever

is required on our part. In much the same way as the

deep sea diver relies on his crew members when receiving

his helmet, so we can rely fully on our Lord, from Whom

we will receive the Ephesian helmet which will complete

our panoply and provide us with the invigorating might

of His strength, so that we can stand on our celestial

allotment, in spirit, and withstand any hostile attacks.

A PACKAGE OF INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions are given so that they can be carried out

step by step, in the order given. In the case of the deep

sea diver, no details are left to the discretion of the

individual, since any failure to comply with the rules is

almost certain to have fatal results. Any major diving

operation on the bottom of the sea, even with the best

man-made equipment, and while following the instruc

tions strictly, means risking a man's life, for anything

might happen which is beyond the control of the surface

members of the crew.

There is, however, no risk involved for us when we try

to stand and withstand along the lines indicated in

Ephesians 6:10-17. Our Lord's promise (to invigorate

us with the might of His strength) is valid as long as

we follow His instructions step by step, exactly the way

they are given to us. Their divine sequence should not

be changed, nor should any step ever be omitted. We

have already discussed the package of requests in

Colossians 1:9-ll and we have pointed out that we are

not authorized to pick out at random whatever we might

regard as beneficial for us. The same applies to the

"package" of instructions in Ephesians 6:10-17; we

have to obey all of them if we do not want to nullify the

effectiveness of our panoply.
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A similar line of thought was developed in an article

which this magazine published thirty years ago (volume

XXIII, page 398) under the title "The Celestial Con

flict '' from which we quote the following two paragraphs:

RECEIVING THE HELMET OF SALVATION

"Do not take the helmet of salvation! We should

take the panoply and the shield, but it is only after we

have taken the rest that we may wear the helmet. The

girdle and the cuirass must be put on. The shield must

be held aloft. Only then, and not till then, may we

receive the helmet, which is salvation. It is God's award

to those who are girded with truth and protected by

righteousness, and shod with peace, and sheltered by

faith. Without these, our heads must be bared to the

assaults of our adversaries. With them we wear the

helmet which proclaims us invulnerable.

"This helmet is not salvation from our sins or our

selves, but from wicked celestial hosts. If all this were

needed to save us from sin, would anyone be saved?

This salvation is confined to our contacts with unseen

spirit forces. It is limited to the defense of our celestial

allotment. It is deliverance from the mighty powers of

darkness which seek to rob us of the enjoyment of our

allotment among the celestials. Let us remember that

this is the Godward aspect of Ephesians. It does not

deal with our relationship to Christ as members of His

body, or our place in the new humanity. These are the

Ohristward and manward aspects of Ephesians. Here

we have a special salvation from the malignant world

of celestial spirits.''

The introductory quotations from the prophet Isaiah

have reminded us of the fact that any salvation is God's

work which He performs by removing evil. By pro

viding us with a spiritual panoply, He keeps us safe-
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guarded against any evil machinations of the spiritual

forces of wickedness among the celestials and against

the stratagems of the Adversary. In that way God does

not remove these evil spirits now from the scene (He will

do so at a later date) but He keeps them at a distance

so that they cannot harm us.

In closing, may we quote from Unseachable Riches

once more, volume XXVI, page 122:

"We cannot take the helmet of salvation, as the

Authorized Version exhorts. In all of its aspects, sal

vation is a gift. We may receive it. It is evident that

no one can wear any of the armor here provided unless

he is 'saved' in the usual sense in which we use this word.

In that case it would be the first piece of armor to put

on. Here it is the last. It is ours only as long as truth,

righteousness and faith keep us unscathed from the

assaults of the spirit world. It is a present salvation

from unseen spirit enemies, not a past redemption from

sin or a future deliverance from evil. We have no

right to take it. It will be given us when we equip

ourselves with the cuirass, the girdle and the shield.

We need have no concern about our head. Probably

this is suggestive of the fact that Christ, our Head, is

triumphant." h.h.r.

(To be continued)

MISSIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

In the uplands of northern Arizona, our brother Fred John
son, an American Indian himself, labors daily among his people,

the Hopi tribe, as well as sponsoring a yearly convention in

Prescott, where Indians from all tribes of the great southwest

gather to study the Word of God.

In the mountains of Tennessee, Brother N. L. Chase is able

to give out much truth. In a recent letter, he says, "Last Sun

day I taught an Adult Sunday School class of 72 men concordant

truth, using the Concordant Version... praise God they let me

use the Concordant Version... I have been asked to come back

and teach the class again." Let us not forget those who are

laboring in these out of the way parts of our own country.
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THE PREVIOUS COMMISSIONS

PART TWO

THE FIRST COMMISSION

To the twelve apostles Christ had said,'' Into a road of

the nations you should not pass forth, and into a city of

the Samaritans you should not be entering. Yet be

going rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Now, going, herald, saying that 'Near is the kingdom of

the heavens!'" (Matt. 10:5-7). The entire context

should be read to understand this commission. It is for

Israel in the future as well as in the past. It is to be

carried on in His absence in the midst of persecution.

They will not have completed it when the Son of Man

kind comes again (Matt. 10:23).

THE CLOSING COMMISSION CONTRASTED

How different is this closing commission! The disciples

are not sent to Israel at all, but to the nations. The

mountain itself is in "Galilee of the nations'" (Matt. 4:

15). His exaltation over all the nations is in point.

No evangel is sent out. No persecution is predicted.

Obedience seems unquestioned. He is with them through

it all.

Then they will be the light of the world. It speaks of

that glorious time of which Isaiah tells us:

"Light up! Light up, Jerusalem! For come has your light,
And the glory of Ieue over you is radiant.

For behold! The darkness is covering the earth,

And murkiness the folkstems,
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Yet, over you, radiant is Ieue,

And His glory over you is appearing.

And the nations will go to your light,

And kings to the brightness of your radiance."

(Isaiah 60:1-3, C.V.)

Then shall "the Lord's Christ" indeed be exalted in

the earth and high above all the nations. Then shall the

law go forth from Jerusalem and all the ends of the

earth shall be subject to the great King. How fitting

that Matthew's account, which traces the history of the

rejection of the kingdom, also contains commissions

which provide not only for its administration to Israel

but also for its world-wide supremacy over the other

nations! Their Messiah will yet be "King of kings"!

DISCIPLE ALL NATIONS

This commission provides for the teaching of the

nations. The work of a school teacher is two-fold. It

consists of preserving order and imparting knowledge;

it includes discipline as well as instruction. Both of

these aspects are seen in the passage before us. The

phrase "teach all nations," as in the Authorized Ver

sion, is more accurately rendered, "disciple all the na

tions. ''

To disciple all nations means more than simply to

teach them. In fact, part of the teaching will be subser

vient to the second phase of discipling, that of discipline;

for they will be taught to be "keeping all" whatever the

King directs. This shows the ascendency of the Jewish

disciples over the nations in the coming "day of the

Lord." They will be set over each of the nations, not

only teaching them the knowledge of Ieue, but also

preserving order, directing conduct, exercising the

authority which was given to their great King and upon

which their commission is based. They will be Messiah's

representatives to the other nations.
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DISCIPLES, NOT APOSTLES

It is important to note that this commission is given to

"the eleven disciples/7 not the twelve apostles (Matt.

28:16). The apostles have their own place over the

twelve tribes (Matt. 19:28), while other disciples will be

set over the rest of the nations.

A THREE-FOLD BAPTISM FORMULA

Another important consideration: the special formula

which will be used in the baptism of that day is never

met with elsewhere. Until that time the great point

about baptism is identification with the rejected One.

The formula used has varied according to the relation

sustained by its subject to Him. Jews used "Jesus

Christ" (Acts 2:38), Samaritans and those of the na

tions used "Lord Jesus" (Acts 8:14-17; 19:5). But in

that future day He will not be the rejected One, hence

these formulas fail, giving place to the invocation, "the

Father, the Son and the holy spirit.''

SOME CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS

The First Kingdom Commission, once the kingdom had

been rejected, was to be fulfilled during His absence.

It terminates with His coming. But this Second King

dom Commission begins with His presence and exalta

tion and is to be carried on while He is with them, to the

very close of that yet future eon*. At the end of that

eon, some of the nations will throw off the allegiance

which this commission had enforced, and join Satan's

insurrection and march against the holy city itself. Here

the disciples discover the truth of His promise to be with

them, for He does not parley with the rebels, but fire

descends from God out of heaven and devours them in a

*Thus it is apparent that present day evangelism should not

be based upon this, the so-called "Great Commission."
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moment (Eev. 20:7-9). Thus, not a day passes in that

glorious eon which will lack tokens of His presence, and

especially so in the dreadful crisis at its close.

THE CREATION COMMISSION

The resurrection of the Son of God has a wider range

of beneficience than we are accustomed to consider.

God's glory demands that not only mankind who sinned

and marred His glorious creation, but every part of that

creation itself shall be restored to Him in more than

pristine perfection. Mankind has many characteristics

in common with the lower creatures and is linked to them

by the possession of a body made alive by a spirit,

resulting in a living soul. The soul is in the blood

(Lev. 17:11, where the Authorized Version unfortunate

ly mistranslates soul "life")- With this in mind we

quote the Creation Commission.

"Now subsequently, at their lying back at table, He

was manifested to the eleven and He reproaches their

unbelief and hardheartedness, seeing that they believe not

those who gaze on Him having been roused from among

the dead. And He said to them, 'Go into all the world,

herald the evangel to the entire creation. He who believes

and is baptized shall be saved, yet he who disbelieves

shall be condemned. Now these signs shall fully follow in

those who believe: In My name they shall be casting out

demons; they will be speaking in new languages; they

will be picking up serpents; and if they should be drink

ing anything deadly, it should under no circumstances be

harming them; they will be placing hands on those who

are ailing, and ideally will they be having it.'

"The Lord, indeed, then, after speaking with them, was

taken up into heaven and is seated at the right hand of

God. Now they, coming away, herald everywhere, the

Lord working together with them and confirming the

word by the signs following them up." (Mark 16:14-20).

FOCUSES ON THE PHYSICAL

As we consider this commission we note the absence of

almost everything which might be termed spiritual and

the large place given the physical creation. It was given
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while they were satisfying their hunger, it was to be

heralded to the entire creation (not mankind alone) and

the signs all had reference to bodily blessing.

The hindrances to perfect physical bliss may be

stated under five heads. To remove these hindrances,

(1) the power of demons to obsess the human body must

be abolished, (2) The companionship between the lower

creatures and mankind must be restored, (3) the venom

of serpents and the poisonous elements must be rendered

harmless, (4) The present tendency to disease and (5)

death must be abolished.

THE ENTIRE CREATION

The removal of all of these is not only provided for in

Christ's sacrifice, but assured by His resurrection. This

is the reason why He did not simply tell them to go to

every "nationM or all "men" but, using a word of

special emphasis, He tells them to go into all the world

and herald the evangel of His resurrection to the entire

creation. Man is not the only creature on the earth. He

is not the only one to be blessed by the resurrection.

The lower creatures have suffered with man in his

plight. They have come in for a share of the corruption

and bondage and death which is his due, and theirs only

because they were made subject to him.

CREATION FREED FROM CORRUPTION

Let us rejoice, then, that these who suffer on our

account, they also shall obtain deliverance, by the same

power which delivers our mortal bodies. Paul tells us

that the creation has a premonition of God's unveiling

of His sons. We also note that the creation was sub

jected to vanity, not voluntarily, but because of Him

Who subjects it, in expectation that the creation itself,

also, shall be freed from the slavery of corruption into
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the glorious freedom of the children of God (Rom. 8:

19-21).
NEW LANGUAGES

But, you say, how could the evangel be heralded to

the lower creation? How could they be reached? Let

us consider a possibility.

Among the signs which were to accompany the herald

ing was that of speaking "new languages." The word

"new" here can hardly refer to foreign languages, such

as were spoken at Pentecost (Acts 2:4), or the gift of

languages which the Corinthians possessed (1 Cor. 12:

28). These languages were not recent or novel or new

in this sense. The Arabic spoken at Pentecost was

probably older than the Greek in which the later Scrip

tures are written. This word "new" denotes that which

is different from what already exists; that which is

previously unheard of. But what would be the use of a

mere babel of sounds to spread the tidings of His resur

rection? What significance (a sign always means some

thing) can be attached to it?

ADAM AND THE ANIMALS

In the beginning, before Adam sinned, he was on

intimate terms with the animals about him. The very

fact that they were all brought before him, with a view

to finding a complement for him, as well as the naming

of them, shows that there was mutual understanding

(Gen. 2:20). When the serpent spoke to the woman,

it did not seem to surprise her. If the animals could not

converse with human beings, and Satan gave one of

them such a miraculous power, this very fact might

have spoiled his whole scheme by putting the woman on

her guard. But she evidently saw nothing out of the

ordinary in the serpent's speech and entered into the

conversation quite at her ease.
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Here, then, we can see a need for "new" languages,

and here, too, the need is met. It is heralded to them as

an evangel, for they, too, like mankind, will reap the

benefits of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Not that

they are held accountable, as is mankind, or enter into

the blessing reserved for man alone. Yet Isaiah 11:6-9

shows clearly that the animal creation will profit by the

work of the cross. Romans 8:19-22 is equally clear that

the creation has a present premonition (an intuitive

opinion) of a future deliverance from the slavery of

corruption.

Christ's resurrection universally proclaimed

The thought that the resurrection of God's Son is

heralded to other creatures is not confined to this passage

alone. The messengers that sinned in Noah's day have

heard that He is Lord, even in their jail (1 Pet. 3:19; 2

Pet. 2:4). He is exalted above all and His lordship has

received a suitable proclamation in every corner of the

universe. Messengers, both elect and rebellious, demons,

wicked spirits, men, birds, beasts—all have heard that

He is Lord, to the glory of God, His Father.

WICKED SPIRITS SUBJECTED

Demons seem to have a great desire to dwell in the

human body, and to use its members to carry out their

own behests. And, rather than be disembodied, they will

live in the foul frame of a hog (Luke 8:32). The

creation never will be right until the liberty of the

demons is finally taken from them, as it will be when

great Babylon is destroyed and becomes their dwelling

place and the jail of every unclean spirit (Eev. 18:2).

In the meanwhile, this evangel of His resurrection fur

nished the needed power to compel the demons to with

draw to their proper place.
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POISONS POWERLESS

Venom and poison were harmless to those who had

this ministry. The serpents' power to harm was nullified

as it will be in the future millennial bliss. When Paul

was wrecked on the island of Melita a viper fastened on

his hand. He twitched it into the fire and suffered

nothing evil, even though the natives expected him to

fall dead any minute (Acts 28:3-6). The fire is the

place for the serpent. He has had his say with man.

He is not innocent, like the rest (Gen. 3:14). On this

same island Paul healed the father of Publius and many

others (Acts 28:8).

paul's part in its proclamation

Paul had many ministries. That he had a prominent

part in the proclamation of Mark's Creation Commis

sion is abundantly evident from his marvelous experi

ences as recorded in the book of Acts and, as we have

noted, especially on the island of Melita, just before

coming to Rome (Acts 28:1-9).

CREATION COMMISSION CARRIED OUT

We suggest that this explains our text. We believe

that they did go everywhere, and the signs did follow as

Christ had promised. Therefore, this ministry is not

waiting for fulfillment. There is no place where it did

not reach.

If we err not, the commission given by the Lord at

the end of Mark's account is the only one which has

been fully carried out. The work which He charged

them to do has been done and needs no repetition. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

FELLOWSHIP—IT'S WORTH THE TRIP!

Are you fellowshiping with one of the groups mentioned on

the back cover? The benefits are mutual. You'll be stimulated,

and the group will be encouraged by your presence.



The Secret of the Resurrection

WHAT IS THE SOUL?

PART TWO

THE SOUL AND THE SENSES

Plants have life as well as animals, but it is not a

conscious life. They do not see and feel and hear and

taste. This is the force of being a '' living soul.''

The connection of soul with the senses is evidenced by

a selection of interesting passages. We will give the

renderings of the Authorized Version. The taste is

especially intended in such scriptures as "whatsoever

thy soul lusteth after" (Deut. 12:15, 20, 21), "thy soul

longeth to eat flesh" (Deut. 12:20), "eat grapes thy

fill at thine own pleasure" (Deut. 23:24), "Their soul

abhorreth all manner of meat" (Psa. 107:18), "a thief,

if he steal to satisfy his soul" (Prov. 6:30), "eateth to

the satisfying of his soul" (Prov. 13:25), "an honey

comb, sweet to the soul" (Prov. 16:24), "if thou be a

man given to appetite" (Prov. 23:2), "The full soul

loatheth an honeycomb, but to the hungry soul every

bitter thing is sweet." (Prov. 27:7), "should make his

soul enjoy good" (Margin reads: "delight his senses,"

Ecc. 2:24), "the appetite is not filled" (Ecc. 6:7), "to

make empty the soul of the hungry" (Isa. 32:6). In

all of these cases the point lies in the sensation accom

panying the use of food, the physical satisfaction which

the soil furnishes when we partake of its products,
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A CONVINCING CONFIRMATION

This is amply confirmed by our Lord's words: "Do

not worry about your soul, what you may be eating, or

what you may be drinking... Is not the soul more than

nourishment?" (Matt. 6:25). These creature needs are

what the soul craves, yet true satisfaction is not to be

found in them. Even as He said on another occasion:

"For what will a man be benefited, if he should ever be

gaining the whole world, yet be forfeiting his souli Or

what will a man be giving in exchange for his soulV}

(Matt. 16:26). This is the evil which the wise man saw:

"A man to whom God hath given riches, wealth and

honour, so that he wanteth nothing for his soul of all

that he desireth, yet God giveth him not power to eat

thereof, but a stranger eateth it..." (Ecc. 6:2, A.V.).

So, too, he who prefers the indulgence of his physical

senses to loyalty to Christ, who shrinks from the dis

comfort and distress which His disciples must endure,

he shall lose his soul in the time of Christ's exaltation.

But he who "loses his soul" for Christ's sake, he will

gain it in that glorious future kingdom. In the phrase

ology of today's theology, to "lose your soul" is the very

worst calamity which can occur. It is equivalent to

"eternal damnation." Yet our Lord used these very

words and urged His disciples to "lose their souls."

"For whosoever should be wanting to save his soul shall

lose [or "destroy"] it." (Matt. 16:25). He who would

save his soul (which is continually put before the sinner

today) was to be discouraged and restrained by the fact

that such would destroy their souls. Once we allow the

true scriptural force of "soul" the passage is luminous

with meaning and "the salvation of soul" takes on an

entirely different color. This phrase, so loudly pro-
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claimed today, is never once used in Paul's epistles. In

fact, he very seldom speaks of the soul. Indeed he

highly commends Epaphroditus for "risking his soul"

for the sake of his fellow Philippians (Phil. 2:30). This

risk was evident in his sickness and depression which

accompanied it. Paul could never commend anyone

risking their salvation for any cause. But in Hebrews

and James' and Peter's first epistle, which are con

cerned with the physical blessings of the earthly King

dom, in these letters we read of the salvation of the soul.

SOUL AS A FIGURE OF SPEECH

The term "soul" is often used as a figure of speech

to denote the person from the standpoint of his sensa

tions or experience. This is called a metonymy of the

adjunct, because an object is characterized by some

closely related thing. In the International Edition of

the Concordant Version this figure is marked with a

small superior capitalA, standing for the figure of Asso

ciation. Thus we speak of a human being as a "soul"

when we wish to call attention to their feelings or sensa

tions or experiences. A familiar instance is the phrase

"the soul that sinneth, it shall die." (Ezek. 18:4, A.V.).

In Israel, they had been using a proverb: "The fathers

have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set

on edge." In other words, they accused Ieue with

punishing them for the misdeeds of their fathers. In

reply Ieue says that the soul that sins—the one who

actually experienced the sensations connected with the

sin—that soul shall die, and not one that never was

experimentally connected with the sin.

THE SOUL OF A BEAST

With this key in hand, how much more impressive

and harmonious is the proverb, "A righteous man re
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gardeth the soul of his beast; but the tender mercies of

the wicked are cruel." (Prov. 12:10). It is not simply

the life of the beast which is here spoken of, but the

comfort and strength and sustenance of the beast which

is the object of the just man's solicitude. He will not

overload it; nor will he underfeed it. He will see that

it is well taken care of at all times. That this is the real

thought is confirmed by the second member of the

couplet, for all of this is in contrast with the cruelty of

the wicked.

And how luminous does our Lord's invitation become

in the light of a true understanding of the soul! '{Hither

to Me, all who are toiling and laden... and you shall be

finding rest in your souls." (Matt. 11:28, 29). It is the

soul that feels the pressure and distress of life's bur

dens and responsibilities and it is the soul that finds its

rest in His yoke.

And the same light shines from that striking contrast

—the rich man who said to his soul: '' Soul, many good

things have you laid up for many years. Rest, eat, drink,

make merry." (Luke 12:19). But his soul was never to

enjoy the rest or the feast which he had prepared for it.

Therefore the Lord told them not to worry about their

soul, what they may be eating. We would have said that

eating was a care of the body, not the soul. But He

knew better, and, while He spoke of clothing as con

nected with the body, eating was for the soul. Indeed

all living souls need nourishment, but not necessarily

covering. No soul can live without food, but the animals,

except man, need no protection from the elements

beyond what is provided for them by nature.

THE SOUL IS IN THE BLOOD

Just as the divine illustration of the spirit was in the

breath, so we have the divine picture of the soul in the
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blood. Much has been lost by the arbitrary change of

the word soul to "life" in the passages where this is

clearly taught. Notice how the two are used together

in Genesis 9:4. "Yea, only flesh with its soul, its blood,

you shall not eat." (C.V.). This truth is again empha

sized in the phrase, "for the soul of all flesh, it is in the

blood" (Lev. 17:11, C.V.). And again, "...for the

soul of all flesh is its blood. It is in its soul.. .for the

soul of all flesh, its blood is it." (Lev. 17:14, C.V.).

Now, why should the blood be chosen to picture the

soul to us? We have already seen that the soul has its

origin, not in the body merely, nor yet in the spirit alone,

but in their combination. And what could better por

tray this than the blood? It is fed from food by means

of assimilation and thus is linked to the body and the

soil; it is fed from the air by means of respiration and is

thus linked to the breath and spirit.

BLOOD FOR PROPITIATION

Having learned that soul is synonymous with sensa

tion and that the soul of the flesh is in the blood, we are

prepared for the further truth that "it is the blood that

maketh an atonement for the soul." (Lev. 17:11, A.V.),

or concordantly rendered, "for the blood, it is making

a propitiatory shelter in (or, for) the soul."

Now, as the soul is in the blood, what is more appro

priate as a means of propitiation than blood? The same

holds true in the higher sphere of justification or

acquittal. The blood of Christ, the memorial of His

sensations or sufferings for sins, is the pledge of our

safety from coming indignation (Rom. 5:9). Christ's

suffering was over when the soldier pierced His side and

blood flowed forth (John 19:34). And, after His

resurrection, when He sought to calm His disciples, He

could not say (which would have been most natural)
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that a spirit has no flesh and blood, but "a spirit has not

flesh and bones according as you behold Me having."

(Luke 24:39).

OUR SOULISH BODY

In perfect accord with all this we are told that there

is a soulish body and there is a spiritual body(l Cor.

15:44). The last Adam became a life-giving, or vivify

ing spirit, in contrast with the first Adam who became

a living soul. Flesh and blood, indeed, is not able to

enjoy an allotment in the kingdom of God, for the blood

is the badge of a soulish body, while flesh and bones is

in accord with a spiritual body (1 Cor. 15:50). The

statement that Christ's flesh was not acquainted with

decay (Acts 2:31) in the tomb is enough to show that it

was the very same flesh which endured the suffering of

the cross. And this is put beyond question by the nail

prints and the spear wound. And the further fact that

His body is bloodless reminds us that a propitiatory

shelter, for the pardon of Israel's sins, as well as those of

the whole world, has been accomplished (1 Jn. 2:2). The

'' blood'' that is'' making a propitiatory shelter'' has been

poured out.

THE SACRIFICE WAS NOT TO SUFFER

The just and merciful law which Ieue gave to His

people Israel, while it insisted on the death of countless

victims in sacrifice and countenanced the slaying of

animals for food, made due provision that they should

not suffer. It was obligatory that the hunter pour out

the blood of an animal taken in the chase (Lev. 17:13)

and blood was never allowed to be eaten.

To this very day the slaying of animals for food is the

work of a Jewish rabbi who is specially trained for the

task. He has a keen bladed knife with which he severs

the animal's throat and drains off the blood. The car-
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cass is called "Kosher" meat. No other will be eaten by

the pious Jew. This is far better than the usual prac

tice of stunning an animal about to be slaughtered, for

it not only eliminates suffering for the animal, but avoids

the possibility of tainting its flesh by means of the blood

during the process of dying.

UNDERNEATH THE ALTAR

The blood of the sin offering was poured out at the

foundation of the altar (Lev. 4:7, 18, 25, 30, 34; 5:9).

When their souls were poured out these souls went

underneath the altar. It is said that in Solomon's temple

there was a vast pit under the altar to receive the rivers

of blood which flowed from the thousands of sacrifices

which were offered upon it. So that we must seek the

soul of the sacrifices underneath the altar, where the

blood had been poured.

It is the suffering and anguish which God's faithful

witnesses will endure during the reign of Antichrist

that calls for avenging. When Abel died his blood cried

from the ground, whence it had been poured (Gen. 4:10).

But when these martyrs die for the sake of their testi

mony to the one great Sacrifice, their blood is, as it

were, poured out underneath the altar and their death

ascends as a sweet savor to God. Hence we read of those

under the fifth seal (Eev. 6:9) who were slain because

of the word of God and because of the testimony which

they had, that their souls were underneath the altar,

where it was customary to pour the blood of the animal

sacrifices. And the reason for the figure characterizing

them as " souls" is very evident, for they cry for aveng

ing on those dwelling on the earth who had shed their

blood. It was the sufferings unto death which they had

endured for His sake which cried aloud for God's

judging and avenging. We need not imagine that
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Abel's blood, which had been swallowed by the ground,

actually became endowed with the organs of speech and

made an articulate audible appeal to Ieue. Neither

should we suppose that the souls of these martyrs re

ceived a miraculous embodiment for the purpose of cry

ing aloud for avenging on their adversaries. To say the

least it would take a large altar to cover them all or

very small souls to be cramped in such numbers into so

small a space. Such a dismal, bloody, ashy pit would

hardly be a fit recompense for their previous tribulation!

MAN AS AN ORGANISM

Many attempts have been made to define the soul.

Among these may be mentioned the suggestion that it

refers to man as an organism. This is chiefly founded

upon those passages in which a dead soul is translated

a dead "body," which could not be touched without

defilement. Yet these instances are better understood

when we remember the figurative usage of the word in

connection with death. When death is viewed as an

experience, it is the soul which departs; when it empha

sizes the end of life, it is the spirit which expires. It all

depends upon the viewpoint.

That the soul is not merely another name for '' organ

ism " may be seen from several considerations. Plants

are organisms, yet they have no soul. They are living

organisms but not living souls. The glorified body, too,

could hardly be contrasted to a living organism for it

continues to be such even when it becomes a spiritual

body. To call a soulish body an organized body tells us

nothing more than is already contained in the word

body. Let us put the word "organized" for soulish and

it will be most evident that it will not do. "The organ

ized man receiveth not the things of the spirit." (1 Cor.

2:14); "earthly, organized, devilish." (Jas. 3:15);
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"organized, having not the spirit." (Jude 19)—-.these

are discords which hinder, rather than help our appre

hension of the true force of the term "soul.".

THE CONTEXT CLARIFIES

The context gives us the needed clue to a clear distinc

tion between soul and spirit. The soul senses the mater

ial, tangible, visible, physical sphere; the spirit moves in

the realm of the etherial, the invisible, the metaphysical.

The soul sees the letters upon the page, the spirit per

ceives the meaning which they convey. Time and time

again, the terms which primarily refer to soul have

been transferred to spirit. We taste food with the

soul and we taste God's goodness with the spirit. We

feel the comforting warmth of the sunshine with the

soul, while we feel the effects of His love in our spirits.

SEEKING THE SOULISH

It is not that the soul is essentially bad and the spirit

essentially good. Nor yet the reverse, for many evil

things, such as pride, may be spiritual rather than

soulish. Yet, as the delights of the senses are satisfied by

the physical, so the spirit craves the metaphysical. The

prevailing tendency is towards allowing the soul to rule.

Elegant edifices, robed choirs, popular preachers—all

these appeal to the soul and seek to satisfy the senses.

This tendency is not surprising since our present body

is a soulish body. It exaggerates the importance of its

sensations. It does not readily respond to the spirit.

THE SOULISH IN THE SCRIPTURES

Thus, to sum up, just as human existence is joined to

the soil (for the human was formed of the soil before the

spirit was imparted), and as spirit is the source of life,

so the soul is the seat of sensation. And for human

beings, sensation is impossible except where there is a
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material body vivified by a spirit. Sensation does not

depend upon a distinct entity or organism apart from

either body or spirit, but rather upon their union. This

union and its resultant sensation is termed "soul" in

the sacred Scriptures. a.e.k.

"What is the Soul" is available in reprint form from the
publishers at ten cents per copy.

BROTHER HEIDAL WRITES FROM FORMOSA

Dear friends and readers of the Unsearchable Riches:

Greetings to you all in the dear name of our Saviour Christ

Jesus!

On June 20 I left Tacoma, Washington and arrived in Taipei

the next day. There were more than sixty people at the airport
to meet me. My purpose in coming here was to meet my adopted

son, David K. F. Wang, his wife Maria, and their three children.

I had not seen David since 1941 and, of course, I met his wife
and children for the first time. They have a splendid work
started here in one of the suburbs of Taipei. Then too, I came

here to observe the refugee situation and to meet the people in

charge of this work which we have for many years been intrest-

ed in. Part of my reason for coming here is to help the poor

native Christians to build a chapel. This chapel is well under

way, but will take another two months before it is finished.

I also met so many of our Chinese seamen with whom we have

made contact through the Oriental Boat Mission. For many

years I have met Chinese ships that have been calling at

Tacoma and Seattle. I have held meetings in the Chinese

language on every ship we met, so have seaman friends here in

many places. Then too, I had a desire to be a help to the

Christians on Taiwan. I have had open doors and more invita

tions to preach and teach than I am able to take care of. I have

had full liberty to preach and teach the truth of final reconcilia

tion. In fact, I have not found any opposition to the teaching on

the part of the Chinese, from any denomination.

I have not been able to take the heat and humidity here. I

don't mind the heat so much as I do the humidity, when the

temperature is 80 to 100, it may be 95 per cent humidity. I have
been in a hospital three days for treatment of Tachicardia and

other physical complications, but the Lord has given me the
needed grace and strength. I expect to be back to my home in

Tacoma by the middle of September.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you all for your

prayers and your cheerful cooperation in the China Mission.

Yours Sincerely,

Abraham Heidal
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EPAPHRODITUS, THE EXAMPLE

'i Have such in honor,'' wrote the apostle Paul concern

ing Epaphroditus (Phil. 2:29). This man's love and

sacrifice have made him an example for us, that we also

may learn to serve God well, even in suffering.

In Volume XXIX of Unsearchable Riches, page 249,

we read, "Epaphroditus signifies charming, and such is

the account of his career in this epistle. We read of

no great deeds that he had done, no 'souls' that he had

won, but only that he was commissioned to carry the gift

of the Philippians to Paul. He transformed this some

what prosaic task into a memorable achievement by risk

ing his soul in its accomplishment. So is it with earth's

common occupations. Weakness and suffering may

make them deeds of honor and charm, worthy of highest

recognition, bringing joy and delight to the heart of

God and man."

". . .The charm of Epaphroditus is revealed in the

exquisite sensitiveness of his character. He was de

pressed, not because he is infirm (though that may have

been the case also), but because the Philippians had

heard of his infirmity. Even though drawing near to

death he is concerned about them, and the sorrow he

causes them, rather than his own disability. Paul shares

in this charming considerateness, and hastens his return

to them, so that he, in turn, may not be burdened by

their sorrow. Indeed, the whole interchange of sym-
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pathetic feeling is charming to a degree seldom seen

among mortals. It is the delectable fruit of God's love,

which should always grace the service of His saints."

Christendom, in general, seldom mentions the service

of Epaphroditus—it seemed so small compared with

what is considered "successful" in the service of Gfod.

But God is looking for quality, not quantity; He sees the

deep, underlying motives of our hearts as we serve Him.

This is why Epaphroditus is given to us as a model

for service. —Contributed

YOUNG PEOPLE'S FELLOWSHIP REPORT

"Giving thanks always for all things, in the Name of our
Lord, Jesus Christ, to our God and Father." (Ephesians 5:20).

It is not difficult for us to heed this entreaty at this time, for
the joy of the recent Fellowship remains with us. We note,
however, that the thanks is to be given always, and surely if
God's spirit fills us and reveals to us more of the vastness of His
grace and love, we could never cease to praise and thank Him.

Our report of the 1962 Baldwin (Michigan) Fellowship is, "Now
thanks be to God for His indescribable gratuity."
The studies in Ephesians 5, our discussions, our songs of

praise, and our fellowship with many new and old friends were
all blessed by the Lord. It would be impossible to report all the
details of the two weeks, but we would like to briefly ennumer-
ate some of the messages which were given.

Our theme was "Be walking in love," and many of our studies

were centered in the fifth chapter of Ephesians (the section of

Scripture chosen for daily meditation). Other messages were

given on "Pulling Down Bulwarks," "Who is Christ?", "The

Word of the Cross," "The Various Evangels," "God's Sovereignty
in Restraint," and "Suffering Evil." We profited from such

studies as "Readjustment and Maturity," and devotional talks
such as the one on "God's Choice of us for His Glory." We re

joiced in such blessed subjects as the reconciliation of all and

the special revelations to Paul. There were Scripture studies
on Romans 15:5-7, Colossians 2:6, 7, an outline of Romans, and

a study of Thessalonians. And these were but a few. Anyone

desiring a copy of the notes from selected messages should
write to Miss Dorothy Johnson, Route 1, Box 470, Baldwin,

Michigan, and a copy will be sent free, as soon as they are ready.
Join us in thanksgiving to God for the rich time of fellowship

enjoyed by many, and in prayer that the word of the Lord may

race and be glorified. the Baldwin ecclesia
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Do circumstances ever surround you—get you into a

real "bind"? You look this way and that, in your

dilemma, but nothing "gives" in any direction. So,

after a while, you wisely begin to look Godward, and to

remember that dis-appointments are really His-appoint-

ments.

Paul, the apostle, found himself bound in a prison.

He could no longer come and go at his own pleasure,

for he was chained to a Roman soldier. Yet Paul had

this to say,'' The Word of God has not been bound . . ."

(2 Tim. 2:9). Just how true this statement was, not

even Paul could know. He could not know that the

glorious truths he wrote while in chains would be reach

ing to us down here in the twentieth century. He could

not know all the purposes of God as he sat down and

wrote to the believers from his Roman prison.

Nor can we know all the glorious purposes that are

at work within us, and for us, and for those whom we

will contact as God leads us in the future. If we could

know and appreciate the depth, the measure and the

meaning of these far-reaching purposes of God, we

would never again complain of hardships or binding

circumstances.

Let us rejoice that the Word of God has not been

bound. Let us rejoice that His purposes are not hinder

ed nor bound by demons or men—not even by us who

believe! Let us glory in a God Who is sovereign!
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SAFELY HOME

Just a few words to let you know that I'm safely home after a

wonderful trip across the United States, visiting the various

groups of believers, spread across the land. What a joy it was—

how rich the fellowship, how encouraging to me, as a young

believer! God led so clearly, granting me just the right rides

and connections to enable me to visit so many of the groups in

such a short time. The week at the Baldwin Fellowship was

full of rich studies, and a blessed opportunity to really get to

know one another. From there I went to Washington, D.C.,

with a joyous stop at Martinsburg, Pennsylvania. Then on to

Danville and Richmond, Virginia. Next, I went north to Center-

ville, Ohio, for a day and a night. Leaving there, I turned west

via Chicago, to Denver, Colorado. I spent three days there,

literally in the Word, followed by a visit to Brother George

Addair, editor of "Echoes of Grace," in Phoenix, Arizona.

Everyone was so kind to me; they really "pursued hospitality."
Yet it's good to be back, and the memories will bring joy to my
heart in the coming days—a sweet foretaste of that perfect
fellowship which awaits us when we are with our wonderful
Lord. Thanks be to God for such a gift today and such an

expectation for the future. a.p.k.

MY CROSS

God laid upon my back a grievous load,

A heavy cross to bear along life's road;

I struggled on when lo, one weary day,

An angry lion sprang across my way.

I prayed to God, and swift at his command

The cross became a weapon in my hand.

It slew my raging enemy and then

Became a cross upon my back again.

I faltered many a weary league until

Groaning, I fell—I had no further strength.

Oh God, I cried, I'm so weak and lame,

And straightway the cross a wing-ed staff became;

It swept me on until I'd gained my loss,

Then leaped upon my back again, a cross.

I reached the desert o'er the burning track;

I persevered, the cross upon my back.

No shade was there beneath the cruel sun;

I sank and thought my day's work now was done.
But to God's work there came a best surprise—

The cross became a tree before my eyes;

I slept, I woke, I felt the strength of ten,
But found the cross upon my back again.

And thus through all my days from that to this;

The cross, my burden, has become my bliss.

And never will I lay my burden down,
For God someday will make my cross—my crown!

—AUTHOR UNKNOWN
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MARK'S ACCOUNT

If you like stories that are active and full of happen

ings, then you will enjoy reading Mark's Account of the

earthly life of Jesus Christ. Matthew, you remember,

wrote about Jesus as the great King of the Jews. Mark

tells us how He came to serve—that He was also a

servant. How busy and how active Jesus was! Yet

how humble, and how patient and kind He was to every

one !

Would you like to read a few verses from chapter one,

of Mark's Account? Mark 1:16-20 tells about the choos

ing of four disciples. Can you find the names of these

four men? What were they doing when Jesus called

them?

When Jesus spoke, many people came to listen to

Him. One day there was a great crowd of people in a

house, listening, when all of a sudden there was a

crunch! clump! thump! on the roof of the house. Four

men were walking on the flat roof, and they were carry

ing something. Do you know what they were carrying ?

Yes, it was a sick man! These four men were so anxious

to have their sick friend get into the house where Jesus

was that they broke a piece of roof! Turn to Mark,

Chapter two, and read what happened to the sick man

when Jesus saw him.

In this same chapter you will also read how Jesus

chose Levi to be one of His disciples. Levi was a
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tribute collector for the Eoman government—a collector

of taxes. In those days, no one liked a tax collector,

because many of them were dishonest and kept money

which did not belong to them. So Levi left his tax

collecting, and followed Jesus. Do you know Levi's

other name ? After you have read Mark 2:14, turn back

and read Matthew 9:9, which tells about the same man.

What is his name ? f.s.

UNITED GATHERINGS IN ENGLAND

About fifty friends gathered together for fellowship and

meditation in matters of consequence, at Sheffield, on June 17.

The morning session was taken up with the .subject of

"Humanity—Its Experience, Accountablity, and Judgments/'

during which Brother E. G. Jones of Mansfield stated that,

despite the fact that mankind would be condemned in accord

with their acts, God's acts in Christ would deliver, justify,

reconcile, and subject them to His glory. In the afternoon,

Brother Bellman of Bilston took us through some of his experi

ences as an example of "Being changed into the same Image"

and being conformed to His death. Brother B. Davies of Bram-

cote followed with a very instructive hour upon the subject of

Jeremiah—"Thy Word was Found," pointing out how for nearly

twenty-nine years his people were without God's Word and the

circumstances relative to this: How false worship and traditions

had taken away the word of God: the similar condition to which

the Reformation was related and how it has operated until

today, and what it means to have those who seek the truth of

God's Word: the values of the labours of men like Scrivener,

Wigram, A. E. Knoch and others.

The meeting at Blackheath on July 15 was well attended.

About 120 met in joyous fellowship, and Brother M. Struthers

remarked when in the chair that we should remind ourselves

of the wondrous blessings that we received, making us a unique

gathering in worship, love and praise.

Addresses were given by E. G. Jones upon Paul's second

letter to Timothy as to "Ministry—Message—Model." Brother

B. Davies continued with a history of "Thy Word was Found."

Quoting this from Jeremiah, he detailed the history of how we

came to have the Scriptures, and the principles of translation

which have given us the Concordant Version.

To close the day, it was good to see the Rev. T. Harris in

better health and able to minister in his own inimitable way

from Ephesians 1.

We look forward to the next gathering at Beeston on Septem

ber 16 and to the Scripture Study at Torquay from October 6

to 12. e.g.j.



UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR NOVEMBER, 1962
BEING THE SIXTH NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-THREE

THE LOAD ON THE WILDERNESS

(ISAIAH 21)

From the title of this portion, the Septuagint omits

the word sea, which is im in Hebrew. These letters (4m)

are also the usual plural ending of a word in Hebrew.

"Sea" seems much out of place. The wilderness lay

between Israel and Babylon. Apparently the prophet is

in his own land, speaking to the various nations around

Judah and Jerusalem. For some of the details of a

particular load, he alters his vantage point to agree with

the detail, and so adds vividness to his predicting.

At the beginning of this section (chapter 13), the

prophet looks at what are the limits of his range of view,

Babylon to the east and Philistia on the west. Address

ing Moab and then Damascus, the prophet turns south

to regard Ethiopia and Egypt. From these last two

countries his view sweeps across the wildernesses which

intervene between them and Babylon, and so he comes to

look beyond Babylon and speak of Elam and Media, yet,

as he passes from Egypt to Babylon, he notes Dume and

Arabia for whom he has a brief word. He has, in effect,

visited and viewed Babylon, seeing the crucial feast in

progress there, and then retired to Zion to await the

riders who, through the wilderness, bring the report of

Babylon's fall. The circle is completed by a glance at

Tyre, after speaking a load for the ravine of Zion, which

is the center of all vision and prophecy.
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THE VISION TOLD (21:1-2-)

21 LOAD OF THE WILDERNESSES
As sweeping whirlwinds in the south rim pass on,
From the wilderness coming, from a fearful land,

2 A hard vision is told tome;

The treacherous one is treacherous,

And the devastator is devastating.

The wilderness of the south rim, because of its fearful

features, is shown to resemble the vision itself, which,

in reality, concerns Babylon, and what will come upon

that city. Back at the commencement of this section,

in chapter thirteen, the vision was seen, and now it is to

be told, and from every aspect it is most distressing and

grievous to relate. The vision Isaiah received was like a

whirlwind, and arose from treachery and resulted in

devastation. Babylon was taken by a stratagem and

destroyed. The Medians and Persians are dealing out

treachery to treacherous Babylon.

BESIEGERS, MEDIA AND PERSIA (21:-2-4)

Against me is Elam!

And against me the agents of Media are coming!

Now all sighing through it I cause to cease.

3 Therefore my waist is full with sore travail,

And throes hold me as the throes of a bearing woman.

I am depraved from hearing,

Flustered from seeing it.

4 My heart has strayed; Shuddering frightens me.

The soul to which I am attached brings me into trembling.

The first words here are taken out of the mouth of

Babylon. It has invited what will come upon it. Elam

is a part of Persia, which may have been the principal

part and advance guard of the besieging army. The

Septuagint adds quite a little, which restores the paral

lelism, hence is worthy of consideration, especially since

it does not alter the sense. After the Persian vanguard,

it would seem that the Medians sent their agents. The

prophet's sighing contrasts with the Babylonian feasting

(verse 5). While telling the vision, Isaiah has ceased
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his sighing, but this suppression of his feelings causes

him inward discomfort, which builds up, until it becomes

worse than the sighing.

The Hebrew word nshph, gloom (A.V. night, verse 4)

is translated soul in the Septuagint. This would be

nphsh in Hebrew, a transposition of two letters. It par

allels the word "heart' in the preceding line, and com

pletes the general thought.

FEASTING OF THE BESIEGED (21:5)

5 Arrange the table! Watch, yea, watch!

Eat! Drink! Rise, chiefs! Anoint the shield!

The court was revelling when Cyrus took Babylon, but

their pleasure was soon changed to dismay. The Baby

lonians tell the watchman to watch, while the banqueting

continues. After the chiefs eat and drink, they anoint

their shields and suppose that all is secure. But the details

of Daniel five fill out the picture. The night ends in

terror.

THE BESIEGED CITY FALLS (21:6-9)

6 For thus says my Lord to me, "Go!

Install the watchman. What he shall see, he shall tell.

7 For he may see a chariot, a pair of men, horsemen,

A rider on an ass, a rider on a camel."

And he attends attentively with much attention.

8 And he is calling, "I am seeing on the watch, my lord!

I am standing continually by day,

And I am stationed on my charge all the nights.

9 And behold this!

Coming is a chariot with men, A pair of horsemen!

And he is responding and saying, 'Fallen! Fallen is Babylon!

And all the carvings and her forbidden idols are broken to

the earth.' "

The prophet, in his position in Jerusalem, is instructed

to set the watchman, and he will tell what he sees, be it

a chariot, a pair of horsemen, a rider on an ass, or a

rider on a camel. The watchman is very attentive, call

ing out that he is on the watch, being continually in his

place day and night. In his vigilance he sees a chariot
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with two horsemen, and they report the fall of Babylon

and the smashing of her idols. The Persians abominated

these, and without scruple broke them into bits.

THE BESIEGED PEOPLE (21:10)

10 My threshed people! And the son of my threshing site!

What I heal* from Ieue of hosts,

The Alueim of Israel, I tell to you.

The climax of this vision is now reached, and in it

there emerges the real reason which made the vision hard

for the prophet. In telling it, Isaiah represents him

self by using the figure of a thresher, and his hearers

(who are his own people) as the subjects of his thresh

ing. He has not relished his task but insists that he

tells what he has heard from Ieue. At the beginning

(chapter 13) we are told what the prophet has seen in

a vision. Now we are also told what he has heard from

Ieue. The fall of Babylon has also involved the people

of Ieue. Upon the wildernesses was imposed the load

that across them will come the report of these happen

ings. Here are the portents of Judah's deportation. Of

its character, the prophet has now spoken.

The first item of this load of the wildernesses con

cerned Babylon and the issues that stem from it, but

attached are two further items for the load of the wilder

nesses. Of these the prophet will now speak. They are

rather related to the campaigns of Sennacherib whose

martial prowess Ieue so signally arrested (2 Chr. 32:21).

This Assyrian returned with shame to his own land. We

now proceed to consider these items.

THE LOAD OF DUME (21:11-12)

11 LOAD OF DUME

For me is a call from the gate. "Guard! What of the night?

Guard! What of the night, Guard of the rampart?"
12 Says the guard, "The morning has arrived,

And, moreover, the night.

If you are petitioning, petition, and return with me."
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The Hebrew reads "The Load of Dume" (A.V. Du-

mah) but the Septuagint reads idoumaias, or Edom,

which would be Adum in Hebrew. The stem letters dm

are alike, so the word belongs to the same family. Letter

interchange is possible but an abbreviation of Edom

could also be the reason for the name, thus adding the

idea of stillness, a characteristic of the wildernesses, with

which the vision is associated.

The name must be related to a place of some impor

tance, and the probability that Edom would be included

in these loads is very great. The evidence of the Sep

tuagint gives strength to the idea. That Edom was a

circumcised people, springing from Abraham, would

seem to make it conclusive for Edom. Esau's descendants

are made to show their uneasiness and concern about

Israel. They ask the prophet of Israel, for prophets are

God's watchmen, even for the nations.

Edom's history has been much in contact with that of

Jacob's descendants. It has many aspects of interest,

especially when we look at Haman, the Agagite, from

Amalek, in the record of the book of Esther, or at Herod

who ruled in Judea, at the time of the birth of our Lord.

Both were descendants of Esau. When Israel was en

route to Canaan, Edom would not assist by granting

the request for passage through their territory. This

has resulted in a standing grievance between them down

through the generations. The load sets one to wonder

ing whether Edom's interest arose from the prospect of

their own immunity from actual invasion or domination,

or whether it was that Israel might escape from inter

ference by the invader.

The Septuagint also varies quite a little from the

Hebrew in this load, in other details, but the underlying

thought is much the same. The prophet seems to be the
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guard. From, the gate, someone wishes to know how long

it is to daybreak. He also regards the prophet as the

'/guard of the rampart." As the first two lines comple

ment the second two lines, these should cover the whole

question in their answer. The reply, whilst suggesting

that the prophet is always on guard, says he also will

attend to any petition. But he adds, they should return

with him. By this returning, they would be better in

formed and the desired blessing would be available.

The words, "the morning has arrived, and, moreover,

the night,7' imply that the present trouble has neared

its end, but further and fresh calamity is following.

The prophet implies that the Assyrian trouble, which is

immediate, is almost over; but the Babylonian domina

tion, which, just then, occupied the prophet, will follow.

This initial mention of Edom, by Isaiah, is much en

larged upon by Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Moreover, Amos,

in some measure, speaks amidst the days of Isaiah, so

that correspondence of references is likely, which con

firms the idea that Dumah can well be Edom. In the

restoration, Edom will only obtain their land by petition.

Then will they be restored with Israel.

THE LOAD IN ARABIA (21:13-14)

13 LOAD IN ARABIA

In the wildwood, in Arabia, you are lodging,

Caravans of Dedanites.

14 Arrive with water to meet the thirsty,

Dwellers of the land of Tema.

Forestall the wanderer with bread for him.

The unrest spreads to Arabia. We find that both

traders and population have dispersed into the wildwood

because of fear of the foe. The country is overrun by an

expedition crossing it, probably that of Sennacherib

against Egypt, in the days of Hezekiah. To some,

Arabia was but a lodging, not a home. These are the
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caravans of the Dedanites, renowned as merchants and

traders connected with Tyre (Ezek. 27:17).

Jeremiah also warned them to " dwell deeply," that

is, to forsake the usual coast route for the inland regions

of the wilderness (Jer. 49:8). The caravans hide in the

wildwood. They are wanderers, fugitives from the war,

lacking water and bread. Upon the land of Tema is laid

the obligation to arrive and forestall these wanderers,

with bread and water. Thus was lessened the exhaustion

due to the haste of their flight from war dangers.

WANDERING (21:15)

15 For from the presence of the swords they wander,

From the presence of the sword let go,

And from the presence of the bended bow,

And from the presence of the heaviness of war.

The Dedanites seek a retreat from the presence of the

sword when in use, and from the presence of the bow

when bent. Their wandering has some recompense,

bringing them into contact with the pity of the men of

Tema, and away from the rigors of a war which was

entirely lacking in mercy.

BOWMEN VANISH (21:16-17)

16 For thus says my Lord Ieue to me,

"In three years further, as the years of a hireling,

Vanished will be all the glory of the sons of Kedar,

17 And the remaining number of bowmen,

Masters of the sons of Kedar, shall be few,

For Ieue, the Alueim of Israel, speafcs."

The men of Kedar were warlike and, because of this,

their experiences were in direct contrast with those of

the trader and the fugitive. The glory of the warrior

vanished, but the fugitive met those who arrived with

supplies to commiserate their lack. In three years' time

the glory of Arabia was to end and leave but a few

warriors. The protection of Dedanites from the cam

paigns of Nebuchadnezzar is advised by Jeremiah (49:
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8), yet against Kedar is Nebuchadnezzar urged to oper

ate (Jer. 49:28, 29). Isaiah's words are some century or

so prior to those of Jeremiah.

This division of Isaiah commenced by contemplating

the fall of Babylon, and this implied Babylon's prior

rise to dominance. It involved the crushing of Ieue's

people, Israel. These loads are revealing more of the

details which will lead up to that predicted end. Thus

is it amply confirmed that the prophet of the Alueim of

Israel was truly able to state the outcome well ahead of

time. Despite the threshing which was to come to them

from these experiences, Israel may well find every reason

to encourage themselves by these revelations. At least

we see that the faithful of Israel did find great value in

the prophets, as for example Daniel (see Dan. 9:2). In

this particular chapter of Isaiah (21), years in advance

of the event, two nations are shown as though in readi

ness to march in execution of Ieue's command to advance

against Babylon. e.h.c.

LIFE'S WORK ENDED

On September 13, 1962, Sister Mabel Kerr of the Concordant

Scripture Students of Harlem, New York City, was put to repose.

During the eleven years of illness, she suffered six strokes, and

was fully reconciled to the will of God, Whose sufficient grace

was outstanding during her shut-in years.

Her influence in her home and her community will long be

felt, for she was a faithful witness to the truth. Her devout

confidence in God, and her patience and graciousness manifested

a true realization of the truth in Christ Jesus. Her fortitude

and faith was well konwn to all with whom she came in contact.

A memorial service was conducted at the Benta Funeral

Chapel, New York City, by E. C. Kling; participating were Rev.

L. A. Bynoe, Brother J. W. Bailey, Sisters Nelson and Hughes,

vocalists, and Elder Benta, who gave testimony of the truth

which Sister Kerr loved, to a large number of sorrowing hearts

gathered to pay their last respects to this faithful servant of

God.

She is survived by her husband, one daughter, and two sons.

She is loved—and lost awhile—but we shall meet again, per

haps sooner than we think, when we shall see Him Who loved

her best. e.c.k.
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WHAT IS DEATH?

PAET I

Amazing as it may seem to some, death is a return.

Man is soil and returns to the soil (Gen. 3:19). The

spirit returns to God who gave it (Ecc. 12:7). The

soul returns to the unseen whence it came (Psa 9:17

and Acts 2:27,31). In fact Job speaks of death itself

as a return when he says:

For I know that Thou wilt return me to death.

(Job 30:23 A.V.).

Neither man as a whole, nor any part of him enters a

new, unknown condition at death, but all returns to the

state from which it emerged when life was imparted.

Even as the body was created of existing entities, so

with the spirit which was given by God; and at death

these return to the same condition in which they were

before.

This truth has been obscured by inconsistency in

rendering the Hebrew word 2W shub. This word is

represented in the English Authorized version by one

hundred and forty-two variations in rendering. On the

other hand, five Hebrew words are translated " return."

Our only recourse is a fresh, concordant study of the

term. The main question to be decided is whether this

Hebrew word simply means to turn, or if it includes the

thought of a previous condition, hence a return. The fol

lowing passages from the Authorized Version are in point.
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Gen. 3:19 till thou return unto the ground;
Gen. 3:19 unto dust shalt thou return.
Psa. 104:29 they die, and return to their dust.
Psa. 146:4 he returneth to his earth
Job 10:9 wilt thou bring me into dust againt
Ecc. 12:7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was:

and the spirit shall return unto God Who gave it.
Psa. 9:17 The wicked shall be turned into hell,
Judg. 15:19 and when... his spirit came again
IKi. 17:21 let this child's soul come into him again.

Gen. 42:28 My money is restored;

Lev. 6:4 (5:23) that he shall restore that which he

These are but a few of many passages which clearly

prove that this Hebrew word means not only turn but

return. Many instances are quite misleading if we

should translate turn, but all are clear when we prefix

re-.

With this key in our hands we are able to unlock the

secret of death. And if we apply it first of all to the

material part of mankind, the body, we not only have

unquestionable proof of its truth, but are supplied with

a parable of the spirit and a clue as to the soul.

THE BODY IS SOIL

Consider, then, the facts as to the body. It is soil.

At death it returns to the soil whence it came. While it

was a part of the body this soil was stamped with our

personality. We speak of it as our body, though the

elements which compose it are constantly changing and

are entirely decomposed in death. As a matter of fact,

each seven years or so the body has undergone an entire

change, so far as its material components are concerned,

yet it is the same body as far as we are aware. Perhaps

it would not be too much to say that our bodies die every

seven years and are renewed as often. This, of course,

is a gradual process, nevertheless a real one. It should

help us to realize what the death of a body involves.

Could we compress this process of dying into a brief
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period and check the repair processes, then we have

death itself. This daily dying is a continual reminder

and a constant intimation of mortality. Death is written

large in our daily experience for it is perpetually

operating in our bodies to return them to the soil from

whence they came. And it is to this that Scripture

points us if we would realize what death means. It

should teach us that the body is not identified with any

arbitrary unchangeable portion of the soil, but remains

the identical body when the material elements which

compose it have been replaced by entirely different sub

stance. The elements which return to the soil have no

more consciousness or identity than they had before we

partook of them in the form of food.

DEATH FOR LIFE

Another law, akin to this, is that the higher organ

ization must live by the death of the lower. Plants can

draw their sustenance directly from the soil, but animals,

living souls that move, cannot extract their food from

the earth directly. They must live by the death of the

herb and the grain and the fruit.

Thus we are constantly being reminded of the great

lesson that God cannot only bring life from death, but

that our death is but a stepping stone to the high

honor given to us through His Beloved, Christ Jesus.

No fact in all the universe is so amply and constantly

evidenced as the truth that death is the only means of

life. The death of Christ, as the harbinger of life to

a dying race, is the most illustrious example, but it is far

from being a solitary one. It is but the apex of a pyra

mid of facts which have been piled up by the ages,

which are still recurring and which may be felt by every

one and everywhere. The food we eat is eloquent on
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this point. Not merely flesh food—though this is its

highest expression—but vegetables and grains as well.

To begin with, it is only by dying that the grain can

grow. It is only through death that the seed we sow

can sprout. And this imparted life is lost again when

the grain is used as food, either of animal or mankind.

Death, death, death, nothing lives but by death. This

is the universal law of life from which nothing can

escape.

DEATH IS NOT LIFE

Men have been betrayed into the most absurd incon

sistencies in their efforts to accept the dictum of the

serpent "Ye shall not surely die." They frantically

flee from death, they add precaution to precaution to

avoid it, they brand a man a murderer who kills another,

and call him a suicide if he kills himself, yet they per

sist in painting death in most pleasing colors. If it is

such a blessed state why not embrace it ?

But the word of God clears away such mists by

associating life with good and death with evil (Deut.

30:15,19). God has no pleasure in the death of those

who die (Ezek. 18:32), nor has anyone else. Death, in

God's Word, is compassed with sorrows (Psa. 18:4;

116:3) and terrors (Psa. 55:4).

DEATH IS ESSENTIAL TO RESURRECTION

The greatest havoc wrought by a false view of death

is the virtual denial of the resurrection. In my early

endeavors to grasp the mind of God as to the true Gospel

which He would have preached, the most striking and

notable departure from the preaching of the Apostles

I found to be in their constant stress on the resurrection

of Christ, while present day evangelical preachers hardly

ever deem it worth mentioning in a Gospel address.
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I sought the cause of this discrepancy and found it in the

false view of death which has become orthodox and

" sound." For if death for the believers is but the en

trance into a fuller, freer life, then what need of a

resurrection? Why drag down the spirit from its ec

static session in the divine Presence into a burdensome

body again?

In line with this I found that the theological phrase

"the resurrection of the body" (which virtually denies

resurrection in that it excludes the soul and spirit) has

wrought great mischief. This unscriptural, misleading

phrase has found its way into the creeds and seeks to

hide its falsity by its challenge to "faith." It wears a

mask of truth to conceal its real intent, which is hardly

less than the error of which the apostle Paul warns us

(2 Tim. 2:18) for it infers that the resurrection is past

already so far as the soul and spirit is concerned.

Until we acknowledge death to be death we cannot

understand resurrection aright, for it is resurrection

from the dead, not from another form of life!

Another remarkable phenomena is worth noting in

this connection. It is the tendency for those who deal

much with the original Greek to become "heretics" on

this question. The church has corrupted the truth so

that a vital contact with the early manuscripts is sure to

lead to "heresy." In truth, such a study of the original

has become almost necessary in order to recover this

truth. Thus it was with Martin Luther, soon after his

escape from the thralldom of Rome. In his "Defense"

he says: "I permit the Pope to make articles of faith for

himself and his faithful: such as that the soul is the

substantial form of the human body, that the soul is

immortal, with all those monstrous opinions to be found

in the Roman dunghill of decretals."
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But even before that day our martyr, William Tyn-

dale, whose life and death were devoted to the truth,

writes to Sir Thomas Moore: "In putting departed souls

in heaven, hell and purgatory, you destroy the argu

ments wherewith Christ and Paul prove the resurrection.

What God doth with them, that shall we know when we

come to them. The true faith putteth the resurrection,

which we be warned to look for every hour. The heathen

philosophers, denying that, did put that souls did ever

live. And the Pope joineth the spiritual doctrine of

Christ, and the fleshly doctrine of philosophers to

gether—things so contrary that they cannot agree. And

because the fleshly-minded Pope consenteth unto heathen

doctrine, therefore he corrupteth the Scriptures to es

tablish it. // the souls be in heaven, tell me why they be

not in good case as the angels be and then what cause of

the resurrection?"

And not only the faithful Tyndale but others since

his day who have dealt directly with the text of the early

Greek and Hebrew have become convinced of this " her

esy." As a young inquirer I was warned against Wil

son's Emphatic Diaglott on this ground. Rotherham,

whose quaint version has been the delight and help of

many, has been impeached of this "error." Dr. Bull-

inger, whose Critical Lexicon evinces a close study of the

original, suffered much for maintaining this truth. So

that we must warn all who wish to remain orthodox not

to brush aside the veil of the Authorized Version or look

upon the face of the ancient text or you will surely be

tainted with the heresy of God's truth!

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL NOT SCRIPTURAL

The most unblushing denial of God's word is found in

the orthodox doctrine of inherent immortality. It finds
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no source or prop or excuse in the Scriptures of truth.

It is but the wild guess of a pagan philosopher foisted

upon us by a degenerate theology. When its supporters

are driven to admit that it has no place in God's Word

they try to tell us that it is everywhere inferred. If they

should say that it is everywhere inferred that God will

bring all back to life it would fully satisfy each intima

tion and would have solid support and definite declara

tions. But nowhere is there the least intimation of

immortality being a present possession anywhere in the

sacred scrolls. Death is insisted on everywhere as being

the lot, not only of humanity, but of other creatures

as well.

At the very forefront of revelation man is denied

immortality. The serpent had indeed said, "Ye shall

not surely die." (Gen. 3:4). But Ieue Alueim takes all

the necessary precautions, so that His Word does not

fail. Not only does the sentence go forth, "soil are you,

and to soil are you returning" (Gen. 3:19, C.V.), but

they are driven from Eden for the express purpose of

keeping them from the tree of life. Had they tasted of

this tree then they would indeed have been immortal—at

least for the eon—and their life would have been pro

longed in the midst of all the infirmities and distresses

of advancing age. They would be tortured by pain and

racked by disease without the possibility of escape

through death or restoration by resurrection. They

would be in the modern "hell."

But Ieue Alueim allows no such inconceivable calamity

to overtake them. He placed cherubim and a flaming

sword to guard the way of the tree of the living. In

other words, He took care that no one could possibly

become immortal until the way should once more be

opened by means of Christ and the resurrection. How
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anyone, in the face of the narrative, coupled with the

distinct assertion that Christ alone has immortality—

how anyone can still believe Satan's lie, seems almost

incredible. Yet we know that those in high places not

only hold and herald it forth as truth, but seek to find

"evidence" for it in the Scriptures! Some, however,

allow that it is not taught there, but that it is taken for

granted!

IMMORTALITY AND INCORRUPTION

Christ alone has immortality (1 Tim. 6:16). We shall

put it on when we are vivified (1 Cor. 15:53, 54). These

two passages are the only references to immortality, or

deathlessness, in the Greek Scriptures. Romans 2:7 and

2 Timothy 1:10 refer to incorruption, not immortality.

This is clear from 1 Corinthians 15:42, 50, 53, 54, Ephe-

sians 6:24 and Titus 2:7, which comprise all the occur

rences of the word for incorruption. Immortality is not

"brought to light" or illuminated through the Gospel,

but through the resurrection (2 Tim. 1:10). a.e.k.

{To be continued)

ARTHUR WRIGHT

It was the privilege of the Denver Concordant Ecclesia to have
had Arthur Wright for their teacher the past several months.
We will sadly miss him, for he was beloved by all who knew

him, and more especially by those who heard him.

Arthur Wright was born in Graham, Missouri, January 6,

1899. He taught school in Colorado. He was married to Eleanor

Morris, who survives, and was residing in Denver at the time
of his death.

Mr. Wright taught the Sunday class as usual, but on Monday
(Labor Day), he became seriously ill. He underwent surgery

and came through beautifully. Within hours, he developed a

blood clot that lodged in the lungs and he was gone.

Beloved brother, we are awaiting a reunion with you at His

calling for us on high! m.m.

"ALL IN ALL" IN THE CHINESE LANGUAGE

A. E. Knoch's book, "All in All," is again available in the

Mandarin Chinese language. If you are trying to interest a
Chinese friend, why not obtain a copy for him from the transla

tor, Abraham Heidal, 915 South Huson Street, Tacoma 6, Wash.
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THE PREVIOUS COMMISSIONS

PART THREE

THE COMMISSION FOR MANKIND

Matthew, a government official, tells of the King and

gives the two Kingdom Commissions, outlining both

domestic and foreign policies.

Mark, the attendant of Paul and Barnabas, tells us

of God's Servant, and gives us the Creation Commission,

which was proclaimed to the entire creation.

Luke, the beloved physician, of Gentile origin, tells

of the sympathetic Man. He gives us the Commission

for Mankind, including all of Adam's erring progeny.

This commission is wider in its range than the two

Kingdom Commissions found in Matthew's account. The

First Kingdom Commission is exclusively for Israel; the

second concerns the nations. Luke, writing to Theo-

philus, a man of the nations, traces our Lord's lineage

clear back to Adam, and deals with mankind as a whole,

including both Israel and the nations under the common

charge that all are sinners. Mark, on the other hand,

includes more than mankind in his Creation Commission.

These distinctions give character to the blessings and

judgments which follow in their wake. Under the

First Kingdom Commission an entrance into the kingdom

is the portion of the Israelite who endures until the

coming of the Son of Mankind (Matt. 10:22, 23). The

rebels will perish. The nation which shelters the faith-
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ful Jew is given an allotment in the kingdom. The

nation which persecutes them is sent away into eonian

chastening. Their judgment is national, and is not based

upon the individual sins of each citizen. Righteousness

or justice will be attributed to that nation which acknow

ledges Ieue's people and acts accordingly (Matt. 25:31-

46). The Second Kingdom Commission goes forth with

power and tolerates no opposition. At its crisis, when

Satan makes his final assault, its force is seen in his

instant destruction along with those whom he has de

ceived.

The blessings borne by the Creation Commission are

almost exclusively physical and directed to earth's

restoration. Though we believe its proclamation has been

fulfilled, its fruition awaits the unveiling of the sons of

God (Rom. 8:19).

Christ's suffering for sins

Let us note that in these commissions, sins and the

sufferings of Christ on account of them, are not even

mentioned.

The First Kingdom Commission was given long before

He suffered and its proclamation was immediately

stopped when He began to foretell His sufferings. True,

the establishment of the kingdom, like all else, is based

upon His sacrifice, but His coming in great power must

precede the setting up of the kingdom.

The Second Kingdom Commission is an embassy to the

nations and is based upon the fulfillment of the first

commission and the political supremacy of Israel.

Mark's Creation Commission is founded upon the

resurrection of Jesus Christ. It covers not only sinners,

but also the lower creation which we cannot charge with

sin, but only with bearing man's burden without his

guilt.
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THE COMMISSION GIVEN

But Luke's Commission for Mankind deals with the

pardon of sins. "When this commission was given, the

apostles, terrified by His appearance among them, were

assured by their Lord that He was not a spirit, but that

it was He, Himself. They fail to take it in, being over

joyed, yet He opens their mind to understand the Scrip

tures, upon which He bases His charge:

"Thus it is written, and thus must the Christ be suffering

and rise from among the dead the third day, and there is

to be heralded in His name repentance for the pardon of

sins, to all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem. Now

you shall be witnesses of these things. And lo! I am

delegating the promise of My Father on you. Now you

be seated in the city of Jerusalem till you should be put

ting on power from on high." (Luke 24:46-49).

The basis of this commission, as we have already

observed, is the suffering of Christ. It was foretold in

the early scriptures. Peter refers to this when speaking

to Cornelius: "To this One are all the prophets testify

ing: everyone who is believing in Him is to obtain the

pardon of sins through His name.'' (Acts 10:43). It was

not in force until Pentecost, when they were baptized

with holy spirit, empowering them for its proclamation.

The record in Acts gives us the course of this commission.

The "Acts of the Apostles" is in reality a treatise on

the kingdom as heralded in the power of the holy spirit

by the apostles. While it is a continuation of Luke's

former treatise, it also records the administration of the

First Kingdom Commission and the Creation Commis

sion. Peter, to whom the keys of the kingdom were

committed during the Lord's absence, unlocks the door

to the Jews on the day of Pentecost and later to the

nations also. Baptism was included in its proclamation,

from Mark's Commission, as well as repentance from

Luke's Commission for Mankind.
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PETER ON PENTECOST

Repentance and pardon were to be heralded first at

Jerusalem (Luke 24:47; Acts 2:38), to spread to Judea

and Samaria (Acts 1:8, 8:1), and then to the limits of

the land. First, then, we hear it proclaimed in the holy-

city on the day of Pentecost. Peter said to the sons of

Israel: "Repent and be baptized each of you in the

name of Jesus Christ for the pardon of your sins..."

(Acts 2:38). The words concerning baptism belong to

Mark's Commission. The words concerning the "gra

tuity of the holy spirit/' which we have omitted,

refer to a promise contained in none of the commissions.

Thus throughout the book of Acts we find various

commissions heralded in the same breath, and only an

exact knowledge of each will enable us to determine the

basis of each statement.

THE CASE OF CORNELIUS

There is no record in the book of Acts that Peter ever

went outside the land of Israel in his proclamation of

pardon. Jerusalem at Pentecost and the Caesarean

proselyte Cornelius are the model cases given us of his

ministry. Cornelius' case is especially in point. The

Kingdom Commission could not be used there so Christ

is proclaimed as Lord of all (Acts 10:36), and Judge of

both the dead and the living, and on this ground it is

said, "To this One are all the prophets testifying:

everyone who is believing in Him is to obtain the pardon

of sins through His name." (Acts 10:43).

PAUL OFFERS PARDON

Paul was appointed to carry this message to the

nations. Although his later commissions recalled its

exercise, at the beginning he was sent to the nations

"...to open their eyes, to turn them about from dark-
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ness to light and from the authority of Satan to God,

for them to get a pardon of sins and an allotment among

those who have been hallowed by faith that is in Me."

(Acts 26:18).

His address at Pisidian Antioch gives us a sample of

how this was carried out. First he heralded it to the

Jews in the synagogue saying, "Let it be known to you,

then, men, brethren, that through this One is being

announced to you the pardon of sins..." The faithful

benignities of David were secured to them by the resur

rection of Jesus (Acts 13:34, 38).

But Ieue had told Isaiah,

"A slight thing is it for you to become My servant,

To raise up the tribes of Jacob,

And the dispersed of Israel to restore.

Behold! I give you also for a light of the nations,

To become My salvation unto the ends of the earth."

(Isaiah 49:6)

Thus the nations had these things made known to

them, that their sins also might be pardoned.

PAUL PREPARES FOR JUSTIFICATION

This is the very first of Paul's addresses of which we

have any record after his severance from the other

apostles, as recorded in Acts 13:2. Besides carrying

out Luke's Commission to Mankind, Paul gives his

brethren the first hint that we have of justification. Not

at all in the fullness or clearness which it afterwards

attained as set forth in Romans, for this would not be

fitting in a historical account such as the book of Acts.

We must expect to find it there only as it relates to the

earthly kingdom. Thus we read, "... and from all from

which you could not be justified in the law of Moses, in

this One everyone who is believing is being justified."

(Acts 13:39).

Here the law was not actually set aside. But the
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impotency of the law is hinted at in those things in

which justification is introduced.

AUTHORITY TO PARDON

It is important to note that in every instance pardon

is connected with rule. It is the function of the execu

tive. Christ is heralded as King or Ruler, or God's

authority is brought forward first as a basis of any

pardon that may be offered. This is why the Pardon

Parable is given us in Matthew's account, though it is

joined to Luke's in spirit by the somewhat strange char

acterization "A man, a king..." (Matt. 18:23).

THE PARDON PARABLE

The question of the pardon of sins between brethren

comes up, and authority is given to the apostles to bind

and loose on earth. Two agreed on earth shall have their

requests granted. Two or three gathered in His Name

can act with His authority. Peter asks whether the

limit of pardon should be extended to seven times?

This brings to the Lord's mind the course of the kingdom

in connection with the heralding of pardon. So He gives

an illustration:

"Therefore likened was the kingdom of the heavens to

a man, a king, who wants to settle accounts with his

slaves. Now, at his beginning to settle, one debtor was

brought to him who owed ten thousand talents. Now, at

his not having wherewith to pay, the lord orders him to

be disposed of, and his wife and children and all, what

ever he has, and payment to be made. Falling down,

then, that slave worshiped him, saying, 'Lord, be patient

with me, and I will pay you all!' Now, having com

passion, the lord of that slave dismisses him, and remits

his loan.

"Yet, coming out, that slave found one of his fellow

slaves, who owed him a hundred denarii, and, holding

him, he choked him, saying, 'Pay, if you are owing any

thing!' Falling down, then, his fellow slave entreated

him, saying, 'Be patient with me, and I will pay you all!'

Yet he would not, but, coming away, he casts him into

jail, till he may pay what is owing.
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"Then his fellow slaves, perceiving what is occurring,
were tremendously sorry, and, coming, elucidate to their
lord all that is occurring.

"Then his lord, calling him to him, is saying to him,

'Wicked slave! That entire debt I remit to you, since you
entreat me. Was it not binding on you also to be merci
ful to your fellow slave, as I also am merciful to you?'
And, being indignant, his lord gives him up to the tor

mentors till he may pay all that he is owing to him."

(Matt. 18:23-35)

AN INTERPRETATION

Surely the Jerusalem sinners who were guilty of His

death were the ones who owed the ten thousand talents.

But upon the condition of repentance they were for

given.

The nations became Israel's debtors through receiving

of their spiritual things. But what was the attitude of

these pious Jews towards the nations? Paul tells the

Thessalonians that they "... kill the Lord Jesus as well

as the prophets, and banish us, and are not pleasing to

God, and are contrary to all men, forbidding us to speak

to the nations that they may be saved, to fill up their

sins always. Yet the indignation outstrips to them to

a consummation.79 (1 Thess. 2:15, 16).

It is significant that i(tens of thousands'7 of the Jews

believed yet all were zealous for the law and did their

utmost to murder Paul simply because he proclaimed

pardon to the other nations (Acts 21:20 and 22:21, 22).

They had received the pardon offered to them through

the apostles, but like the slave in the parable, averted

wrath visits them for their attitude toward their fellow

debtor. The destruction of Jerusalem began their pun

ishment and for the past nineteen centuries they have

been in the hands of the tormentors. They were once

enlightened, and had tasted of the celestial gratuity at

Pentecost and became partakers of holy spirit, besides

the ideal declaration of God and the powerful deeds of
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the impending eon, but they fell aside. These things

came through repentance, but repentance became no

longer possible (Heb. 6:4-6).

The King had taught them to pray the kingdom

prayer, "Thy kingdom come...remit to us our debts,

as we remit those of our debtors.79 And He adds, " .. .if

you should be forgiving men their offenses, you also will

your heavenly Father be forgiving. Yet if you should

not be forgiving men their offenses, neither will your

Father be forgiving your offenses.'' (Matt. 6:9-15). The

pardon they obtained was probational; its continuance

depended upon their attitude towards others.

THE COMMISSION'S COURSE

Thus we have traced the course of the proclamation

of the Commission for Mankind. Beginning at Jeru

salem, depending upon the session there of the delegates

of the great King, spreading to Samaria and the other

nations, it finally becomes inoperative with the defection

of Jerusalem and the casting aside of Israel and the

earthly authority vested in the twelve apostles, a.e.k.

NOTE FROM THE OFFICE

We find that all mail other than first class, seems to be subject

to delay in the post office recently. Hence, if you send an order,

and receive an acknowledgement by first class mail, but do not

receive your package immediately, do not jump to the conclusion

that we have not mailed it. Please wait at least a week before

writing us about it. Similarly, if you send an order which does

not require an acknowledgement, allow plenty of time. We

attempt to ship all orders the same day as they are received,
but during the rush period now beginning, this may not always

be possible.

Please remember also that the post office now charges us ten

cents to notify us of your change of address. With a mailing

list as large as ours, this means quite an outlay to keep the list

up to date, unless you cooperate by notifying us yourself, in

plenty of time. Will you help us in this way? e.o.k.

PRAYER is God's desire for me, wrought in me by His holy

spirit, and expressed back to Him in petition. —Contributed
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THE LOST VISION

Prepositions are the smallest and yet the largest words

which we use in our theologizing. The statement that

man must "believe in Christ'' will never be apprehended

until the preposition is understood. Its importance may

be seen in the apostles at times using the expression

"believed into Christ"—an intensification of the idea.

Men have argued and labored over the possible meaning

of the larger term, the verb "believe." The preposition

has always contained the clue to every imagined problem

in the phrase. Men are ever apt to look for God in the

thunder and the storm, but He Who speaks with a

"still small voice" uses the little things of life and

scripture to reveal His meaning. "In" tells us of identi

fication. "Into" is the process of identifying. Millions

"believe"—they form the corrupt mass of leavened

Christendom. Individuals, some here and some there,

have "believed into" Christ and are all that this

battered, storm-swept world knows of Christianity.

In a preposition lies the secret of mankind's loss of

the vision of God. Komans one records the dimming

of man's eyesight when it failed to see the "power and

divinity" through the things the Creator made. The

statement of the Authorized Version that "the invisible

things... are clearly seen" in "the things that are

made" does not quite tie up with the facts, as may be

seen in any article by modern astronomers, geologists, or

scientists, where even a reference to the Creator's

"power and divinity" is truly an "invisible thing"!
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Astronomers have scanned the heavens and seen suns

and systems invisible to the naked eye but they have not

"clearly seen" the invisible God. Geologists have quar

ried the depths of the earth and brought to light geologi

cal stratas, fossilized bones, and natural laws, but the

excavator's spade has never disclosed the "invisible

things" which are said to be "clearly seen." There is

a reason for this, a reason which rests on a preposition,

as we will show later on.

Professor Godet's comment on this passage is of value

here. "The complex phrase noumena kathoratai, are

spiritually contemplated, contains two intimately con

nected ideas: on the one hand a viewing with the out

ward sense; on the other an act of intellectual percep

tion, whereby that which presents itself to the eye be

comes at the same time a revelation to our consciousness.

The animal sees as man does; but lacks the nous, under

standing, whereby man ascends from the contemplation

of the work to that of the worker.'' In phenomena we

have that which is seen when, animal-like, we look at

creation. In noumena we have that which is seen when

we look through "the things that are made." The

difference lies in the preposition.

The origin of all heathenism, ancient and modern,

scientific and otherwise, lies in the fact that men have

contented themselves with looking at and not through

the world of material things. Looking at the operation

of nature our modern scientists have seen law. Had they

looked through they would have beheld the Lawgiver.

Looking at the heavens above and the earth beneath and

around, artists and poets have painted and sung the

praises of "Nature." Had they looked through they

would have joined the Psalmist in his praises of God.

The people of by-gone ages looked at the sun in its fiery

magnificence and their awed souls bowed idolatrously to

it. Had they but looked through their spirits would

have joyed in worshiping Him. A Pantheist is one who
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looks at "the things that are made" and, thinking they

are the exhaustion of God, worships them. A Theist is

one who views these same things as an expression of

God, a part and not the sum of His being, a segment and

not the circumference of His substance, and who, look

ing through, sees the vision of God. Blind eyes cannot

see through the things that are made to behold the in

visible. But the opened eye, touched by redemption's

magic power, can and does "clearly perceive." A ren

dering of the phrase "clearly to be seen" by "may be

deeply seen" is one that has much appeal to the writer

as suggesting the spiritual vigor, or intuition, necessary

to brush aside the phenomena to behold the noumena

hidden within, or behind, the physical facts of creation.

[The Concordant Version rendering, "are descried,"

suggests much the same idea—Editor] "Deeply" the

invisible truths of the invisible God do surely lie. So

deep, indeed, that, while they are descried by the eye

of simple faith, they are yet so deep that godless curios

ity, however scientific it may think itself to be, cannot

reach them with shovel or spade, scalpel or lancet, can

not analyze them with acids, or view them with either

telescope or microscope.

When you look at it, Nature is a dead wall that for

bids your passing beyond itself, a screen or curtain like

the veil that barred man from the Holiest of All. When

you look through, however, the veil is rent and you hear

hidden harmonies which lie "deeply to be heard" in the

song of the nightingale and the thrush, the chirp of the

cricket and the glad carol of the lark. The whisper of

every passing breeze contains within its depths the sigh

of a compassionate God brooding over a ruined creation.

The petals of the rose but "deeply" veil within them

selves a passage-way to the beauty of God. Hid deeply

in Nature's bosom is a highway to the heart of God.

His voice may be heard in the rumbling of the sea, the

roar of Niagara, and the gurgle of every tiny brook.
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The "footprints of the Creator'7 are "deeply to be seen"

in the library of the rocks. His fingerprints are on the

stars. Like walls of brazen metal the "things that are

seen" prevent the progress of self-sufficient man, who

beats out his brains against the "facts" of Nature in

his attempt to lay ruthless hands on the secrets of life.

But faith perceives the hinges and the seeming walls of

brass become portals into the Temple of God.

Had Daniel looked at the lions he would have trem

bled and shaken, but he looked through and saw the

lions' God. Had David, like Israel, looked at Goliath he

would have fled in terror from the scene with his shep

herd's sling and five smooth stones. But the eye of

David's faith pierced Goliath's armor and, looking

through, David saw a greater than he. The ten spies

saw the giants. Joshua and Caleb looked through and

saw God.

The entire protest of the prophets was against this

natural tendency of Israel to look at, and not through

the sacrifices, as the heathen referred to looked at and

not through the sun. Israel's tendency in this respect

embodied itself in the Pharisee who went into the temple

to pray. Looking at himself, as millions of his kin have

since done, he spread his virtues before himself, and

counted up his spiritual wealth as measured by stan

dards of his own. He looked at his righteousness and

found it beautiful to behold; he gazed at his alms-giving

and determined it was generous; he turned his vision

inward and absolved himself from every spot, wrinkle

and taint, such as "other men" might have. The Pub

lican focused his vision not on "other men"—they had

to answer each for himself—but in a single ray of blind

ing condemnation on himself. He looked through and

not merely at the God before Whom he bowed, for he

saw the heart of mercy, the very Core of the Invisible,

that expressed its noumena through the phenomena of

the temple sacrifices. The mercy was ever "deeply to
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be seen" in the shadows and signs of the Levitical ad

ministration. But such as had "eyes to see," who could

look through the silent signs to the living substance be

yond, could feast their hearts on "the invisible things of

God."
NOT AT BUT THROUGH

Eomans 5:3-5 is the property of faith, and only faith,

for faith alone can put its amen to the facts recorded

there. They are facts only to faith, for faith looks not

at but through. In the second verse on the horizon of

hope is seen the radiant glow of the rising "glory of

God." That is a future fact which feeds the joy as it

increases the courage of faith. In the fifth verse we

have Paul's triumphant postscript to the inventory

which he has just catalogued. This Pauline postscript

refers not to a future hope but to a present possession.

We have—does he say it merely, or does he sing it?—

"the love of God...poured out in our hearts." The

future is therefore already begun in the present, for

what, pray, is the glory of God if it be not His love?

But though love is our companion on the journey, the

path to the dawning glory is one that is covered with

thorns. Is not that why the Master girded Himself with

a towel and so tenderly bathed His followers' feet? Well

He knew the feet that followed the path He trod Himself

must often bleed. But listen to Paul, or rather to Faith,

for it is Faith that speaks here. "We may be GLORYing

also in afflictions!" G-l-o-r-y does not spell growl!

The flesh growls. Faith glories.

But who has ever enjoyed a passage through a

threshing-machine (for that is what the word "afflic

tion" really means) ? Who has ever found humor in

the lion's jaws, or cause for jests in the headsman's axe

or peaceful rest at the martyr's stake? Pain is never

anything else than pain. Faith does not veneer the fact

of suffering with a line of jargon from an idealistic

philosophy book. Faith does not deny facts: it faces them.
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How then does it find cause for glorying "also in afflic

tions"?

If Faith has the honesty to recognize the facts of life,

it also has the vision to look through them. Look at the

tribulation or the trouble, and, however small it may

be, it becomes a thing of terror. Look through it, how

ever great, and it becomes a trifle. Faith looks through

affliction and sees endurance beyond. Faith still peers

into the matter and through endurance it perceives

testedness. Faith examines testedness and through it

sees the dawning of expectation. And then through

expectation it gazes on the smile of God.

Alan Burns

PEEILOUS PEEIODS

After nearly two thousand years of the gospel of grace,

mankind has been " civilized" to a point comparative

to the demoniacs of Gergesene, who were very ferocious

(Matt.. 8:28). This is the general term used by Paul

to characterize the final eras of this administration (2

Tim. 3:1-5). Great nations are in peril unless they are

prepared to blot out their adversaries by means of the

most destructive weapons man has ever devised. We

can see this prophecy being fulfilled before our very

eyes, as peril follows peril.

Never has the fulfillment of a prophecy been so widely

publicized as in the great newspapers of today. As

these periods are limited to the last days of this admin

istration, their very presence should encourage our

hearts to hope that the eon may soon come to a close.

This would be small comfort if we still had to endure

the terrors of the apocalypse before we could enter the

terrestrial kingdom. But no, Christ will descend and

rescue us, and change us, and lead us into His celestial

kingdom, without enduring any of the dreadful perils

which confront mankind today in their proud attempt

to reach and rule the rest of the universe. A.E.K.
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THE SWORD OF THE SPIRIT

PART I

Why is the word of God living ?

Why is it operative ?

Why is it keen above any two-edged sword ?

Why is it penetrating (Heb. 4:12) ?

The answer seems to be, because it is a spiritual sword,

or, as Greek idiom puts it, the sword of the spirit, which

is a declaration of God (Eph. 6:17). What the passage

in Hebrews says concerning the Word of God in general

will apply as well to any special declaration of God, per

tinent to the special situation which is in view here in

Ephesians 6:10-17. The sword, as a part of the panoply,

is being provided by God's spirit. By means of this

sword, God's spirit (or power) is operating in us and

through us, so as to ensure the enjoyment of our celestial

status.

Since this is strictly a spiritual matter, our bodies and

our souls are never affected directly, for this sword is

penetrating, even up to severing the soulish from the

spiritual. It is good to remember that it is our spirit

which is invigorated in the Lord and in the might of His

strength, even though the evidence given by our soul and

our emotions might seem quite to the contrary. We may

be rejoicing in spirit while our body is aching and our

soul is weeping. In spirit being roused together with

Christ, we may be seeking that which is above, where

Christ is, sitting at the right hand of God. In spirit, we
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may be disposed to that which is above, even while body

and soul with all their feelings and emotions are affected

by things on earth. It is this spiritual experience

which makes our earthly life worth living; for we are

privileged to contribute to the laud of the glory of

God's grace even while there is no tangible evidence as

far as our bodies and our soulish emotions are concerned.

As a matter of fact, our present and our future existence

has only this one meaning: for the laud of His glory.

Our attention toward this goal might be distracted in

view of what is going on in the physical realm, in the

soulish sphere, and in view of the antagonism as directed

by the world-mights of this darkness, the spiritual forces

of wickedness among the celestials. But in spite of all

this opposition, the Lord will help us to put on the

panoply of God (as long as we cooperate) and, in addi

tion, give us the sword of the spirit (whenever we may

need it), which is a declaration of God, suited to do away

with each and every thing which does not contribute

to the laud of His glory.

spirit's occurrences in ephesians

The term spirit occurs fourteen times in Paul's letter

to the Ephesians :

1:13 sealed with the holy spirit of promise

1:17 spirit of wisdom and revelation in the realization
of God

2:2 spirit now operating in the sons of stubbornness
2:18 access, in one spirit, to the Father

2:22 built together for God's dwelling place, in spirit

3:6 in spirit the nations are to be...

3:16 staunch with power, through His spirit, in the man
within

4:3 keep the unity of the spirit with the tie of peace

4:4 one body and one spirit

4:23 rejuvenated in the ©pirit of your mind
4:30 holy spirit of God by which you are sealed

5:18 be filled full with spirit

6:17 receive.. . the sword of the spirit
6:18 in spirit being vigilant
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We will find these fourteen occurrences of the word

spirit listed in the Keyword Concordance of the Con-

cordant Version, pages 282 and 283, under the following

descriptive terms:

Divine power as manifested in filling for utterance (5:18)

Divine power as manifested in sealing for safety (1:13)

Qualities of spirit as manifested by a believer (1:17)

Apparently God's spirit (2:18; 2:22; 4:3; 4:4; 4:23; 6:17)

Spirit of the Father or Christ's spirit (3:16)

Holy spirit of God (4:30)

Human spirit (2:2)

Others—indefinite [invisible, intangible power of action, life

and intelligence] (3:6; 6:18)

The first draft of the Keyword Concordance (which

was published in a German edition of the Concordant

Version in 1939) has a somewhat different listing. It

brings the occurrence in 4:23 under "Human spirit",

and 3:16 under " Apparently God's spirit", while the oc

currences in 1:17, 2:18, 2:22, 4:3, 4:4 are listed under

'' Others—Indefinite''.

It seems that either way of describing the various

kinds of spirit has its own merits. And when some of

our readers disagree with both the 1939 and the present

listings we can fully understand that they are inclined

to give more stress to another aspect of the spirit and

hence reach somewhat different conclusions.

While we agree to disagree on such points as whether

the emphasis is on the spirit of God, or of the Father, or of

Christ, or on the holy spirit of God, or in some instances

rather on the spiritual sphere as distinct from the soulish

and physical, we trust that there is, nevertheless, com

plete unanimity as to the basic concepts of the term

spirit. We will now quote a number of examples from

other parts of the Scriptures and then proceed to study

a few well known passages more closely. This will

certainly help to elucidate the sometimes hazy and diver-
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gent conceptions of this vital subject. The following

definitions are taken from the Lexical Concordance of

the Concordant Version.

DEFINITIONS OF SPIRIT

Spirit is the invisible, intangible power of action, life

and intelligence. It is an intelligent principle of action

(Luke 8:55; 2 Cor. 12:18), as the spirit of meekness

(1 Cor. 4:21), of prophecy (Eev. 19:10), of faith (2 Cor.

4:13), of sonship (Rom. 8:15), of power and love and

sanity (2 Tim. 1:7), of slavery (Eom. 8:15), of stupor

(Eom. 11:8), and of the world (1 Cor. 2:12). It is

used of the life principle common to animals (Ecc. 3:21),

and mankind (Gen. 6:17). It is also applied to meta

physical beings (2 Chron. 18:20) without flesh or bones

(Luke 24:39), which are usually unclean or evil (1 Tim.

4:1), as well as demons (Luke 4:33) and messengers

(Rev. 4:5).

Its highest use denotes the divine power as manifested

in His invisible, intangible operations (John 4:24) the

spirit of God, that holy spirit (Matt. 1:18; John 3:8;

Acts 13:2) which comes on men for power (Acts 1:8),

baptizes for cleansing (Acts 1:5), and unifying (1 Cor.

12:13), filling for utterance (Acts 2:4; Eph. 5:18),

sealing for safety (Eph. 1:13), and homing for per

manent fellowship (1 Cor. 3:16).

Spirit is contrasted with the letter (not of the Scrip

tures, but) of the law (2 Cor. 3:6; Bom. 7:6), and is also

contrasted with the flesh (Gal. 5:17). Every man has

his own spirit (1 Cor. 2:11) and may have the spirit of

God (1 Cor. 2:12). A man may be absent in body while

present in spirit, in either space (1 Cor. 5:3) or time

(Rev. 1:10), and he may be obsessed by an evil spirit

(Luke 6:18), while a believer may manifest certain

qualities of spirit (Eph. 1:17).
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Ephesians 6:17 deals with the sword which the spirit

of God provides; it is the sword through which His

spirit acts. This is a fact which we can perceive only

insofar as our human spirit is energized by His spirit.

Hence it might be helpful to first consider some aspects

of the human spirit and of God's spirit. For those of

our readers who are interested in a more detailed ap

proach to this elementary and fundamental theme, we

would recommend studying the articles on "The Human

Spirit" (volume 20, page 120), and "The Homing of the

Holy Spirit" (volume 18, page 272) from which the

following excerpts are taken.

"The human spirit is certainly distinct from all

others. 'For is any of humanity acquainted with that

which is human except the spirit of humanity which is

in it?' (1 Cor. 2:11). We cannot understand other

spirits and they cannot understand us. Our spirit can

not understand the spirit of God apart from the recep

tion of His spirit. Apart from this special operation of

the spirit of God in the saints, a human being is made of

soil from the ground, which combines with the breath

to create the power or energy called spirit, which, under

the creating and sustaining hand of God, imparts life

as well as sensation which is called soul. This may be

called the zoological aspect of the spirit. The word

spirit is usually used in loftier spheres of thought, to

denote the metaphysical human, and the motions and

powers of the mind and heart. It is to these aspects that

we now address ourselves. Our Lord tells us that the

declarations which He spoke to them are spirit and are life

(John 6:63). This introduces us to the most vital of all

the usages of the word spirit, for us who are members of

Christ. There is a sense in which God's words energize

us, vitalize us. These words have no direct effect on our
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physical frames, but they put a new life into our spirits.

Hence 'the body, indeed, is dead because of sin, yet the

spirit is life because of righteousness' (Rom. 8:10). This

is due to the operation of the spirit of God through the

Word of God, so that the part played by our own spirits

is subordinate, and not always easily distinguished.

"The spirit's law of life in Christ Jesus frees us from

the law of sin and death (Rom. 8:2). The law of Moses

was for the flesh: this do, and live. As all have failed, it

has become a law of death. Not so with life in Christ

Jesus. The law for life in Him is quite the opposite.

It is for those who do not do, but believe (Rom. 4:5). It

is not a wage (or ration) but a gift. This life is not for

the flesh, but for the spirit. This is what frees us from

all condemnation. In spirit we fulfill the just require

ments of the law, though we do not walk according to its

fleshly commands. The disposition of the flesh is death,

that of the spirit is life and peace (Rom. 8:6).

The impartation of life to our spirits by the Word is

the great miracle which transforms sinners into saints.

It is the vital point in the two figures which are used

to illustrate their entrance into life. Human beings

receive life by creation or generation. Adam and Eve

were created. All the rest are born. Those who enter

the earthly kingdom do so by being begotten of the spirit

(Jn. 3:5). As we who share in the celestial allotment are

not sufficiently equipped for the new sphere by regenera

tion, we are made a new creation, with added powers and

capacities to enable us to function when away from the

earth. We will not be turned into spirits, but we will

receive spiritual bodies in place of our present soilish

bodies (1 Cor. 15:47-49).

"The body of our humiliation is not directly affected

by the present operations of the holy spirit of God. There
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is an indirect reaction through the human spirit and

the soul, but no direct effort to save the body. Hence

the believer dies just as readily as the unbeliever from

causes which affect his physical fralme. The contentment,

the consolation, the joy, the exultation which comes to us

through the Word of God, as well as the restraint from

destructive sins against the body, ought to react for the

health and longevity of the flesh. Its actual vivification,

however, awaits the resurrection.

"At the Lord's presence His saints will be vivified,

superabundant life will be theirs, in flesh as well as in

spirit. Now, however, life is imparted only to the spirit

directly. This causes the clash between flesh and spirit

which characterizes the experience of the saints. 'The

flesh is lusting against the spirit, yet the spirit against

the flesh' (Gal. 5:17). 'The disposition of the flesh is

death, yet the disposition of the spirit is life and peace'

(Rom. 8:6). 'The spirit, indeed, is eager, yet the flesh

is infirm' (Matt. 26:41). We 'are not in flesh, but in

spirit' (Rom. 8:9). We should not be 'walking in accord

with flesh, but in accord with spirit' (Rom. 8:4). 'He

who is sowing for his own flesh, from the flesh shall be

reaping corruption, yet he who is sowing for the spirit,

from the spirit shall be reaping life eonian' (Gal. 6:8).

'Undertaking in spirit, are you now being completed in

flesh?' (Gal. 3:3).

"This is in perfect accord with the fundamental truth

that sin, in mankind, is a by-product of the death pro

cess. Our spirits, having been animated by the Word of

God, are not dying. Our bodies are. Adam did not pass

on a 'sinful nature' to his posterity. He transmitted

mortality, 'Death passed through into all mankind, on

which all sinned (Rom. 5:12). Mankind sins because

it is dying. Our flesh does the same because it has not
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yet been made alive by God's spirit. Our spirits, how

ever, are not dying. Hence they run counter to the flesh

and should curb it. We should not walk in accord with

the flesh, but in harmony with the spirit. By the spirit

we should put the practices of the body to death.

SPIRIT AND SOUL

"Since the soul which consists of the sensations or feel

ings which we experience, is the effect of flesh as well as

spirit, it also is out of harmony with the spirit. They are,

in practice, exceedingly difficult to separate. Only the

keen sword of the Word of God can part the soul from the

spirit (Heb. 4:12). Indeed, much, if not most, of pres

ent day spirituality is really sensuality, using that word

in its highest sense. Feelings and emotions are popularly

confused with spiritual power. Almost the whole machin

ery of modern evangelism seems constructed to captivate

the soul of the sinner, rather than to vivify his spirit.

Meetings and men are judged entirely by their effect on

the feelings. The soulish has taken the place of the

spiritual. Indeed, the very vocabulary of the (soul-

winner' shows that, both in doctrine and practice, the

soul has driven out the spirit in modern religious efforts.

"In the resurrection our bodies will be changed from

soulish to spiritual (1 Cor. 15:44). Like Adam, we are

now living souls. We have a spirit, but it is submerged

beneath the urge for pleasant and comfortable physical

sensations. Our bodies are soulish. The popular idea

that the soul is the spiritual in man merely shows how far

we are astray. There is sufficient scriptural evidence for

the trend of the soul which drags us down to our carnal

desires, while the spirit leads us in the path of God's

appointment. Let no one mistake exalted feelings for the

spirit. Feelings follow, but they may be unpleasant and

painful. If happy emotions come, as they should, take
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heed lest they are merely exuberance of soul. To be ex

ultant in the midst of pain or suffering, however, is a true

test of the spirit's power.

"The graces which are ours now, in Christ Jesus, are

all in spirit. Indeed, on three occasions the apostle

prays that the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with

our spirits (Gal. 6:18; Phil. 4:23; Philemon 25). In

accord with this, the present administration makes no

appeal to the soul or the flesh. In Israel there was a

magnificent temple and a marvelous ritual and a promise

of physical blessings. We find this imitated in apostate

Christendom, but it is contrary to God's purpose. Our

peculiar treasures come to us through a few brief epis

tles. Take Paul's letters from us and what would all our

ecclesiastical systems and buildings be worth? All that

is vital and valuable is deposited in our spirits.

"The divine service which was performed by the

priests and Levites in the tabernacle and the temple is

not continued in this present era. Our eyes are not

engaged with golden walls, the costly colored curtains,

the majestic architecture of God's dwelling made with

hands. The apostle's substitute for this is the evangel.

He offered God divine service in his spirit in the evangel

of God's Son (Rom. 1:9). This is the reality of which

the ritual was but a shadow.

"It is only in our spirit that we are aware of our

relationship to God. The spirit which we receive from

God joins its witness with our spirit that we are children

of God (Rom. 8:16). We have no physical link with a

divinely chosen nation, such as Israel had. We have no

evidence in our flesh that we are in touch with the Deity.

And it is the bane of the believer's experience to seek

for assurance in the state of his soul. Our feelings do

not affect our place in God's family. We know God and
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His grace only through words—God's words—which

charge our spirits with divine vitality, and assure us of

our place in His purpose. Happiness is not salvation, nor

is misery reprobation. They are mere emotions of the soul,

dependent on the flesh and spirit. Only by faith can we

make contact with God's spirit. And this can be done

only by our spirit.

THE HOMING OF GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT

"Up to the end of Acts the spirit is found on the

saints; from Romans, through Paul's epistles, God's holy

spirit makes its home in the members of the body of

Christ. This change is fraught with far-reaching signifi

cance. There is all the difference which we find in

Israel's early history, where Ieue manifested Himself in

two distinct methods. He occasionally came upon men,

such as Othniel and Gideon, David and Amasai,

Zechariah and Ezekiel, energizing them for some super

human effort. But He also made His home in the holy

of holies. One was intermittent and temporary, the

other was His permanent abode, specially prepared and

sanctified for His presence.

"Since sin has invaded the universe, God makes His

home in the tabernacle of the wilderness, the temple of

Solomon, the more glorious sanctuary of Ezekiel (Ezek.

43:5), in the person of His Son (John 2:19-21) and, in

this administration of transcendent grace, which antici

pates the glories of the ultimate consummation, in the

bodies of His believing people. In the time to come He

will dwell in the temple made of living stones; they will

form a holy priesthood (1 Pet. 2:5) in the earthly king

dom, they will be part of His abode. We, each one, are

His temple. In the past He dwelt in houses made by

men's hands, and He will deign to do so once again.

But now He is not making His home in such structures,
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but in bodies made by Himself as the Creator and

hallowed by the sacrifice of Christ.

"The figure of the temple is transferred to our bodies

by the apostle. 'Are you not aware that you are a temple

of G-od and the spirit of God is making its home in you?'

(1 Cor. 3:16). As the presence of Ieue sanctified the

temple, so we also are holy because we are His home.

This is the true basis and power of holiness. It is not in

ourselves, but in Him "Who homes in us.

"The homing of God's holy spirit is set forth most

fully in Eomans 8:9, 11. There we read, 'Yet you are

not in flesh, but in spirit, if so be that God's spirit is

making its home in you Now if the spirit of Him Who

rouses Jesus from among the dead is making its home in

you, He Who rouses Christ Jesus from among the dead

will also be vivifying your mortal bodies because of His

spirit making its home in you.' This is the marvelous

continual miracle of God's holy spirit in this administra

tion; it gives life to the dead. We should be in constant

enjoyment of this resurrection power, which makes the

body of sin, though dead, the instrument of righteous

ness.

"The spirit homing within us, not only hallows our

mortal frame and gives it life, but also guards that

which He has committed to us. Paul charged Timothy,

'The ideal thing committed to you guard through the

holy spirit which is making its home in us' (2 Tim. 1:14).

These three passages fully set forth the present place of

the holy spirit of God in contrast with its place in the

past. Then its presence was occasional and extraordi

nary, now it is the normal experience of all saints. Then

God dwelt in temples, now He homes in those whom He

has hallowed.'' h.h.r.

(To be continued)
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LABOR DAY CONFERENCE

A very interesting conference on scriptural themes was held
on Labor Day, at the Bible Truth Church of God, New York City.

The program of the day was filled with promise of good things,

and anyone who attended, even for part of the day, can testify

that blessing was in abundance.

The morning and afternoon praise services were conducted

by Brother E. Duncan. The address of welcome was given by
Brother E. C. Kling. The morning address on the subject, "The

More Excellent Way," was given by Brother A. Benta, an able

exponent of the truth. The love of which he spoke is fervent

enough to melt the most frigid heart. The afternoon address

on the subject, "Be Pursuing Love," was given by Rev. B. A.

Hughes, and in it was shown the need for feeding, showing and

guarding love, lest our hearts grow cold.

Rev. Bynoe, Sister Nelson and Brother Duncan gave glowing

reports of the progress of the work in England and in the West

Indies. Sister Nelson and Brother Duncan attended the annual

conference held in Jamaica and gave a detailed account of the

activities, the hopes and aspirations of the ecclesias there.

The evening praise and "say-so" service was conducted by

Rev. Hughes. Much eagerness was shown by the friends to offer

thanksgiving for the blessing of the day and their testimonies
were inspiring.

Rev. L. A. Bynoe introduced his subject—"Universal Recon

ciliation"—one that is dear to the hearts of Concordant Scrip

ture Students, and which other groups have been tardy to

embrace. Yet, from recent church conferences come reports

that the light is dawning upon them too.

Throughout the day vocal music was rendered by Sisters

Hughes and Matthews to the enjoyment and blessing of all.

For the convenience of the conferees, the banquet table was
set up at the Church in Fellowship Hall, where service was

gladly rendered by the sisters. e.c.k.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Your subscription may now be due, since they all have been

adjusted to coincide with the calendar year. Hence we have

enclosed a renewal form for your convenience. The cost remains

only one dollar per year, and we will gladly send it without cost

to those unable to pay. You can save us the trouble and expense

of sending you a separate notice later, by returning this form.

Additional gift subscriptions may also be enclosed in the same

envelope. (What an economical and effective way to bear wit

ness to the truth to your friends, neighbors and relatives!)

Please disregard this notice if you have already paid your

subscription for the coming year! These notices must be in

cluded with every copy we mail out, so you will receive one

even though you have paid for 1963. Why not use the envelope

for your next order for literature, or to send additional gift
subscriptions? We can provide gift cards, upon request.
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MARK MADE GOOD

It is encouraging to read of those who failed miserably

in their early walk with God, yet later found their place

in His plan, and were faithful in service. John Mark

was a failure who later '' made good.''

As a helper, John was traveling with Barnabas (his

uncle) and Paul in a missionary endeavor in foreign

lands. The rigors of the journey may have been too

much for him; for we read, "Yet John, departing from

them returns to Jerusalem." (Acts 13:13). Exciting

and glorious things took place on that journey, but John

Mark, who was safe at home with his mother, had no

part in them. Paul refused to take him on the next trip.

This would end the story of Mark—except for the

fact that God is not hindered by failures. God uses

failure to bring about a new dependence upon Him. So

it seems with young Mark. To the Colossians Paul later

wrote concerning him, "If he should be coming to you,

receive him." Paul then lists Mark as one of the three

fellow-workers from the Circumcision "who became a

solace to me." (Col. 4:10,ll).

Paul, the aging prisoner, writes to Timothy, 'i Taking

Mark, lead him back with you, for he is useful to me for

service." (2 Tim. 4:11)

We rejoice in the account of the earthly life of the

Lord Jesus Christ as written by John Mark—noting that

he portrays the Lord as the "perfect Servant"—the

Servant Who did not fail. f.s.
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MEDITATION

"Suffer evil with me/7 pleads Paul with young

Timothy (2 Tim. 2:3). This verse is applicable to all who

read these lines, for all whom God calls into His marvelous

grace are also called to suffering.

Present-day living does not tend to make people "sol

dier-minded." Young believers coming up into this

prosperous easy-going era will find general attitudes to

be the very opposite to Paul's pleading. "Take it easy"

and "enjoy yourself" are typical exhortations of the day.

But the "trend" goes even deeper. There is a spirit of

irreverence toward all authority, a flippancy toward

faith in God, a tendency to de-bunk all moral standards.

It is an Esau-type of thinking which the Scriptures call

"profane"—a kind of thinking that would barter any

thing of permanent value for a bowl of soup.

At work or school, young believers must "rub shoul

ders" with those who are swept along by such trends.

Knowing the scriptures, however, they will beware of the

dangers of such thinking in any degree. Let us pray

earnestly for one another, that we may learn to be strong

during times of temptation. Let us encourage each other

to raise our eyes to see the great goal before us, and ignore

the trend of the times in which we live.

WORTH LEARNING

The scriptures mention two things which must be

learned:

Paul wrote that he learned contentment. "...I

learned to be content in that in which I am." (Phil.

4:11).

Christ learned obedience. "... even He also, being a

Son, learned obedience from that which He suffered."

(Heb. 5:8).
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A DOCTOR WRITES ABOUT JESTJS

Did you know that one account of the earthly life of the

Lord Jesus Christ was written by a doctor? Yes, Luke

was a physician. The apostle Paul calls him the "beloved"

physician, so it seems that the people who knew Dr. Luke

must have loved him very much.

Luke tells us interesting things that the other writers

do not tell. Throughout his book, we see what a truly

wonderful Person the Lord Jesus is, for Luke shows Him

as the Ideal Man.

How loving and sympathetic is Jesus! In a little town

called Nain, Jesus raised a young man from the dead and

presented him back to his mother. How happy she was

that her son was alive! (Chapter 7:11-17).

Everyone enjoys reading how Jesus welcomed the chil

dren to come to Him. How those Jewish children loved

to be near Him! Would you like to read it again? It is

found in chapter 18, verses 15-17.

Do you remember the story of Zaccheus who climbed a

tree in order to see Jesus ? This story you will find in the

first ten verses of chapter 19.

In all four accounts of His life (Matthew, Mark, Luke,

and John), we read that Jesus came to die. He came to

give His life—not only for His own people, the Jews—but

He came to die for our sakes, as well. He came to take

away the sin of the whole world. In chapter 23 of Luke,

we read how cruel men took the Lord Jesus and crucified

Him on that sad, sad day.
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Do you know what glorious event took place in chapter

24? Bead these two chapters, and remember that it all

happened for your sake! f.s.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question: What is the "systematizing of the decep

tion"?

Answer: The phrase "systematizing of the decep

tion" (Eph. 4:14) is a most apt description of modern

methods of maintaining error. Isolated departures from

truth are difficult to promulgate. They must be worked

up into a philosophic system in order to become popular.

The great theologies are systematized to agree with their

main position, which may be half truth. Many of the

movements of the day which appeal to the Bible for sup

port, have so systematized their deceptions that they

appear to rest on divine revelation. They are philoso

phies with enough contacts in the scriptures to give them

the appearance of truth. The mature saint will not be

deceived by them.

"...In the measure in which we are occupied with

God and His power for salvation we are freed from

occupation with sin. Man cannot look in opposite direc

tions at the same time; while he actively reckons himself

alive to God he is practically dead to sin. Such occupa

tion with God and His saving activity at the cross and

the tomb of Christ instructs us as to the sinfulness of sin,

its loathsomeness, and the happiness of our deliverance

from its dominion; it forbids dalliance with sin, and

prevents useless efforts to combat and extirpate it.

Assurance grows and with it love; as we look Godward

the heart follows the eye and we are brought into loving

fellowship with Him and His methods... "
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ALBERT WALLEN

We have just learned of the death on September 20th, of our

friend and brother in the Lord, Albert Wallen, of Minneapolis.

Born in Sweden, Brother Wallen was often a winter visitor to

southern California, hence was a personal friend. He was 89

years of age, and had lived a full life for his Lord. Always eager

to testify to the truths he loved, he was an enthusiastic and

faithful attendant at the meetings in Los Angeles during the

winter, and in Minneapolis during the summer months. He

had been a subscriber to Unsearchable Riches for more than

thirty years. e.o.k.
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